
Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, June0D8, 2011 8:59 AM
To: 'Mike Weightman imike.weightman@hse.gsi.gov.uk)'
Subject: ONR Interim Report on Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Dear Dr. Weightman,

I hope this message finds you doing well. I just read with great interest ONR's interim report onc'ear
events in Japan.

The US NRC is also systematically evaluating the lessons from Japan. A key element rthrPess will be
the NRC's external communication of its findings and conclusions. N b

I found ONR's to be very well written and logically organized, and I think it will aluable
communication tool for your organization. As noted in your report, it appears that 0 has also recognized the
importance openness and transparency.

(b)(5)

Best regards,

Ho \

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendo
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
r (b)(6) : (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(ýnrc.,Qov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ostendorff, William
Wednesday, September 07, 2011 10:30 AM
Nieh, Ho
Franovich, Mike
RE: Contact info

I ~(b)(5)

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 7:25 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Franovich, Mike
Subject: FW: Contact info

(b)(5)

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissl

(301) 415-1811 (office)
r (b)(6) : (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Joe Neto [m
Sent: Friday, Se tE
To: Herr, Lindj(
Cc: Nieh, Ho4

;.com]

info

Hope th't e-mail finds you well.
Since our conference will be mostly oriented towards the guidelines specified in the United States National Regulatory
Commission Near-Term Task Force Report, we would like to kindly ask Commissioner Ostendorff to submit a brief quote
about the current environment of the nuclear community post-Fukushima Daiichi incident, that makes it so crucial for
the sector to gather and discuss the next steps that will be taken to enhance safety. This quote will be featured on the
conference's brochure.

I appreciate your attention to this matter.
1
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With my best regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

W 1 818) 888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

INFOCAST
www.infocastinc.com

From: Joe Neto [mailto :joen@infocastevents.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:28 PM
To: 'Herr, Linda'
Cc: 'Nieh, Ho'
Subject: RE: Contact info

Good afternoon Ms. Herr.

Thank you very much for sending me Commissioner Ost aw's picture and the NRC Logo.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

U 11(818) 888-4444(Q) " 20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

V.w INFOCASTm
www.infocastinc.com

From: Herr, Unda [mailto:Linda.Herr@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 12:21 PM
To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Cc: Nieh, Ho

2
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Subject: RE: Contact info
Importance: High

Good afternoon Mr. Neto:

Attached are Commissioner Ostendorff's picture and the NRC Logo you requested from Mr. Nieh. Please
don't hesitate to call or email me if I can assist further.

Regards,

_Z,7.'Y

Administrative Assistant to
Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PH: 301-415-1759
FAX: 301-415-1757

From: Nieh, Ho.
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:13 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Cc: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: FW: Contact info

i, requesting?Linda - could you please provide Joe with the

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh __

Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner Willial Caendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C sion
(301) 415-1811 (office)I_ (b)(6) I mo i

(301) 415-1757 (fa
ho.nieh(anrc..ov

From: Joe N aoilto:joen@infocastevents.com]
Sent: ThVtfflk AtJgust 18, 2011 3: 12 PM
To: Nleh.%~io I

info

Dear

We are delighted to confirm Commissioner Ostendorff's participation as a Keynote Speaker of our Nuclear Safety Post-
Fukushiima Policy Conference.
To properly feature the Commissioner and the NRC in our conference brochure and website, would you be kind enough
to send me his picture, along with the NRC logo (in high-resolution)?

I appreciate that.

3
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5hý

Best Regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

9 1 (8181 888-4444

1F3 20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

V
& INFOCAST
www.infocastinc.com

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:57 AM
ToW joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: Contact info

Dear Joe - good talking to you, will get back to you

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrn
(301) 415-1811 (office)

ý (b)(6) : (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(anrc.aov /

.4
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Meeting Request w/BlueWater Strategies

Thanks Linda.

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Meeting Request w/BlueWater Strategies

Sir:

I (b)(5) I

Linda

From: Catherine Gernes [mailto:caernes(bwstrategies.com]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 11:55 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: Meeting Request

Commissioner Ostendorff, N __

I am sending this meeting request on behalf of Andrevi'Dndq MLd~lanaging Partner of BlueWater Strategies.

BlueWater Strategies is a bipartisan consulting firmr ashington DC. www.bwstrateqies.com As you can see from the

BlueWater web site, Andrew worked in the SernAe for umber of years including as Staff Director of the Senate Energy Committee.

Andrew is requesting a meeting with Comr ner stendorff on behalf of Mr. Hiroshi Sakamoto, Vice President of Toshiba.

Mr. Sakamoto is responsible for ov n To hiba's U.S. nuclear business, and is on the Board of Directors of USEC.

Mr. Sakamoto is also directly' overseeing Toshiba's support for TEPCO's restoration and cleanup efforts at the Fukushima
Daiichi site, including the act ities stinghouse and Babcock and Wilcox.

Mr. Sakamoto is reque is ting with the Commissioner to provide a briefing on the status of the ongoing efforts at Fukushima.

Mr. Sakamoto wi' in Wa ington on Thursday and Friday of this week, and can come on Wednesday as well if that is necessary.
Mr. Sakamoto iituhl to Japan next week to work on the Fukushima effort, and thus is available only this week or in several weeks

when he rejff#,\

Please I t Commissioner might have time on Thursday or Friday and Wednesday if needed to meet with Mr. Lundquist and
Mr.

If you ha any questions please do not hesitate to call me or Andrew at 202-589-0015.

Cheers,
Katie

Catherine Gemes
BlueWater Strategies tic
400 North Capitol Street, NW
Suite 475
Washington, DC 20001
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Phone: (202) 589-0015
Fax: (202) 589-1516
Web: www.bwstrateaies.com

rV

ox
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Herr, Linda

J From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: GEH

From:F (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, March 17, W-011 8:11 AM
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: GE

Dear Bill

We the American people are deeply concerned that NRC is 71, ing to decommission GE
and Toshiba-designed boiling water reactors like the one o) failing at Japan's Fukushima
and Tokai complexes. All 13 emergency diesel generatG failed, and not because of the
quake or tsunami but the crankshafts just failed. Thi n way back in 1976 when 3
engineers quit GE after they blew the whistle on G _ll_!rk I reactor. The 1988 racketeering
case about Shoreham plant in NY revealed that EDGt t'ts were faked to pass seismic
qualification. We know that Japan is at leve 64ut 7 now and 200,000 people have been
evacuated from the contaminated nuclea ites i "partial" meltdowns. Systemic failure,
where rods are overheating - Units I Fukushima exploded, sending up radioactive
plumes - and malfunctioning coolais d DG are reported all over the Japanese nuclear
network. Scariest of all is that Ja 's ear safety agency, with its long record of mendacity,
is saying its reactors are unde o

The struggle to cool the a ors isn't the only problem as there is far greater danger of
widespread radioacti .m an inability to cool Fukushima's spent fuel pools. These spent
fuel pools hold fa. re r dioactivity than the reactor core, and placing them on top the reactor
is another bad d ch is as dangerous as putting a gasoline tank above the engine. There
are reorts ý&ca g cesium- 137, a deadly isotope that gives off highly penetrating radiation
and is abYbe the food chain. While Japan insists that radiation released into the air at
Fukushi nafu l not be harmful, a number of Japanese workers have been hurt by radiation,
and Us on their way to a rescue mission have been contaminated. We urge NRC to be
tru the American people and not be like Japan, and learn their lesson that serving
powerTIl companies at the expense of public safety and public benefit could be a capital crime
of mass murder.

We urge NRC to demand full safety, EDG and 9.0 quake stress tests for all major 3rd generation
reactors including GE Hitachi, Areva EPR, Mitsubishi, and Toshiba (Westinghouse AP-1000).
Germany has shut down 7 out of 17 aged nuclear plants, and NRC must do the same in
America. China has suspended the approval process for nuclear power stations so that safety
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standards can be revised, and we urge NRC to do likewise. NRC must require relevant
departments to do safety checks at existing plants, especially EDG stressed tested to the
max until they fail. Safety is our top priority in developing nuclear power plants, and we call
for a comprehensive safety check and enhanced management over existing plants. All
plants with fuel pools on top must be closed to prevent pool fire, and spent fuel must be shipped
elsewhere. Before the revised safety standards are approved, all new nuclear power plants,
including pre-construction, must be suspended. We also urge NRC to step up monitoring of
radioactive substances and issue alerts timely with results on NRC website everyd .d e the
people know more than the politicians many of which are corrupted by special 1 d
demand that you listen to us and not them, because our lives are at stake and
democracy is all about.

Thirty million Californians live between two nuclear stations, San O0 o n near San Diego
and Diablo Canyon up by central California's San Luis Obispo. The pe t rs insist "there is no
immediate threat to the state" but the fact is no mass evacuations p' ie in a meltdown or
fuel pool fire in California. The fact that they don't even giv.'*sh, iodine tablets showed
that they and NRC don't really care about us. The operator, ljo Canyon is Pacific Gas &
Electric, the company sued by the small town of Hinkle t allowed poisonous hexavalent
chromium to leach into their groundwater and lied a immortalized in the film Erin
Brockovich. The Diablo reactor is built smack in th - i le of four earthquake faults in a built-
up suburbanized area. San Onofre has tallied tewtime t e number of safety complaints by
workers who are afraid to speak out fearing retaliaion. For good measure, San Onofre is sited
between both offshore and inland San Audre~a ýve seismic faults. Its nearest city San Diego
has suffered 50% more earthquake ajnute 1984.

We Americans have a virile tradition G istleblowers, nuclear and otherwise, although
Obama has declared war on 1 I',h expose government scandals. He won't succeed
because truth will alwayspre Uss and because of Wikileaks, the internet, and Facebook so we
demand that the NRC st~t~lati ng GE, Toshiba and the big boys and serve the people and
not be beholden to th istry it is'supposed to regulate. The poor Japanese have no'such
legacy, which isyh the re in such a pickle. Japanese salarymen used to working for one
company their en|i e s keep their mouths shut. They must have known what we know now,
that Fukuswa's o rator, Tokyo Electric Power (Tepco), never tested EDG or safety for a
quake- aau n anywhere near the 9.0 that has devastated Japan. Tepco is the shogun of
electric d their nuclear watchdog looked the other way. The result is full-scale panic,
beu . e they don't know what to do or how to do it. NRC must not allow any Tepco in
Amn* , and must hold every manufacturer, contractor and operator to account.

So there goes the nuclear renaissance trumpeted by Obama in his state of the union. To tamp
down global warming and solve our energy needs, he boasted, "It means building a new
generation of safe, clean nuclear power plants in this country." He aimed to give $36 billion to
the nuclear power industry and a $4 billion loan guarantee for two new reactors on the Texan
Gulf Coast to be built by Tepco, assisted by the same American company Stone &Webster now
a nuclear unit of Shaw Construction that made false safety reports at New York's Shoreham
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nuclear plant. The liability for Tepco and Houston Power is capped at only $75 million, which
is an insult to the people, because it must be at least $1 billion in the event of a megaquake and
tsunami. The cost to generate nuclear power in Texas is twice that of wind power, so this
project is uneconomical and will stick it to the taxpayers and the ratepayers. Hello NRC, whose
interests do you serve, the people or the industry? The Gulf Coast has suffered enough from
Katrina and BP, so we demand that you cancel the Texas deal and monitor all safety and EDG
tests and not rely on contractors who will fake safety reports to save billions. We demand that
you fulfill your oaths of office and cancel all uneconomical deals that do not ben t•
taxpayers or ratepayers because projects must serve the people and not the"

China is strong because its leaders heed the voices of their people and serve th ,oing out
corruption, waste, fraud and special interests. Of the 104 old, fault-riddea .ckety nuclear
power stations in the US, 23 are of a similar GE or Toshiba design tha f led
catastrophically in Japan. If a reactor goes China Syndrome and me s ar tway down as
occurred at Chernobyl which made a huge area uninhabitable and ca - undreds of thousands
of deaths, its radioactivity will contain 1,000 times as much "h .shima bomb. We
demand that NRC decommission all 23 such reactors and h. se ing the industry or kowtow
to its powerful lobby. We the people are your true masrr•' we demand that you serve
General People and not General Electric while you office by heeding our voices and
cater to our safety. We demand that you provide fr• o sium iodine 130mg tablets to
residents of Southern California and other loccaions Ifill your role as watchdog and make
real enemies of the industry with the power to e te and punish, and not be its lapdog as we
the people know whassup and will hold all o\•Nfl•ccountable.

We The People
Eddy Nguyen
Titan Capital

, "K&
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Herr, Linda

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Importance:

Herr, Linda
Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:50 PM
OPA Resource
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Shannon, Valerie; Brenner, Eliot; Bozin, Sunny; Franovich, Mike; Herr,
Linda; Kock, Andrea; Nieh, Ho; Wamick, Greg; Zorn, Jason
FW: Solution to cool Japan reactor!

High

IN/f
Hello!

(b)(5)

Many thanks,
Linda

From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:21 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: Solution to cool Japan reactor!
Importance: High

From: Robert Sanchez [mailto:robert.sanchez~c linclightinoelecacal.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:25 PM

.To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Solution to cool Japan reactor!
Importance: High

William,

I hope this reaches you, and I Ip mnot just wasting yourtime. Their efforts in Japan on cooling the. spent fuel
suggests to me that this "QAL' utdoors. They tried to reach it with water cannons which also suggests to me that
the safe distance need d not o far for what I suggest. I believe that helicopters can bring in hoses and direct them
to the pool(s). They •tolbe weighted of course to anchor them. And from a safer distance pump water
through them. I bope is helps!

Robert i
Journeyp
Linc Ligi
An AB

Email: p http:f/www.thelincgroup corn

oo-7a . inow~~d Puct tintnd in rem iry co,9ide rhtai;y reqi~~pl Onhrit' P110 nflgV 5"Of'la ii into!Ar t1. 's pri-i' ; 11;;.ii ~C lr:'l2.'>' .

:1k aip fedet at 01 stale k;w;. if the reader ot t hisnctýsaqeC is Ii~ l:. fllf reicci :eLrtp;.ort l'ý :: a'q nf :, ~ i'c 1 I.h
-n~,do(l reciPient you ate thereby; notiiect Itta o s rt, ilnuc p.oftil ;ei' in pj~:: )l.h.ý
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Bozin, Sunny

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 1:55 PM
To: Bozin, Sunny
Subject: FW: Nuclear Safety Statement on Fukushima
Attachments: Statement April 4, 2011 .pdf; ATT00002..txt

Sunny:

(b)(5)

Thanks!

Linda

-Original Message-
From: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 20111:05 PM
To: Herr, Linda •i_
Subject: FW: Nuclear Safety Statement on Fukushima

-- Original Message-
From: Roger Mattsor [mailtot (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, Apni 06, 2011 12:43 PM
To. CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRSVIN,6Kl• Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;
CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; OPAl RESOURCE; Dft ie•Ma-rgaret; Leeds, Eric
Subject: Nuclear Safety Statement on kus

Dear NRC Commissioners and Sta r

I write to you on behalf of an ,roup of nuclear safety experts from various countries that for many years
have been engaged in r n development, design, construction, operation, management and safety
regulation of nuclear p sr p1 t. We have prepared a Statement, "NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal forNuclear Safety" to e eep concern about the future of nuclear power in view of the consequences of

the earthquake and fJami at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan. A copy of the Statement is attached. We
delivered the Sjfemen'o Mr. Yukiya Amano, Director General of IAEA on April 6 in Vienna. We offer theStatement wi.th'gXd intentions in the hope that it will help national nuclear safety organizations such as yours,

and your iation-eI counterparts, in developing considered responses to the events at Fukushima.

Alth 'hp~hensive analysis of this tragic event is not feasible at the moment due to lack of complete
data PhlfLents that occurred, we wish to voice our opinion about severe accidents at civilian nuclear power
plants a suggest additional measures to avoid them in light of the experience so far gained at Fukushima. In
our Statement, we review the many advances in nuclear safety that were realized after the accidents at Three
Mile Island and Chemobyl. We hoped these advances would relegate severe nuclear accidents to history.
Nevertheless, another one has happened. Why?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to give a full answer to this question, but some preliminary
observations deserve to be made now. Accordingly, our Statement describes measures that should be
considered, for both operating and new nuclear power plants, by the organizations that own and operate these
plants and those that oversee their safety.
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We hope that our recommendations will be accepted for consideration by national authorities, the nuclear
industry, the conferees at the Chernobyl-25 Conference in Kiev this month, and the conferees at the IAEA
Ministerial Conference in Vienna in June.

We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assist in developing and implementing these
and other recommendations to reach our common goal - to 'Never Again" experience severe accidents and, as
defense in depth, to effectively respond to them should they nevertheless occur.

Sincerely, on behalf of the ad hoc group,

Roger

Roger J. Mattson, PhD

(b)(6)
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STATEMENT

NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety

The people listed below are nuclear safety experts from various countries that for many
years have been engaged in research and development, design, construction, operatio<
management and safety regulation of nuclear power plants (NPPs). We express here o
concern about the future of nuclear power in view of the consequences of the earthqa i
tsunami at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan. We are confident that only n ear r
that avoids being a threat to the health and safety of the population and to th t is
acceptable to society. Although comprehensive analysis of this tragic event i sible at
the moment due to lack of complete data on the events that occurred, f wi voice our
opinion about severe accidents at civilian nuclear power plant• an st additional
measures to avoid them in light of the experience so far ga& Fu•shima. First, we
review the improvements made in safety due to earlier severe a iden

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 (U , *d not cause injuries of
the plant personnel or the population. There was no " c radioactive contamination
outside the plant. Even so, the accident caused a red ItL tnvestments in new NPPs due to
a decreased interest from private investors. Studiesoth accident confirmed the robustness
of safety principles employed in the desigf that X'e of NPP. At the same time, the
accident revealed significant weaknesses ip n .e ementation of those principles, including
design of instrumentation and controls, ope r~ocedures and the realism of the analyses
supporting them, personnel traimni •aeeack of operating experience. Lessons learned
from the accident allowed irnpr• regard to human factors (how people and NPPs
relate), design-specific probaih'lti assessments, emergency preparedness, and safety
systems. This accident als e euclear industry to design new NPPs that include passive
safety features not depe e.ton' •e availability of electrical or mechanical equipment.

The aecidentNCherino byl Unit 4 (USSR, 1986) was the largest in history. The spread
of the accident reactors at the plant was prevented but cost the lives of thirty-one
members of onnel and firemen. There was widespread radioactive contamination
over lar p o urope. Many thousand people had to be relocated from their homes near
the p1 y, the accident produced excess thyroid cancers and other negative effects
on. an ti a Ith and had a large psychological impact on the public. The accident also had

. cant political resonance. The design of the reactor at Chernobyl was very different
On'he light-water reactors at TMI and Fukushima. Studies of the Chernobyl accident
hi•lighted significant design deficiencies (core instability, inadequate design of control rods,

-'•atisfactory characteristics of confinement) as well as deficiencies in safety culture in the
former Soviet Union. In harmony with international guidance and in compliance with
upgraded national safety standards, significant modernization was achieved in NPPs in the
former Soviet Union. Moreover, the IAEA International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG) issued reports on the accident and developed Guidance on General Safety
Principles and Safety Culture for improving NPP safety worldwide. The nuclear industry
created the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) for a continuous review and
feedback of nuclear power plant operating experience.

April 4, 2011 NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety
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On learning the lessons from these accidents, the approaches to safety regulation and
NPP design were upgraded, and an international nuclear safety regime based on the Nuclear
Safety Convention and other international accords was established. The fundamental
principle of safety culture has become a daily routine.

International cooperation was strengthened to improve the fundamental requirements
and criteria to ensure safety of nuclear power and to incorporate them into thedesign basis (,
NPPs of the next generations. The Nuclear Safety Convention also called for reviewin

safety of existing NPPs to identify and implement reasonably practical improvements.
The importance of nuclear education and training was acknowledged, whic•.e e

establishment of the World Nuclear University (WNU) and the creation of oear
education networks in different parts of the world.

Severe nuclear accidents seemed to have gone to history. Neverthles ?i'r one has
happened. Why?

A detailed analysis based on more data is needed to gi 11 swer, but some
preliminary observations deserve to be made now. On one h , te oku-Taiheiyou-Oki
Earthquake on March 11, 2011 shows that nuclear power _hts-iapable of withstanding
some catastrophic natural events better than many otherimammtde objects. On the other hand,
it appears that, in the siting and design of the Fukt - i- nuclear plants, an unlikely
combination of low-probability events (historic e~quae plus historic tsunami leading to
loss of all electrical power) was not taken su rntlyuaccount.

In fact, complex combinations of "uiti ting ekents unforeseen in plant designs resulted (b)(5)

___________•severe.ccidents shows desscribed, abo addition, these accidents took emergency
--. i-6ne-dd6iiifsidetie: range•o c tan for which they were trained and equipped.

Moreover, hindsight shows that inexpensive improvements, detectable by more
extensive analysis beforehand, a avoided these accidents altogether.

These observationys*d .us o conclude that more can be done to prevent severe
accidents and to limit i rhnsequences should they nevertheless occur. We know that due
to a naturaltenden f h beings for complacency, the nuclear safety regime can erode;
i.e., if we do o00 usly pursue safety, we can loose safety. There are occasional signs
that nationarnational safety assessments and peer review missions are becoming
more foc on onstrating that safety is satisfactory and in compliance with national and
intern , rds than on finding and correcting deficiencies, be they in design,

o atatio , r the standards themselves. Therefore, we need to reinforce our dedication, not
words but also in actions towards a questioning attitude, thereby assuring continuousQ ro- ent in the safety of NPPs.

Thus, there is a need to continue to audit and improve the safety culture at all levels of
Suclear power management and regulation, achieve due attention to detail, implement
effective programs to identify, analyze and correct safety deficiencies, and effectively
manage nuclear knowledge.

Special attention should be paid to the quality of personnel training for nuclear power. (b)(5)

To achieve this goal, NPP vendor countries should establish centers to train specialists for
nuclear technology in recipient countries. Top professionals involved in nuclear power
generation should not only "know what" and "know how" but also "know why" in order to
deliver difficult and critical decisions in time to deal with unforeseen circumstances. In

April 4,2011 NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety 2
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addition, regulatory organizations should improve the effectiveness of expert missions and
inspections, and guarantee openness and honesty in reporting the findings of such inspections
to the public. Routine inspections are important; however, even more important is the
capability to recognize early indications of low probability incidents or circumstances.

In addition to further measures to prevent severe accidents, more must be done to limit
the consequences of such accidents if they occur. It is important to finalize the in-depth safem- r'
assessments of severe accident vulnerabilities for each NPP plant design and to
severe accident management provisions for alloperating nuclear reactors. Me
accident management should be supported-with robust technical capabilit' ,b

equipment, and procedures for restoration of core heat removal before tht hel
melting. Plant staff should be well trained in flexible severe accident manaq=MtV!")

Renewed attention should be given to general safety requireme for built to
earlier safety standards in view of the considerable remaining opeetingz nvisaged for
many such plants. A more internationally harmonized approachh e bould be sought.
In light of the common mode failure of redundant safety systei (el. c power) caused by
the tsunami at Fukushima, authorities should ask to this failure and other
common mode failure vulnerabilities in operating pl•a:ight be revealed by current
technology. or INX

The safety requirements for future NPPs sh be efined to assure that their backup
cooling systems are able to operate for a loi en time following a complete loss of (b)(5)

on-site and off-site power. These futur FPsjýhould be able to promptly restore or
compensate for lost power. Passiv sysV and advanced technologies for system
engineering, materials, informatio e nt and communications should be applied to
new NPPs. New plants should wa from areas of extreme natural and manmade
hazards. Risk assessments and ernance should be used for optimization of plant
design and operation b Sub itute for deterministic safety justifications. The next-
generation NPPs shoulijVae safety even if operating personnel are not able to provide
immediate responsp an• •rgency.

The respo b* d qualifications of government and corporate officials involved in
nuclear saf - decision-making should be reviewed and enhanced by national
authoriti ereeeded. National nuclear institutions in all countries, including nuclear
safety tor , should be accountable for their actions and transparent in nuclear safety
co und ons so that they receive and deserve the trust of the public. It is necessary to

s that national nuclear safety regulators in all countries are fully independent in their
01isi -making on nuclear safety and to assure their competence, resources and enforcement
aulonties. Insurance premiums for all NFP owners should be tied to plant safety
NOT s I(b)(5)
pirformance.

The safety of nuclear power goes beyond national boundaries. Appropriate measures to
further strengthen the international nuclear safety regime should be identified and
implemented after proper discussions, whether it will be within the framework of the Nuclear
Safety Convention, the IAEA, regional bodies like the EU or industry organizations like
WANO. A critical question should be what measures would be most effective in further
promoting a high level of nuclear safety worldwide. Would it be to create new international
frameworks, for example in the shape of an international regulatory agency entrusted with

April 4, 201! NEVER AGAIN: An Essential Goal for Nuclear Safety 3
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issuing binding international safety standards and performing compulsory inspections, or
would it be to further develop and strengthen existing frameworks, emphasizing national
responsibilities in combination with rigorous international peer reviews? It is to be expected
that the international conference to be convened at the iAEA in Vienna in June of this year
will provide a starting point for discussions of such measures. ýJ. -

Requirements for new countries wishing to start using nuclear power shouldt!
developed and incorporated into the international nuclear safety regime. Such countrie t
demonstrate their ability to uphold high international standards with regard to safety, e
and non-proliferation over the lifetime of their nuclear power programs.

We hope that our recommendations will be accepted for considera b' •,nal
authorities and international organizations and that concerted measures d eloped.
We are always ready to share our experience and expertise to assi yv opmg and
implementing these and other recommendations to reach our cqm 0 to "Never

Again" experience severe accidents in the future and, as defdnse o.d pth, to effectively
respond to them should they nevertheless occur.

The following people assisted in the formulation o ,atement and concur in its
issuance.

,h

Adolf Germany Professor Emeritus, Te cat University of Munich; former
Birkhofer member and chaqtONSA Mormer chair, German Reactor

Safety CornnY ".•; fdjrmer chair, Committee on Safety of
Nuclear InstallaoNsd OECD

Agustin Spain Former nfmber,WISAG; former member, director and
Alonso cormineti n panish Regulatory Institution; vice chair,

Co ._'.__te __nafety of Nuclear Installations of OECD
KunMo Republic onrm -"ffiber, INSAG; former minister, Science &
Chung of Kor ogy, Republic of Korea; former president, Korean

ca emy of Science & Technology; former president, General
__,_____%C onference, IAEA; former vice chair, World Energy Council

Harold ,ormer director, office of nuclear reactor regulation, US
Denton Nuclear Regulatory Commission and President Carter's•r representative at TMI during the accident

Lars S eden Former member, INSAG; former director general, Swedish
H e Nuclear Power Inspectorate; former chair, steering committee,A~rb -•OECD Nuclear Energy Agency

India Former member, INSAG, former chairman, Atomic Energy
% kar Commission of India

Gj •rgy Ukraine Former head, nuclear power and industry department, USSR
Ilopchinsky Council of Ministers; former vice chair, Ukrainian nuclear

regulatory authority
Jukkka Finland Vice-chair, INSAG; director general, Finnish Radiation &
Laaksonen Nuclear Safety Authority; chair, Western European Nuclear

Regulatory Association (WENRA); former chair, NEA
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA)

Salomon USA Former member, INSAG; former design and manufacturing

Levy manager, General Electric Atomic Power Equipment Division;
1 _ _ honorary member, ASME

C
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Roger
Mattson

USA Former director of reactor systems safety division and leader,
TMI Lessons Learned Task Force, US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; working group co-chair, INSAG-3

Victor
Murogov

Russia Professor, National Nuclear Research University (MEPHI);
director, Russian Association Nuclear Science and Education;
former director, Institute of Physics and Power Engineering**"
(IPPE); former deputy director general for nuclear powelON
IAEA

I. I
Nikolai
Ponomarev-
Stepnoy

Victor
Sidorenko

Russia Member, Russian Academy of Science; former
director, Kurchatov Institute

-4-
Russia Correspondent member of Russian Academ of S eOce;former member, INSAG; former depu .dire urchatov

Institute; former deputy Chairman o SS nuclear
regulatory authority; former depu mini f nuclear power
of the USSR and Russia

Nikolai Ukraine Former member, IAEA S dta *gf iso-y Group on Nuclear
Steinberg Energy-, former chief eniobyl NPP; former deputy

chairman of USSR n4 !ar tory authority; former
chairman of Ukrainian lear regulatory authority; former
deputy ministerepffbel & iwer of Ukraine

Pierre France Former memlerW.JSAG; former inspector general of nuclear
Tanguy safety, Electn&4tehFfance
Jurgis Lithuania Memb 0•f.iuahian Academy of Science; former director,

Legithii~niaE"fgy Institute

9
4

N
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 7:54 AM
To: Ho Nieh; Franovich, Mike
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: (b)(5)

(b)(5)

NRC decisions on new reactors on 90-day
review
RELATED TOPICS

* Stocks D

* Markets
Mon Jul 18, 2011 2:17pm EDT

WASHINGTON, July 18 (Reuters) - The U.S. ear safety
regulator needs to provide clarity within on what new
measures are warranted by Japan's Fukus a\D ichi disaster --

decisions that will be key to evalu ations to build
new reactors, its chairman said on

"We need to move on this in 90 o• o it will be difficult
to see how we move forward or,¶ie) tors because we won't
have certainty on these recomri ations, whether they apply or
don't apply," Gregory Ja ' irman of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 1 epor~ters.

Andrea Ko
United S..~ ear Regulatory Commission
Poli ca~for Materials
Office o mmissioner rQstencdorff

301-415-2896
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Ostendo (b)(6) I
Sent: Wednesd, November 09, 2011 9:27 PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Subject: Fw: Updates

----- Original Message -----
From: Ralph Stoll
To: Ostendorff
Cc: Ralph Stoll
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 2:30 PM
Subject: Updates

Bill -

News today about USS NORFOLK being awarded the 2010 Arleigh Burke .eet
http://www.wavycom/dpp/news/local news/norfolk/uss-norfolk-crew-h0J• e l•Peremon ) reminded me tofollow up on our meeting last month.. , 1

Did our presentation and discussion resonate further within your s s demonstration for Commissioner
Apostolakis still appropriate?

Our colleague, Jim Voss, is currently in Australia and h d fo okyo this weekend to meet with two
companies performing strategic planning for the Fu s a eanup. Since our discussion last month are there
any new perspectives or concerns that might be usefu to consider when speaking with the Japanese?

Cheers,
Ralph

Ralph Stoll
Predicus LLC
(0) +1 206 325 5490

(C) (b)(6)

IMPORTANT: P, :tice - - This message and any accompanying documents are
intended onlfor t use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain inf ion that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
applica I the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee
or age • nsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby
noti ýat any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this transaction is strictly
prohibid. If you received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately and destroy the original transmission.
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SextoA, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Herr, Linda
Friday, October 07, 2011 2:15 PM
Ostendorff, William; Nieh, Ho; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
RE: Reunion Follow Up

Sir:
This meeting has been scheduled w/Mr. O'Connell, Bob Holland and Jeff Merrifield for Nov. 2,:
4:00pm for you (they are meeting with all the Commissioners that day at different times as well
1:00-2:00pm).
Linda

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Herr, Linda; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: FW: Reunion Follow Up

Team- For your situational awareness. WCO

From: Ostendorfn , Will iam
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:32 PM
To: 'O'Connell, Michael (Stoughton)'
Cc: Holland, Robert (Stoughton)
Subject: RE: Reunion Follow Up

3:15-

Mike (b)(6) II
I

I IBest wishes, Bill

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

From: O'Connell, Michael (Stoughton)
Sent: Monday, September 05, 20 2ý:4
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Holland, Robert (Stough
Subject: Reunion Follow

o~~.s.04e'Connell~shawgrp.com]

Bill,

(b)(6) lBob Holland and I would be pleased to stop by your office at some
;convenient n1or a~iiscusslon on what is being done by some of the US firms in support of the Fukushima recovery. As
we disc s the are a number of insights into near term actions that the Commission is seeking to transform into
actio th l'i4ob and I support from our personal perspectives on safe nuclear operations. Equally important in the
revie 4alt went wrong I believe is to contrast what worked to preclude failures at the other Fukushima #2 site and
even for actors 5 & 6 at the Fukushima #1 site. Bob visited the #2 site recently and can provide his observations on the
solutions implemented. Hopefully those insights will be useful in a dialog with the various stakeholders as we all look to
ensure the safety of nuclear facilities.

Looking forward to a future meeting following my next Tokyo working trip,

Regards,
Mike
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J. Michael O'Connell
Senior Vice President & Executive Director for Operations
Shaw Global Services, LLC

1-617-589-1544 office
S (b)(6) mobileI blackberry

ShawTm a world of SolutionsTM
www.shawqry.com

****Internet Email Confidentiality Footer**** Privileged/Confidential Information may be in n th

message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delive of essage to
such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In such case, you o oy this
message and notify the sender by reply email. Please advise immediately if you or oyer do not
consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions and o er i ation in this messa
that do not relate to the official business of The Shaw Group Inc. or its subsiianl be understood as
neither given nor endorsed by it. , The Shaw Group Inc.
http://www.shawgrp.com No

2
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Meeting Request w/BlueWater Strategies

Sir:

I (b)(5)
1%

Linda-.__.,_._

From: Catherine Gernes [mailto:cqernes(a)bwstratecjies.com1
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 11:55 AM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: Meeting Request

Commissioner Ostendorff,a\;

I am sending this meeting request on behalf of Andrew Lundquist, Managing Pa eWater Strategies.

BlueWater Strategies is a bipartisan consulting firm here in Washington D srateies.com As you can see from the

BlueWater web site, Andrew worked in the Senate for a number of years i din sStaff Director of the Senate Energy Committee.

Andrew is requesting a meeting with Commissioner Ostendorff on of Mr iroshi Sakamoto, Vice President of Toshiba.

Mr. Sakamoto is responsible for overseeing Toshiba's U.S. nucl eslis, and is on the Board of Directors of USEC.

Mr. Sakamoto is also directly involved in overseeing Tos ',a up•" for TEPCO's restoration and cleanup efforts at the Fukushima
Daiichi site, including the activities of Westinghouse a B 4nd Wilcox.

Mr. Sakamoto is requesting this meeting with the oms r to provide a briefing on the status of the ongoing efforts at Fukushima.

Mr. Sakamoto will be in Washington on Th u h' a ay of this week, and can come on Wednesday as well if that is necessary.
Mr. Sakamoto returns to Japan next week tO•k on the Fukushima effort, and thus is available only this week or in several weeks

when he returns. ,

Please advise if the Commissioner time on Thursday or Friday and Wednesday if needed to meet with Mr. Lundquist and
Mr. Sakamoto.

If you have any question es t hesitate to call me or Andrew at 202-589-0015.

Katie

Cathurine
BlueWat r ~~teg~ i c
400 NoI:NV treet, NW

Washintn, DC 20001
Phone: (2 ) 589-0015
Fax: (202) 589-1516
Web: www.bwstrateqies.com
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sexton, Kimberly

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:48 AM
To: EDOBriefingPkgRequest Resource; Jaegers, Cathy
Cc: Wittick, Susan; Sargent, Kimberly; Franovich, Mike; Nieh, Ho
Subject: Briefing Package Request for May 6th drop in w/Cmr. Ostendorff
Attachments: archie.pdf; byrne.pdf; clary.pdf; Paglia.pdf; timmerman.pdf

Importance: High

(b)(5)

AdtnisJoistant to
CoMA William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nu r Regulatory Commission
PH: 301-415-1759
FAX: 301-415-1757

From: PAGLIA, ALFRED M JR rmailto:APAGLIAascana.coml
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:38 AM
To: Gibbs, Catina; Herr, Linda; Lepre, Janet; Crawford, Carrie

I
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Cc: PA±LIA, ALFRED M JR
Subject: Bios and Agenda for Drop-In

The attached are the bios for those attending the drop in on May 6t1h The topics for discussion include the following:

* COLA and DCD Rulemaking Schedule Activities
* Industry Response to Fukushima Event
* Site Preconstruction Activities Update

Thanks for your assistance in setting up these visits.

Al

AS¾

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 4:23 PM
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: FW: Reunion Follow Up

FYI- WCO indicated he would like more information on the role of US companies in the
Fukushima. Maybe a quick briefing from the NRR staff would be helpful.

Andrea Kock
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Policy Advisor for Materials
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff
301-415-2896 • 4

at

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Herr, Unda; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton,
Subject: FW: Reunion Follow Up

Team- For your situational awareness. WCO

V

d

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:32 PM
To: 'O'Connell, Michael (Stoughton)'
Cc: Holland, Robert (Stoughton)
Subject: RE: Reunion Follow Up

%

L
4

Mike A (b)(6) ' ( (
• I __ •mm !

Best wishes, ill -
(b)(5)I

(b)(6)

From: O'Connell, Michaei (ug" [mailto:James.O'Connell@shawgrp.com]
Sent: Monday, Septe nlre 1 2:.48 PM
To: Ostendorff, Williarf
Cc: Holland, Rob•t (Sto ton)
Subject: Reun I Up
Bill,' .•

(b)(6) Pob Holland and I would be pleased to stop by your office at some
convenieft time for a discussion on what is being done by some of the US firms in support of the Fukushima recovery. As
we discussed, there are a number of insights into near term actions that the Commission is seeking to transform into
action that both Bob and I support from our personal perspectives on safe nuclear operations. Equally important in the
review of what went wrong I believe is to contrast what worked to preclude failures at the other Fukushima #2 site and
even for reactors 5 & 6 at the Fukushima #1 site. Bob visited the #2 site recently and can provide his observations on the
solutions implemented. Hopefully those insights will be useful in a dialog with the various stakeholders as we all look to
ensure the safety of nuclear facilities.

1
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.W oz. .a Tlý,

Lc-oking firward to a future meeting following my next Tokyo working trip,

Regards,
Mike

J. Michael O'Connell
Senior Vice President & Executive Director for Operations
Shaw Global Services, LLC

1-617-589-1544 office
mobile

(b)(6) blackberry

ShawTm a world of SolutionsTM
www.shawonp.com

****Ifntemet Email Confidentiality Footer**** Privileged/Confidential Informat n contained in this

message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible fo eli ry of the message to
such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In suc y s-hould destroy this
message and notify the sender by reply email. Please advise imnmediatelif yo yur employer do not
consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, concl n ther information in this message
that do not relate to the official business of The Shaw Group Inc. r • /lsidianies shall be understood as
neither given nor endorsed by it. _____ The Shaw Group Inc.
http://www.shawgrp.com

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 6:33 PM
To: Zorn, Jason; Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: Challenge for Operators

Thanks to you both for your helpful responses. Let's discuss tomorrow.

-- Original Message ----
From: Zorn, Jason
To: Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue May 17 18:02:27 2011
Subject: Re: Challenge for Operators

(b)(5)

---- Original Message ---

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William; Zorn, Jason
Sent: Tue May 17 17:52:16 2011
Subject: RE: Challenge for Operators

4

I (b)(5)

The plans requested in the bulletin are iI"e ency plans" in the classic sense as required by 50.47, rather
they are plans that address the B.5.ý . iw under 50.54 (hh) (2).

From my experience neither th 5.b cedures nor the 50.47 emergency plans have a public
communication piece.

As noted in their, licene pub ommunication is typically handled by the public affairs part of the
organization with su . pation from a senior level representative at the site or EOF. I have not come
across any licensee dures from my time out in the field and working in the ops center.

(b)(5)

Ho

Ho Ni
Chief of "1aff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
F (b)(6) I (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Ostendorff, William
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Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 5:35 PM
To: Zorn, Jason; Nieh, Ho
Subject: Fw: Challenge for Operators

Jason and Ho- (b)(5) Bryan was head of public affairs at NNSA during
my time there. Tfianks.

From: Bryan Wilkes' (b)(6)

To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue May 17 17:06:03 2011
Subject: FW: Challenge for Operators

Bill,

Recently, some former colleagues of mine and I talked about a recent article in the I ournal (pasted
below my text). The article states that NRC has ordered operators to produce e n ans. The
conversation I had with my former colleagues centered around whether or not e•h plnt has an emergency
public information plan and knows what to do with it (e.g. practice/exercise iQ . Obch is that the operators
may have something on paper, but don't have a proper plan, tools, practi, e upan resources necessary to
be prepared to communicate a serious event to the public in the most effctivMIy. When a true crises hits
(like Fukushima), it is vital that an emergency public affairs procedu n?~i~ is in place, and that the public
information staff knows how to use it.

We would like to meet with you to see if our ideas have any ri/tf u are willing to give us 20 minutes, then
please let me know what your schedule looks like next week a[ •at is best for you.

We are three deeply experienced communicators in u ear nd emergency events, and we think we can
make a contribution to this effort for the operators. rmer colleagues are Jonathan Thompson, former
Director of External Relations of FEMA and a for D for Public Affairs in the Pentagon, and Mark Pfeifle,
former Deputy Assistant to the President an e tional Security Advisor at the NSC. I'm happy to share
their bios with you.

V/r,
Bryan Wilkes
703-401-7111

From: Jonathan Thompso Q J referocommunications.com]
Sent: Monda 16, 2 11 PM
To: (b)(6) Pfeifle, Mark D.'
Subject: Challenge era ors

My sense is th ill be a big challenge for operators to convince the NRC, Congress and FEMA they have
the technic &s, llman resources and the practice necessary to mitigate and respond to a major event.

Nucle• s•Y to Submit Plans in Case of 'Extreme Event'
By RYANTRACY

WASHINGTON-The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission told the operators of nuclear plants Wednesday to
provide information about their plans to respond to "extreme events," saying it would use the information as it
reviews its safety regime after a nuclear crisis in Japan.

The agency Wednesday asked for detailed information about plans that companies were required to develop

after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. The plans deal with the possibility that large areas of the plant would

2
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be 16st-during an emergency and detail how the operator would continue to keep nuclear reactors cool and
prevent the release of radiation.

The agency said in a news release that it "continues to conclude" the plans would be effective, even as it
reviews them.

"We'll review the plants' responses to see if they need to take any additional actions to meet our existing
requirements, along with seeing what the NRC might need to do to enhance those requirements and continue
to protect public health and safety," said NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko.

Operators of the 104 reactors in the U.S. have until June 10 to show the tools to implement the pl en
place and available, and that sufficient staff are on hand to execute them. By July 11, the comns t
show how the plans are tested and re-evaluated, as well as how they coordinate with local
responders.

"Our initial guidance on these strategies focused on the mitigative actions themselve I"so need to
consider things such as operator training and maintaining the related equipment," E'eeds, director of
the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Copyright 2011 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Jonathan Thompson
703.344.4447

9
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 6:46 PM
To: Sharkey, Jeffry
Subject: RE: FYI

(b)(5)

Thanks for sharing that Jeff.

Would be good to catch up tomorrow.

Ho

Ho NiehChief of Staff

Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coriss
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehc.nrc..ov

From: Sharkey, Jeffry
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 6:18 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FYI

July 20,2011: MARKEY To NRC COMMISSI S \ NICKI AND MAGWOOD: STOP ABDICATING
RESPONSIBILITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. (July 20, 201 JI' ) ICongressman Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), the top Democrat
on the Natural Resources Committeqd a senior Member of the Energy and Commerce Committee, released
the following statement in respI eto t votes of NRC Commissioners Kristine L. Svinicki and William D.
Magwood to delay even the nI tion of the adoption of the recommendations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) N Task Force reviewing NRC processes and regulations in the wake of the
Fukushima nuclear met wn

"Commissioners Svi and Magwood have rejected the Chairman's call to vote on the Fukushima task
force's recomn datio within 90 days," said Rep. Markey. "Instead, they want to direct the NRC staff to
endlessly stu t NRC staffs own report before they will even consider a single recommendation made by
the very s, ,,se 4Ctaff. We do not need another study to study the NRC staffs study. This is an
unaccep e a ication of responsibility, and I call on these two Commissioners to do their jobs and quickly
mov e••'• adoption of the recommendations of the Fukushima task force."

Commisoner Svinicki's vote can be found at http:/lwww.nrc.,ov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-kls. pdf
<http:llwww.nrc.gov/reading--rmldoc-collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-kls. pdf>

Commissioner Magwood's vote can be fount at http:/lwww.nrc.qov/readin-g-rm/doc-
collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-wdm. pdf
<http://www.nrc.-ov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-wdm. pdf>

###
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 6:36 PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Subject: FW: FYI

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) I (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(cD-nrc.qov

From: Sharkey, Jeffry ,-

Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 6:18 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FYI

July 20, 2011: MARKEY TO NRC COMMISSIONERS SV NIC ID MAGWOOD: STOP ABDICATING
RESPONSIBILITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. (July 20, 2011) - Today re an Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), the top Democrat
on the Natural Resources Committee and a nd ber of the Energy and Commerce Committee, released
the following statement in response to the oRC Commissioners Kristine L. Svinicki and William D.
Magwood to delay even the considerati of doption of the recommendations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) Near Term eviewing NRC processes and regulations in the wake of the
Fukushima nuclear meltdowns..

"Commissioners Svinicki andd have rejected the Chairman's call to vote on the Fukushima task
force's recommendations 0 days," said Rep. Markey. "Instead, they want to direct the NRC staff to
endlessly study the N C taff o n report before they will even consider a single recommendation made by
the very same NRC iff'•o not need another study to study the NRC staffs study. This is an
unacceptable abdica of responsibility, and I call on these two Commissioners to do their jobs and quickly
move to order adop n of the recommendations of the Fukushima task force."

Comssievin~ki's vote can be found at http:l/www.nrc.govlreadin-g-rm/doc-
collectioa; somnission/cvr/2011/2011-O093vtr-kls.pdf

<htt - ..qovlreadinq-rm/doc-collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-kls.pdf>
ComrX•-s~ltr Magwood's vote can be fount at http:llwwnrc.-gov/readingq-rm/doc-

collectioit/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-wdm. pdf
<http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/cvr/2011/2011-0093vtr-wdm. pdf>

###
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: FYI

Ok. I will be out for lunch from 12 to 2 but other than that, I'm open.

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Re: FYI

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
r (b)(6) _(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Caputo, Anrle (EPW) <Annie__Caputo@ e. I
To: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thu Jul 07 11:09:37 2011
Subject: RE: FYI

Do I have time to go downstairs etch up of tea?

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho ie gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07 21 1 102 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (E )
Subject: RE: FYI

C)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Ho NieI'
Chief of Saff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov
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From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie _Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: FYI

Oh, yeah. I'd like to talk with Cmsr Ostendorff sometime today or tomorrow when he has a few minutes.

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 09:50 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: FYI

On the day before the Commission meeting.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax) &
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [maifto:Annie -_Caputo@epw.senate.g .ar,..a..ice.

Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 8:41 AM
To: Svinicki, Kristine; Magwood, William; Ostendorff, Will Ho ubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry
Subject: Fw: FYI

From: Michael Callahan [mailto:mikecallahanLj .com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:06 PM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FYI

Nuclear Regulatory CoG ) ion Chairman Gregory Jaczko to Address the National
Press Club July18 (
.vTweet

(G• THE NATIONAL

PRESS CLUB
WASH Juy.6 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ - Gregory Jaczko, Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, will address the National Press Club at a

luncheon on Monday, July 1B.

(Logo: lhttp:/;.ohofos.pmewvswre.conpmh;'2O0380.h 7IN PCLOGO)

Jaczko will talk about lessons learned by the nuclear power industry in the aftermath of Japan's March 11 Fukushima nuclear disaster, which stands as the most serious

nuclear accident since the Chemobyt meltdown in 1986. The NRC is scheduled to meet on July 19 to consider a report on the Fukushima disaster and how it pertains to the

U.S. nuclear industry.
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In May of 2009, PresIdent Obama appointed Jaczko chairman of the NRC, where he had served as a commissioner since 2005. Before Fukushima, Jaczko and the

commission had been working to reinvigorate the U.S. nuclear sector. Electric utilities had been planning to begin building nuclear plants again after 30 years of inactivity, but

in light of the Japan disaster, new questions have arisen.

The July 18 luncheon will begin promptly at 12:30 p.m. and Jaczko's remarks will begin at 1:00, followed by a question-and-answer session. Advance reservations should be

made by calling (202) 662-7501 or reservoaio-s~rp'e.zsu.org. Cost of luncheon admission is $1 B for National Press Club members. $29 for their guests and $36 for general

admission.

National Press Club Luncheons are webcast live on piers.oig. Follow the conversation on Twitter using the hashtag #NPCLunch, or on Facebook

([,acebook.corn;PreSsClubDC) and Twitter (@PressClubDC). Submit questions for speakers in advance and during the live event by sending them to @ON• u hon

Twitter, or email a question in advance, with JACZKO in the subject line, to I) ws:da.Iglt~pre.ss.crg before 10a.m. on July 18.

Credentialed press may cover this event with.proper ID.

The Press Club is on the 13th floor. 529 14th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. Credentialed press may cover this event.

ABOUT THE NATIONAL PRESS CLUB

The National Press Club is the world's leading professional organization for journalists. Founded in 1908. the Club has 3.500 me e re ing most major news

organizaCions. Each year.. the Club holds more than 2,000 events including news conferences, luncheons and panels, and m, than02 0 guests come through its doors.

SOURCE National Prets Club41
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: FYI

Sure. Thanks!

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 10:12 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: FYI

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Ho Nieh , NV
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehc(.nrc..qov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) r-maito:Anni- Ca-uto@&&W.sen•.0o-v1
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Nieh, Ho "
Subject: Re: FYI

Oh, yeah. I'd like to talk with Cmsr Ost d sonetime today or tomorrow when he has a few minutes.

From: Nieh, Ho -.
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 20 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPWI 1
Subject: RE: FYI .

On the day bef the '~mmission meeting.

Ho Nieh
Chief oVi1J
Offic ssionerWilliam C. Ostendorff
U.S. Regulatory Commission
(301) 41" -1811 (office)
r (b)(6) J(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehcnrc..ov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie Caputo(epw.senate.aov1
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 8:41 AM
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To: Svinicki, Kristine; Magwood, William; Ostendorff, William; Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry
Subject: Fw: FYI

From: Michael Callahan [mailto:mike callahan~govstrat.coml
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 10:06 PM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FYI

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko to Address the)I n)
Press Club July 18

Share I t\

THE NATIONAl

PRESS CLUI
WASHINGTON, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswiref-- Gregory Jaczko, Chairman of the Nuclear Reqil y ion, will address the National Press Club at a

luncheon on Monday, July 18.
(Logo: ll..hoo ,-,•...•e,,mp,2O0•7/CLG), ilN

Jaczko will talk about lessons learned by the nluclea~r power industry in the aftermath of Japan's h 1 ukushima nuclear disaster, which stands as the most serious

nuclear accident since the Chernobyl meltdown in 1986. The NRC is scheduled to mL July 19 to consider a report on the Fukushima disaster and how it pertains to the

U.S. nuclear industry.

In May of 2009. President Obama appointed Jaczko chairman of the NRC. re he ha rved as a commissioner since 2005. Before Fukushima, Jaczko and the

commission had been working to reinvigorate the U.S. nuclear sector. t i ad been planning to begin building nuclear plants again after 30 years of inactivity, but

in light of the Japan disaster, new questions have arisen.

The July18 luncheon will begin promptly at 12:30 p.m and • remrn s will begin at 1:00, followed by a question-and-answer session. Advance reservations should be

made by calling (202) 662-7501 or -:,o.sjp.•tes I of 'l heon admission is $18 for National Press Club members, $29 for their guests and $36 for general

admission.

National Press Club Luncheons are webcast t 0 o rg. Follow the conversation on Twitter using the hashtag #NPCLunch. or on Facebook

(fec,3•,ok.comPtresClLbDC) and Twit (@ bDC). Submit questions for speakers in advance and during the live event by sending them to @ONPCLunch on

Twitter, or email a question In av , hJA KO in the subject line, to pnessce, t~nprms o.$ before 10 a.m. on July 18.

Credentialed press may cover thi t with proper ID.

The Press Club is on tth floor 5 14th Street, NW, Washington, D. C. Credentialed press may cover this event.

ABOUT THE NAT PRPI CLUB

The Nat onal Pr Clubi the world's leading professional organization for journalists. Founded in 1908. the Club has 3.500 members representing most major news

organi•,•sn J ,the Club holds more than 2,000 events including news conferences, luncheons and panels, and more than 250.000 guests come through its doors.

SOURCE ona ress Club
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ostendorff, William
Wednesday, July 06, 2011 8:34 AM
Nieh, Ho
Re: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

Thanks Ho. 
1/

From: Nieh, Ho 
•

To: Ostendorif, William
Sent: Wed Jul 06 06:49:52 2011
Subject: RE: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

Sir, links to some news articles of interest

WCO Confirmation
http://vtdiger.orFJ2011/06/30/sanders-expects-u-s-to-stay-out-of-vermont-yv fleuo#-fight

http://vermonttoday.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/BT/20110701/NE40- 904

http://www.lvri.com/blogs/politics/Roadblock removed Ostendorft"No. ed.html?ref=879

Yucca/Dry Casks
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/-169745-nevada x ,(Uz ountain-a-dilemma-for-gop-hopefuls

http://www.nvtimes.com/2011/07/06/businessjed Arronment/06cask.htmI? r=1

http://theenergycollective.com/dan-yv /60750/Wting-ap1000-knots-nrc
Fukushima •/21.

http://www.bloombere~~Cn /2107-06/-iapan-to-carry-out-stress-tests-on-all-nuclear-reactors-minister-

says.html

Ho Nieh
Chief of S ff

Office csioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. • Wegulatory Commission
(301) lI-T11 (office)

I (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehe-nrc.gov

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 6:09 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.
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Time for both of us to take a deep breath! Please get me copies of the articles you reference-thanks Ho.

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue Jul 05 15:18:29 2011
Subject: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

Sir -the most recent issue of SpentFUEL had an article on your confirmation. It is over taken by ev~As, bu
there was a section that caught my attention.. .see below (also similar passages in other recent a Ir ,

"Senator Sanders thanked Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid for his support in blocking Ost•
reconfirmation. Sanders said in a statement 'I want to thank Sen. Harry Reid for his stro su for the state
of Vermont.' Sanders added 'The Majority Leader is clearly in our corner on this issu h agreed to do
everything he can to help me in this effort.' Of course, Senator Reid would have Oly leommissioner
Ostendorff leave the Commission even temporarily, since Ostendorff has been czko's side over
Jaczko's handling of Yucca Mountain." ( 3

How Reid is portrayed is different than What I understood. When you re 0 the other articles, it is clear
that this publication has a bias.

(b)(5)

Are you ready for the next five years??? I am!

Talk to you soon.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissid
(301) 415-1811 (office) X
I (b)(6) : (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(cnrc.qov
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I V

Sexton, Kimberly

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Wednesday. July6. 2011 8:34 AM
To: (b)(6)
Subject: Fw: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Wed Jul 06 06:49:52 2011
Subject: RE: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

Sir, links to some news articles of interest

WCO Confirmation
http ://vtdigge r.org/2011/06/30/sa nders-expects-u-s-to-stay-out-of-verm ont-yankt-co u ht/.
http://vermonttoday.com/apps/pbcs.dtl/article?AID=/BT/20110701/-NEWSI2170 Y1904

http://www.lvri.com/blogs/politics/Roadblock removed Ostend orf c'n irme htmlref=879

Yucca/Dry Casks
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/169745-nevada-%Ccca-.ountain-a-dilemma-for-gop-hopefuls

http://www.nVtimes.com/2011/07/06/business/ene -!envPbinment/06cask.html? r=1

APIO00 0I
htt p://t heenergvcollective~com/da n-vu ý i/tvine-a plOOO-knots-nrc

Fukushima

http://www.bloombergc~ a•01.-07-06/iapa n-to-ca rrV-out-stress-tests-on-all-nuclear-reactors-minister-

says.html

Ho Nieh
Chief of St( , f\
Office of qfmri~sioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. N l• , ulatory Commission
ý3011 l (office)
I (b)(6) (mobile)
i301) 413-1757 (fax)

ho.niehDnrc..qov

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent; Tuesday, July 05, 2011 6:09 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.
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T ime fodr both of us to take a deep breath! Please get me copies of the articles you reference-thanks Ho.

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue Jul 05 15:18:29 2011
Subject: FYI - article and one more bit of info on budget.

Sir -the most recent issue of SpentFUEL had an article on your confirmation. It is over taken by events, bu
there was a section that caught my attention.. .see below (also similar passages in other recent artiýs).

"Senator Sanders thanked Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid for his support in blocking Os
reconfirmation. Sanders said in a statement 'I want to thank Sen. Harry Reid for his strong

of Vermont.' Sanders added 'The Majority Leader is clearly in our corner on this issue aril I
everything he can to help me in this effort.' Of course, Senator Reid would have lovew
Ostendorff leave the Commission even temporarily, since Ostendorff has been a tho%0
Jaczko's handling of Yucca Mountain."

How Reid is portrayed is different than what I understood. When you read Qme d oth
that this publication has a bias. J

sf-&the state
,qgreed to do
nmissioner
side over

-r articles, it is clear

(b)(5)

Are you ready for the next five years??? I am!

Talk to you soon.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss
(301) 415-18 1 1 (office)
I (b)(6) : (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieht•.nrc..qov e"V,
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 5:37 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politics

Also NYT too.. .this article seemed light on the details of the report.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/1 0/business/energy-environmentll 0nuke.html

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [Annie -Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:11 PM Ne ,
To: Svinicki, Kristine; Sharkey, Jeffry; Ostendorff, William; Nieh,
Subject: Fw: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politics

Oriqinal Messaae
From: (b)(6)

Sent: thursday, June 09, 2011 09:05 PM
To: Dempsey, Matt (EPW)
Subject: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politics

June 10, 2011
WSJ • ,

Obama's Nuclear Politics 9
By Kimberley A. Strassel

The Obama administi ahas own a certain ruthless streak when it comes to getting what it wants. For its
latest in brass-knuc t ; onsider the ongoing fight over the proposed Yucca nuclear waste facility.

This tale begin 20 candidate Obama was determined to win Nevada, a crucial electoral state.
Catering to Ials, r. Obama promised to kill plans-approved by Congress-to make the state's Yucca
Mountain e r osi ry for spent nuclear fuel. He was backed by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a
Nevada • made Yucca's demise an overriding priority.

Short nauguration, Messrs. Obama and Reid teamed up to elevate Gregory Jaczko to chair the Nuclear
Regulatoly Commission, the nation's independent regulator. Mr. Jaczko was anything but a neutral designee,
having served for years on the staffs of both Mr. Reid and Massachusetts' antinuke Rep. Edward Markey. As a
Reid adviser, Mr. Jaczko headed up opposition to Yucca. The clear intent in making him chairman was to
ensure Yucca's demise.

Toward that end, the Obama Department of Energy quickly filed a formal request with the NRC to revoke the
license application for Yucca. A coalition of states and industry groups-drowning in spent fuel--then
petitioned to prevent the department from doing so. The issue was thrown to a panel of NRC administrative
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judges. Much to the administration's frustration, they ruled unanimously in June of last year that the Energy
Department lacked the authority to "singlehandedly derail" a policy that had been directed by Congress.

Enter the brass knuckles.

The panel's decision was appealed to the five-member NRC board. This was Mr. Jaczko's moment to finally
tank Yucca, only he ran into problems. While the board officially contains three Democrats and two
Republicans, it has tended toward nonpartisanship and has in the past proved unwilling to overturn panel
rulings. Worse for Mr. Jaczko, one of the board's Democrats recused himself from the vote. A 2-2 board
decision is not enough to override the judges! verdict.

ASSOCIATED PRESS Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko All four c rs
had voted by September of last year. Yet in an unprecedented display of political partisans*' zk0
ultimately withdrew his vote, held open the process, and didn't revote until just before theovNo r election.
Why? The chairman had obviously lost the vote and didn't want the bad news hitting •fer oss, Mr. Reid,
before the polls closed in his hard-fought Nevada re-election. To this day, Mr. Jaczko ed to close out
the process and release the votes.

This latest foot-dragging appears related to the fact that the term of one of t Re ns on the board,
William Ostendorff, expires in just a few weeks. Mr. Ostendorff has been ined and boasts bipartisan
support. Then again, should his term just happen to expire, Mr. Jaczko n h revote and potentially win on
Yucca. And guess who gets to decide when Mr. Ostendorff's nomin~tn up for full Senate approval?
Mr. Reid.

The Yucca vote is hardly the only place Mr. Jaczko has beerfbu; his "independent" authority on behalf of
the president and Mr. Reid. NRC staff have for years been wo67 .n9 n a critical Yucca safety report, which
includes conclusions on whether Yucca can safely hold aioacti• waste for up to a million years.
Environmentalists have used the million-year unkno n s thar main argument against the site, and the
findings are crucial. `

The documents are finished, yet Mr. Jaczko s v$~ery means to keep them secret. When the agency
finally answered a Freedom of Information s release the documents, it blacked out all the staff's
findings and conclusions on long-term ety.

Mr. Jazcko has been unilaterally clo *down agency work on Yucca, even as the Energy Department's

actions remain in adjudication. 's-ovidden fellow commissioners on Yucca decisions. He recently gave
himself extraordinary emerg cy wers in the wake of the Japanese nuclear incident-without informing
fellow commissioners or s. r. Jaczko has yet to make clear whether those powers are ongoing, when
they will cease, or what tion h s taken with them.

All of this has inspire evolt among agency staff and commissioners, and it's undermining the body's other
work. Only this ek, NRC's inspector general finished an investigation into the chairman's actions. Mr.
Jaczko claim eport vindicates him (though he refuses to release the report). House Energy and
Commerc • lns have their own copy (which they intend to release), and they'll be telling a starkly
differenti a e Tuesday, when they hold a hearing on the report's gory details.

Mr. 0 as every right to try to convince the legislative branch to change the directives of past bipartisan
Congre s on Yucca. Instead, he and Mr. Reid have teamed up to install a regulator whose only mission is to
abuse his independent agency's authority and bypass Congress to accomplish a partisan political promise.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 5:34 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politics

Thanks Annie.

Looks like the WSJ online may have a copy of the report.

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB 10001424052702304259304576375961521636474.html

Ho Nieh , )
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [Annie Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:11 PM
To: Svinicki, Kristine; Sharkey, Jeffry; Ostendorff, William; Ni H
Subject: Fw: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politics

----- Original Message ---- C
FromIF- (b)(6) F
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 09:05 PM
To: Dempsey, Matt (EPW)
Subject: Strassel: Obama's Nuclear Politic

June 10, 2011

Obama's Nuclear Politics
By Kimberley A. Stras el

The Obama adminis on has shown a certain ruthless streak when it comes to getting what it wants. For its
latest in brass- ckle tics, consider the ongoing fight over the proposed Yucca nuclear waste facility.

This tale b g4in n08, when candidate Obama was determined to win Nevada, a crucial electoral state.
Caterin t oca", Mr. Obama promised to kill plans-approved by Congress-to make the state's Yucca
Mou n eository for spent nuclear fuel. He was backed by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a
Neva has made Yucca's demise an overriding priority.

Shortly after inauguration, Messrs. Obama and Reid teamed up to elevate Gregory Jaczko to chair the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the nation's independent regulator. Mr. Jaczko was anything but a neutral designee,
having served for years on the staffs of both Mr. Reid and Massachusetts' antinuke Rep. Edward Markey. As a
Reid adviser, Mr. Jaczko headed up opposition to Yucca. The clear intent in making him chairman was to
ensure Yucca's demise.
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Toward that end, the Obama Department of Energy quickly filed a formal request with the NRC to revoke the
license application for Yucca. A coalition of states and industry groups-drowning in spent fuel-then
petitioned to prevent the department from doing so. The issue was thrown to a panel of NRC administrative
judges. Much to the administration's frustration, they ruled unanimously in June of last year that the Energy
Department lacked the authority to "singlehandedly derail" a policy that had been directed by Congress.

Enter the brass knuckles.

The panel's decision was appealed to the five-member NRC board. This was Mr. Jaczko's moment to finally
tank Yucca, only he ran into problems. While the board officially contains three Democrats and two)
Republicans, it has tended toward nonpartisanship and has in the past proved unwilling to overtu_ el
rulings. Worse for Mr. Jaczko, one of the board's Democrats recused himself from the vote. A ONf"
decision is not enough to override the judges' verdict.

ASSOCIATED PRESS Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko A,• ____missioners
had voted by September of last year. Yet in an unprecedented display of political par! lMr. Jaczko
ultimately withdrew his vote, held open the process, and didn't revote until just be hs,,vember election.
Why? The chairman had obviously lost the vote and didn't want the bad news hi ng h• former boss, Mr. Reid,
before the polls closed in his hard-fought Nevada re-election. To this day, Jacas refused to close out
the process and release the votes. rN"
This latest foot-dragging appears related to the fact that the term of epublicans on the board,
William Ostendorff, expires in just a few weeks. Mr. Ostendorff has nominated and boasts bipartisan
support. Then again, should his term just happen to expire, Mr k n hold a revote and potentially win on
Yucca. And guess who gets to decide when Mr. Ostendorff om-tn comes up for full Senate approval?
Mr. Reid.

The Yucca vote is hardly the only place Mr. Jaczko Isn abusing his "independent" authority on behalf of
the president and Mr. Reid. NRC staff have for years obrking on a critical Yucca safety report, which
includes conclusions on whether Yucca can saj old dioactive waste for up to a million years.
Environmentalists have used the million-yea rnj as their main argument against the site, and the
findings are crucial.

The documents are finished, yet Mr. used every means to keep them secret. When the agency
finally answered a Freedom of Infor1 n request to release the documents, it blacked out all the staffs
findings and conclusions on lo errn'mfety.

Mr. Jazcko has been unil clos ng down agency work on Yucca, even as the Energy Departmenrs

actions remain in adjudiction. overridden fellow commissioners on Yucca decisions. He recently gave
himself extraordina r powers in the wake of the Japanese nuclear incident-without informing
fellow commissioner Congress. Mr. Jaczko has yet to make clear whether those powers are ongoing, when
they will cease wha tions he's taken with them.

All of this pil a revolt among agency staff and commissioners, and it's undermining the body's other
work. 0 lhis ek, the NRC's inspector general finished an investigation into the chairman's actions. Mr.
Jacz ,,c e report'vindicates him (though he refuses to release the report). House Energy and
Corn .epublicans have their own copy (which they intend to release), and they'll be telling a starkly
differen tory come Tuesday, when they hold a hearing on the report's gory details.

Mr. Obama has every right to try to convince the legislative branch to change the directives of past bipartisan
Congresses on Yucca. Instead, he and Mr. Reid have teamed up to install a regulator whose only mission is to
abuse his independent agency's authority and bypass Congress to accomplish a partisan political promise.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ostendorff, William
Tuesday, October 04, 2011 1:09 PM
Sexton, Kimberly; Nieh, Ho; Kock, Andrea
Re: Media Campaign

Thanks Kim.

--- Original Message
From: Sexton, Kimberly
To: Nieh, Ho; Kock, Andrea
Cc: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue Oct 04 12:57:00 2011
Subject: RE: Media Campaign

Ho,
ý 0

(b)(5)

Than 0u~
Kimber

-Original Message--
From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 8:34 PM
To: Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Cc: Ostendorff, William
Subject: Fw: Media Campaign

I
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Andrea, Kim - I encourage you to listen in if you have the time.

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho. niehO.nrc.pov

---- Original Message --

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo•,epw.senate..qov>
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice
Sent: Mon Oct 03 20:18:26 2011
Subject: Fw: Media Campaign

Tune in tomorrow...

---- Original Message
From: Michael Callahan fmailto:mike callahan•,,qovstrat.comil" j
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 07:52 PM

To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Media Campaign (I

See http://theenerqvcollective.com/dan-yurmann/6646b 'n:)-webinar-nrc-chairman-

2
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: Re: Media Campaign

Thanks Kim.

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
r (b)(6) ] (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(nrc.qov

.- Original Message -&

From: Sexton, Kimberly
To: Nieh, Ho; Kock, Andrea
Cc: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue Oct 04 12:57:00 2011
Subject: RE: Media Campaign

Ho,

(b)(5)
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"Thank you,
Kimberly

---- Original Message--
From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 8:34 PM
To: Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Cc: Ostendorff, William
Subject: Fw: Media Campaign

Andrea, Kim - I encourage you to listen in if you have th

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuc
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehanrc.pov

-_ Original Message
From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputoa.epw.sen,
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice
Sent: Mon Oct 03 20:18:26 2011
Subject: Fw: Media Campaign

Tune in tomorrow...

-- Original Message -

From: Michael Callahan [mailto:mike .&i
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 0. M
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Media Campaign

See ht://theener coll tiver /dan-urman/66469/o

2

ie time.

lear Regulatory

" C
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 2:51 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: NYT article from yesterday's CM mtg

I (b)(5)

SENT FROM NRC BLACKBERRY
Mike Franovich

From: Nieh, Ho __

To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike
Sent: Fri May 13 11:22:00 2011
Subject: NYT article from yesterday's CM mtg

General public will read into this that things are not OK at US NPPs...

Disaster Plan Problems Found at W 1uclear Plants
By MATTHEW L WALD

ROCKVILLE, Md. - Despite repeated assurances that American nuclear pl better equipped to deal with natural disasters than

their counterparts in Japan, regulators said Thursday that recent i ctions ha found serious problems with some emergency

equipment that would have made it unusable in an accident. S,

In addition, the staff of the Ia ou Commi 0e ged that the agency's current regulations and disaster plans didnotsderaion to two factors that• , tedto the-i' " '
not give en osd e t tbuted to the ctinuing • hi Dajiihi crisis mJapan:

siinultanieous problems at more than one rea an disaster that disrupts roads,elctcity andther infrasiructure

surrounding a plant.

The briefing was part of a review requ d byed commissioners to evaluate the vulnerability of American reactors to severe natural

disasters like the ones that hit the J an e lant in March.

Marty Virgilio, the deputy exe. or of the agency, told the five commissioners that inspectors checked a sample of equipment

at all 104 reactor and fo at less than a third of them. The problems included pumps that would not start or, if they did,

did not put out the r s mount of water; equipment that was supposed to be set aside for emergencies but was being used in other

parts of the plan ergen quipmento that would be needed in case of flood stored in places that could be flooded; and insufficient

diesel on hanotan kup systems.

Many of e y cy systems were put in place after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.

Officials * the problems that had been found were addressed immediately but not everything had been inspected. Mr. Virgilio said he

expected to have a fuller picture soon.

He said an entire category of new procedures, called "severe accident mitigation guidelines," had been adopted voluntarily by the

nuclear industry and thus was not subject to commission rules.

R- William Borchardt, the commission's chief staff official, said some of the preparations for severe accidents "don't have the same kind

of regulatory pedigree" as the equipment in the original plant design.

I
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The two-hour briefing given to the five-member commission was an early assessment, 30 days into a 9o-day review being conducted by

an N.R.C. task force.

Charlie Miller, the staff member leading the effort, said the staff was considering "enhancements" to its disaster plans and procedures.

But as laid out by the staff, some of the changes under consideration could be far-reaching.

For example, the N.R.C. now looks at how well a plant's design can handle a problem at just one reactor, even if there is more than one

reactor at the site.

"You have to take a step back and consider what would happen if you had multiple units affected by some 'beyond desig events,"

Mr. Miller said.

Another problem, staff members acknowledged, is that they have never, paid much attention to the issu '•po I g an

widesp.read damae t._SUrroundig roads, power systems'and commu'mcatiO -tippast, the

commission has explicitly rejected the notion that it should consider such combined events when revie p nt's safety

preparations.

Simultaneous with the commission's meeting, Representative Edward J. Markey, a Massah Democrat, released a report arguing

that a variety of other shortcomings existed at nuclear plants, including the frequent fail re of ency diesel generators, which are

essential to plant safety if the power grid goes down. He also criticized the commis o fot•p• quiring plants to have a backup power

source for spent fuel pools while the reactor is shut for maintenance or fuelin

The Fukushima accident has cast new attention on spent fuel pools; the on ted States government recommended that
Americans stay 50 miles from the plant was damage to the spent fuel oolo shima's Unit 4, a reactor that was shut down before

the March ii earthquake and tsunami.

Mr. Markey pointed out that in the last eight years, the cornission d received 69 reports of inoperable diesel generators at 33 plants,
with six of those generators out for more than a mo , e rovide power for water pumps that allow removal of "decay heat,"

the heat that fuel generates even after a reactor shu dikushima plants shut down successfully but decay heat wrecked their

cores.

The N.R.C, said it was aware of the reports. Wednesday, attention was called to that problem by the Institute of Nuclear Power

Operations, an industry group forme r the .ree Mile Island accident in 1979 to provide peer-to-peer safety reviews. Thatgroup

said one of the few safety measures a etting worse was the reliability of diesel generators.

Mr. Markey also complaine t t the mmission had allowed some plant operators to remove equipment that eliminates hydrogen
produced by overheatin el n i on, there is no requirement for equipment to remove hydrogen in the rooms where spent fuel is
stored; the building • r ng Fukushima Unit 4 was destroyed by the explosion of hydrogen that came from the spent fuel pool.

Co:missi r\ they were reviewing their previous decision to permit very heavy loading of the spent fuel pools. Thinning

them out w0 rede the amount of heat production that had to be dealt with in case of a severe accident, they said.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) ý (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 6:57 PM
To: Ostendorff, William; Zorn, Jason
Subject: Re: Challenge for Operators

W ill do I (b)(5)

Sent via BlackBerry ' p

Ho Nieh •' "
Chief of Staff •

Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) 7 (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax) 0
ho.nieh@nrc.gov Wilam("

----mOriginal Message

To: Zorn, Jason; Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tue May 17 18:33:24 2011
Subject: Re: Challenge for Operators

Thanks to you both for your helpful responses. Let's omorrow.

---- Original Message
From: Zorn, Jason
To: Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue May 17 18:02:27 2011
Subject: Re: Challenge for Operators

(b)(5)

---- Original M sageK
From: Nieh,
To: Oste• illi m; Zorn, Jason
Sent: TttQ ay 17:52:16 2011
Subj allenge for Operators

(b)(5)

The plans requested in the bulletin are not "emergency plans" in the classic sense as required by 50.47, rather
they are plans that address the B.5.b items - now under 50.54 (hh) (2).

From my experience neither the B.5.b procedures nor the 5r.47 emergency plans have a public

communication piece.
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As noted in their, licensee public communication is typically '- - -:!ed bv the public affairs part of the
organization with support/participation from a senior level reý :esentative at the site or EOF. I have not come
across any licensee procedures from my time out in the field -.-6 v..'Crking in the ops center.

(b)(5)

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear 7....:.'. C- 7rnission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Ostendorff, William o :
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 5:35 PM
To: Zorn, Jason; Nieh, Ho
Subject: Fw: Challenge for Operators

Jason and Ho (b)(5) n -d of public affairs at NNSA during
my time there. Thanks.

From: Bryan Wilkes. (b)(6)

To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Tue May 17 17:06:03 2011
Subject: FW: Challenge for Operators
BiLi,•

Recently, some former colleagues o n I talked abowt a r:a:ce articIe in the Wall Street Journal (pasted
below my text). The article states tl iHC Tias ordered op; c...-. to pro•.uce emergency plans. The
conversation I had with my for col ues centered arouid whether or not each plant has an emergency
public information plan and k w hat to do with it (e.g. pra'ctice/exercise it). Our hunch is that the operators
may have something on p ut n't have a proper plan, tools, practice, or human resources necessary to
be prepared to cammuni te iosevent to the public in the most effective way. When a true crises hits
(like Fukushima), it itita n emergency public affairs procedure and plan is in place, and that the public
information staff kno ow to use it.

We would like beet with you to see if our ideas have an. :. ou :.e willing to give us 20 minutes, then
please let 0o hat your schedule looks like next weo!, • ".v:at !s .-. t for you.

We e tr ply experienced communicators in nuclear W.vd emergency events, and we think we can
make ibution to this effort for the operators. My two 1 T.er cohieagues are Jonathan Thompson, former
Director~f External Relations of FEMA and a former DASD .r Pub:;c Affairs in the Pentagon, and Mark Pfeifle,
fcrmer Deputy Assistant to the President and Deputy Nations, Secuity Advisor at the NSC. I'm happy to share
their bios with you.

V/r,
Bryan Wilkes
703-401-7111

Fr-)m: Jonathan Thompson [mailto:jt@referocommunica hio,'• :c7n]
2
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Sci-IV-M6nday, May 16, 2011 6'10 PM
ToiF (b)(6) J.Pfeifle, Mark D.'
S!cject: Challenge for Operators

IV'., sense is that it will be a big challenge for operators to r - - Congress and FEMA they have
th,• technical tools, human resources and the practice neceý, .a o .i .nd respond to a major event.

Nuclear Plants to Submit Plans in Case of 'Extreme Event'
By RYAN TRACY
WASHINGTON-The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission " e c %icors of nuclear planay t

provide information about their plans to respond to "extreme .. Is," say.; iq it would use n as it
reviews its safety regime after a nuclear crisis in Japan.

T'.e agency Wednesday asked for detailed information aL, ... .... ... anies •u 'ed to develop
afver the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. The plans deal wi!-. :1.,J ':o:::: v 'hat of the plant woulc
be iost during an emergency and detail how the operator wc.. J - -nnue to-kee nucl r reactors cool and
prevent the release of radiation.

The agency said in a news release that it "continues to con,:' '.. the .s wtbe effective, even as it
reviews them.
".e'V. review the plants' responses to see if they need to t".' actions to meet our existing

requirements, along with seeing what the NRC might nee . :ýhose requirements and continue
to protect public health and safety," said NRC Chairman &.

C;erators of the 104 reactors in the U.S. have until ,t . . h ioz's to implement the plans are in
pl.ce and available, and that sufficient staff are on ha c,-.' t: em. By July 11, the companies must
show how the plans are tested and re-evaluated,•dswe s : ,ie,! ox.:.'dlinate with local emergency
responders. AMn

"Cur initial guidance on these strategie o\ n the mi"-: ,.-f ac <o.ns :-emselves, but we also need to
ccnsider things such as operator traj d aintaining - - t.. ," said Eric Leeds, director of
th3-, NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactol( ion.

C-pyright 2011 Dow Jon y, Inc. All Rights Rc.. -

Jonathan Thompso« 0
7C3.344.4447

3
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William
Subject: RE: ESBWR delay

(b)(5)

From: Nieh, Ho

Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 9:54 AM C
To: Osteridorif, William
Cc: Franovich, MikeSubject: ES1WR delay

FYI - article below was first one in the clips today. Caught my att e ached out to NRO to learn more.

Interestingly, GE called into our office to talk to you. I spoke 11th t 'presentative - will discuss with you next
time we chat.

Had not heard back from NRO yet.

Ho

NRC delays reactor ce n to study Japan damage
Thu Oct 13.2011 6:08pmr EDT

NRC expects to act by year-end o stinghouse AP1000

Consideration of GE Hitachi's ESBW yed t ext year

By Jim Brumm

WILMINGTON, N.C., Oct 13 (R ers . Nuclear Regulatory Commission certification of new reactor technology has been delayed by the
agency's evaluation of the.el ake a tsunami damage to Japan's Fukushima Dalichi power plant in March, NRC spokesman Scott Bumell
said on Thursday.

He. said the full comn sion i95till expected to act on the final certification of Westinghouse Electric's AP1000 design by year-end, which would
make the certificati effective1l 2012.

The NRC staff i•ialng the Fukushima Dailchi plant after the earthquake and tsunami and making recommendations for future NRC
action aimed av sch an accident in the United States.

NRC cons r GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy's Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR) has been delayed until next year,
Bu uphene interview.

The NR ff Is In the process of preparing a final rule for both reactors and the AP1 00 has priority over the ESBWR for the commission's
available re' urces, he said.

Bumell said the NRC staff would update GE Hitachi soon on the ESBWR's certification status, which now appears to have been delayed at
least six months from "the June to September time frame" seen earlier this year by Danny Roderick, senior vice president of nuclear plant
projects at GE Hitachi's headquarters in Wilmington, North Carolina.

Noting the company has worked closely with the NRC on licensing the ESBWR since 2005, GE Hitachi spokesman Michael Tetuan said the
company has completed its required licensing work and is looking forward to receiving final design certification from the NRC.

GE Hitachi Is owned 60 percent by General Electric Co and 40 percent by Japan's Hitachi Ltd.
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If t".-AP1000 certification is effective early next year, this would allow Southern Co to stay on schedule to begin producing electricity with the
reactors built by Toshiba Corp's Westinghouse in 2016 and 2017, Southern spokesman Steve Higginbottom said on Thursday.

He said that schedule is based on the utility's expectation it will get an NRC license for the two reactors around year's end and noted that
license is dependent on NRC certification of the reactors built by Toshiba Corp's Westinghouse.

The agency has already given Southern permission to perform limited construction in preparation for the new reactors at its Vogtle power plant
near Augusta, Georgia, Higginbottom noted.

Meanwhile, Michigan's DTE Energy has begun site preparation for a GE Hitachi ESBWR next to its existing Fermi 2 plant south of Detroit.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff <K ,
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
I (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehc.nrc.qov

&O,,
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: shizuyo.kusumi@cao.go.jp
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 8:50 PM
To: -Svinicki, Kristine
Cc: Ostendorff, William; Magwood, William
Subject: NRC RIC2012

Dear Kristine,
c.c. Commissioner Ostendorff, Commissioner Magwood

First of all, I would like to express our sincere appreciation for your great supports for the F aiic
accident.

I am writing to you today concerning the NRC Regulation Information Conference (R e ld in March
2012. Q e:

As you know, the main role of our Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan (NSR) is e, the technical advices
to the head of Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarter, P e Minister of Japan, in
case of a nuclear accident. The NSC has been, therefore, playing this r e, in ing issuing more than two-
hundred advice, since the beginning of the accident in March 2011.

In particular, in terms of radiation protection, we have applied of "reference level" (existing
exposure situation etc.), described in the Recommendation Inteaonal Commission on Radiation
Protection (ICRP), 2007, as the very first case in the world.

I am writing to you today to propose to introduce, o ailf o the NSC, such a series of experiences
throughout the Fukushima accident at the NRC RIC 2012. We believe thatit would be of interest for
the participants of the RIC. If you would kindly t , I will send you the abstract of my presentation and
we can discuss more.
Thank you for your kind consideration I rward to hearing from you. Should you need further
information or clarification, please f9of' ntact me.

Yours sincerely,
Shizuyo

Shizuyo KUSUMI, h!,k,
Commissioner uclea afety Commission, Cabinet Office
3-1-1 Kasumi as i, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8970 JAPAN Te1:+81-3-3581-3470, Fax:+81-3-3581-3475
E-mail: sh' us i cao. o.
URL: h-- Sc. 0.

- - -- - - - - - - - - -1
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 8:27 AM
To: joen@infocastevents.com
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info

Good Morning Mr. Neto:

Mr. Ho Nieh, Cmr. Ostendorff's Chief of Staff is aware of and will send you the info you r ear
future. Please call or email if I can assist in any other way.

Regards,
Linda

From: Joe Neto rmallto:ioen(&lnfocastevents.com1
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Herr, Unda
Cc: Nieh, Ho &
Subject: RE: Contact Info

Dear Ms. Herr,

Hope this e-mail finds you well.
Since our conference will be mostly oriented towards th guidi nes specified in the United States National Regulatory
Commission Near-Term Task Force Report, we would elkily ask Commissioner Ostendorff to submit a brief quote
about the current environment of the nuclear cor unlitost-Fukushima Dalichi incident, that makes it so crucial for
the sector to gather and discuss the next step t '11taken to enhance safety. This quote will be featured on the
conference's brochure.

I appreciate your attention to this ma
With my best regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

N 1 (9818 SBB-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

www.infocastlnc.com

From: Joe Neto rmallto:ioen*infocastevents.com1
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:28 PM
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To: 'Herr, Unda'
Cc: 'Nieh, Ho'
Subject: RE: Contact info

Good afternoon Ms. Herr.

Thank you very much for sending me Commissioner Ostendorff's picture and the NRC Logo.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

0 1t818)888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd.. Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

OINFOCAST
w F~nocastinc.com- - ]

From: Herr, Linda rmailb:Unda.Herr@nrc.aov1
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 12:21 PM
To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject- RE: Contact info
Importance: High

Good afternoon Mr. Neto:

Attached are Commiss Ste dorff's picture and the NRC Logo you requested from Mr. Nieh. Please
don't hesitate to call o em if I can assist further.

Regards,

Adminis&4ss, tant to
Comrn• •Villiam C. Ostendorif
U. r Regulatory Commission
PH: 3-415-1759
FAX: 301-415-1757

GO~
9r aUa mula Ii auluw &0ja wkww d i Ie rho" &Ai

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:13 PM
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To: Herr, Unda
Cc: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: FW: Contact info

Linda - could you please provide Joe with the material he is requesting?

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301) 415-1811 (office)

I(b)(6) J (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(&nrc..ov

It 1

I

From: Joe Neto rmalftioen@infocastevents.coml
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info

Dear Ho, 4fN '14

We are delighted to confirm Commissioner Ostendorff's
Fukushiima Policy Conference. N
To properly feature the Commissioner and the NR in ot
to send me his picture, along with the NRC logoq.10 h-i

ati85 as a Keynote Speaker of our Nuclear Safety Post-

rence brochure and website, would you be kind enough
on)?

I appreciate that.

Best Regards,

N
Joe Neto

Event Producer

9 1(82811888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite BWoodland Hills, CA, 91367

rINFOCAS
wwnfocastinc.com

From: Nieh, Ho rmallb:Ho.Nleh()nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:57 AM
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To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: Contact info

Dear Joe - good talking to you, will get back to you to confirm.

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-18'1 (ofce)

(b(L6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieht.nrc.cov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 1:50 PM
To: 'Edwin Lyman'
Subject: RE: Thank you

Dear Ed,

Thank you for your note.

The Commissioner and I appreciated the opportunity to hear from the group last week.

In the future, please feel free to contact me if you would like to discuss any matters es; o you related to
nuclear safety and security. My contact information is below.

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission(301) 415-1811 (fie

(b)(6) J (mobile)

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieht@nrc.Qov -2.

From: Edwin Lyman [ma•,o 1•y• n---uV
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 12:,1PJ1•o
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Thank you 0 "
Dear Ho,

On behalf of Aileen Mio d the rest of the Japanese delegation, I would like to thank Commissioner Ostendorff
for being so generou Ihis hedule and making time for the meeting last week. I appreciate the Commissioner's
willingness to have c • --•lussion of the challenging and sometime emotional Issues that have arisen in the wake of
the Fukushima. )iichisaster. I also appreciate his attention to the important issue of public participation.

Please feptw ntact me at any time if the Commissioner has any follow-up questions or concerns.

Singeicere

Ed Lyr
Senior Scientist
Union of Concerned Scientists
elvman(ucsusa.orR
(202) 331-5445
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Dave Lochbaum PLochbaum@ucsusa.orgJ
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Borchardt, Bill
Cc: Grobe, Jack
Subject: BWR hardened vents?
Attachments: 19920928-.af-nrc-ser-hardened-wetwell-vent.pdf

Hello Bill:

The first paragraph on page 29 of the paper submitted to the Commission via SECY-1 1-01 tober 3,
2011, contains this sentence:

"All Mark I plants have installed a hardened vent."

I don't believe this to be a truthful statement, unless "all" means "many" or "so

I've attached the NRC's safety evaluation report dated September 28, 12, i ch it accepted no installation
of the containment vent system at the James A. FitzPatrick nuclear a b *ling water reactor with a Mark I
containment. This SER is also available from the NRC's public o room under Accession No.
9210060307. The NRC staff accepted the existing containme v' t at FitzPatrick without any of the
physical modifications installed at other BWR Mark I's tharo the hardened vent path.

I was aware of this SER because I worked as a consu t A for Fitzpatrick from 1992 through 1995.
Part of my tasks included developing the design ba's cuient for the primary containment isolation valves
and devices, which included the vent valves. I rviewodt SER for that DBD and didn't really understand why
NRC allowed FitzPatrick not to install a har e when other BWRs with Mark I containments where rd
worked (e.g., Hatch, Browns Ferry, and Pt) had to do so despite having very similar designs and
procedures. It was confusing then how the ould accept installing a hardened vent and not installing a
hardened vent as solutions to the s b .l Naiively, I thought that if FitzPatrick didn't really need a
hardened vent, then other BWRs y identical design wouldn't need one either. Conversely, if the other
BWRs needed a hardened v sor sty reasons, FitzPatrick would seem to need this safety feature too.

Thus, it would seem th tric sans the hardened vent system is not as protected as Fukushima Dai-ichi
Units 2 and 3 w ere p loted containment venting during beyond design basis events.

I assume that t staff did not intentionally misled their Commissioners with this "all Mark I plants have
installed a h dv "line and simply didn't know about the FitzPatrick exception.

Had the C -term task force staff known that FitzPatrick had not installed a hardened vent (which they
reied art, in reaching their determination that no operating reactor had to immediately shut down for

s ns), would that determination still have been the same?

Please don't construe this email as a 2.206 petition seeking enforcement action against FitzPatrick.

Instead, you might want to correct any mis-impressions the Commissioners formed from the inaccurate SECY
paper since it's possible that they may be questioned about it during an upcoming Senate hearing.

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
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S. ,.,

;1 UNITED STATES
-WO * NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

C WASHINGTVON. 0. C. 20656o o oA.-=LF
Snptirb7r 28. 1992

Docket No. 50-333

Mr. Ralph E. Reedle
Executive Vice President - Nuclear Generation
Power Authority of the State of New Yo-k
123 Main Street
White Plains, Now York 10601

Dear Mr. Heedle:

SUBJECT: HARDENED WETWELL VENT CAPABILITY AT TiHE JAMES F PATRICK NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT (IAC NOS. M74868 AND M82364) *%

As a part of a comprehensive plan for closing sev e a i. dent issues, the NRC
sLaff undertook a program to determine if any c hould be taker, on a
generic basis, to reduce the vulnerability ;f rk I containment- to
severe accident challenges. At the concl e Mark I Containment
Performance Improvement Program, the NR•s t entified a number of plant
modifications that substantially enhance e lant's capability to both
prevent and mitigate the consequenc if s re accidents. One of the
modifications recommended was impr ed rdened wetwell vent capability.
After considering the proposed 1A4 C tainment Performance Program
(described in SECY 89-017, Ja uar y .the Commission directed the staff to
pursue Mark I enhancements ]a ispecific basis in order to account for
possible unique design dif r hat may bear on the necessity and nature
of specific safety impro s Accordingly, the Commission concluded that
the recommended safety imp nts, with one exception, that is, hardened t

wetwell vent capabil sh ld be evaluated by licensees as part of the
Individual Plant E mi a (IPE) Program. With regard to the recommended
plant improvement dr ing with hiarden!d vent capability, the Commission, in
recognition of c I umstances and benefits associated with this
mudification, i ed the staff to facilitate installation of a hardened vent
under the i ons of 10 CFR 50.59 for licensees, who on their own
initiativ , e to incorporate this plant Improvement. On September 1,
1989, e a issued Generic Letter 89-16, "Installation of a Hardened
Wtwe, nt, which encouraged licensees to implement a hardened wetwell vent
ca tbil under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

ters dated October 27, 1989, and July 25. 1990. the Power Authority of
t'• S ate of New York (PASNY) notified the NRC staff that it would defer

% ma ing a decision on whether to install a hardened wetwell vent until the
zPatrick Individual Plant Examination (IPE) was completed. In those

letters, PASNY provided "plant specific" design information and engineering
analyses that justified this approach on the'hardened vent issue. The NRC
staff reviewed the information provided by PASNY in the stated letters.
Additionally, on August 22, 1990. the staff inspected the existing wetwell
vent path at the FitzPatrick plant. As a result of the staff's review of
PASNY's submittals, the inspection of the FitzPatrick wetwell vent path, and a
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Mr. Ralph E. Beedle - 2 - Septmtxr 28. 1992

review of the existing venting procedures and training, the NRC, by letter
dated January 24, 1991, .approved PASNY'is approach to defer its decision to
fully implement the. industry's hardened vent general design criteria untij1
completion of the IPE.

By lelter dated Decembe r 6, 1991, PASNY provided theNRC with its fi
position regard.lng Impleme.ntation of the hardened vent design cri 9
with Insights gained from performing the IPE and the status of Inve lions
into accident management strategies A.sociated with severe acci ts. In a
letter dated August 14, 1992, PASNY provided additional info .athe
hardened vent capability. PAStWY determined that the currenn of the
FitzPatrick hardened wetwell vent meets many of the Bol•-01 Reactor
Owners Group (BWROG) design criteria and represents an a ept~ le deviation
from the remainder. Furthermore, PASNY concluded thq, ha wJee modifications
needed to fully meet the 8WROG design criteria ar t~essary to ensure
ILhat the. vent performs its decay heat removal and scrou Vg functions and
Would not produce significcant publki benefits.

Based on the Information provided by I'AStIY S he esults of the NRC
in.pect ion of the FitzPaLuick hardeni• WN"JM • ,path, the 1IRC staff has
oitnrmineri that the current vent p;ath mfnit.'A he hardened vent design criteria
or their intent. Furthermore, the NR(: stffinds that the plant procedures
and traininij are adequate to provi( he inormation and guidance necessary
(or uperators to effectively use tlg [ fyPatrick hardened wetwell vent
capability. thererore, -the tRC ýs .ncludes that the existing wetwell vent
capability at the FitzPaLrick lant ý,,acceptable.

A copy of the staff's eva a the plant-specific features, procedures,
and training related~to i Patrick hardened wetwell vent capability is
enclosed. This actiokcom e e~s our review activities associated with
CL 89-16 and close a M74868 and M82364.

Sincerely.

Stev'in A. Varga, Director
Division of Reactor Projects 1111
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

fir
Sretey Evaluation

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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ED.WLR AUTltORITY OF•TLE STATE OF NEWYORK

tlAR DEtfED WEIIELL VENT CAPABILITY

.E$ A. FITZPA'1NTCK NUCLUR PQWER PLANT

D0KLL.•O. 50--333

1.0•lt ITIR__OQ&QT

Generic Letter (GL) 89-16 encouraged licensees to impl 'dened wetwell
vent capability tinder tile provision of 10 CFlR 50.59. ie er dated July Z5,
1990, the Power Authority of the State of Ilew York4I'ASU e licensee)
submitted an analysis of the potential benefits V argened wetwel) vent at
the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Po,.er ,lant (F 0a IV'k). 1he analysis
indicated that the existing wetwell vent is 10ed rd capable of
withstanding anticipated venting prSSUres,5 ; r the interface with the
standby clas treatment system (S ,). 1he, I located In a building
adjacent to the reactor building. PASf T Its willingness to make cost
beneficial modifications to fully nice ~ the p•,, oved hardened vent general
design (:riteria; however, it wanted to 1of]j such actions until completing its
individual plant examination (IPlW ogrI"a

By letter dated January 24, 19k\ RC staff approved the licensee's
request to Integrate the relts K its IPE program into its decision to make
any modiri.cations to the e.ng vent design to fully-implement the approved
hardened vent.general 'I teria. Upon completion of the lPE program,
the licensee was to.: ide the NRC with Its final position regarding
implementation of t ha e ed vent design criteria, and (2) use the results
of the IPE to re hr e venting procedures and-training of operators. By
letter dated Dec .6, 1991, the licensee provided this information along
with Insight ain from performing the iPE and the status of Investigations
into accid anage ent strategies associated with severe accidents. In a
letter d e t 14, 1992, the licensee provided additional information on

* the liar S•t nt capability. -

2.01M N
e&'•kPatrick.plant has a hardened vent system that originates at the
N mary containment suppression chamber and terminates at the inlet to the

. The hardened vent system is located in the reactor building while the
:. GTS is located in a building adjacent to the reactor building. The SGTS
Sonsists. In part, of a series of filters connected by sheet metal ducting

with an expected rupture pressure of a few psig. Outlet piping of the SGTS Is
routed through the building and to tbie.plant stack. The hardened vent piping
is rated for 150 psig internal pressure. As the vent system is already
hardened up to the SGTS, the licensee performed an analysis to determine
whether additional hardened piping should be added to bypass the SGTS and any

1210b6O339 920928
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additional modifications were necessary to meet the hardened. vent.design
criteria. -
Through completion of the IPE, the licensee gained several Insights for po

accident venting. For the Ti (loss of decay heat removal) accident.seque •:
the containment pressure approaches the primary containment pressure Ii
(PCPL) of q4 psig In approximately 20 hours. The emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) then direct the operators to vent t!) containmentto
maintain pressure below the PCPL. If the containment is not vent e the
pressure will continue to rise leading to failure due to overpr on.
The licensee calculated the core damage frequency (COF) withe 1.92
E-6/yr) and without venting (2.72 E-5/yr). These caliculati rated areduction in COF by a factor of 14 due to venting.

For the station blackout (SBO) accident scenario, dec t transferred to
the suppression pool causing an increase in containm t p re. Depletion
of station batteries after about 8 hours causes f,•U e o the remaining core
cooling systems and core damage ensues. Core da s approximately 13
hours into the scenario with containment press e i ning below the PCPL
vent setpoint pressure of 44 psig. Therefor t ensee has concluded that
venting cannot be considered as a mitigati coc et for an SBO event, under
the guidance of the existing Emergency Oper n Procedures. During Sao
sequences..core damage is calculated ccur ound 13 hours whereas the

-pressure necessary to reach the prima co tainrnent pressure limit (PCPL)
venting pressure occurs at approximI, hours.

The January 24, 1991, NRC staf lu on of plant-specific features,
procedures, and training rel e e hardened wetwell vent capability at
the litzPatrick plant concl t t the existing venting capability was
expected to achieve the esi duction in core damage frequency; however,
the hardened vent pat o completely meet the hardened vent design
criteria. As a resu I it trick was allowed to integrate the results of
its IPE program into decision to fully implement the hardened vent design
criteria. The T win is an evaluation of the FitzPatrick position relative
to the hardene sign criteria.

Criterion ( vent shall be sized such that under conditions.of:
(1) cons nt e input at a rate equal Lo 1 percent of rated thermal power
(unless• r pit Justified by analysis), and (2) containment pressure equal
to leo PC the exhaust flow through the vent is sufficient to prevent the
co nment pressure from increasing.

he litPatrick vent path will relieve pressure through parallel 6 and 12-inch
in Based on the licensee analysis, one percent decay heat (24.36 MW)

uces 25,1f3 lbm/sec of steam at the PCPL of 44 psig or a volumetric rate
269.964 ft /sec. Since the initial flow of gases through the vent will

consist of nitrogen and steam, the licensee concluded that a conservative vent
mass flow rate of 44.21 lbm/sec was required to limit the primary containment
pressure to the PCPL level. The 6-Inch line is capable of passing 17 lbm/sec
and the 12-inch line is capable of passing 71 ibm/sec.

..:.
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Based on these results, FitzPatrick meets the vent criteria through use of the
12-inch line or combination of the 6 and 12-inch line. The NRC staff
concludes that criterion (a) has been met. 6
Criterion (b): The hardened vent shall be capable of operating up to tP.*
PCPL. It shall not compromise the existing containment design basis.

The PCPL at FitzPatrick is 44 psig. The hardened vent piping has a esi
. pressure rating of 150 psig, with the exception of the SGTS whi ted

In a building adjacent to the reactor building. The SGTS roo a s
sheetaietal ductwork and filters which are assumed to fail u er venting
scenarios. After ductwork failure, high pressure venting w I p ssurize the
SGTS room until failure of the access doors to the outs.ie. are double
doors that normally open to the environment thereby prAwr?4.inga large release
path for the steam mixture. As a result, the pressu lzat •o~on the reactor
building wall will be limited to relatively low prAsfqreswhlch will be well
within the wall structural capability.

Althoughi failure of the sheetmetal ductwork Sdh v r the SCIS Inoperable,
this failure should not affect any safety ulp Tnt located within the reactor
building. lhe SGTS building is adequately 1, ed from the systems within
the reactor building by the reactor b.4Ing 1. Further, the containment
design pressure is 56 psig and the PC Is 4 psig. Both values are well
below the piping design pressure of . The NRC staff concludes that
criterion (b) has been met.

Criterion (c): The hardened e I be designed to operate during
conditions associated with 14 equence, The need for 58O venting will be
.addressed during the IePWTf 

v

The FitzPatrick hard e e Is capable of relieving at least one percent of
rated thermal power a withstanding the associated pressures, with the
exception of thq$S•S p 'in, which is assumed.to fall. The containment

* isolation valv j•ai&p vent path are also capable of operation at the PCPL..
In the even l cal or pneumatic power is not available to operate the
vent valv s man operation from the reactor building is possible. TheJPE
determi tt e PCPL would be reached after 20 hours into a TM sequence,
which s provide sufficient time for any manual vent actuations, if
req ed. The PASNY also provided preliminary Insights Into the need and
f llity of venting during SOO sequences and was examining several new
,•id management strategies. However, since core damage would occur long

(bef 'e entfng was needed, venting was. not credited in the IPE for an SBO
'pvenJ. The INRC staff concludes that criterion (c)' has been met.

' ( iterion (d): The hardened vent shall include a means to prevent Inadvertent
actuation.

Inadvertent actuation of the hardened vent at fitzPatrick Is prevented through
several mechanisms. The emergency operating procedures are specific as to
when venting Is to be performed. Venting involves operation of several valves
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from the relay room, which Is physically separated from the control room. lhe
IW sequence most likely would involve loss of some emergency power, and ,(Th

therefore, some manual vent valve operation would be required. Conta nl~ j
isolation signals from high drywell pressure and possibly high conta mtnL,2'V
ra .iation would have to be bypassed. Therefore, either the need fd jM{uaT
operation or deliberate bypass actions makes. the potential of inve
vent ing a remote possibility. As a result, the NRC staff congod tt the
intent of criterion (d) has been met..

Criterion (e): The vent path up to and including the se ni'L"nment
isolation barrier shall be designed consistent with the 00 basis of the'
1) 1 ant.

The NiRC staff concluded, in its January 24, 1991, •val on of the hardened
ven•L design, that the vent path meets the des b ii b f the plant. The NRC
staff concludes that criterion (e) has been m

Criterion (f): The hard vent path shall t e of withstanding, without
loss of functional capability, expected ent •g conditions associated with the
TW sequence.

Mtie NRC staff concluded, in its a ary 4, 1991, evaluation of the hardened
vent design, that the vent pipini the exception of the SGTS piping, was
capable of withstanding, witkut !I of functional capability, all expected
venting conditions. In ad ft,khe NRC staff concluded that the damage to
the SGTS may be an accep I; ation pending completion of'the IPE. The

* licensee evaluated loss e GTS based on the RPE and performed a cost-
ie4nefit analysis for rov I a ha'rdened pipe bypass around the SGTS for SBO

* scenarios. The i • c cluded that loss of the SGTS was an acceptable
consequence of v i a that modifications to the piping configuration were
not justified. Mo ications to the piping configuration could reduce the
offsite dose wou not decrease the core damage frequency. The NRC staff
concludes t_4lE.j0,existin9 design is sufficient and that the Intent of
criterio as been met.

Crit o Radiation monitoring shall be provided to alert control room
ope dsFradioactive releases during venting.

tzPatick will use the existing containment high range monitor (CIIRM) and

accident sampling system (PASS) to assess.the radiological Consequences of
Pen ng. These monitoring systems are capable of assessing vevere.accident
onditions and will be operable under the environmental conditions associated
ith venting. The CllRM provide indication of radiation levels with the

Pdrywell. The PASS can take samples from the drywell, wetwell, suppression
pool, and reactor coolant. The results from a PASS sample are available
within the 3-hour criterion of.NUREG-0737. The NRC staff concludes that the
intent of criterion (g) has been met.

Criterion (h): rhe hardened vent design shall ensure that no ignition sources
are present in the pipeway.
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In the January 24, 1991, evaluation, the NRC staff indicated that there was a
r m potential for a hydrogen deflagratlon upon rupture of the SGTS ducts. Largp

amounts of hydrogen could be produced during a core melt scenario; howeve,
the TW sequence is prevented from progressing to a core melt by relievi h
mass and energy through the containment vent. Therefore, large amoun
hydrogen are not-expected for the TW sequence. However, the EOPs a
based, not sequence based procedures. In the event that hydroge is lsed
into the SGTS room, the vent flow will also consist of nitroge st m
which will provide some amount of natural inerting. In addit n arrier
between the SGTS room and the reactor bWilding is a 2-foot r nforced
concrete wall which provides a barrier against the advers co nces of a
hydrogen deflagrration. ng

A hard pipe bypass around the SGTS could prevent a yro•gy deflagration
within the SGTS room. The licensee estimated the st fhis modification at
$680,000. Dhe licensee concluded that combus 5i t existing vent path Is
not risk significant and does not plan to mod l nt design. Based on
the uncertainty as to whether a combustible M re ould develop, the
prevention potential of steam and nitroge ess a hydrogen
deflagratfon, the mitigation potential 0 the t crete wall between the SGTS
roum and the safety related equipment, an h costs assoctated with
modifications, the URC staff conclu4u that 'e existing design is acceptable
and the Intent of criterion (h) h s en et.

As stated'in the January 24. 1 91,.uation, the NRC staff identified
several weaknesses in the t AlInd human factors aspects of F-AOP-3S.
"Post Accident Venting of e y Containment," which could prove
detrimental to effective, t use of the procedure. Subsequent to the
issuance of that eval Ion P-35 was revised to provide significant
improvements.Includ clarification, more detailed instructions,
enhanced caution s t en and standardized phraseology and format. Also
noted in the Januar 4, 1991. evaluation were several deficiencies In the
operator tral per ining to containment venting. Subsequently, the
licensee has ed to integrate the results of the IPE into the operator
training This training will provide operators with guidance
regard.i7g Useve e ccidenL phenomena such as the consequences of venting during
sever c s. Other improvements to the operatoe training program which
have adyfeen implemented include:

1 Training which provided clarification of procedural references to
the FitzPatrick PCPL, containment failure pressure, and alternative
methods of heat removal; and

2. Training which provided guidance on use of the 2" bypass line
flowpath to protect the SGTS, unless flow is insufficient to
counteract the decay heat addition to the containment thus requiring
the main vent line to be used.

The NRC staff has reviewed the revised venting procedure and enhancements to
the operator training as they relate to conformance to the human factor Issues
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of thu Standard Review Plan (tNUREG-0800) Sections 13,2.1, "Reactor Operator
lr,.ining," and 13.5.1, "Operating and Maintenance Procedures." The NRC staff
-[iiil- thu revised procedural guidance and operator training acceptable.

lhiŽ licenseu has identiflied several accident management strategies asso, .
wiiN, operation of the vent whichnmay be beneficial. These venting Stt~i5L'f
iuclude venting until containment pressure is reduced to near atmos
1 ,ru n,. re-.and Initiating venting early for certain circumstsncs, Th .
suLa'U agrees with the Hicensee's approach of bringing these is .
a.tL•Lntion of the Bolling Water Reactor Owners Group (BWRDG) f generic
Cuu..ideration. However, the NRC staff has concluded that I .and
pr-oc.dures currently implemented at the FitzPatrick plant re cent to
.,;,I i.fy the hardened vent design criteria and ensure adeq te ant Wafety.
3. U (011 -M.•.IU ,_••• . ,v :

I,.,.,i on tihe abuve evaluation, the 11RC staflf c .t Is .at PASNY either meets
Ih., ha.rdened vent desigjn criteria or its intenL.!•=•,l'T itzPatrlck plant.
fI,,rihirmo,'e. the NRC staff finds the revised a ed al guldance and operator
Ir.,iiilng re(jarding containment venting a • Nli" herefore. the staff has
,ih.r,':,in,.d that existinrq containment v.trc pat i ability a.t the FitzPatrick
1I0.in1 is ,acceuptable.

," iII.,. d I~ :ont r It)iitur : "

.11

A "
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caputo, Annie (EPW) [Annie Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Thursday, April 21, 2011 4:53 PM
Sharkey, Jeffry; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho
FW: Look how Obama 'czar' uses his 'executive authority' ...

YOUR GOVERNMENT AT WORK

Look how Obama 'czar' use ,
authority'...

NRC commissioners report chief left

his 'i

Posted: April 21, 2011
4:04 pm Eastern

By John Rossomando
© 2011 WorldNetDaily

Jaczko promised to be more transparent

But congressional in,
D-Nev., has been an,
nuclear crisis.

ting Jaczko, a former staffer of Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
in his handling of the federal government's response to the Japanese

The suggestion is hit(oniw's one of President Obama's czars could be beyond what the law allows.

Jaczko assumxnergency powers" following last month's earthquake and tsunami in Japan - powers that
allow him at't.ally manage the agency's response to the Japanese nuclear crisis without participation from
the othNNlECmmissioners.

Now .Thes Inhofe, R-Okla., the ranking member of the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committ e, asked his committee staff to contact all four of the other NRC commissioners, and was told Jaczko
had not informed them of his decision to invoke his powers, as of March 30. "Since March 28th was the first
indication my staff received regarding your exercise of emergency authority - apparently no public declaration
was made - I am concerned that any effort by you to declare an emergency has been less than ideal, especially
given your commitment to openness and transparency," Inhofe said in an April 6 letter to Jaczko.

I
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GOP committee staffers say only the office of Senate Environment and Public Works Committee chairwoman
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., was informed, and they were kept out of the loop.

Some of the other commissioners on the five-member panel have more experience dealing with nuclear reactor
issues of the sort that have been playing themselves out in Japan over the past month than Jaczko, and this fact
has some on the EPW committee particularly concerned.

Concerns also have been expressed that Jaczko's actions may be beyond what is allowed by law for the NRC
chairman. The practice requires the chairman to ensure "that the commission is fully and currently irkrmed
about matters within its functions." He also is supposed to inform the "commission of actions taket &an

emergency." tVqu,

GOP staffers say Jaczko's secret invocation of these powers with regard to Japan raises q of whether
or not he has acted similarly in other cases.

They also tell WND that Jaczko may have exceeded his authority by declaring th'Th7 y because law
limits his authority to matters "pertaining to an emergency concerning a particul aci or materials licensed
or regulated by the commission," not foreign entities outside the NRC's ju tion.

Inhofe asked Jaczko to provide his legal rationale for invoking his p r o al with a foreign nuclear crisis,
but his staff says the chairman's response has been "cagey."

Jaczko responded to the inquiry with an April 11 letter to e j ng his actions as being based in
American national interests in Japan and the NRC's exp sertise clear emergency response procedures.

"The president designated me as chairman of the Nu . eilatory Commission on May 13, 2009. That
designation conferred upon me the executive autlkritie!:ested in the chairmanship, including the authority to
exercise emergency powers, when warranted," aid.

And Jaczko has denied keeping his coll gu ormed, both in writing and in oral testimony before the
Senate Energy and Public Works Co e

The NRC chairman said in his er, ite comments from the other commissioners to the contrary, that he
has followed commission rul W agas kept the other four commissioners informed of his activities related to
Japan.

But this response h Ue swer the senator's concerns, and committee staffers say all five NRC
commissioners e*ly II be asked to testify before Congress in the next month.

Jaczko als Ws ' estigations in both the House Energy and Commerce Committee and the House Oversight
and GoveFzm Reform Committee relative to his conduct as NRC chairman.

Read m ok how Obama 'czar' uses his 'executive authority'
http://www.wnd.com/?pageld=289809#ixzzlKCOAAiwv

Matt Dempsey
Communications Director
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee
Inhofe Staff

2
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matt dempsey@epw.senate.gov

202-224-9797
F(b)(6) cel1)
Twitter: InhofePress

3
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thanks Ho.

Ostendorff, William
Friday, April 29, 2011 8:12 PM
Nieh, Ho
Franovich, Mike
Re: Nuclear New Build Monitor; Vol. 30 No. 18 (4-29-2011)

A

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Fri Apr 29 20:04:45 2011
Subject: Fw: Nuclear New Build Monitor; Vol. 30 No. 18 (4-29-2011)

FYI - Annie_ m•=ntirnn•rI thi• lin•= of intn~i un tori, t~'Jv

I

The article has quotes from NRO management indicating COL delays due to thSC:Ro\,itV

On a positive note, Dave Matthews states that there are no delays due to k

IllJ

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301)415-181_office).L(b)(6) kmobile), •

(301) 41b-175!(fax)
ho.nieh(cnrc.qov

N,

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <A>
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh, H
Sent: Fri Apr 29 1915:.1 2 11
Subject: Fw: Nuclear nitor; Vol. 30 No. 18 (4-29-2011)

Really?! Seriousi .

From: Speer- er mailto: Peter.Saencer( mail. house. ov.
Sent: Fri i9, 2011 06:29 PM
To: n-e (EPW); Brown, Maryam <Maryam.Brown(nmail.house.gov>;
<Dvid . a3hv(3mail.house.ov >
Subject: : Nuclear New Build Monitor; Vol.. 30 No. 18 (4-29-2011)

McCarthy, David

Another angle for being prickly at joint hearing, both potentially from Dems and from Chairman J.

CR may make it difficult to catch up on previous schedules for certain new reactor license activities.

FYI

1
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From: EMPublications lmai lto:em publications0exchanqemonitorcoml
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 4:59 PM
To: Carol Galle; Edward Helminski; Kenneth Fletcher; Martin Schneider; Mike Nartker; Molly Hawkins; Sarah Anderson; T
Jackman; Tamar Hallerman; Todd Jacobson
Subject: Nuclear New Build Monitor; Vol. 30 No. 18 (4-29-2011)

5(d&i Wa~btoan &uqie
Office Manager
Subscription Services
ExchangeMonitor Publications, Inc.
Tel.: 202-296-2814 ext. 101
Fax: 202-296-2805

watson(,exchannqemonitor.com
subservices(,exchan-qemonitor.com
EMPublicationscaexchanpemonitor.com

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Franovich, Mike
Subject: RE: link

Thanks Mike.

Ho Nieh
Chiar of IStaff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

()(6) (mobile).
'01) 41 5-175T (fax)

ho.nieh(onrc.aov

From: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:28 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: link

I read the EDG part. He mixes EDG reliability with Fuk. im .- he EDGs and other equipment at
Fukushima failed because they were inadequately pi.eto:t goinst tsunami flood waters, not
because the EDGs were mechanically or electrica l]yun £liable. A 97 percent reliable EDG system
can't work under water or if the water wipes out b•,. & upply.

As for EDG reliability itself, the NRC has reliablity data av:ilable thanks to the ROP and
MSPI. EDG reliability is far better than st. Wc :2!so have ar extensive SBO reanalysis by the
NRC that was completed just a few yars'. Anecdc-'.l evidence.during real events shows very
good EDG performance (Surry, I•."• ry, etc...). -. also forgets a key fact of life that EDGs are
repaired and we have estimates edian times to re,- "/recov(::. T' would also be repaired in a
real emergency so it just is mai r of the battery lif. .-t stake.

On the other hand,/I n , e have many ROP Wh. inspection 'ndings against EDG issues.

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tuesday, y 17, 1 9:4.1 AM
To: Franovich, Iik
Subject: li

ht tc:,.!n"- s3.c ov/docs/05-12-11 reportfinalsmall.'df

found th, interesting - being routed in the office.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Offic3 of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuciear Regulatory Commission
301) 415-1811 (office)

I(b)(6) (mobile)..
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(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho. nS eh•i•rorcov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Wednesday, May 18, 2011 9:10 AM
'Hannah Northey'
RE: NRC question

Good morning Hannah -just wanted to get back to you from our discussion yesterday.

Our off ce does not have any comments for your article.

Regards,

Ho c
Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)
(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 4,5-175-4(fax)
ho.niehDnrc.qov

From: Hannah Northey [mailto:hnortheyveenews.netl
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:06 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: NRC question

Hi Ho,

I wanted to ask you about the announcW t N ern
the Japanese crisis- can you please 4i aPret2•-446-

Thanks, Hannah Northey

Hannah M. Northey
Reporter
hnorthe ~eenews.
202-446-0468Y
202-737-5299F(f

saying the NRC is exiting its monitoring mode for

EnviNii1ft & Energy Publishing, LLC
122 C 5'feet, NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
www.eenews.net a www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter

I
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 8:41 AM
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Ostendorff, William
Subject: Japan update one-pager

Mike - can you please send WCO the latest one pager on Japan? Just in case any questions corB p today.

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission(301) 4115-181J,(office) •

(b)(6) _J(mobile)
P01) 415-175"7 (fax)
ho.nieh~nrc.qov

1rN
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Sexton, Kimberly
I

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 7:04 AM
To: Virgilio, Martin
Subject: Task Force

Hi Marty - are you available anytime this AM for a quick phone call or meeting?

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

1301) 415-1811 (office)
1(h)(81 7 (mobile)
1301) 4",5-17 (fax)
ho.nieh_,nrc..ov

.9
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Thursday, May 26. 2011 7:52 AM
Nieh, Ho
FW: <Update-46> Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake (from FEPC
Washington Office)
110525_UpdatetoInformationSheet-46.doc, 0525_1900_Radiation-monitorng.pdf

A4

From: Taro Ishida [mailto:ishida@denjiren.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 4:15 PM
To: Taro Ishida
Cc: Samuel Lederer
Subject: <Update-46> Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake (from

Dear Friends,

A

,n Office)

Please find the updated information sheet below and attached that summr

For your reference, JAIF (Japan Atomic Industrial Forum) has been pos
website. http://www.iaif.or.ip/english/ ,ee ."N

hevents from Update-45 on 5/18.

nslation of news reports on their

I1

Please direct any questions regarding this document to denjiren.com or Samuel Lederer, Researcher of FEPC
at lederer@deniiren.com. N

UdttoInformat! ± ar~ding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric C panies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

s of May 25, 2011
Alltimes listed b (are Japan Standard Time (JST) unless otherwise noted.

* Reactor Core Status of i 3 at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station
o On May 24 nounced the analysis result of the reactor core status of Unit 2 and 3 at Fukushima

Dahichi ar P er Station.
o Accor n 4o analysis, TEPCO proposed a more severe situation in which the water level gauges of

r tor ssure vessels have not indicated the actual water level. In such case, TEPCO estimates that
• pellets of Unit 2 and 3 melted and fell down to the bottom of reactor pressure vessel approximately

01 l urs and 60 hours after the earthquake, respectively.
I• "1Co also estimates that most of the melted fuel is submerged and cooled with water at the bottom of

\,,, j=~lctor pressure vessel and damage to the reactor pressure vessels of Units 2 and 3 is limited.
TEPCO believes that a large-scale release of radioactive materials is unlikely to occur in the future.

o The details are available at:
http://www.tepco.co.io/en/press/corp-com/release/betu11 e/images/110524e14.pdf

Installation of Circulating Cooling System for Spent Fuel Pool at Unit 2
o On May 21, TEPCO submitted a report to the Nuclear and Industry Safety Agency (NISA) regarding the

installation of a circulating cooling system at the spent fuel pool of Unit 2 to remove decay heat of the
spent fuel continuously in order to maintain the water level and ensure the cooling of water in the pool.

1
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o Currently, freshwater is being injected from time to time in order to compensate for the evaporated
water.

o TEPCO plans to install the system by the end of May and evaluated that the water temperature will
decrease to approximately 149.0 Fahrenheit 1.5 days after full operation and further decrease to 105.8
Fahrenheit one month later.

o The full version of the report is available at:
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/press/corp-com/release/11052210-e.html

Major Activities•
o On May 21, the artificial floating island called "Mega-Float" which can accommodate p ppximately

10,000 tons of water arrived at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station to tempo •low-
level radioactive water which has accumulated in site buildings.

o Other countermeasures such as injecting water into reactor cores, injecting Nitrog into primary
containment vessels, shooting water aimed at spent fuel pools, transferrin m ted water, and
dispersing dust inhibitor over the ground continue to be implemented.

Radiation Levels
o On May 21, TEPCO announced results of the analysis of the wier eLig the ocean from a pit (a

vertical portion of an underground structure for housing elect a itblfef Unit 3. TEPCO estimated the
total amount of water that entered the ocean was approxirj tely Ym3 and that the total radiation
content was approximately 2.0 x i0' 3 Bq. (As previously po e water was observed entering the
ocean on May 11 and terminated on the same day.)

o The concentration of radioactive nuclides from .thtU 'er sampled at sub-drain pits at Unit 1 to 6
of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station were fllIs:

Unit 1 Unit 2 Uitk I Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6

Samples 5/23 5/23 _ 51 ' 5/23 5/23 5/23
taken at 11:40AM 11:45AM N:50A 11:31AM 11:30AM 11:20AM

Nuclides ntion (Unit: Bq/cm3)
(half-life) X._tration__Unit"_Bq/___)

1-131 4.4 x 10"1 0 1.8 x 10.2 Not Not Not
(8 days) _ _ ___ Detectable Detectable Detectable

Cs-134 6.2 x 1x 101 1.6 x 10"1 4.7 x 10.2 Not 1.4 x 10-2

(2 years) Detectable

Cs-137 72 .2 x 101 1.8 x 10-1 5.1 x 10.2 Not 1.5 x 10"2
(30 years) "_'__ Detectable

o The co' tration of radioactive nuclides from the seawater sampled at the screen device (installed to
ove ; te before the intake of seawater) of Unit 2 and sampled near the seawater discharge point

. side) of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Station were as follows:

_.__Concentration (Unit: Bq/cm 3) Ratio

Sampled Sampled Sampled at
inside the outside the pled at

Nuclides silt fence at silt fence at So hsie Perisil
(aflife) the screen the screen discharge Permissible
(half-life) of Unit2 ofUnit2 point Water a /d b/d c/d

2 of - --- - - - --- Concentration
5/24 5/24 5/24 (d)

6:40AM 6:38AM 1:40PM
(a) (b) (c)

1-131 7.9 x 200 4.7 x 10"- Not 4.0 x 10.2 200 12
(8 days) Detectable

2
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o At 9:00PM on May 25, radiation level at west gate (approximately 3,609 feet from Unit 2 reactor
building) of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 15.5 micro Sv/hour. Other monitoring data at the

site are available at:
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/fukushima-npl/fl/index-e.html

o Measurement results of environmental radioactivity level around Fukushima Nuclear Pow S ion

announced at 7:OOPM on May 25 are shown in the attached PDF file. Previous data ar i I
http://www. mext.o.i p/english/incident/1304082.htm

* Plant Parameters (As of 6:00AM on May 25)
http:/Iwww.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/fukushima-np/f2/images/11052506 table summa

" Plant Status (As of May 16)
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/-fukushima-nf imaes/f2np-aiyou e df

Our official sources are:

" Office of The Prime Minister of Japan

* Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA)

" Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Press Releases

" Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and• no

* Ministry of Defense (MOD)

+++ +++ ++ + +++ +++ ++++++++++-_ •++

Taro Ishida
The Federation of Electric Power Comp an an
1901 L Street, NW Suite 600
Washin ion, DC 20036

Mobile thug)
Phone ('202) 530-0769 (Direc
Phone (202) 466-6781
Fax (202) 466-6758
email.- i denfir.c
++±++ +±++ ++ +~+•4-++++ ++++ ++++++

x,3
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Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of May 25, 2011

All times listed below are Japan Standard Time (JST) unless otherwise noted.

Reactor Core Status of Unit 2 and 3 at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Statio
o On May 24, TEPCO announced the analysis result of the reactor co

Unit 2 and 3 at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o According to the analysis, TEPCO proposed a more severe situ in hich the

water level gauges of reactor pressure vessels have not indica "htia water
level. In such case, TEPCO estimates that fuel pellets of li d• melted and
fell down to the bottom of reactor pressure vessel approxi atel 1 1 hours and 60
hours after the earthquake, respectively.

o TEPCO also estimates that most of the melted fu *k, r s ged and cooled with
water at the bottom of reactor pressure vessel an dadn to the reactor pressure
vessels of Units 2 and 3 is limited.

o TEPCO believes that a large-scale release di ctive materials is unlikely to
occur in the future.

o The details are available at:
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/press/cor_-con tleas .tull e/images/110524e64.pdf

Installation of Circulating Cooling Sys Spent Fuel Pool at Unit 2" On May 2 1, TEPCOJ,, .suikittec report to the Nuclear and Industry Safety

Agency (NISA) sn" tallation of a circulating cooling system at the
spent fuel pool of *14.•t ý emove decay heat of the spent fuel continuously in
order to maintain e w leievel and ensure the cooling of water in the pool.

o Currently, fr- t " eing injected from time to time in order to compensate
for the evaport water.

o TEPCi~ s toT stall the system by the end of May and evaluated that the water
tem A'likR"ll decrease to approximately 149.0 Fahrenheit 1.5 days after full
opi a:• uad further decrease to 105.8 Fahrenheit one month later.

0• 11ersion of the report is available at:
_ www.tepco.co.Jp/en/press/cory-com/release/l 105221 0-e.html

Xrr Activities
0On May 21, the artificial floating island called "Mega-Float" which can

accommodate approximately 10,000 tons of water arrived at Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station to temporarily receive low-level radioactive water which
has accumulated in site buildings.

o Other countermeasures such as injecting water into reactor cores, injecting
Nitrogen gas into primary containment vessels, shooting water aimed at spent fuel
pools, transferring accumulated water, and dispersing dust inhibitor over the
ground continue to be implemented.
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Radiation Levels
o On May 21, TEPCO announced results of the analysis of the water entering the

ocean from a pit (a vertical portion of an underground structure for housing
electric cables) of Unit 3. TEPCO estimated the total amount of water that entered
the ocean was approximately 250m 3 and that the total radiation content was
approximately 2.0 x 1013 Bq. (As previously reported, the water was observed
entering the ocean on May 11 and terminated on the same day.)

The concentration of radioactive nuclides from the groundwater
drain pits at Unit 1 to 6 of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
follows:

iclides from the seawater sampled at the screen
before the intake of seawater) of Unit 2 and
rge point (south side) of Fukushima Daiichi
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o At 9:00PM on May 25, radiation level at west gate (approximately 3,609 feet
from Unit 2 reactor building) of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 15.5
micro Sv/hour. Other monitoring data at the site are available at:
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/fukushima-np/fl/index-e.html

o Measurement results of environmental radioactivity level around Fukushima
Nuclear Power Station announced at 7:00PM on May 25 are shown in the
attached PDF file. Previous data are available at:
http://www.mext.go.ip/englishIincident/1304082.htm

" Plant Parameters (As of 6:00AM on May 25)
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/fukushima-np/fl/images/ 11052506 table • arýe.pdf

" Plant Status (As of May 16)
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/nu/fukushima-np/fl//images/fl 2np-gai u r.df

Our official sources are:
* Office of The Prime Minister of Japan
* Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA)
* Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) PrceR-•p s
* Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science dechnology (MEXT)
* Ministry of Defense (MOD)

NI
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Radiation in Daily-life X"Unit:j#Sv... .. .. .. .. ..

[", 10,000ii Sv/year]

Radiation dose in
Guarapan(Brazil) per year.

lp,211 ngesW24[',,2,400/ Sv/year] Slogsvo ntnot

Natural radiation
Eafl Radon d dose per year-
40 in i 1260

Maximum difference of the average of

natural radiation dose in each prefecture.

['400 MSv/year]
An air travel between Tokyo and New York (Rý,

(Increased cosmic radiation at high attitude,)

[v',200p Sv/round trip]

Evaluated dose of radiation from radioactive
[22/p Sv/year] substance emitted hm the nuclear fue

reprocessing plant per year.

[10 P Sv/year] Standard radiation dose from
rlearance level.

Upper hit of radiation dose permitted for
people who engage in emergency work.

[250,000#p Svlyear]
Upper limit of radiation dose permitted for radiation workers,
police, and ftrefighters who engage in disaster prevention.

[50,000 / Sv/year]

- Chest CT scan

[6,900 Sv/each time]

,nit for public per year
for medical care).

[1,000 g v/year]

gastrointestinal X-ray examiination.

1 ~[600 9 Sv/each ftie]

X Sv [Sievert]=Constant of organism effect by kind of radiation(.N) x Gy [gray]
X- It is 1 in case of X ray and r ray.

MEXT makes this, based on "Nuclear power 2002" made by Agency of Natural Resources and EnerDE 1053 of 1774



Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Thursday, June 09, 2011 7:15 AM
Bozin, Sunny
FW: Report of Japanese Government to the IAEA Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Safety,
June 2011
Japan Meti to IAEA June 2011 .pdf

Two double-sided color copies please.

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Ccmmissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)
- (fax)

ho.nieh(Dnrc.qov

Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Breskovic, Clarence

Subject: Report of Japanese Government to the IAEA MinisterIl Conference on Nuclear Safety, June 2011

See attached PDF file from the METI web \
http://www.kantei.qo.ip/foreiqn/kan/topicsq2býM%0 iaea houkokusho e.html

Clarence Breskovi 9
International Po~~y •t
U.S. Nuclear Re t tory Commission
Office of In rnati7o'a I Programs
11555-R viPike
Rockvil .2 852, USA
Tel: 5-2364
F .- -415-2.395

Alte teEmail: 1(b)(6)
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:12 AM
Bozin, Sunny
FW: U.S. Industry Leadership in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accidents
The Way Forward 060611 (public) FinalA2.pdf; FSC Charter 06081 l.docx

Sunny - can you please print me two double-sided color copies?

Thanks.

Ho

He, Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(3-01) 4!5-181.1 (office)

S(b)(6) m.j mobile)
30 1 ) 45 5-1 7:5(fax)

ho.nieh(,nrc.,qov

From: PIETRANGELO, Tony rmailto:arpo(nei.or]1
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:10 AM -7 0
To: Jaczko, Gregory; CMRSVINICKI Resource; ApostolakisVG'eor~ge; CMR
Resource; Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin
Cc, Batkin, Joshua; Sharkey, Jeffry; Bubar, Patrice- Nieh-t, f.Ifce, Patti
Herr, Linda; Taylor, Renee; Sosa, Belkys N:
Subject: U.S. Industry Leadership in ResponsW o eNfi&•shima Daiichi

.MAGWOOD Resource; CMROSTENDORFF

; Lepre, Janet; Blake, Kathleen; Crawford, Carrie;

Nuclear Accidents

In the aftermath of the March nuclearccid'e en Japan, the leadership of the U.S. nuclear energy industry has
developed a comprehensive plan t10§-egd coordinate industry efforts. Attached for your information is The
Way Forward: U.S. Industry Leacf shp in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accidents. This
document provides a descri in of r strategic goals, guiding principles, key stakeholders, and the structure
and governance for the eff ,h includes the related activities of NEI, INPO, EPRI and the NSSS Owners
Groups.

Also attached for r I, tion is the charter of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering Committee,
which developed ay Forward document and will provide direction and oversight of industry
implementati•. The teering Committee is chaired by Chip Pardee of Exelon and the membership includes
senior execoti and chief nuclear officers from the industry organizations and several utilities.

We I•k•( d to interactions with the NRC as we apply the lessons learned from Fukushima to our plants. If
yo a'questions regarding the attached documents, please contact me.

Antho R. Pietrangelo
Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.or-q

I
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R: 202-739-8081
F: 202-533-0182

I(bJ(6I
E: arpdnei.orcq

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

Tl.-s electronic ,message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The infon atj i mnt elyfor the use ofthe addresee and its use biy any
oi/cr person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient. you have received this communication. . 'mnday review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contelits of thi coamutnica tion is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in 6orlPes~F the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
nmil and per',,nently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliancV 

4
44. u"r;,et imposed by the IRS and oiher taxing authorities, we

injom you, utlhr any tax advicL contained in this communication (including any attachrments) is not iniefnder orj6en to be used, and cannot be used.for the purpose ofri)
asriding ponalhfesthat may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recoma(jnA wotherpari,, any transaction or matter addressed herein

Scrtt through ratsiI.messaging.microsoft.cotn
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U.S. Industry Leadership in
Response to Events at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant

9IJ(IA1 till R5 INSTH91II

INPOa ELETRC PWE

June 8, 2011
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L. EXfECUTIVE SUMMARY

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011 and subsequent nuclear accident at
Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant have resulted in worldwide
attention toward nuclear energy safety. The leadership of the U.S. commercial nuclear industry
is dedicated to gaining a deep understanding of the events at Fukushima Daiichi and to 64•
the necessary actions to improve safety and emergency preparedness at America's . P

energy facilities. V

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Institute of Nuclear Power 0 ons NPO),
and Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), in conjunction with senior utility exechý a e created
a joint leadership model to integrate and coordinate the U.S. nucleaj~ ~•,esponse to
events at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear energy facility. This will ensurthat ons learned are
identified and well understood, and that response actions are Ofectiv 1•,oordinated and
implemented throughout the industry. This must be acco isNl electric companies
continue to ensure that the safe and reliable operation m cial reactors is our highest
priority. This effort will not diminish the independent r .. i.-ndustry support groups, such
as the role of INPO to promote the highest levels • fe U.S. commercial reactors, as
actions are taken to fulfill their missions.

Vdt
An important and integral aspect of thefldus/'S esponse is the awareness and involvement
of the industry's many stakeholders,"i din ndustry vendors, architect-engineering
companies, industry owners'gros an ational consensus nuclear standards organizations.
This will ensure that the int ,eo h stakeholder group are considered, understood and
communicated to the pubI c i I akers.

comprehensive tio of- the events at Fukushima Daiichi will take considerable time.
Yet, there is also At to act in a deliberate and decisive manner. Recognizing this, America's
nuclear e ndusly is taking action based on a preliminary understanding of the events.
The indust )nse is structured to ensure that emergency response strategies are
updatv " n new information and insights learned during subsequent event reviews.

.t e U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is conducting an independent
ass ment and will consider actions to ensure that its regulations reflect lessons learned from
the Fukushima events. The industry's response will ensure that the NRC and industry remain

formed of each other's respective activities so that any new regulatory requirements are
implemented in the most efficient and effective manner.

This strategic overview describes how the industry will approach this challenge and is intended
to serve as a reference point for the. future. It articulates strategic goals and key stakeholders
for the industry's integrated response. In addition, this overview describes the respective roles and
coordination of industry organizations in managing the discrete elements of a comprehensive
U.S. industry response p lan.

1 of 8
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7,RAT-1Cnri GOALS

The primary objective is to imp rove nuclear safety by learning and applying the lessons from
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident. In response, the U.S. nuclear industry has established
the following strategic goals to maintain, and where necessary, provide added defense in depth
for critical safety functions, such as reactor core cooling, spent fuel storage pool coolin(••
containment integrity:

1. The nuclear workforce remains focused on safety and operational excell all
plants, particularly in light of the increased work that the responsX Fuj ushima
event will represent.

2. Timelines for emergency response capability to ensure cont Ied re cooling,
containment integrity and spent fuel storage pool coolirifre D ronized to preclude
fuel damage following station blackout.

3. The U.S. nuclear industry is capable of respon lefX'rvely to any significant event in
the U.S. with the response being scalable :p 'an international event, as
appropriate. A X"

4. Severe accident management g deilirees, security response strategies (B.5.b), and
external event response plarfs~aqff&:Pively integrated to ensure nuclear energy
facilities are capable of a s4.nmptombasedl response to events that could impact multiple
reactors at a singles..

5. Margins for p ectI exteral events are sufficient based on the latest hazards
analyses a data.

6. Spe^44el po ooling and makeup functions are fully protective during periods of high
he9t• -ijthe spent fuel pool and during extended station blackout conditions.

,.7. Prim. containment protective strategies can effectively manage and mitigate
-accident conditions, including elevated pressure and hydrogen concentrations.
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-UIDING PRINCIPLES

To achieve our strategic goals, the industry has established principles to guide the development
of its response actions. These principles will be used to guide the resolution of issues and plant
improvements and will ensure that a consistent expectation is established for incorporating,
lessons into the operations at each site. The strategic response actions will be designed•:,

1. Ensure equipment and guidance, enhanced as appropriate, result in impr
response effectiveness.

2. Address guidance, equipment and training to ensure long-term vi" fsafety
improvements. 'med

3. Develop response strategies that are performance-basL! risk- and account
for unique site characteristics. I'

4. Maintain a strong interface with federal regul•..•oes ensure regulatory actions are
consistent with safety significance and t, t -6 pi~arxe can be achieved in an efficient
manner.N

5. Coordinate with federal, state adrocl government and their emergency response
organizations on industry actlf.simprove overall emerg ency response
effectiveness.

6. Communicate aggr y eforthright approach the U.S. industry is taking to
implement the jsso rogthe Fukushima Daiichi accident.

3<fK
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.. STAKEHOLDERS AND DESIRED OUTCOMES

The industry's strategic goals will be achieved by proactively engaging a variety of stakeholders.

The industry will ensure that the general public is well-informed of the collective appr
response to the Fukushima accidents. Special attention will be paid to engaging sta Io..•
(residents, elected officials and other stakeholders) immediately surrounding nu. e .

facilities to maintain confidence in their plant's continued safe operations and abillt tect
public health and safety.

The industry will provide information to its employees to understand e o rating experience
from Fukushima as part of their training to execute their jobs wiexcel and be advocates
for nuclear safety.

The industry will continue to communicate and copewt federal, state and local
emergency response organizations and gover -ri ittes to ensure that emergency
response plans reflect the lessons learned from t.he' ushima Strategic Response Plan. These
organizations include, but are not limitedo,, state and local police; fire officials; health
officials/paramedics; federal, state and I16 govemments; and transportation companies.
Interactions will be focused on increasing',wfidence in the industry's and local government
emergency preparedness pro

Utilities, industryv d wners groups, architect-engineers, manufacturers and
companies and or tions involved in the nuclear fuel cycle, working as a collective
worldwide in w'Icontinue to strive for operational excellence. These actions and goals
will contin oing contribution to the legacy of safe, reliable, environmentally
respo uuction of electricity at nuclear energy facilities. The industry will work with all
intged ies to ensure the benefits of nuclea r energy for future generations.

The industry will maintain relationships with federal and state regulators to ensure the industry) rticipates in the regulatory process and can effectively implement any regulatory changes.

The industry will continue to collaborate with technical associations and organizations to ensure
information is disseminated and understood by all interested parties so that the benefits and

positions of nuclear energy are appreciated and support the industry's long-term objectives.
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The industry will proactively communicate lessons learned and industry actions such that policy
and opinion leaders at the local, state and national level recognize the proactive, unwavering
industry response to the Fukushima accident. The industry will continue to focus on improving
.confidence in the safety of U.S. nuclear energy facilities and assuring support for industryA#
legislative proposals and programs that enhance safety.

The U.S. nuclear industry will interact with international nuclear energy comrnlieso
organizations to compile and assess recommendations and actions for appf•l• U.S.
facilities and to make the international industry aware of U.S. improvemeht•

1F 1
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L-E. W,,DRqZ.SHIP MODEL OVERVIEW

The nuclear industry has successfully demonstrated the ability to identify and manage the
response to various issues in a coordinated manner. Under normal circumstances, the
structures are in place to successfully coordinate the response to significant issues among y
industry groups. For the response to the Fukushima event, however, there is a need Ircc
greater level of coordination with the number and complexity of potential issues that.r..
identified by each of the key industry groups. As a result, we have developed a cc):i
framework for the development and execution of actions in response to the lesso t -
Fukushima event.

The leadership model is based on the following elements: 01 -

Organization - clear division of responsibilities amon e Uin e parties. An
industry steering committee will provide strategic dr'0io qnifoversight. Ownership

for analysis, and execution will be organized around fhe indrstry's seven building blocks
based on the type of issue being addressed.

Event Response Process -each in s~ry anization (see chart on page 5) is

responsible for identifying issuesAnt a .trocess improvements, and regulatory
reviews of the Fukushi ma events. Issue descriptions, including action plans and

recommendations, will be detll&'At a implement improvements. The steering

committee ~ ~ ý wilapoe %~c~tand designate an industry organization and building
block to -lead and imp entjfhaction to resolution.

Issue Action kjans\ tobn plans with schedules and resource management tools
will be dev kndxecuted for each issue within its assigned building block.

Strategic Response Plan - all issues assigned to the seven building blocks constitute
th u ij-dustry's response. The action plans will be summarized by building .block
0 he strategic response plan.

cution Oversight and Status Tracking - each industry organization and its

X < building block(s) will regularly report the, status of all issues to the steering committee.
\ " _' .:L.A, -c. C -:. -!..

The leadership model is organized around seven areas called building blocks. Building blocks
are temporary organizations created to develop and execute action plans for issues assigned to
them by the steering committee. Building blocks led by an Individual assigned by the Industry
organization will consist of assigned managers and designated personnel from the industry
organizations, utilities, and suppliers. Building block oversight is provided by the steering
committee, lead industry organization, and the assigned steering committee sponsor.
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The seven building blocks along with the lead organization(s) and focus are identified below:

1. Maintain Focus on Excellence in Existing Plant Performance (INPO): focus on
continued performance improvement of U.S. reactors.

2. Develop and Issue Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Events (INP Oj
focus on comprehensive analysis of the Fukushima event and that lessons I
applied to the U.S. nuclear industry and shared with the World Assodatir

Operators (WANO).

3. Improve the Effectiveness of U.S. Industry Response C 1 o Global
Nuclear Events (INPO/NEI): focus on identified lessons am fte the U.S.
industry response to the Fukush ima event, allowing for mor-ff e e integrated
response to future events.

4. Develop and Implement a Strategic Communications Plan (NEI): focus on
f..

managing the industry's strategic communictrorSand outreach campaigns to recover

policymaker and public support for nuclear.enrVry-c

5. Develop and Implement the;IustrIfRegulatory Response (NEI): focus on
managing the industry's regulatory interactions and resolution of applicable industry
regulatory issues from the ind' "•

6. Participate and -0 A 1i1th International Organizations (INPO/EPRI):
focus on ensuringlk7 su from international investigations are captured and
effectively usedtoiforrractions with the other building blocks.

7. Provide nical Support and R&D Coordination (EPRI/NSSS Owners'
G s, PD: fo on existing technical solutions and research and development activities
Ade*ibles necessary to address recommended actions of this plan.

E b din block will be supported by nudear and, in specific instances, non-nudear industry
0 alzations and companies, where specific technical, operational or other expertise is
requg.
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LE,.D'RSH!P RESPONSE ORGANIZA-TION AND BUILDING BLOCKS

The leadership model structure involves many industry participants and is outlined below:

. ..... •A#

£•mB t~Steering Co mmiftee

=- • "=•---=

EPR8 IN
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Fukushima Response Steering Committee Charter

The U.S. nuclear industry has formed a Fukushima Response Steering Committee to coordinate the
industry's overall response to the accident at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. The steering
committee is comprised of the chairpersons of the principal advisory groups to the industry
associations (EPRI, INPO and NEI), a representative cross section of chief nuclear officers a
executives from EPRI, INPO and NEI.

Members
" Chip Pardee, Chief Operating Officer, Exelon Generation Company, NEITIA ir,

Fukushima Response Steering Committee Chairman
" Randy Edington, Executive Vice President and Chief Nuclear Offi An n ublic Service

Company, INPO EAG Chair s o
" Maria Korsnick, Chief Nuclear Officer and Chief Operating 7 onstellation Energy

Nuclear Group, EPRI NPC Chair
" John Herron, President, Chief Executive Officer and CZALicl Officer, Entergy Nuclear
a Ed Halpin, President and Chief Executive Officer N- ear operatng Company

" Dave Heacock, President and Chief Nuclear O cer,oinion Nuclear
" Dennis Koehl, Vice President and Chief Nudear 1,-r, Xcel Energy
" Mike Pacilio, Chief Nuclear Officer, Exelnoqporation'
" Bill Webster, Senior Vice President, IT_`us;§ aluations, INPO
" Rick Purcell, Senior Vice President •Indu•y Performance Improvement, INPO
" Neil Wilmshurst, Vice Presid it Nudear Officer, EPRI
" Tony Pietrangelo, Senior VG eint and Chief Nuclear Officer, NEI

The steering committee is

1. Develop a st c plan that articulates the strategic goals, structure and process fordefining ustr s overall response to Fukushima;

2. En,,hýr fentified issues are appropriately coordinated between industry organizations
Enda t lead and supporting roles are established; and

O Mitor the status of action plans on key issues to ensure priorities and schedules are
consistent with the strategic plan and that the overall impact on operating plants is balanced
and appropriate to the industry's prime focus, excellence in safe operations.

Notes:

1. The development and management of actions plans for identified issues will be implemented
under the purview and governance of the lead industry organization.
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2. The formation of this steering committee shall in no way diminish the independent roles of
the industry support groups as they take the actions necessary to fulfill their missions.

3. The steering committee chairman will assess the continued need for the steering committee
at the conclusion of 2011, and every six months thereafter. A report will be made to the
leadership of INPO, EPRI and NEI.

so
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:36 AM
Franovich, Mike
Re: AWARENESS: Spent fuel pool never went dry in Japan quake - Sacramento News -
Local and Breaking Sacramento News I Sacramento Bee

Mike - NYT quotes EDO as saying units 1 2 and 3 are to some extent ex-vessel. Is that correct?

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

, (301)415-18 (office)
" ) (mobile)
-(-U1 1ý1757- (fax)

ho.nieh@nrc.gov Aft

From: Franovich, Mike
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Kock, Andrea
Sent: Thu Jun 16 07:26:22 2011
Subject: AWARENESS: Spent fuel pool never went dry
Sacramento News I Sacramento Bee

inPan, qumkncl - Sacramento News - Local and Breaking

ver went dry in JapanNRC: Spent fuel
quake

N
Share
By MATTHEW DAL
Associated Press
Published: Wedn 15, 2011 - 7:15 am
Last ModifiekWe sday, Jun. 15, 2011 - 3:48 pm

WASHIII•'wi Water used to cool radioactive waste at the stricken nuclear complex in Japan did not dry
up, a. ehier lared, U.S. regulators said Wednesday in a reversal of a claim that pitted U.S. officials against
Jat 1",I ays following that country's nuclear disaster.

U.S. o icials, most notably Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko, had warned that all the
water was gone from one of the spent fuel pools at Japan's troubled nuclear plant, raising the possibility of
widespread nuclear fallout. Loss of cooling water in the reactor core could have exposed highly radioactive
spent fuel rods, increasing the threat of a complete fuel meltdown and a catastrophic release of radiation.

Japanese officials denied the pool was dry and reported that the plant's condition was stable.
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"I think deep-down there was a belief that you would never see an event like this, that just simply we had done

everything to basically take this type of event completely off the table. And obviously, we haven't," Jaczko said.

A final report from the task force is due in mid-July.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Ostendorff, William; Kock, Andrea
Subject: Fukushima

Mike - did SONGS also declare a UE?

HoI Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comr
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) (mobile)' .
(301) 41.5-1757 (fax)
ho.niehCcnrc.qov

•~i~a*Q<..
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caputo, Annie (EPW) [Annie Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Thursday, July 07, 2011 10:10 AM
Nieh, Ho
Re: FYI

Oh, yeah. I'd like to talk with Cmsr Ostendorff sometime today or tomorrow when he has a few minutes.

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh(3nrc.qov1
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 09:50 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: FYI'

On the day before the Commission meeting.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission C )

.(301) 415-181.,(office)

(b)(6) ý(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho. nieha-nrc.-pov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie Caputocepw.
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 8:41 AM
To: Svinicki, Kristine; Magwood, William; Ostendorff,
Subject: Fw: FYI Ntl.nd

kiieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry

From: Michael Callahan rmailto
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 201,
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FYI

an(•aovstrat.coml

Nuclear Reg
Press Club J

•_._•_k' U.

ssion Chairman Gregory Jaczko to Address the National

w

X THE NATIONAL

PRESS CLUB
WASHINGTON, July 6, 2011 /PRNewswire-USNewswireJ - Gregory Jaczko, Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, will address the National Press Club at a

luncheon on Monday. July 18.

(Logo: t'tp:!pfOtot.prnewsw.:s.cornlprI2lflS89 7(NPCLOGC)

I
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Jaczko will talk about lessons learned by the nuclear power industry in the aftermath of Japan's March 11 Fukushima nuclear disaster, which stands as the most serious

nuclear accident since the Chernobyl meltdown in 1986. The NRC is scheduled to meet on July 19 to consider a report on the Fukushima disaster and how it pertains to the

U.S. nuclear industry.

In May of 2009, President Obama appointed Jaczko chairman of the NRC, where he had served as a commissioner since 2005. Before Fukushima, Jaczko and the

commission had been working to reinvigorate the U.S. nuclear sector. Electric utilities had been planning to begin building nuclear plants again after 30 years of inactivity, but

in light of the Japan disaster, new questions have arisen.

The July 18 luncheon will begin promptly at 12:30 p.m. and Jaczko's remarks will begin at 1:00, followed by a question-and-answer session. Advance reservations should be

made by calling (202) 662-7501 or rese.-,ano.,Fpres o_.,g Cost of luncheon admission is $18 for National Press Club members, $29 for their guests and to eneral

admission.

National Press Club Luncheons are webcast live on press.o~g. Follow the conversation on Twitter using the hashtag #NPCLunch or on Faceb

(facebc:k.cam;PressClubDC) and Twitter (@PressClubDC). Submit questions for speakers in advance and during the live event by sendin them 'PCLunch on

Twitter, or email a question in advance, with JACZKO in the subject line, to prens;de it,press.crg before 10 a.m. on July 18.

Credentialed press may cover this event with proper ID.

The Press Club is on the 13th floor. 529 14th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. Credentialed press may cover this event,

ABOUT THE NATIONAL PRESS CLUB

The National Press Club is the world's leading professional organiza ion for journalists. Founded in 1908, the Clu Pk,, 5" ers representing most major news

organizations. Each year. the Club holds more than 2.000 events including news conferences, luncheons arxlon and o re than 250,000 guests come through its doors.

SOURCE National Press Club ~atm

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 10:44 AM
To: Rothschild, Trip
Subject: RE: Monday Lunch

No problem Trip.

Will send appt for another day.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,..301) 41•5-181 ,(office)
(b)(6)mbile)

(301) 415-1757' (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.oov

From: Rothschild, Trip
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Monday Lunch

With a TA brief at 12:30 on Japan Task force, I suggest w mvour
week.

«NA

Ar1

to another day next week. I am open all
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Blanton, Stan [SBLANTON@balch.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 2:03 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Re: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT Events

Thanks Ho. Let me know if there are any questions.

Sent-om my iPhone

On Jul 12, 2011, at 9:56 AM,. "Nieh, Ho" <Ho.NiehtDnrc.qov> wrote:

> Thanks Stan. I will get back to you as soon as possible.

> Best wishes,

>Ho

> Ho Nieh cfr
> Chief of Staff
> Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Re
* Commission
* ('301) 415-18114(office) • "
>b)(6) [mobile)
> (301) 415-1757 (fax)
> ho. nieh(anrc.pov

> -Original Message-- -%

> From: Blanton, Stan [mailto:SBLANTON J h oml
> Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:55AM 'N
> To: Nieh, Ho
" Subject: FW: ABA Annual Meetinq1UCAT Events

> Ho:

> For yours and the information.

> SB

> M. Stanford on
> Balch& in m LP
>1710 4ii Av nue North
> Bi ' 4habama 35203-2015
> (20 M17 - Phone
* (205) 88-5879 - Fax
* Download vCard
* www.balch.com

> IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, this communication (including
any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party
any transaction or matter addressed herein. Click here for more information.

I
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> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This email and any attachments may be confidential and protected by legal
privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the
e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately by
replying to the sender and deleting this copy and the reply from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.

"---Original Message---
" From: Public Utilities, Communications & Transportation Leader
" Discussion [mailto:PUCATLEADERSHIP(@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORGI On Behalf Of
" Koz, Susan
' Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:59 AM
> To: PUCATLEADERSHIP(,MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG
" Subject: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT Events

> Dear Council Group Members:>C
> This year's ABA Annual Meeting will be held in Toronto. The Section ill ugust 5-6, and our hotel is
the Four Seasons.

C>"

> On Saturday, August 6, 2:00-3:30 p.m., the Section is s ons n a CLE program "Nuclear Regulation in
North America after Fukushima Daiichi" The Section'sl ncedule' f Events is attached. After the CLE
program, we are sponsoring a speed mentoring for * lalk-yers. Finally, on Saturday, the Section's
complimentary reception will be held at the Four Seas\.9

> In order to attend the Section's CLE u will need to register for the Annual Meeting and purchase
individual tickets or a CLE program 0ary bird registration deadline is May 31, 2011.
>

> Registration link:

>http://www2.american r.or ual/pa es/default.aspx

>W tosyou in Toronto. Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information.
>

" Susan Koz
' Director, Section of Public Utility, Communications & Transportation
' Law and Standing Committee on Armed Forces Law American Bar
" Association

2
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-> 321 -North Clark Street
> Chicago, IL 60654

> T: 312.988.5604
> F: 312.988.5572
> susan.koz(americanbar.org <mailto:susan.koz(,americanbar.orpq>
> www.americanbar.orq <http://www.americanbar.orq>

> Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list sub,
PUCATLEADERSHIP, can be found at http:/lapps.americanbar.orq/elistservlhome.cfm
Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists, as well as join others.

> If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via email: PUCAT
requestamail.americanbar.orq, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-2851222r E

service(camericanbar.org.

3
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Tuesday, July 12, 2011 9:50 PM
Ostendorff, William
Fw: Inhofe Comments on NRCs 90 Day Post Fukushima Report

Wow.

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

_(301) 415-181_1 office)
[ •()mobile)

(3h 1)41-1757-(fax)
ho. nieh•,-nrc..qov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo()ew.senate.qov>
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tue Jul 12 21:38:07 2011 , -,.
Subject: FW: Inhofe Comments on NRCs 90 Day Post Fukushima epo

From: matt dempseyO~epw.senate.qov [mailto:matt4dem e ew.senate.gov
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 8:33 PM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Inhofe Comments on NRCs 90 Day P Report

I
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Inhofe Comments on NRC 90 Day Post Fukushima Report

Link to Press Release

Washington, D.C.-Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works, commented today on the release of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) "Near Term Task Force Review of Insights From the Fukushima Daiichi
Accident".

"In the wake of the Fukushima accident NRC Chairman Greg Jaczko has assured us
repeatedly that our nuclear reactors are safe," Senator Inhofe said. "Jaczko testified be
EPW Committee in April saying, 'we believe that plants in the United States contin e to
operate safely' and he reaffirmed this statement again in his testimony in June. h the
NRC suddenly recommended sweeping regulatory changes in this report appar out an
adequate technical or regulatory basis to justify these modifications? Even e rce
acknowledges in the report that its understanding of the accident has been str med by the
fact that key information was, "...in many cases, unavailable, unreliabl r am. uous..."
Only last month, NRC staff admitted that the Fukushima Daiichi s lnpfjlq ols were believed
to be intact, contrary to Chairman Jaczko's testimony before Copw rch 16 that at least
one of the pools had lost most if not all of its water.

"Also, a nuclear accident in Japan should not automatic b ed as an indictment of U.S.
institutional structures and nuclear safety requirements. ir j~gulatory systems and culture
are fundamentally different, most notably with the tabljsh ent in the United States of the
NRC early in the industry's history whose sole fo to egulate the safe use of nuclear
materials. A systematic and methodical regulatory =mparison should determine if there are
differences that either indicate necessary s ncements or provide added confidence
that our nuclear safety regime adequate public health and safety. Changes in our
system may be necessary, but sweeping r are premature without first taking into
account the full extent of the differ b een the United States' and Japan's nuclear safety
regulations. df

"Nuclear energy accounts ftir Ugly 20% of US electricity generation - it is essential for
providing reliable, clea or America. As this report comes to light, I am concerned
that it will become a o e a on in the Obama Administration's attack on affordable
energy, or an excu tk h a regulatory agenda that will only harm our economy."

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 9:27 AM
To: 'Blanton, Stan'
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT Events"

My pleasure.

Regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis

4VA1. Al1 A1 office)
1(b)(6) - mobile)

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

-- Original Message--
From: Blanton, Stan [mailto:SBLANTON@balch.comlSent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 9:26 AM ',

To: Nieh, Ho
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT E

Ho:

I very much appreciate the Commis,/fl> t your consideration. Thanks for getting back to me so promptly.

SB

M. Stanford Blanton
Balch & Bingham LLP
1710 Sixth Avenue
Birmingham, Alabamr 203-2015
(205) 226-3417Phon
(205) 488-5871 -Nx
Download 0'
www. ba

IRS R 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless explicitly stated to the contrary, this communication (including any
attachm ts) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party
any transaction or matter addressed herein. Click here for more information.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This email and any attachments may be confidential and protected by legal
privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the
e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately by
replying to the sender and deleting this copy and the reply from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.
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---- Original Message---
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 8:25 AM
To: Blanton, Stan
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT Events

Dear Stan,

We looked at Commissioner Ostendorff's schedule and unfortunately, he will not be able to
on August 6. "

We very much appreciate the invitation and hope that you will keep Commissioner 0
speaking opportunities with your group.

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Commission•(3011•415-1811 (office)

I(b)(6) __ýobile), .
(3-01) 415-1757 (fax)

ho.nieh@nrc.gov

-- Original Message- . 5Q• )

From: Blanton, Stan [mailto:SBLANTO b •T m]
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 2:03To: Nieh, HoJ

Subject: Re: ABA Annual Meet- P AT Events

Thanks Ho. Let me know" are any questions.

Sent from my iPhon

On Jul 12, 201 t 9:M. "Nieh, Ho" <Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov> wrote:

> Thanks 319V get back to you as soon as possible.

> Be t.

> Ho ";

> Ho Nieh
" Chief of Staff> Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

O Commission
" (301) 415-181Cs ,(office)

__(mobile)
> (301).415-1757 (fax)

2
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>- ho.nieh@nrc.gov

> --- Original Message----
> From: Blanton, Stan [mailto:SBLANTON@balch.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:55 AM
> To: Nieh, Ho
> Subject: FW: ABA Annual Meeting - PUCAT Events

> Ho:

> For yours and the Commissioners information.

> SB

> M. Stanford Blanton
> Balch & Bingham LLP
> 1710 Sixth Avenue North
> Birmingham, Alabama 35203-2015
* (205) 226-3417 - Phone
> (205) 488-5879 - Fax
* Download vCard
> www.balch.com

> IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless explicitly stat to f ntrary, this communication (including
any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and koe used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) pron g, mareting, or recommending to another party
any transaction or matter addressed herein. Click h er m e information.

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This email and anyttach ents may be confidential and protected by legal
privilege. If you are not the intended recipie , that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the
e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If y leceived this email in error, please notify us immediately by
replying to the sender and deleting this Qgpy" fhe reply from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.

>9
> -- Original Message--
> From: Public Utilities, C itjcat ons & Transportation Leader
>Discussion [mailto:P TL (ERSHIP@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG] On Behalf Of
> Koz, Susan
> Sent: Thursday, M< 2-11 9:59 AM
" To: PUCATLVE)ER IP@MAIL.AMERICANBAR.ORG
" Subject: ABA" ual Meeting - PUCAT Events

> Dear ncil roup Members:

> This year's ABA Annual Meeting will be held in Toronto. The Section will meet August 5-6, and our hotel is
the Four Seasons.

> On Saturday, August 6, 2:00-3:30 p.m., the Section is sponsoring a CLE program "Nuclear Regulation in
North America after Fukushima Daiichi" The Section's Schedule of Events is attached. After the CLE

3
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program, we are sponsoring a speed mentoring for young lawyers. Finally, on Saturday, the Section's
complimentary reception will be held at the Four Seasons.

> In order to attend the Section's CLE program, you will need to register for the Annual Meeting and purchase
individual tickets or a CLE program pass. The early bird registration deadline is May 31, 2011.

" Registration link:
> http://www2.americanbar.org/annual/pages/default.aspx

> We hope to see you in Toronto. Please let me know if you have any qt

4

more information.

I

V
I

e(\N
> Susan Koz
" Director, Section of Public Utility, Communications
> Law and Standing Committee on Armed Forces La
" Association
" 321 North Clark Street
" Chicago, IL 60654

pofation
an Bar

" T: 312.988.5604
" F: 312.988.5572
" susan.koz@americanbar.org
" www.americanbar.org <http:/ý

:oz~americanbar.org>
)ar.org>

4

> Thank you fo our f.inued interest in this list. A summary of your discussion list subscriptions, including
PUCATLEADLj IP, can be found at http:llapps.amedcanbar.org/elistservlhome.cfm. This new List
Subscripti ý&e uIows you to manage your lists, as well as join others.jAL'I

>If you issues you may either contact the list owner via email: PUCATLEADERSHIP-
requ l.americanbar.org, or the ABA Service Center at phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email:
service mericanbar.org.

4
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Sexton, Kimberly -_

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Lochbaum [DLochbaum@ucsusa.org]
Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:10 PM
OPA Resource
NRC Near-Term Task Force meetings with INPO

Good Day:

On page 2 of the July 12, 2011, report by the NRC's Near Term Task Force, it states that
Force met with representatives of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations to gather info
industry's post-Fukushima actions."

I searched ADAMS and did not find any public meeting notices or public meeting stla

meetings between NRC staff and INPO.

Were these meetings conducted in accordance with Management Directive..5? Q

-Task

'the cited
I

Later on page 2, the report stathes that the task force's efforts were guidd by C's Principles of Good
Regulation. One of those principles - one not followed by the task i w•i5ves openness. The NRC's
website says this about that principle: "Nuclear regulation is the af usiness, and it must be transacted
publicly and candidly. The public must be informed about d pportunity to participate in the
regulatory processes as required by law."

Since the public, unlike INPO, was not given an oporty meet with the near term task force, does the NRC
believe it even came close to meeting this Principle d' egulation?

Thanks,
David Lochbaurn
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-9I272 office 01(b)(6) cell "
d-lochbaumn susaor•_ • ,,

Check out the S b< at nuclear weapons and nuclear power issues, including a weekly series called "Fission
Stories" at . atIngsnuclear.org/

Found 19 , the Union of Concerned Scientists is an independent, science-based nonprofit working for a
hea ! r~m ent and a safer world.

1n
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:43 AM
To: HAYES, Richiey
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Franovich, Mike
Subject: RE: Directions

Importance: High

Morning Richiey:

FYI - Ho Nieh and/or Mike Franovich will be meeting Cmr. Ostendorff at NEI tomorrow mo both Ho
and/or Mike will pick up the parking pass from you and wait for Cmr. Ostendorff at the s et I e to give to him
when he arrives at the garage, ok???

Commissioner said last time he was there it was a little confusing trying to find p g garage - any hints
on what he should look for (i.e., garage name or placard on the bldg. etc) pleas be ecific.

Many thanks! týVA
Linda
301-415-1759

From: HAYES,. Richiey [mailto:slh@nei.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:09 PM
To: Herr, Unda
Subject: RE: Directions

I'm sorry Linda, the meeting is the Fukushima 5t-erin •Group meeting. It begins at 8 am - 2:30pm. Tony said
that he would send something to Mr. Nieh g "ms and participants) in advance of the meeting.

The meeting will be in conference roo 3 e will have to sign in.

Let me know if you need anythlngdl.

Rich

Richiey Hayes v )
Senior Admini tiv istant

to the Chief dearOicer
Nuclear G~~

Nude r nstitute
1 7 e , Suite 400
Wash ton DC 20006
www.ne•o.tr 0

P: 202.739.8029
11b: 202.533.011

(b)(6)
•E: slh~anei~org -
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From: Herr, Linda [mailto: Linda.Herr@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:02 PM
To: HAYES, Richiey
Subject: RE: Directions
Importance: High

Thanks Richiey... could you please tell me what the meeting is called and what timeframeI nI
who he's meeting with; room number or will someone meet him in the lobby.., does he neefo0of.
Security?

LindaC•9

From: HAYES, Richiey [mailto:slh@nei.org] -•

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:23 PM C )
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: Directions C > ,
Linda, below are the directions from the NRC to NEI. As for parki4 't•'validate. Just have him
when he arrives and I'll meet him with the sticker.

Richiey

Richiey Hayes
Senior Administrative Assistant

to the Chief Nuclear Officer
Nuclear Generation

Nuclear Energy Institute

1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202.739.8029
F: 202.533.0115
E: slh@)nei.org

MapQue N •e s have been sent to you by richieygrl@yahoo.com.
From: 1p55 lipckville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2746 US
To: lf AW, Washington, DC 20006-3700 US

D RII DIRECTIONS

A) 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2746 US

1. Start out going NORTH on ROCKVILLE PIKE/MD-355 N toward MARINELLI RD. (go 0.04 miles)
2. Make a U-TURN at MARINELLI RD onto ROCKVILLE PIKE/MD-355 S.

- If you reach MD-187 you've gone about 0.1 miles too far
(go 2.08 miles)

2
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3. Merge onto 1-495 E/CAPITAL BELTWAY/I-495 INNERLOOP via the ramp on the LEFT toward
BALTIMORE/SILVER SPRING. (go 1.51 miles)

4. Merge onto MD-185 S/CONNECTICUT AVE via EXIT 33 toward CHEVY CHASE. (go 2.72 miles)
5. Enter next roundabout and take the 4th exit onto CONNECTICUT AVE NW (Crossing into DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA). (go 5.02 miles)
6. CONNECTICUT AVE NW becomes 17TH ST NW. (go 0.09 miles)
7. Turn RIGHT onto I ST NW/EYE ST NW.

- I ST NW is just past K ST NW
(go 0.1 miles)

8. 1776 I ST NW is on the LEFT.
- if you reach 18TH ST NW you've gone a little too far

(go 0 miles)

B) 1776 1 St NW, Washington, DC 20006-3700 US

>> TOTAL ESTIMATED TIME: 31 minutes DISTANCE: 11.55 miles

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

This electronic message transmission contains information from the ce EneryIstitute Ina The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. Ifyou are not the intended recipiet a ved this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have r ectronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original messaze. IRS Cirar 230 re: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we
inform you that any tax advice contained in this comm * ud "g, any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used for the Purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any or marketing or recommending to another porty any transaction or mafter addressed herein.

Sent through mail.messaging.nmacrv co ~~uI!

nucle

FOLLOW US ON

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nutlear Energy Institute, Inc The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. Ifyou are not the intended recipienit you have received this communication~in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is sitsictly prohibited. Iyou have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the seeder imnrediatrely by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disdosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the MR and other taxing authorities, we
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inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penahies that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting. marketing or recommending to another parry any transaction or matter addressed hereins

Sent through mailsnessaging.microsoft.com
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 5:17 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: Inhofe Asks Jaczko Why Task Force Report Not Focused on Accident in Japan

Thanks Annie.

Some crazy stuff going on here these days.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissj,
(301) 415-11811 (office) '!

1(_b)(6) :::(Mobile) •

(301) 415-1757 (fax)

ho.n ieh@nrc.gov

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 10:27 PM
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice
Subject: Fw: Inhofe Asks Jaczko Why Task Force Repolot ed on Accident in Japan

From: matt dempsey@epw.senate.gov [mailto:matt..ksi @epw.senate.gov]/
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 07:15 PMI ,
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: Inhofe Asks Jaczko Why Task ForcR i'i1ot Focused on Accident in Japan

[http://epw.senate.gov/public/_ima ' tn-homepage.gif]<http://epw.senate.gov>
[http://epw.senate.gov/public/-imag lease/btnblog.gif]<http:/epw.senate. gov/public/index.cfm?FuseActio
n=Minority.Blogs>
[http://epw.senate.gov/publi /release/btn contact.gifl<http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAc
tion=ContactUs.ContactFTX
[http://epw.senate gov/l1 ic/ 1nges/release/btn-pressreleases.gif]<http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?F
useAction=Minority. • Fes ses>
[http://epw.senat .go iublic/_images/release/btn fact.gif]<http:j/epw.senate.gov/publiclindex.cfm?FuseAction
=Minority. Factj(
[http://epw.se at ov/publicl images/release/imgpressupdate.gif]
[http://epw e'g.v/public--images/release/header.jpg]

Inhof s aczko Why Task Force Report Not Focused on Accident in Japan Wednesday, July 13, 2011

Contacts:

Matt Dempsey Matt.Dempsey@epw.senate.gov<mailto:MattDempsey@epw.senate.gov> (202) 224-9797

Katie Brown Katie Brown@epw.senate.gov<mailto:KatieBrown@epw.senate.gov> (202) 224-2160

1
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"nhofe"Asks Jaczko Why Task Force Report Not Focused on Accident in Japan

Chairman Jaczko refuses to conduct a study of the differences between Japanese and US regulatory systems
because it is 'difficult and time-consuming'

Link to Press
Release<http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority. PressReleases&ContentRecordid=25b
1 be80-802a-23ad-4500-ec296f507ae3&Regionid=&lssueid=>

Link to July 8 letter from Inhofe to
Jaczko<http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore-id=ff9ede58- 45`•-
b883-63a377254644>

Washington, D.C.-Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Senate Co itt nvironment
and Public Works, commented on his conversation today with Nuclear Regulatory Co * 'on NRC)
Chairman, Greg Jaczko, concerning the NRC's report just released publically, "Near Force Review
of Insights From the Fukushima Daiichi Accident". During the discussion, Senat oi0 d the opportunity
to ask the Chairman about a letter he had sent to him on July 8, in which he ask d tha the NRC conduct a full
and systematic review of the differences in the regulatory systems of the U rged and Japan before
moving forward with sweeping regulatory changes. Chairman Jaczko re at ch an endeavor would be
"difficult and time-consuming."

"I appreciate Chairman Jaczko taking the time to speak to me ab u C task force report, but after our
discussion I am even more concerned about the NRC's regula going forward," Senator Inhofe said.
"Up until it was released, I was under the strong impression at t port would focus on lessons for the
United States regarding the nuclear accident in Japan - even r " ort's title suggests this. Instead it focuses
almost completely on potential disasters in the United s an ow they might affect our reactors. This is
certainly not what we were led to believe it would be e eci ly considering that our plants are already
required to be designed to withstand natural disasters.

"In a letter dated July 8, I asked Chairman J ,• Vlke sure that the NRC engages in a thorough study of
the fundamental differences between the r o systems of Japan and the United States. But instead, the
NRC is poised to overhaul our regulator sys ithout having the full picture of what happened in Japan and
without a clear understanding of ourjt differences. When I asked Chairman Jaczko again today if the
NRC would be willing to engage in {jiudy, he refused saying that such an undertaking would be 'difficult
and time-consuming.' X

"If safety were truly the p e,•ae C would focus on learning lessons from the accident in Japan to

determine whether these ecorndations are the right ones. Instead, it is clear that this is just another case
of 'regulate first, ask De ter' in an effort to stifle nuclear power and drive up the cost of energy for all
Americans." I

Inhofe EPW Blog<http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs> I
YouTube< .youtube.com/user/JimInhofePress~ffice> I Twitter<http://twitter.com/inhofepress> I
Facebo k ttp: w.facebook.con/pages/Senator-Jim-
I nhof /5 421 ?ref=search&sid=516374791.190659610..1> I
Pod ://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.AudioVideo>
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 5:18 AM
To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike
Subject: GBJ discussion w/ Inhofe

Inhofe Asks Jaczko Why Task Force Report Not Focused on Accident in Japan

Posted 07/14/2011 01:35 PM ET

Jul 14, 2011 (Congressional Documents and Publications/ContentWorks via COMTEX) - n n, D.C.-
Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on Environe Public
Works, commented on his conversation today with Nuclear Regulatory Commissio Cairman, Greg
Jaczko, concerning the NRC's report just released publically, "Near Term Task For ie- of Insights From
the Fukushima Daiichi Accident". During the discussion, Senator Inhofe had th• to ask the
Chairman about a letter he had sent to him on July 8, in which he asked that NR conduct a full and
systematic review of the differences in the regulatory systems of the Unite4,Sta d Japan before moving
forward with sweeping regulatory changes. Chairman Jaczko replied tl. endeavor would be "difficult
and time consuming." V

"I appreciate Chairman Jaczko taking the time to speak to me a4dutNtNRC task force report, but after our
discussion I am even more concerned about the NRC's reglatoryagenda going forward," Senator Inhofe said.
"Up until it was released, I was under the strong impressiotha Xreport would focus on lessons for the
United States regarding the nuclear accident in Japan-even e report's title suggests this. Instead it focuses
almost completely on potential disasters in the Unite.tes a ý how they might affect our reactors. This is
certainly not what we were led to believe it would b•,,espeially considering that our plants are already
required to be designed to withstand natural disaste]?'''"

"In a letter dated July 8, I asked Chairman -ca6ake sure that the NRC engages in a thorough study of
the fundamental differences between the a .ry systems of Japan and the United States. But instead, the
NRC is poised to overhaul our regulatqs s without having the full picture of what happened in Japan and
without a clear understanding of o0,i ,tor differences. When I asked Chairman Jaczko again today if the
NRC would be willing to engage itl•iS study, he refused saying that such an undertaking would be 'difficult
and time consuming.'

"If safety were truly the the NRC would focus on learning lessons from the accident in Japan to
determine whether t e re rilhendations are the right ones. Instead, it is clear that this is just another case
of 'regulate first, a qu .o later' in an effort to stifle nuclear power and drive up the cost of energy for all
Americans."

Ch~i ~ff
Office Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

_1301)415-1811 (office)
(b)(6) mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(anrc..Qov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July.15, 2011 8:11 AM
To: 'slh@nei.org'
Cc: 'arp@nei.org'
Subject: We are here

Hi Richie - we are here. Can you let Tony know?

We are early. We can wait until 830 or start whenever they are ready.

Thanks. K
Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

1(b)(6) mobile)
P01) 415-175T'(fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: HAYES, Richiey <slh@nei.org>
To: Herr, Linda
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Franovich, Mike
Sent: Thu Jul 14 09:51:54 2011
Subject: RE: Directions 1k.

Linda,

I've given the parking stickers to on give them to Cmr. Ostendorff when he arrives in our offices. The
way our parking works is that whei guest arrives the parking attendants will valet his car and give him a
claim ticket. He will bring . et wi• him into the office and Tony will give him the parking stickers to
adhere to the back o

When the commiss•1 e he will give the parking attendants his ticket, they will retrieve his car and he
will not pay a pen less e chooses to tip them.

Richiey

Richie s
Se' ._A tive Assistant

t°o e. f Nuclear Officer

Nuclea eneration

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.orq

P: 202.739.8029
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F: 202.533.0115
E: slhcnei.org

From: Herr, Unda [mailto:Linda.Herr@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 9:43 AM
To: HAYES, Richiey
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Franovich, Mike
Subject: RE: Directions
Importance: High

Morning Richiey:

FYI - Ho Nieh and/or Mike Franovich will be meeting Cmr. Ostendorff at NEI tU•orrjw morning - both Ho
and/or Mike will pick up the parking pass from you and wait for Cmr. Osterqorff1tWffe street level to give to hi
when he arrives at the garage, ok???

Commissioner said last time he was there it was a little confusing t•r)tozfihd the parking garage - any hints
on what he should look for (i.e., garage name or placard on theqbP ) please be specific.

Many thanks!
Linda

m

301-415-1759

From: HAYES, Richiey [mailto:slh@nei.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:09 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: Directions

I'm sorry Unda, the meeting is th
that he would send something to

The meeting will be in c2& &

ishis'a Steering Group meeting. It begins at 8 am - 2:30pm. Tony said
ieh (agenda items and participants) in advance of the meeting.

3A/B, he will have to sign in.

Let me know if thing else.

Rich N

Richi_ y "
Se 'or ra tive Assistant

to f Nuclear Officer
NuicleGeneration

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202.739.8029
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F:,20-53.115
IC:l(b)(6)I

From: Herr, Linda [mailto:Linda.Herr@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 1:02 PM
To: HAYES, Richiey
Subject: RE: Directions
Importancez High

Thanks Richiey... could you please tell me what the meeting is called and what
who he's meeting with; room number or will someone meet him in the lobby...
Security?

need to schedule;
to go thru

Linda

From: HAYES, Richiey [mailto:slh@nei.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Herr, Unda
Subject: Directions

Linda, below are the directions from the NRC to NEI. for parkinc

when he arrives and I'll meet him with the sticker.\k(s,

Richiey , A0

we can validate. Just have him call me

Richiey Hayes
Senior Administrative Assistant

to the Chief Nuclear Officer
Nuclear Generation

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suiteq
Washington, DC 20
www.nei.orc 

?t6N
'4

P: 202.:
F: 202.!
E: slh@

MapQuest directions have been sent to you by richieygrl@yahoo.com.
From: 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2746 US
To: 1776 1 St NW, Washington, DC 20006-3700 US

DRIVING DIRECTIONS

A) 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-2746 US
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1. Start out going NORTH on ROCKVILLE PIKE/MD-355 N toward MARINELLI RD. (go 0.04 miles)
2. Make a U-TURN at MARINELLI RD onto ROCKVILLE PIKE/MD-355 S.

- If you reach MD-187 you've gone about 0.1 miles too far
(go 2.08 miles)

3. Merge onto 1-495 E/CAPITAL BELTWAY/I-495 INNERLOOP via the ramp on the LEFT toward
BALTIMORE/SILVER SPRING. (go 1.51 miles)

4. Merge onto MD-185 S/CONNECTICUT AVE via EXIT 33 toward CHEVY CHASE. (go 2.72 miles)
5. Enter next roundabout and take the 4th exit onto CONNECTICUT AVE NW (Crossing into DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA). (go 5.02 miles)
6. CONNECTICUT AVE NW becomes 17TH ST NW. (go 0.09 miles)
7. Turn RIGHT onto I ST NW/EYE ST NW.

- I ST NW is just past K ST NW
(go 0.1 miles)

8. 1776 I ST NW is on the LEFT.
- If you reach 18TH ST NW you've gone a little too far

(go 0 miles)

B) 1776 I St NW, Washington, DC 20006-3700 US

>> TOTAL ESTIMATED TIME: 31 minutes I DISTANCE: 11.55 miles

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

This electronic message transmission coantain informanam the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized, fyou are not: t ded jentn you have received this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication i~s strictly pr it If you h e received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original m 4 jrtlar 230disdosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we
inform you that any tax advice contai h ommuication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used. and cannot be used for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may bet m on t or () promoting. marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein

nuclear
r ' • .•I• • [ t••1!:; •:.

FOLLOW US ON
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This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc- The information is intended solelyfor the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in a'ror, and any review. use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is strictly prohibited. if you have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities. we
inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (i) promoting, marketing or recommending to another patry any transaction or matter addressed herein

Sent through mail messaging.rnicrosofl.com

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

Lyo I U-

This electronicemessage transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy ln7 .e, Inc. 77 formation is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient, you have receives his communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is strictly prohibited. ifyou have received this elertrl rtansf6ssion in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: co liance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we
inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any arttac.njen s not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (i) promoting. Aj&rketing ohtecommending to another parry any transaction or matter addressed herein

Sent through
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:51 AM
Ostendorff, William
Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
FW: NGO letter regarding Task Force's recommendations
20110719-ngo-group-letter-to-nrc.pdf

Sir - may want to do a quick read of this for awareness.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

1(b)(6) ý(mobile)
'01) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(Znrc.qov

From: Dave Lochbaum [mailto:DLochbaum@)ucsusa.ora]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:17 AM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource; CMRAPOS
CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: NGO letter regarding Task Force's recommendo

Good Morning:;N

On behalf of 15 national, regional, and local public iW ?,'Iam
Force's recommendations. Hard copies of this letter wiBl emailto

Thanks,
David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Proti
Union of Concerned Scienti ^•

PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37
(423) 468-927;; of

Ilochbauor

source; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;

submitting the attached electronic copy of a letter regarding the Task
3day.

1
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July 19, 2011
Gregory B. Jaczko, Chair
Kristine L. Svinicki, Commissioner
William D. Magwood IV, Commissioner
George Apostolakis, Commissioner
William C. Ostendorff, Commissioner

Dear Commissioners:

We the undersigned respectfully urge you to provide the NRC staff with the resources and
necessary to fully implement the recommendations from the July 12, 2011, report by the N
Force titled "Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 2 1" Century" as expeditiously as possible. I
assessment of the accident at Fukushima Daiichi and its consequences, the Task Forceid
recommendations to better protect the American public from low probability, high coliW
reducing vulnerabilities at U.S. reactors and upgrading mitigation measures. Wh
concerns about the scope of the review undertaken and the adequacy o of os recrnn
Task Force's report provides a starting point for improving nuclear safety i nthe Ok&jld s]
upon by the Commission. Now that these issues have been identified an .ees tion o0
Americans are unnecessarily at elevated risk until the NRC successfull impl•q ts these
recommendations. 1 Z Y

by

iendations, the
hould be acted
utlined,

We recognize and appreciate that the scope and complexity of sM e 4h1mnendations means they will
take some time to address, even if the full resources of eh • Wre applied to that effort. We
understand that the recommendations made by the NRC's -da 3review cannot be implemented within
90 days. We request that you set a deadline for the Vloption o-Vch recommendation, and take
appropriate steps to ensure that robust public particpatioris an intrinsic element of this process. We also
suggest you consider how you might answer the W in question from Congress when scheduling these
deadlines: '4

Commissioner, wasn't the safe i led to this accident specifically raised by the Task
Force in July 2011? Why ha0ý esolved that very issue by the time occurred?

If you have an honest, solid I , ill be able to look the Congress and the American public in the
eyes and say that you took ev tasonable action to protect against the tragic' outcome. But when such
an answer is lacking, thjiNs cle y work to be done with deliberate haste to prevent the low probability
event from causing itsiZg•sequences.

We commend th •Tas§k e for dedicating their report to the people of Japan, especially those who
responded t e * t at Fukushima. The Task Force concluded its dedication with this expression:

It is o trong desire and our goal to take the necessary steps to assure that the result of our
brs will prevent the need for a repetition of theirs.

a re and respect this sentiment. Now it's time for the Commission to do its part and take the steps
y for this commendable goal to be achieved.

'Sincerely (arranged alphabetically by organization name),

Rochelle Becker, Executive Director
Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility
PO Box 1328
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406

Sandra Gavutis
Executive Director
C- 10 Foundation
44 Merrimac St.
Newburyport, MA 01985
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Deb Katz
Executive Director
Citizens Awareness Network
P.O. Box 83
Shelburne Fall, MA 01370

Michael J. Keegan
Don't Waste Michigan
PO Box 463
Monroe, Michigan 48161

Ray Shadis
Executive Director
Earth Day Commitment
Friends of the Coast-Opposing Nuclear Pol
Post Office Box 98
Edgecomb, Maine 04556.

Manna Jo Greene, Environmental Director
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.
724 Wolcott Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508

Edward Childs, President
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollutic
Post Office Box 545
Brattleboro, Vermont 05302

David A. Kraft, Director
Nuclear Energy Information Service (NEIS
3411 W. Diversey #16
Chicago, IL 60647

Phillip Musegaas, Esq.
Hudson River Program Director
Riverkeeper, Inc.
20 Secor Road
Ossining, NY 10562 Q

Jim Riccio
Greenpeace
Washington, DC

Geoffrey H. Fettus
Senior Project Attorney
Natural Resources l~fens

-W

'cil

p

Jim Warrei
North Care
NetworkN
DuJr~t4,4

Director
,wareness & Reduction

yd
for Social Responsibility
, DCN

Y' Jane Swanson, spokesperson
San Luis Obispo Mothers For Peace
San Luis Obispo, CA

David Lochbaum I
Director, Nucle k
Union of Conce ed
PO Box 15
Chartanoo, 37 15

r.

fists

q

N
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Franovich, Mike
Subject: RE: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

Sir, I had a good discussion off the record with Phillip. Provided the points we discussed.

He did not have a deadline set for an editorial.

He was aware of the drama surrounding the SECY paper and said that the EDO's views pe to be
absent.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 office)

I(b)(6) mobile)
(301) 415-17 ((fax)
ho.niehOnrc.-qv

From: Boffey, Philip [mailto:phboffdnytimes.com l
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 3:14 PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Franovich, Mike; Nieh, Ho
Subject: TF recommendations and timetab

Hi Mr. Ostendorff and key aides:
You may recall that I interviewed background in Rockville three months ago. These questions, too, can beanswered on background. ,,.,i,,^4^4,.'sio'hgl

I need to write an editorial poi(bly on Wednesday or possibly later in the week - focusing on the Task Force's
90-day report and what if an ' should do in response to it.

Could you give me s e q .mpressions as to whether you think the task force recommendations should be
approved more or less t ar_ ow or require much more rigorous analysis before moving forward, as the industry
contends.

Also, your th ght n Chairman Yaczko's proposed 90-day period for the commission to vote on the task forcerecommendatiO Is.,hrtle th , or not?

I reaizeat re information needs to be gathered about the Fukushima incident and from stakeholders at further
meetings• b a m you have heard enough by now to have at least preliminary thoughts on what the commission
should i esp se to the TF report, and on what timetable..

ks for any help you can give,

Philip M. Boffey
Editorial Writer
The New York Times
620 Eighth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
Phone: (212) 556-4485
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Fax: 212-556-3815
Email: phboff(@nytimes.com
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 9:15 AM
To: Mamish, Nader
Cc: Bozin, Sunny-, Herr, Linda
Subject: Task Force report

Nader - can someone in OEDO bring up a clean, bound copy of the TF report?

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811_(office)11(b)(6) 4 (mobile)
C-'01 ) 415b-17 I(fax)

ho.niehnrc..qov

b>

Q,
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Wednesday, July 27, 2011 7:29 AM
Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Sexton, Kimberly; Kock, Andrea
Call for House E&C hearing on TF report
Tab D 07-21-11 Congress to Rep.Upton 11-0431.pdf

FYI - Reps. Waxman, Rush, Green requesting Upton schedule a hearing on TF report.

Also signals support for GBJ roadmap.

Ho

Ho Nieh Co
Chief of Staff am%.
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1L§11 (office),.'%,,

1(b)(6). -__•nobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(,nrc.gov

1
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FRED UPTON. MICHIGAN HENRY A. WAXMAN, CALIFORNIA

CHAIRMAN 
RANKING MEMBER

ONE HUNDRED TWELFTH CONGRESS

Congore Sy of the niteb &tatfý
joufe of Repreg;entatibeg

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE -
2125 RAYBURN HOUSE OFF1CE BUILDING

WAsmNG-roN. DC 20515-6115

Miantv R202) 225,-2927
Minwity 1202) 226-364

July 21,20 11

The Honorable Fred Upton
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dcar Chairman Upton:

Last week, the Nuclear Regulatory Commnjr on'sjIaptn task force released a report
summarizing its review of America's nuclear reactors and tlieir ability to respond to a
catastrophic event like the one that struck Japqni* Ma ch. We are writing to request that you
schedule a hearing on this report as soon as po0ib.e1

The task force found that 'a ~qu~~ events like the Fukushima accident is unlikely to
occur in the United States."' The taso rcjalso concluded that "continued operation and
continued licensing activities dojot Ps imminent risk to public health and safety. While
this is good news, it does n0oTvi4&n assurance of public safety. After all, the catastrophic
events in Japan were unlikl-eBut occurred nonetheless.

The task fo • ars to agree, concluding that NRC and the nuclear power industry
need to do ment"or respond to events of low likelihood and high consequence, such as
a prolonged !o of .. resulting from a severe natural disaster. Such events pose an
unacceptab g n blic health and safety should they occur.

~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission7 Near-Terim Task Force, Recommendations for
Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 2ff' Centiwy: The Near-Tern: Task Force Review of Insights
from the Fukaushima Dai-tchi Accident (July 12, 2011) at vii.

2 d.

7/25.. .To EDO for Information.. Cpy to: RF, OCA.. .11-0431
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The Honorable Fred Upton
July 21, 2011
Page 2

The task force report includes 12 recommendations to strengthen safety requirements at
nuclear power plants and, in effect, redefine what NRC considers an adequate level of protection.
For example:

1The task force recommends that the NRC require licensees to reevaluate the seisniA
flooding hazards at their sites and upgrade their reactors, as necessary, to prot.ag
these hazards. r 3a

The task force recomnmends that the NRC strengthen the ability of nueleaMa• to
cope with an extended loss of power, as occurred in Japan, and to pretian a d pre-stage
offsite resources to allow for core and spent fuel cooling during peolong•i:-1ackout
conditions. 4

* The task force recommends that NRC require that nuclear"pocr:.1lanis install a
seismically-qualified means to spray water into the spe.nit fuel'pools mid improve their
ability to monitor conditions in spent fuel pools Walk lpo•erIs lost.

Chairmnan Gregory Jaczko has outlined a 'A'd r Commission decisi'on-niaking in
order to obtain, in a timely manner, stakeholder iput on the task force's recommendations. His
stated goal is to provide clear Commission ditiacn o 6ach of the task force's recommendations
within 90 days. He also has called on NJC anc•hnuc ear industry, to commit to implementing
all lessons from the Fukushima accidetn~thm 0vi years, half as long as it took the industry to
implement improvements followingdle tm6'er II attacks.6 That is a reasonable timeline
given the potentially grave risks of'•elf R

Au
& ~Idat 30.

4 Id. at 37-38.

5 Id. at 45-46.
6 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Remarks as Preparedfir Delivery by Chairman

Gregory B. Jaczko on Fukushima and US. Nuclear Sqfety at NValional Press Club, Washington,
D.C. (July 18, 2011).
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The Honorable Fred Upton
July 21, 2011
Page 3

During Committee consideration of H.R. 2401 on July 12, 2011, you mentioned that you
had been briefed on the task force's recommendations and assured the Committee that we would,
"entertain those recommendations" in order to 'learn constructively" from the events in Japa7
We agree that the Committee needs to hear from the task force members about their
recommendations and the reasons for making them.

We urge you to schedule a hearing as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

HenryA. Waxman Bo L. Rush G, 1 "n
Ranking Member Ranking Member "vmember

Subcommittee on Energy 'oSi rommittee on Environment
and Power A *nd the Fconomv

cc: The Honorable Ed Whitfield
Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy

and Power

The Honorable John Shiicku!
Chairman
Subcommittee on ne

and the Ecoqmpy

7 House Committee on Energy and Commerce, Remarks of Chairman Fred Upton,
Markup on H.R. 2401, the Transparency in Regulatory Analysis of hnpacts on'the Nation Act of
2011 (July 12,2011).
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 7:34 AM
To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: NYT - Fukushima and SFPs

Nothing new or surprising in here...note Marv's quote on 50-mile decision.

July 26, 2011, 5:50 pm

Spent Fuel Pools as a Bright Spot in Fuk s 's
Crisis
By MA7TTHEWL. WALD

Politics & 3
Policy *%+• •

The staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently preduced a list of safety improvements that might be
undertaken at American nuclear plants in light of the F kushi /Adisaster in Japan. On Tuesday, the nuclear
industry focused on two elements that were conspicuo!us byttheir absence.

In a presentation to Wall Street analysts. Marqnerte , the president and chief executive of the Nuclear Energy
Institute, emphasized that spent fuel pools aftluktushima Daiichi plant had "survived the accident quite
well." X )

Early in the crisis, which began an ei quake and tsunami on March 11, American regulators feared that
water in one of the pools had almos nompletely boiled off, and the American Embassy in Tokyo advised
Americans to stay 50 miles^ . But' e pools may turn out to be a much better story at Fukushima than
people envisioned," MrS___.__d_,_ _ __.

Noting that fuel pod a1 ican reactors have far more radioactive material in them than the ones at
Fukushima, the ac t focused new attention on the idea of moving spent fuel out of the pools and into dry
casks, SometAg already done at most American reactors when they run out of space.

That ide ae to prominence after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

But c ear Regulatory Commission staff's report does not call for moving more of the fuel.

When te commission received an oral report from a six-member "task force" it appointed to study the safety
implications of Fukushima, one commissioner, William C. Ostendorff, said he had received letters from
members of Congress asking for wider use of the casks, however.

But Charles L. Miller, who led the task force, replied that removing the fuel would not do much to reduce the
basic problem, which is that fuel rods remain in the pool, and if cooling is knocked out, the water that provides
protection against melting and the release of radioactive materials will boil away.

I
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"Before you can take it out of the pool, it has to be at least five years old, and by that time, we call it, for lack of
a better word, cold fuel," Mr. Miller said.

At the briefing on Tuesday, Mr. Fertel mentioned other recommendations from the task force, including better
instruments for altering operators to how much water is in the pools and new ways of adding water in an
emergency. Pulling more fuel out, he said, would provide certain advantages but is also certain to expose
workers to radiation in the course of the transfer..

Fukushima used dry casks as well, and those appear to have survived without damage, Mr. Fertel s although
they have not been thoroughly inspected. "They're fine, but so are the pools," he said. a

They were not unscathed, however; debris flew into the pools after the buildings surroundin lew up in
hydrogen explosions.

The task force also refrained from recommending changes in emergency planning z• ,espite the embassy's
recommendation during the crisis for Americans to stay 50 miles away from F• sthe United States,
emergency evacuation planning is required within 10 miles of any reactor.

Mr. Fertel said the recommendation to evacuate to 50 miles "was basedoot o ormation, but on the lack
thereof." _ )o o

Opponents of nuclear power have argued that the commissio sHo-uldehse all extensions of reactors' operating
licenses until it has digested the lessons of the accident in an.N! t-Mr. Fertel noted that since March 11, the
commission has issued 20-year license extensions for the Vehion" Yankee, Palo Verde, Prairie Island, Salem
and Hope Creek reactors, and allowed higher power o7uts for imerick and Point Beach.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Oftendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommisOn -"N
(301) 415-1811 (office)

1(b)(6) mobile)
(301) 415-175 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

2
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Wednesday, July 27, 2011 6:06 PM
annie-caputo@epw.senate.gov
FW: Commissioner Ostendorff s vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)
WCO-SECY-1 1-0093 vote + cmts.pdf

Annie - for your eyes only. This will be made public tomorrow.

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commise

,.4301) 415-18A.1 (office) 4LI (b)(6) I(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(anrc.qov

From: Bozin, Sunny
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Wright, Darlene; Baggett, Steven; Batkin, Joshua; Blake, en; Bradford, Anna; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp,
Margaret; Chairman Temp; Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angeo" ..orde , John; Crawford, Carrie; Davis, Roger;
Fopma, Melody; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; HaVn;, err, Linda; Hipschman, Thomas; KLS Temp;
Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Loyd, Susan; Mamish Ne,' ¶arshall, Michael; Monninger, John; Orders,
William; Pace, Patti; Poole, Brooke; Reddick, ,i; L fer, Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip;
Savoy, Carmel; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pam a; elkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Kristine; Temp, WCO;
Temp, WDM; Warren, Roberta; Apostolaki or ; Temp, GEA; Tadesse, Rebecca; Castleman, Patrick;
Montes, David; Dhir, Neha; Adler, Jam Jinn Patricia; Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William; Lui, Christiana;
Lisann, Elizabeth; Gilles, Nanette; L9P• xton, Kimberly; Beasley, Benjamin; Riddick, Nicole
Cc: Mitchell-Funderburk, Natalie; S Kimberly
Subject: Commissioner Ostenalf's vte for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Commissioner

1
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

COMMISSIONER OSTENDORFF

SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY A,
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN I

Approved _X I

Not Participating

COMMENTS: Below

)isapproved

None

SINTURE

17/2, 7J/i

DATE

YesX No
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Commissioner Ostendorff's Comments on SECY-11-0093
Near-Term Report and Recommendations for

Agency Actions Following the Events In Japan

I want to thank the Task Force for their dedicated efforts in completing their review in a relativel•.
short period of time. Their report represents a very significant first step in learning from the
events at Fukushima. That said, there is much more to be done. I would like to thank Dr
Charles Miller for his committed leadership of the Task Force. While I have some view
differ from those of the Task Force, that is expected and to be encouraged in an agqn'I w ,
prides itself on openness and transparency. 

•• !

iavity o
This is perhaps one of the most important votes I will cast as a Commissio r.' Av, t of
this subjectmandates thoughtful reflection upon the NRC's Principles of G dR ulation-
Independence, Openness, Efficiency, Clarity, and Reliability. With thft prin .s in mind, I
have carefully reviewed the Task Force report, sought input from tN $ , and listened to
the views of my colleagues on the Commission. I will offer my. 3e on ECY-1 1-0093
organized under these main areas: (I) Overarching decision-_ '.l~ciples; (11) Addressing
the NRC's regulatory framework - Task Force recommen den4 l1) Short-tem regulatory
actions; and (IV) Governance of the NRC's actions gQ vTg % and the long-term review.

i. Overarching decision-making principles

Following the March 23, 2011 tasking memoraS rCOMGBJ-11-0002, I was keenly
interested in what judgments the Task on w make regarding the safety of U.S. operating
reactors of all designs. To this very oiJr light that the Task Force observed that (page
18):

Although complex, e gulatory approach has served the Commission and the
public well and allov e Task Force to conclude that a sequence of events like those
occurring in t•_qkus Itna accident is unlikely to occur in the United States and could
be mitigated N the likelihood of core damage and radiological releases.

The o 0 Tht of the low likelihood of an event beyond the design basis of a U.S.
nu pwer plant and the current mitigation capabilities at those facilities, the Task

/Force ncludes that continued operation and continued licensing activities do not pose
'i imminent risk to the public health and safety end are not inimical to the common

® doinse and security.

ove findings anchor my views on how to responsibly move forward in assessing the Task
recommendations. Let me offer four additional observations:

1) In October 2010, an Integrated Regulatory Review Service team conducted an
international peer review mission to assess the NRC's regulatory program and found
that "the NRC has a comprehensive and consistent regulatory system that has been

Page 1 of 5
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developed in a determined manner" and that "the NRC has a strong drive for continuous
improvement in its own performance and has well achieved its goals";

2) The Fukushima tragedy occurred in another country whose regulatory structure is quite
different from that found in the U.S.;

3) I agree with the statements made by Commissioner Apostolakis at the July 19, 2 "
Commission meeting, that the occurrence of the tsunami on March 11 was not
unthinkable external event; and

4) There is still a great deal that we do not know about Fukushima conce
sequence of events, failure modes of equipment, functionality, and O lin
procedures, etc.

These four observations helped frame my study of the Task For ep\/ recommendations.

As noted earlier, the NRC's Principles of Good Regulation a o my decision-making
on the Task Force report. Regarding the process for ad re • Task Force
recommendations and the long-term review, I believ at e f these principles deserve
specific mention. First, the principle of Clarity calls for I mmission to provide immediate
direction to the staff on the philosophical appro hat shuld guide the disposition of the Task
Force recommendations. Second, the princ q!fRe•abllity leads me to conclude that to
ensure that our regulations are not in an jnju•s state of transition, the substantial
institutional knowledge and operationa PL e -N of the NRC should be fully utilized in moving
forward to address the Task Force r~oj", ations, Third, the principle of Openness requires
us to engage external stakehoIde ningful way. The spirit of this third principle
underlies the June 23, 2011 on ngagement of Stakeholders Regarding the Events in
Japan" that I co-authored sioner Magwood (COMWDM-11-0001/COMWCO-11-
0001). In that light, I suppo e underlying premise of Chairman Jaczko's proposal for the
Commission to havy m ungs to engage stakeholders and to inform Commission

enagdecision-making* in.ý , esponsive manner. I look forward to working with all of my
colleagues on t e .I son to determine the appropriate subjects and schedule for suchCommissio

11. A d•,fssin Ie NRC's regqulatory framework -Task Force recommendation 1

ap cia the Task Force's thoughtful accounting of the background for the NRC's current
ry framework. Some in the press have focused on the use of the word "patchwork" in

%Ob port to describe the NRC's existing regulatory framework. I think that term diminishes the
9namic, evolving nature of the NRC's regulatory framework. Our predecessors took certain
concrete actions in response to the events at Three Mile Island and the attacks of September
11, 2001. With the benefit of hindsight, one could suggest there may have been better ways to
approach certain issues at the time. But, I am not a critic. of those past actions. Rather, I
personally believe that previous NRC staff and Commissions used their best judgment to frame

Page 2 of 6
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courses of action appropriate to address the problems they faced. While that regulatory
approach, one of a dynamic and evolving nature, may not have the coherence of a framework
that might be developed with the luxury of being done in a closed room at one static point in
time, it does not mean that the framework is not effective. To the contrary, I believe that the
NRC's Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) is a key example of an evolutionary change that has,
resulted in a rigorous oversight program that is focused on safety in the areas of greatest riskk
significance. Since 2000, NRC inspection findings in the ROP have brought to light subs 0 '51
issues on nuclear reactor operations, plant design, maintenance, and defense-in-dept
corresponding corrective actions to address such findings. "

As stated earlier, the Task Force noted that "the current regulatory approach h dhe
Commission and the public well." I also reiterate what I stated at the July , lic
Commission meeting on the near-term report: "While I support thoughtful c sidlation of any
potential safety enhancements in a systematic and holistic manner, I donot ylve that our
existing regulatory framework is broken."

Consistent with the NRC's organizational value of Excelencs" Q us to be continuously
improving and self-aware, I support moving forward, but no t t ' me, with Task Force
recommendation 1. Such an effort would constitute gh • hificant undertaking for the
entire agency and realistically would take some numbe f y• rs to accomplish. While I support
the notion of enhancing our existing framework l belyve that any such effort should be
undertaken as a separate, distinct effort frorh rest f the Fukushima Task Force

recommendations. Acting upon recommenda "the near-term will distract the NRC from
timely and responsive action on those' For recommendations that would enhance safety
in the near-term and are ripe for exeti, refore, I propose that recommendation 1:

1) Be pursued' ndend f an a tivities associated with the review of the other Task
Force recommend a

2) Be deferred a ion a d commence only after receiving future direction from the
Commissi . te this Commission direction, the EDO should submit a notation
vote pa to t ommission that would take into account the cumulative lessons
lea d s keholder input from the review of other Task Force recommendations,

an de Le Commission with a full range of options for addressing recommendation
, Th otation vote paper should be provided to the Commission no later than 18

,#"•lonths from the date of the final Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) for SECY-1 1-
0II 0.3.

g rt-term re.ulatory actions

I agree with Commissioner Magwood that there are short-term actions that the agency should
consider to enhance safety. As such, I support Commissioner Magwood's recommendation
with some modification. Specifically, I recommend that within 30 days (instead of 20 days) of
the final SRM associated with this paper, the EDO should provide the Commission with a

Page 3 of 5
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notation vote paper that identifies and makes recommendations regarding any Task Force
recommendations that can, and in the staff's judgment, should be implemented, in part or in
whole, without unnecessary delay. I would add additional guidance that the staff should, in
framing these short-term actions, consider the wide range of regulatory tools available. Again,
these short-term actions should be assessed using the NRC's existing regulatory framework.
Taking this step in the short-term will get the agency and licensees started down the path to
implement appropriate safety enhancements sooner rather than later.

While I will carefully review the short-term actions that the EDO will submit in the no tio
paper described above, I believe I have an obligation to the NRC's external stake_ d
the NRC staff to communicate my view on certain Task Force recommendation on my
review and understanding of the accident at Fukushima, I believe the area is warrant
short-term regulatory attention and I offer them for consideration as appropte the EDO.

1) Reevaluate the seismic and flooding hazards at their sites gans ent NRC
requirements and guidance (related to Task Force rec da n 2.1);

2) Perform seismic and flood protection walk-downs to e nd address plant-specific
vulnerabilities and verify the adequacy of mo maintenance for protection
features such as watertight barriers in the inter,,e, d (related to Task Force
recommendation 2.3);

3) Issue an advanced notice of pro se e ng and develop the technical basis to
revise 10 CFR 50.63 to stren oati lackout mitigation capability (related to Task
Force recommendation 4.1

4) Review 10 CFR 50.5,/ 2) uipment protection from design-basis external events
and additional equiei t n s for multiunit events (related to Task Force
recommendation 4.2!

5) Review v bility and accessibility for Mark I and Mark II containments (related
to Task arc e mmendation 5.1); and

6) Ma an train on Severe Accident Management Guidelines (related to Task Force
ecom ;ndations 8.4 and 12.2).

•!v nee of the NRC's actions going forward and the long-term review

rch, I applauded and supported Chairman Jaczko's prompt efforts to bring a proposal to
Commission for the NRC's response to the events in Japan. Now we find ourselves nearing

the end of July, knowing more than what we knew in March. As I have learned more, my
thinking about the NRC's response to Fukushima has certainly evolved since the Commission
established the Task Force in March. Therefore, I find it timely for the Commission to build on
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our earlier decisions and fine-tune our vision for the NRC's actions going forward and for the
long-term review.

It is with this backdrop and the principles of Clarity, Reliability, and Openness in mind that I
recommend the EDO provide the Commission with a notation vote paper with a charter for they
structure, scope, and expectations for assessing the Task Force recommendations and the
NRC's longer-term review. The draft charter should be based upon the concept envision dV
the EDO and Deputy EDO for Reactor and Preparedness Programs that establishes a 0
level steering committee reporting to the EDO and supported by an internal advisorncorriNe
and an external panel of stakeholders. This charter should include as an objectp~ h"L
steering committee would provide, through the EDO, an integrated, prioritized a•P'"ent of
the Task Force recommendations along with its recommendations and ba•!•Nfl2r
regulatory actions. This model of review has effectively served the Comm ion other
significant efforts such as the Groundwater Task Force, the Davis-Be%,Le s Learned Task
Force, and the Discrimination Task Force. The draft charter for C1nmis:,review should also
incorporate any direction provided by the Commission in respt COMWDM-1 I-
0001/COMWCO-1 1-0001. To support timely and clear Com j~u o to the NRC staff,
the paper should be provided to the Commission no late t t= eeks after the date of the

final SRM for SECY-1 1-0093.

In addition, I join Commissioners Magwood an nicki i irecting the EDO within 45 days of
the date of the final SRM for SECY-1 1-0093 ovid the Commission with a notation vote
paper recommending a prioritization of tle Ta recommendations informed by the
steering committee. This paper shou• dei technical and regulatory bases for the
prioritization and include recommen tjihm appropriate stakeholder engagement as well as
for Commission meetings.

Given that I have significa re 'tlns about proceeding at this time to implement
recommendation 1, I believe ditional guidance to the envisioned steering committee and NRC

staff is appropriate y.-ass ss the Task Force report and provide their recommendations
back to the Com. he July 19 Commission meeting, I specifically asked the Task
Force the follo, o ion: "If the Commission did not approve Recommendation 1, would
that chaeng e sorce recommendations for rulemaking and orders?" The answer I
received w es.' In that light, and given my position on deferring action on recommendation
1,1 rI it esstial for the Commission to provide direction to the steering committee that they
shofIlosess the Task Force recommendations through the lens of the Task Force's finding

a ;eArrent regulatory approach has served the Commission and the public well.!

ere re, consistent with existing practices, the staff should continue to consider risk insights
o.-.efense-in-depth to inform their recommendations on what actions may provide for a

sbstantial increase In safety or are necessary to provide reasonable assurance of adequate
protection.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [AnnieCaputo@epw.senate.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 6:19 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Commissioner Ostendorfrs vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Thanks. I'll keep it to myself.

-- Original Message--
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto: Ho.Nieh(cnrc.qov1
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FW: Commissioner Ostendorffs vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force 0

Annie - for your eyes only. This will be made public tomorrow.

Thanks.

Ho &
Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Commission

-. 301) 415-1811 (office)1()(6) iljmobile)" '
1301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(cnrc.gov

From: Bozin, Sunny
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Wright, Darlene; Baggett, Steven; in, ua; Blake, Kathleen; Bradford, Anna; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp,
Margaret; Chairman Temp; Clark, L'i, Angela; Cordes, John; Crawford, Came; Davis, Roger;
Fopma, Melody; Franovich, Mike; G1i Catina; Hart, Ken; Herr, Linda; Hipschman, Thomas; KLS Temp;
Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Lgy^i Sus ; Mamish, Nader; Marshall, Michael; Monninger, John; Orders,
William; Pace, Patti; Poole, . ,eddick, Darani; Laufer, Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip;
Savoy, Carmel; Sharkey, hea, Pamela; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Krstine; Temp, WCO;
Temp, WDM; Warren,,•clterta ostolakis, George; Temp, GEA; Tadesse, Rebecca; Castleman, Patrick;
Montes, David; Ar, James; Jimenez, Patricia; Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William; Lui, Christiana;
LisannE, aNanette; Le, Hong; Sexton, Kimberly; Beasley, Benjamin; Riddick, Nicole
Cc: MitchEliza erbureh lNatalie; Sexton, Kimberly

Subject: Corn is •Jner Ostendorff's vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Comis tendorff's vote is attached.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 7:29 PM
To: annie-caputo@epw.senate.gov'
Subject: Re: Commissioner Ostendorff's vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Thanks Annie!

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff 4 4 "\
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission _,

,J301 ) 415-181 "1• office)

I(1V))(6) .mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehanrc.qov

Original Message ; ___

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo(,epw.senate.gov>
To: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wed Jul 27 19:15:24 2011
Subject: RE: Commissioner Ostendorff's vote for SECY-1 1- 93 pan Task Force Report)

Wow. That's a great vote. That's leadership: crisp an concise irection.

--- Original Message-From:iNgiinh, Hosmagilto:H.•oNieh•,~nrc!.ov] I•,

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 6:06 PMeH a:o,(,v
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FW: Commissioner Ostendo oto"SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Annie - for your eyes only. This willqade public tomorrow.

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Comri ner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(041 &off1 re)

(b)(6) Imobile)

-31 1l (fax)

From: Bozin, Sunny
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Wright, Darlene; Baggett, Steven; Batkin, Joshua; Blake, Kathleen; Bradford, Anna; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp,
Margaret; Chairman Temp; Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Cordes, John; Crawford, Carrie; Davis, Roger;
Fopma, Melody; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Hart, Ken; Herr, Linda; Hipschman, Thomas; KLS Temp;
Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Loyd, Susan; Mamish, Nader, Marshall, Michael; Monninger, John; Orders,
William; Pace, Patti; Poole, Brooke; Reddick, Darani; Laufer, Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip;
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Savoy, Carmel; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Kristine; Temp, WCO;
Temp, WDM; Warren, Roberta; Apostolakis, George; Temp, GEA; Tadesse, Rebecca; Castleman, Patrick;
Montes, David; Dhir, Neha; Adler, James; Jimenez, Patricia; Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William; Lui, Christiana;
Lisann, Elizabeth; Gilles, Nanette; Le, Hong; Sexton, Kimberly; Beasley, Benjamin; Riddick, Nicole
Cc: MitchelI-Funderburk, Natalie; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: Commissioner Ostendorffs vote for SECY-1 1-0093 (Japan Task Force Report)

Commissioner Ostendorff's vote is attached.

C,

)&
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Thursday, July 28, 2011 4:42 PM
'Hannah Northey'
RE: Ostendorff vote

Hi Hannah - links below. Best wishes, Ho

http:llwww.nrc.qovlreadinq-rmldoc-collectionslcommissionlcvrl2Ol1/2011-OO93vtr-wcopdf

hftp.-Ilwww. nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/cvr/20 11/

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

J301) 415-1811 -office)
I(b)(6) mobile)
T301) 415-1757-(fax)
ho.nieh(,nrc.qov

K' ~

V
From: Hannah Northey [mailto:hnorthey@)eenews.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Ostendorff vote

Hi Ho,

I understand Mr. Ostendorff has voted on
where can I find that? 11

Thanks, Hannah

i's recommendation for implementing the task force proposals ==

Hannah M. Northey
Reporter

202-446-0468 (p

En on \NtQ Energy Publishing, LLC
1221 twt,' NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
wivww.eiews net o www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter

1
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 5:30 PM
To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: Markey statement

FYI...

July 28, 2011: Markey: NRC Stands For "No Recommendations Considered"

Washington, D.C. (July 28) - Today, Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), the top rimt on the
Natural Resources Committee and a senior member of the Energy and Commerce Corlmitsued the
following statement in response to news that a majority of Commissioners at the Nu Mega latory
Commission (NRC) has voted to reject Chairman Greg Jaczko's proposal to act wit d~s on the
recommendations of the NRC's Near Term Task Force reviewing Commission P1eWseand regulations in
the wake of the Fukushima nuclear meltdowns. Instead, Commissioners Willi MacDwood, William
Ostendorff, and Kristine Svinicki have voted to direct the NRC staff to endlkssly t&I4 the NRC staff's own
report before they will consider the recommendations made by the verysanff RC staff.

"Commissioners Ostendorff, Magwood and Svinicki have madet frtoo-Lar that they believe that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission stands for "No Recommendations Corsi erb,,said Rep. Markey. "They have done
this country a tremendous disservice in their collective votes.*e~hsure•-hat the NRC will not lead efforts to

ensure the safety of the nuclear industry sector in this cou t, ill instead actively aid and abet the nuclear
industry's dilatory efforts to ignore, perhaps indefinitely the o mendations of the Commission's expert and
dedicated staff."

Last week, Rep. Markey released a letter callin on 'pirfissioners Svinicki and Magwood to reverse their
earlier votes to stall action on the Fukushim,'ask Fo•e recommendations. Today, Commissioner
Ostendorff's vote was released, and with a -•ote'rn•Jority, it is now clear that the NRC will not act quickly to
even vote on, let alone adopt, the safety to') recommended by some of the Commission's most senior
technical staff. V

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissio e Willi m C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regto mission(301) 415-1811 (o • •msi

b_)(6) kmobl )
(301) 415-1 11, ax)
ho.nieh(rov

.1
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:56 PM
To: 'Ohly, John'
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Herr. Linda
Subject: RE: Response to Chairman Issa

Roger. Thanks.

Have a good weekend.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 0
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) _(mobile)
(30) 415-1757 (fax)ho.nieh(,nrc.gov

From: Ohly, John rmailto:John.Ohlyv~mail.house.govI
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:55 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Herr, Linda
Subject: Re: Response to Chairman Issa .)

.Ho,

Thank you for the heads-up. "hV•t

Please mark the minority copy to thetrntion of Chris Knauer and/or Krista Boyd.

Regards,
John

From: Nleh, H-mai to.Niehnrc.qov]
Sent: riday!K29, 2011 03:48 PM
To: Obhly•'0 "

Cc: Sexd&, Ki! _nrly <Kimberly.Sexton@nrc.qov>; Herr, Unda <Linda.Herrq)nrc.gov>
Sukbe2b * nse to Chairman Issa

Hi Jo I hope all is well.

Just wanted to let you know that Commissioner Ostendorff signed out a letter this afternoon in response to
Chairman Issa's July 15, 2011 letter regarding the Fukushima Task Force Commission paper.

We will put the majority copy to your attention.

Can you let me know who we should specify as the minority contact?

1
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Would have sent an electronic copies, but there are a lot of attachments.

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-181.1 (office)
(b)(6) V(mobile)

"tulJU -1 ) 41-I 17) "-(fax)

ho.nieha-nrc.qov

9•••
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 3:49 PM
To: 'John.Ohly@mail.house.gov'
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Herr, Linda
Subject: Response to Chairman Issa

Contacts: John Ohly

Hi John. I hope all is well.

Just wanted to let you know that Commissioner Ostendorff signed out a letter this afterno toChairman Issa's July 15, 2011 letter regarding the Fukushima Task Force Commissil• njpe~pos

We will put the majority copy to your attention.

Can you let me know who we should specify as the minority contact?

Would have sent an electronic copies, but there are a lot of attachmerpils,

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff (U
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,,301) 415-181.• (offce) t .•
I (b)(6) Mobile) i'F

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehO-nrc.qov 9 ",

0 %
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 6:03 AM
To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: NYT - TF votes

Discussion about our "leisurely affairs"...

July 28, 2011, 9:04 PM
U.S. Regulator Says Fukushima Lessons Can Percolate By MATTHEW L. WALD

It's official: the chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been outvoted on is al that the
panel decide within 90 days on the recommendations it received from its Fukushim§oasr .

On Thursday morning, Commissioner William C. Ostendorff became the third oV'tt•• mmissioners to
announce officially that he had voted to go slow.

The recommendations on what regulatory actions to take in light of the Fuk% i' disaster were made by six
senior commission staff members. One, the leader of the Fukushima skf was so senior that he was
supposed to have retired in March but was kept on for this task..w ea

The group made a variety of proposals, the most far-reachingao-icb may have been to overhaul and
integrate the commission's rules into a single, coherent stru ctureelding the piecemeal improvements made
over the years. _

For example, after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11 001, the industry agreed to add hoses, pumps and other
temporary equipment that could be used in a pinch,•b Atcause this was done quickly, the improvements
were not integrated into the commission's r ra spections and drills.

And because the equipment was added ei rism in mind, some of it was put in places where it would be
vulnerable to a flood or earthquake. Fu us q ýmade clear, of course, that such equipment could be needed
to recover from a natural catastroph, ,

Mr. Ostendorff said it was too on lnMt6n-oo an overhaul.

Commission votes are r urely affairs; members of the commission check a box "yes" or "no" and attach
pages of commentsr We Page over the course of some days or sometimes weeks or even months.

Mr. Ostendorff stre that while the task force members had made numerous wide-ranging
recommendajmns, th had also said that there was no imminent risk from American reactors and that "the
Fukushima -g~y occurred in another country whose regulatory structure is quite different from that found in
the U.S.lw'*ý

"T••llgreat deal that we do not know about Fukushima concerning the sequence of events, failure
.oT3 uipment, functionality, and execution of procedures," he wrote.

The commission is an independent body, an agency of the federal government but not part of any department,
and thus is less immune to outside pressures. Not that people won't try, ranging from those seeking stricter
safeguards to those who say that the rules suffice as they exist now.

Representative Edward J. Markey of Massachusetts, a longtime critic of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and now of its response to Fukushima, said that the commissioners were in effect telling their staff to endlessly
study the 90-day staff report before the commissioners consider the recommendations.

I
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"They have done this country a tremendous disservice in their collective votes to ensure that the N.R.C. will not
lead efforts to ensure the safety of the nuclear industry sector in this country," he said on Thursday.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-181 (office)

(6 o mobile)
-(301) 415-175T (fax)
ho.niehtDnrc.Qov

A0

4%V
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Franovich, Mike
Subject: FW: UCS working on a report

FYI - for tomorrow's meeting

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-181 t(office)
(b)(6) J(mobile)..
J301) 415-175T (fax)
ho.nieha.nrc..qov

-- Original Message- AV.
From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie CaputoDepw.senate.clOQV]
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 2:50 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry
Subject: UCS working on a report

I'm sitting in a briefing with David Lochbaum covering their repo• "U.S. Nuclear Power After Fukushima:
Common Sense Recommendations for Safety and Se.brity". 'ere is a paragraph that states:

The President must appoint people to the NRC who'e imlke public safety their top priority. This is not the
case today. For example: four out of five comi ssi•on -s recently voted to extend the deadline for nuclear

power reactors to comply with fire protecti r Vns until 2016 at the earliest.
When I asked him about that, he indi(te .C1is working on a report that will argue that case by summarizing
all the votes where Jaczko is in th I wanted you to know that's in the works, in case you hadn'theard already. V -

-C
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 5:18 PM
To: 'LITVACK, Merle'
Cc: 'PIETRANGELO, Tony'
Subject: RE: Letter for Commissioner Ostendorff

Thanks Merle.

Ho

Ho Nieh 0 :e
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

01) 415-181_ (office)
(b)(6) (mobile) C

-: (fax)
ho. nieh(Znrc.,qov

From: LIlVACK, Merle rmailto:mxl~nei.orcil
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 4:56 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Letter for Commissioner Ostendorff

Good afternoon Ho,

Attached please find a letter from Marv Fertel, esidnt d CEO of the Nuclear Energy Institute, to Senate
Environmentand Public Works Committee Ch• i .naBarbara Boxer and Ranking Member James Inhofe.

You will notice that the NRC Commissi are opied on this letter. Can you please forward this letter to
Commissioner Ostendorff. I apologi fots ns g this letter to you for distribution to Commissioner Ostendorff, but our
database does not list his Executive ~~tant's name or contact information. As a result, you are my only link to the
Commissioner and I ask you fo. dthis etter to him.

Mindful of the constrain Qn rtime, thank you very much for your assistance with this request.

Respectfully,

Mere

Merle
Se ve Assistant
Gov e-m-aI Affairs

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202-739-8007

F: 202-533-0223
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E: mx[O~nei.ora

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc The information is intendejk of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication n error. and any didsclosure, copying or distrnbution of the
cantenats of this communication is strictly prohibited. If'you have received this electronic transmission in error& please nonfy tRndy
mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requiremeng impos.etl e IRS and other taxing authorities, we
inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or n 0ftes4 t , und cannot be used for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to anoth party aN> ar! ction or mater addressed hereint

Sent through mail.messaging.rnicrosofl.com IN

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 5:26 PM
To: 'Caputo, Annie (EPW)'
Subject: RE: UCS working on a report

Thanks for the heads up Annie. BTW, WCO has a courtesy visit with Lochbaum tomorrow.

See you at the hearing. p
Ho '

Ho Nieh

Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis 00

_,301 ) 415-181! (office)
(b)(6) mobile)
P01) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.niehanrc.gov

-Original Message-
From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) [mailto:Annie Caputoa-epwsena e...vl
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 2:50 PM
To: Nieh, Ho; Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry
Subject: UCS working on a report

I'm sitting in a.briefing with David Lochbau eir report: "U.S. Nuclear Power After Fukushima:
Common Sense Recommendations for Sa ecurity". There is a paragraph that states:

The President must appoint people who will make public safety their top priority. This is not the
case today. For example: four out oafl, commissioners recently voted to extend the deadline for nuclear
power reactors to comply with pro•tion regulations until 2016 at the earliest.

When I asked him about indicated UCS is working on a report that will argue that case by summarizing
all the votes where Ja is i t minority. I wanted you to know that's in the works, in case you hadn't
heard already.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Tuesday, August 02, 2011 9:38 PM
Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
FW: Google Alert - ostendorff

Rather balanced article from Matt Wald... team WCO showed well today!

Seeking Consensus in a Squabbling Nuclear Family By MATTHEW L. WALD

Reuters
Lessons learned: systems for absorbing cesium from highly radioactive water in fuel
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan. 10

d last week at

beginning to takeMonths after the triple meltdown at Fukushima Daiichi, an agenda for
shape.

The five members of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have been divide'%bput how rapidly they should
decide on the recommendations made by its six-member task force oyVFuk ma. All five appeared on
Tuesday morning before the Senate Environment and Public Worlec_.omr tee, whose members pushed them
to decide what steps should be taken promptly. NP

The commission chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, had calledtn hicoleagues to rule on all 12 recommendations
made by the task force within 90 days, the-same period of tirm .ntt it took the task force to study Fukushima's
implications for the safety of American reactors. Three'lbmmissioners voted against that, including William C.
Ostendorff, but on Tuesday, Mr. Ostendorff laid outstixthathe said could be acted on "in a matter of weeks."
Those included:

Re-evaluating earthquake and flooding ha
Carrying out "walk-downs" in the plants to. r areas vulnerable to earthquake and flooding.

Issuing an advance notice that thon will propose a new rule on so-called station blackouts, or the
loss of all electricity, which is whatosed the meltdowns at Fukushima.
Reviewing the status of extrgpump .. oses and other emergency equipment added after the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, to makeur at they are on hand and that they are not stored in a place that is vulnerable
to flood or earthquake. .,
Making sure operators re t in d in the use of that emergency equipment.
Reviewing with op'rato• location and operation of "hardened vents" that are supposed to get rid of any
hydrogen created'% accident so that it does not cause explosions, as it did at the Japanese reactors.
This list see edto rntt with the agreement of the commissioners.

That wolpV4e•everal issues to be decided later. One is improvements to spent fuel pools at nuclear plants.
Senar arb ra Boxer, Democrat of California, urged that some of the fuel be moved from the pools to dry
ca •eV the risk in case of an accident. But the task force report did not call for that, and none of the
corl¶IS ners has expressed much enthusiasm for the idea.

They have, however, talked about adding more monitoring equipment so that control room operators have a
clearer idea of how much water is in the pools and new mechanisms for keeping the pools full of water. At one
point in the Fukushima accident, commission staff members were convinced that Unit 4's pool was nearly
empty, which led to a recommendation that Americans stay at least 50 miles from the plant; later, they
concluded that the pool still had water in it.
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Another question is whether the vents that are installed at most American reactors of the Fukushima type are
adequate. In an interview after the hearing, Mr. Ostendorff pointed to one line in the recommendations noting
that it was unclear to American experts whether Japanese operators tried to operate the vents at the
appropriate time. The commission should not "act abruptly in areas where we don't have adequate
information," he said.

Another open question is whether all reactors like Fukushima's, called boiling water reactors because they boil
water directly in reactor vessels, should have vents. In this country, all of the older, smaller plants have such
vents now, but five younger ones with bigger containment shells do not. Whether they need them is now under
re-examination.

Also deferred would be a more contentious issue, a recommendation that the commission's I1 'be
reorganized to integrate all of the rules added over the last few decades into a single cod rm
requirements for inspections, training and maintenance. Equipment added after 9/11, f.r e e, is not
formally subject to the regular training and inspection routine.

Generally, Democrats on the committee called for fast action and Republicans .d•t.nator James M.
Inhofe of Oklahoma, the ranking Republican minority member, called for a "stractur view process" before
action is taken on the recommendations. "I don't believe that an accident 0a c with a different regulatory
process and practices means that ours are broken," he said.

Referring to the task force's recommendations, another Republicaip(Srat V. John Barrasso of Wyoming, said
he was unsurprised "that if you put six career regulators in a roorior.8 a ys that you're going to get a lot of
Washington red tape."

Senator Bernard Sanders, an independent from Vermont, c tintered: "Some people may think this is, quote
unquote, government red tape. Some of us think we We to "&bverything we can."

Most of the recommendations, he said, are "no-braners-'
Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Oste uclear Regulatory Commission

,(301) 415-1§81•(office)I(b)(6) [nobile) 4C .=i%

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Google Alerts [g 2' e"tfioreply@google.com]
Sent: Tuesday, Augusl 2, 5:04 PM
To: Nieh, Ho '
Subject: Google Os endorff

News 1 ne sult r ostendorff

Seeki nsus in a Squabbling Nuclear
Fa:l//www.google.comlurl?sa=X&q=http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/08/02/seeking-consensus-in-
a-squ ubling-nuclear-
family/&ct=ga&cad=CAcQARgAIAAoATAAOABA8czh8QRIAVgBYgVIbil VUw&cd=weygpBxjw&usg=AFQjC
NEzE4JjRNJchOG8jHXvlOyslJF6NQ>
New York Times
Three commissioners voted against that, including William C. Ostendorff, but on Tuesday, Mr. Ostendorff laid
out six that he said could be acted on "in a ...

2
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Tip: Use site restrict in your query to search within a site (site:nytimes.com or site:.edu). Learn
more<http://www.google.com/support/websearch/bin/answer.py?answer=1 36861 &hl=en&source=alertsmail&c
d=weygpBxjw&cad=CAcQARgAQPHM4fEESAE>.

Remove<http:/A/ww.google.com/a lerts/remove?hl=en&gI=us&source=alertsmail&s=AB2Xq4hwk-
TnPf7Uwbzlid llotprobfVT6bbZs&cd=weygpBxjw&cad=CAcQARgAQPHM4fEESAE> this alert.
Create<http://www.google.com/alerts?hl=en&gl=us&source=alertsmail&cd=weygpBxjw&cad=CAcQARgAQP
HM4fEESAE> another alert.
Manage<http://www.google.com/alerts/manage?hl=en&gl=us&source=alertsmail&cd=wey-gpBx jw&cad=CAc
QARgAQPHM4fEESAE> your alerts.

3.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 7:14 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Subject: FYI - E&E re. hearing

Note discussion of votes, including yours, and some views from Carper at the end.

Committee To Weigh In On Calls For Increased Nuclear Safety (EED)
By Hannah Northey

E&E Daily, August 2, 2011

A panel of senators, many of whom have nuclear plants peppered throughout their states, tomorro S regulators'
implementation of safety recommendations in the wake of Japan's nuclear crisis in March.

The full Senate Environment and Public Works Committee and the subpanel on Clean Air an uclear afety will hold a joint
hearing to examine safety proposals from a task force within the Nuclear Regulatory Co miss

NRC assembled the task force to review the earthquake and tsunami that struck Jas•" i shma Daiichi nuclear complex in(Greenire, Jly 13) ,~o~ sft recommendations thsmonthMarch, triggering explosions, radioactive leaks and evacuations. The panel releasdoz,• .snafety rcmedtosthismot
(Greenwire, July 13).

The task force said NRC should clarify and strengthen a "patchwork of uarements' and apply them more evenly to
consider multiple crises.
The panel also said plant operators should re-evaluate and upgrade earthiane and flood risks to their facilities, secure backup
power and instrumentation to monitor and cool spent fuel poolsfter afisaster, and add equipment to ensure they can tackle
lengthy losses of electric power to the plants and address daNag&,t -ore than one reactor.

But the findings have drawn a range of reactions fronwthhecmmission and industry.

NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko has called on the.. ,tion to digest and prioritize the safety recommendations within three
months and make any necessary changes win which garnered applause from Rep. Ed Markey (0-Mass.), the ranking
member on the House Natural Resourceh i]"'e"

But Republican Commissioner Kristine S' i and Democratic Commissioner William Magwood have voted against such quick
implementation, calling for more pullq input d increased collaboration and participation of a larger number of NRC staff.
Magwood also said the task for oave sufficient time to consider all relevant issues (E&E Daily, July 21).

Republican Commissioner ilistendorff released his vote Thursday, also cautioning that moving too quickly could have
unintended conseque s.t • rff said his understanding of the Fukushima disaster has evolved as more information comes to
light and that he Magwood and Svinicki that steps should be taken cautiously.

Calling it 'one most I portant votes' he would cast as a commissioner, Ostendorff said he has 'significant reservations' about
the panels dations to rethink the basis on which NRC's regulatory structure is founded. Such widespread changes are
questiona e aft the task force report found that the current structure has served NRC well, he said.

Os ot Ied with Magwood and Svinicki that top NRC staff should weigh in on the report and help decide how the
com * sihould move forward.

A seniorrJRC official said the votes are a 'starting' point of discussion and that commissioners will now work to find common
ground.

The nuclear industry has also taken issue with the report. Adrian Heymer, the Nuclear Energy Institute's senior director for new plant
deployment said at a public NRC hearing last week that the commission and the Energy Department only recently announced they
will piece together the timeline of what happened at the Fukushima plant.
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Heymer asked if the task force recommendations might change after more information comes to light, but members of the task force
said they have a basic understanding of the catastrophe that helped guide the short- and long-term proposals.

Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Clean Air and Nuclear Safety, has urged the commission to
talk to stakeholders and get public reaction on the report.

Carper also said that he would be 'very disappointed if we are six months or a year down the road and have not seen any actions
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on any of the recommendations" (E&E Daily, July 21).

Click here to view Commissioner Ostendorffs vote on the task force recommendations.

Schedule: The hearing is tomorrow at 10 a.m. in 406 Dirksen.

Witnesses: TBA. /6

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1301) 415-1811 (office)(b)(6) /mobile)
(Ja1x) 415-177fax)
ho.nieh(,nrc..qov

r
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 3:27 PM
To: 'Jeffrey. Beattie@ihs.com'
Subject: Re: Energy Daily article

Thanks for the follow up Jeff.

Let's keep our lines of communications open for future articles.

Best regards,

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301) 415-18..(office)
(b)(6) mobile)

((fax)
ho.nieh(•nrc.-lov

<)
From: Beattie, Jeff <Jeffrev.BeattieOihs.com>
To: Nieh, Ho
C•..4, & AI. A,.. fV" 11 ,•fAfl "I/1 I

Od
~rIIL. VV. Iiy aUJT Z 11

Subject: RE: Energy Daily article

Thanks for the call. I acknowledge that the w3%Ia.wte the story doesn't acknowledge the commissioners thoughtful
treatment of the "patchwork" and "de ltein pth versus risk informed" questions in his vote and in recent public
meeting....I was aware of his thinkinga toseeas but for this story was focused on those six recs that were discussed
in the hearing as areas where there seeMed to be consensus.

Let me assure you and tl
larger issues as well.

that I'll be sure to give him full credit in the future for his treatment of those

Jeff

From: Nie o ilto:Ho.Nieh nrc. ov

Sent: W n y, 'ugust 03, 2011 11:43 AM

Su nergy Daily artide

can I I you around 12:30?

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,b(301) 415-1811 (office)
(b)(6) Imobile)

1
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(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(tD.nrc.oov

From: Beattie, Jeff fmailto:Jeffrey.Beattie(ihs.com1
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 11:42 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Energy Daily article

I'm at 703 236 2405 if you wanna call

From: Nieh, Ho rmaIto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.qov1
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Beattie, Jeff
Subject: Energy Daily article

Hi Jeff - do you have time for a call today on your article on yesterday's hearing?

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh 0 '
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission(301) 415-1811 (office)

(_b)(6) |mobile) •

J301) 415-175T'(fax)
ho.niehe.nrc..ov

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Epley, Mark [Mark.Epley@mail.house.gov]
Wednesday, August 03, 2011 5:39 PM
Ostendorff, William
Greetings

Hey Bill. Saw you on C-SPAN re: Japan nuclear crisis. Hope you're well. I've been back on the Hill since February. Be
glad for a chance to visit with you sometime. Take care.

Mark Epley
Chief Oversight Counsel
Committee on Financial Services
B303 Rayburn House Office Building
Phone: 202-226-4375Cel1()6

I
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Friday, September 02, 2011 1:04 PM
Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
FW: UCS comments on NRC task force near-term recommendations
20110902-ucs-nrc-comments-near-term-task-force-recommendations.pdf

fyi

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

_,(301 ) 415-.18 lL,(office)
I(b)(6) Imobile,

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(•,nrc..ov

From: Dave Lochbaum rmailto:DLochbaum@ucsusa.oral
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Subject: UCS comments on NRC task force near-term re

Good Day:

UCS submitted the attached comments via www.regulations. ovwe
meet the very short public comment period deadline. 'I

near term recommendation from the NRC's Japan task force to

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

I
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9 Union of Concerned Scientists
Citizens and Scientists for Environmental Solutions

September 2, 2011
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Attn: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff

SUBJECT: Docket ID NRC-2011-0196: Comments on Near Term skT
Force Recommendations 2, 4,5,7,8, and 9

Comments submitted v' ilations. o_
Good Day:

In response to the notice of the August 31, 2011, public meeting o4td y the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), I am submitting the attach oi.n on behalf of the Union
of Concerned Scientists (UCS). These comments include Dr. Edwin Lyman, my
colleague at UCS.

We have two general comments. The first inv the e of the proposed rulemaking. If the
NRC is still "pursusing" rulemaking on its kl hi lessons learned 10 years from now, the
agency will have let the American public do rulemaking initiated to implement the Task
Force's recommendations must be cM ed l out undue delay. A decade-plus completion
internal has no excuse and is qui h icceptable.

Our second general commpi te process for development and compliance with orders
needs to be as transparen&S ssible. The secrecy surrounding the 2002 Interim Compensatory
Measures orders fo;64ng th.9/11 attacks gave the nuclear industry the cover it needed to delay
implementation of% .rs for years in private while telling the public that it was rapidly
upgrading se o'ddress terrorism concerns. While we agree that it is important that the
requirem I d within orders need to be carefully and clearly formulated, this process
should ta onths, not years, to resolve.

Sinrely,

law,,*

www.ucsusa.og " Two Brattle Square • Cambridge. MA 0223&9105 • TEL: 617.547.5552 • FAXr 6t7.864.94o05

1925 K Sttet www. Suite Boo . Washington. Dc 2=006.1232 TEL 202,223.6133 FAX: 202.223.6162
2397 Shattuck Avenue . Suite 203 - Berkeley. C.A 94700.i567 • TEL: 510,843-.1872 • FAX: 510.843.3785
One North LaSalle Street - Suite 19o4 -Chicago, n 6o6o.2.4064, "TEL: 312.578.1750o FAX: 312.578.-1751
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September 2, 2011 Page 2 of 2

David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-92724 office

(b)(6) cell

Enclosure: Comments on Near Term Task Force Recommendations 2, 4, 5, 7, 8
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Comments on Near-Term Task Force Recommendations 2,4, 5, 7,8 and 9
No. Comment

2 The Task Force recommends that the NRC require licensees to reevaluate and upgrade as
necessary the design-basis seismic andfloodingprotection of SSCs for each operating reaco

2.1 Task Force's Recommendation: Order licensees to reevaluate the seismic and floodin &
their sites against current NRC requirements and guidance, and ifnecessary, update t)
basis and SSCs important to safety to protect against the updated hazards.

UCS's Comment: This recommendation has limited value until the NRC resol e ric Issue
199 (GI-199). For example, the last paragraph on page 26 of the task for s - gins with
these sentences:

In 1996, the NRC established two new seismic regulati 07 fo4pp ations submitted on

or after January 10, 1997. These regulations were not l•pe xisting reactors.

In the first full paragraph on page 27, the task force sta

In 1996, the staff also established a new ui-e in 10 CFR 100.20, "Factors To Be
Considered When Evaluating Sites, "for th va ation of the nature and proximity of
man-related hazards, such as dam . appliffions submitted on or after January 10,
1997. This regulation was not a to - isting reactors.

In the second full paragraph on pag 7,_t k force stated:

Since the last SRP u I0 the staffhas established interim staff guidance (ISG) in
three areas related to ote•jfn from natural phenomena: (1) DC/COL-ISG-1, "Interim
Staff Guidance ism •ssues of High Frequency Ground Motion, "(2) DC/COLISGT.
"Assessmen I n~a,,nd F•treme Winter Precipitation Loads on the Roofs of Seismic
Category IS *ures, "and (3) DC/COL-ISG-20, "Seismic Margin Analysis for New
React asedi Probabilistic Risk Assessment. " This interim guidance has been
apph new reactor reviews.

The rec rig e is that the NRC has taken several steps to protect future reactors from
he '9e6 e imc hazards, but has not taken these steps for existing reactors. GI-199 was
inij• by the NRC staff more than seven (7) years ago to reconcile the gap between the seismic
prote*n levels required for new reactors and the lower seismic protection levels required for
xisting reactors. GI-199 remains unresolved, so that gap still exists.

Until GI-199 is resolved, the reevaluations would, at best, merely confirm that existing reactors
conform to the outdated, obsolete, and inadequate seismic hazard levels. The NRC must resolve
GI-199 to define the agency's expectations regarding current seismic hazards that owners of
existing reactors can then incorporate into the answer keys for their reevaluations. The NRC must
resolve G1-199 in order for this recommendation to realize the intended benefit.

September 2, 2011
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2.2 Task Force's Recommendation: Initiate rulemaking to require licensees to confirm seismic
hazards and flooding hazards every 10 years and address any new and significant information. If
necessary, update the design basis for SSCs important to safety to protect against the updated
hazards.

UCS's Comment: As explained above for Recommendation 2.1, GI-199 must be resolved fo
periodic reevaluations to be constructive. Resolution of GI-199 would establish the NRC'
expectations that plant owners could then use to inform decisions about when new info
warrants updates to the design basis. Resolution would also provide NRC inspectors an ewers
the guidance they need when assessing whether licensees' reevaluations were ad te."eit
resolution of GI-199, any reevaluations would likely become exercises in futi

We agree with the following statements made by NRDC and NEI during e lt public
meeting. We agree with NRDC that the scope of the periodic revisits mu be b ader than merely
floodingand seismic information to also include other hazards sucqs tor s and fire hazards.
We also agree with NEI that a better alternative to the 10-year rIM ol be to definethresholds when new information triggers re-evaluations of hard aM'sociated protections,

2.3 Task Force's Recommendation: Order licensees to 0 ic and flood protection
walkdowns to identify and address plant-specific ne • 'es and verify the adequacy of
monitoring and maintenance for protection feature c s watertight barriers and seals in the
interim period until longer term actions ar fplete o update the design basis for external
events.

UCS's Comment: The need for wal•o o ongy suggests that the existing inspection and
testing regimes used by plant olyMf-tvrs $mic and flood protection measures are inadequate. It
also strongly suggests that t vrsight methods are equally defective. Thus, in addition to
these one-time walkdowns, th ust also address the deficiencies in the licensees' inspection
and testing regimes an wn ersight processes that enabled these vulnerabilities to go
undetected to date. V

N

4 The Task F inds thal'the NRC strengthen SBOmitigation capability at all

4.1 T orce's Recommendation: Initiate rulemaking to revise 10 CFR 50.63 to require each
opkera and new reactor licensee to (1) establish a minimum coping time of 8 hours for a loss of

V/ ac power, (2) establish the equipment, procedures, and training necessary to implement an'tended loss of all ac" coping time of 72 hours/for core and spent fuel pool cooling and for

reactor coolant system and primary containment integrity as needed, and (3) preplan and
prestage offsite resources to support uninterrupted core and spent fuel pool cooling, and reactor
coolant system and containment integrity as needed, including the ability to deliver the equipment
to the site in the time period allowedfor extended coping, under conditions involving significant
degradation of offsite transportation infrastructure associated with significant natural disasters.

UCS's Comment: Overall, the 8-hour, 72-hour, and 72-plus-hour approaches to the loss of ac
power problem is a sound framework for managing this risk, with the caveats described below.
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The 72-hour extended.loss of all ac coping time permits reliance on non-safety-related equipment
for reactor core and spent fuel cooling. Unless this equipment is specifically included under the
Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65), the availability and reliability of this equipment cannot be
assured. For example, if a coping plan relies on a non-safety-related widget not covered by the
technical specifications, Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, and maintenance rule programt
then a licensee could ship the widget offsite for repairs for an indefinite period without any
compensatory measures being taken. The use of non-safety-related equipment increases
likelihood that a single failure or sub-standard part prevents reactor core and/or spent fud
from being successfully achieved during this 72-hour coping period.

We also note that a member of the ACRS has disputed the Task Force's asset e the
magnitude of the seismic safety margin that can be assumed for SSCs desi e Ilstand a safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE). This is a serious issue because it contradic e rce's
confidence in the availability of SBO mitigation equipment following be nd-d~ ign-basis
seismic events. It may be necessary to add additional seismic prote Lonn (i tion to flood
protection) to SBO mitigation equipment to maintain the neces.lksa.T e

The provisions for offsite resources assuring reactor core R%ýu cooling involve some
details to be addressed. For example, resources at an ofti a n would require periodic testing
and inspection to verify their continued functionali '•Jit , these resources might be needed
to support a site stricken by a severe natural disas t iy be competing needs for them (e.g.,
to provide temporary power to a local hospital or to lo emergency response center).

One aspect of the Task Force's proposeýr sho.ld actually be implemented as an Order: the
requirement for reliable provision of pow iNbl&ogen igniters in ice-condenser and Mark III
containments during an SBO. Via V•eric ue 189, the NRC determined nearly a decade ago
that a rule to require backup po gb'bi~ iters was justified; yet it never enacted the rule.
Instead, licensees installed thj.•i~under a voluntary initiative. No more analysis is
required on this issue, and it s a relatively simple effort to upgrade the current voluntary
measures to inspectab enoeable. regulatory requirements.

4.2 Order license • rovi reasonable protection for equipment currently provided pursuant to 10
CFR 50.54 the effects of design-basis external events and to add equipment as needed
to addr it events while other requirements are being revised and implemented.

U s C. - This recommendation, depending on how it is implemented, could address the
ca identified in our comments on Recommendation 4.1. What is "reasonable protection?"
How 'uld a plant worker or NRC inspector assess whether non-safety-related equipment added

o ker 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) is reasonably protected from design-basis external events? There are
d~ades-old requirements and conventions for assessing whether safety-related components will
function during design-basis events. There are decades-old requirements and conventions for
assessing whether non-safety-related components will function during licensing-basis fires (e.g,
Appendix R). Would applying either of these standards suffice, or is some new standard to be
applied? Absent such detail, it is hard to gauge the value of this recommendation.

UCS's view is that, absent strong and compelling reasons to the contrary (i.e., not just that it costs
too much), this equipment installed to protect the lives of workers and the public should be
classified as safety-related. Since that's the role it plays, that's the classification it must be given.
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The Task Force recommends requiring reliable hardened vent designs in BWR faciltides with
Mark I and Mark H containments.

5.1 Task Force's Recommendation. Order licensees to include a reliable hardened vent in BWR MO
I and Mark II containments.
UCS's Comment: We agree. oe

5.2 Task Force's Recommendation: Reevaluate the need for hardened vents for t r c ent
designs, considering the insights from the Fukushima accident. Dependin, uome ofthe
reevaluation, appropriate regulatory action should be taken for any con inm ns
requiring hardened vents.

UCS's Comment: We agree.

7 The Task Force recommends enhancing spentfuelp >e capability andinstrmentationfor (he speltfuetpool" .•

7.1 Task Force 's Recommendation.- Order licees to prlide sufficient safety-related
instrumentation, able to withstand desigy-sis n ural phenomena, to monitor key spent fuel pool
parameters (i.e., water level, temperatur N a radiation levels) from the control room.

UCS's Comment: We agree.

While the NRC is not cuizen g comments on Task Force Recommendation 6 regarding
hydrogen, we believe, 'NlC should require licensees to provide sufficient safety-related
instrumentation, ab'ot d design-basis natural phenomena, to monitor key hydrogen
parameters from the ol room on the same pace as for spent fuel pool parameters.

While the •a re currently uncertain, what is certain today is that hydrogen gas got into
the rea .s on Fukushima Dai-Ichi Units 1, 3, and 4 and ignited, causing secondary
con*ntegrity to be lost at a time when it was needed.

By ign, hydrogen should not exist in the free space of the reactor building. During normal and
post-a ident venting of the primary containment, hydrogen might be present in the flow carried

Vough the reactor building within piping and ducting. But it is not supposed to getinto the free
siace of the reactor building. Yet it did.

While identification of the pathway(s) through which hydrogen reached the reactor building free
spaces should, via Recommendation 6, trigger fixes to lessen recurrence at U.S. reactors, the
defense-in-depth philosophy espoused by the Task Force supports the needs for control room
operators to be able to detect the unwanted, undesired, and unexpected buildup of hydrogen inside
the reactor buildings (secondary containments) of boiling water reactors and the fuel handling
buildings of pressurized water reactors. Hopefully, this instrumentation would allow the operators
to verify the absence of significant concentrations of hydrogen. But if hydrogen were to collect for
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whatever reasons, the instrumentation would enable the operators to detect this situation and take
pro-active steps to mitigate it.

At Fukushima, the detection method was the explosion inside the Unit 1 reactor building. To
combat recurrence, workers opened a hole in the side of the Unit 2 reactor building and open vents
in the roofs of the Unit 5 and 6 reactor buildings to control hydrogen accumulations.

Operators at U.S. reactors must not wait for an explosion to alert them to hydrogen collec n
unwanted places. They must be provided the means to monitor hydrogen levels in struc
containing safety-related equipment where hydrogen may collect. ' •

7.2 Task Force 's Recommendation: Order licensees to provide safety-related a e ic power for
the spent fuel pool makeup system.

UCS's Comment: This recommendation, along with the rest of the tfo " tions in the Task
Force's report, are not sufficient protection for boiling water reffts ) with Mark I and
Mark II containment designs. % ,

If the spent fuel pool at a BWvR Mark I/lI plant was all ¶ jlbut its irrad iated fuel protected
from damage by providing makeup flow to compen Al~s~ter inventory lost via boil-off,
the irradiated fuel in the reactor core may be sacri ed.'sieVRC must not force the operators to
make a Faustian choice between catastrophic dama to e spent fuel and catastrophic damage to
the reactor core. Both catastrophes should oided'F. ossible.

The spent fuel pool in a BWR Mark 1/f1 1 ated inside the reactor building, or secondary
containment. All the emergency cor oolin"[ystem pumps (high pressure coolant injection, core
spray, and residual heat remov n the reactor core isolation cooling system and control
rod drive pumps are also Ioc t reactor building, typically at its lowest elevation.

The water evaporating a bo ng spent fuel pool at a BWR Mark I/Mark II containment
eventually condens ac in• ater. Much of that condensed water drains by gravity down into
the lower elevations o e reactor building. The rising water levels eventually disable the
emergency cr1 g stems for the reactor core due to submergence.

Therefo ' mmendation of a panacea for spent fuel pools is a pandemic for reactor coresat l•~llats.

Th • C must ensure that BWR Mark 1/11 plants comply with existing regulations applicable to
Pthis siT tion. As the Task Force stated on page 17 of its report:

the current NRC regulatory approach includes (1) requirementsfor design-basis events
with features controlled through specific regulations or the general design criteria (GDC)
(10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants') ...

General Design Criterion 44 (GDC 44) in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 states:

A system to transfer heat from structures, systems, and components important to safety, to
an ultimate heat sink shall be provided. The system safety function shall be to transfer the
combined heat load of these structures, systems, and components under normal operating
and accident conditions.
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BWR Mark I/Il plants do not comply with this requirement if their GDC 44 cooling water systems
cannot transfer the "combined heat load," including the heat load from the spent fuel pool, from
the reactor building to the ultimate heat sink. Note that this requirement is for design bases events,
not extended design basis, beyond design basis, or other similar moniker.

Merely assuring makeup flow to a boiling spent fuel pool at a BWR Mark /Il1 plant is also
inconsistent with the defense-in-depth philosophy expressed on page 25 of the Task Forc 5el
report:

The key to a defense-in-depth approach is creating multiple independent a re nt
layers of defense to compensate for potential failures and external haz• sJ no
single layer is exclusively relied on to protect the public and the envir ih

The environmental conditions inside the reactor building when its spent (el jp is boiling are
very likely to disable the standby gas treatment system. The standb as tren nt system is a
safety system normally in standby. In event of a design basis a, e actor building's
normal ventilation system is shut down and the standby gas tre nt em started. The standby
gas treatment system draws air from the refueling floor an Pr ldv_ tions of the reactor
building, passes it through a series of HEPA and charc Ql efore discharging it from an
elevated release point. The filters are designed to re e Zll activity levels by a factor of 100.
The elevated discharge further protects plant worl sat public by diluting radioactively
contaminated air with clean air. V
A spent fuel pool boiling during a design is e t at a BWR Mark I1lI plant can cause the
standby gas treatment system to fail. ThOa'I the desired defense-in-depth layers to a single
one - the spent fuel pool not boiling f the tiol boils, reactor core damage is more likely to occur
and secondary containment intel I likely to be lost.

7.3 Task Force 's Recomm . n: rer licensees to revise their technical specifications to address
requirements to ha on ra onsite emergency electrical power operablefor spent fuel pool
makeup and spent fu ol instrumentation when there is irradiated fuel in the spent fuel pool,
regardless of Yeratllnal mode of the reactor.

UCS's -This recommendation lacks sufficient scope. As stated on page 43 of the Task
For 's eport.

When the reactor is shut down and defueledfor maintenance work and all of the fuel is
laced in the spentfuel pool, the LCOs [limiting conditions for operation specified in the

technical specifications, an implicit part of a reactor's operating license] do not require
any electrical power systems to be operable.

This is true. It is also true that when a reactor is defueled, there are no applicable technical
specification requirements and associated LCOs for containment integrity and even water level in
the spent fuel pool. These shortcomings in the technical specification requirements must also be
addressed in addition to the one about onsite emergency electrical power.

September 2, 2011
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7.4 Task Force's Recommendation: Order licensees to have an installed seismically qualified means
to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily accessible connection to supply the
water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside the building.

UCS's Comment: For plants other than BWR Mark 1/11 plants, this recommendation has valuer
with limited downside. For BWR Mark 1/II plants, this recommendation has the same potenti•
adverse consequences as articulated in the comments for Recommendation 7.2 above.

The Task Force emphasized defense-in-depth provisions frequently in its report, but ab ed
that concept with regard. to spent fuel pool safety. The Task Force noted on page 44tat' .te
U.S. spent fuel pools are filled with spent fuel pools up to approximately three te heir
capacity" with "an average storage capacity of approximately 3,000 spent e lies."

Spraying water into a spent fuel pool is a desperate measure. Lots of thin had have gone
wrong to employ this last-ditch act. If this last-ditch act fails, it is likly th Oldiated fuel - and
considerable amounts of it - located outside primary contamimei it7t bo o~ssurized water reactor
and boiling water reactor plants will be damaged.

Proper application of the defense-in-depth philosophy XAW Me to reduce both the probability of
such an outcome and its consequences. The reco irwh tcApray provision addresses the
probability aspect. Accelerating the transfer of rrateN "u from spent fuel pools to dry storage
would address the consequence aspect of defense-ii• •.
The NRC must act to reduce the inventqy pa ated fuel in spent fuel pools to responsibly

manage the spent fuel risk.

7.5 Task Force's Recommendati•.f lemaking or licensing activities or both to require the
actions related to the spe• fu 4o4 *scribed in detailed recommendations 7.1-7.4.

UCS's Comment: a W hs•(e condition - that the rulemaking be completed without undue
delay. We watched th C take over a decade to plod through the working hours rulemaking. It
should not, ant e so long to resolve known safety issues.

8 The r comnmends strengthening and integrating onsite emergency response
ca * as EOPs, SAMGs, and EDMGs.

8.1 ask Force's Recommendation: Order licensees to modify the EOP technical guidelines (required
b Supplement 1, "Requirements for Emergency Response Capability," to NUREG-073 7, issued
January 1983 (GL 82-33), to (1) include EOPs, SAMGs, and EDMGs in an integrated manner, (2)
specify clear command and control strategies for their implementation, and (3) stipulate

~ appropriate qualification and training for those who make decisions during emergencies.

UCS's Comment: We agree.

N
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8.2 Task Force's Recommendation: Modify Section 5. 0, "Administrative Controls, " of the Standard
Technical Specifications for each operating reactor design to reference the approved EOP
technical guidelines for that plant design.

UCS's Comment: We agree.

8.3 Task Force's Recommendation" Order licensees to modify each plant's technical
conform to the above changes.

UCS's Comment: We agree.

i

8.4 Task Force's Recommendation. Initiate rulemaking to require more real
and exercises on SAMGs and EDMGs for all staff expected to implAqnt
licensee staff expected to make decisions during emergencies, iqAlfi
and emergency directors. 

4

UCS's Comment: We agree.

+

9 The Task Force recommends that the NRC
prolongedSBO and multiunit events. (

t6
4 N

9.1 Task Force's Recommendation: Init e rulAlnaking to require EP enhancements for multiunit
events in the following areas:

-personnel and staffing~7~'

* dose assessment abi t

" equipment an cilities

UCS's Co mx, gree.

9.2 ecommendation: Initiate rulemaking to require EP enhancements for prolonged
SB the following areas:

•k •communications capability

" ERDS capability

- training and exercises

P - equipment and facilities

UCS's Comment: We agree.

N
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9.3 Task Force's Recommendation: Order licensees to do the following until rulemaking is complete:

- Determine and implement the required stafftofill all necessary positions for responding to
a multiunit event.

-Add guidance to the emergency plan that documents how to perform a multiunit dose
assessment (including releases from spent fuel pools) using the licensee's site-specfi~~('
dose assessment software and approach.

" Conduct periodic training and exercises for multiunit andprolonged SRO scen
Practice (simulate) the identification and acquisition of offsite resources, to the t
possible. • •"

* Ensure that EP equipment and facilities are sufficientfor dealing with
prolonged SBO scenarios.

- Provide a means to power communications equipment needed to •mmuicate onsite (e.g.,
radios for response teams and between facilities) and offsit e.g.,' t.b aar telephones,

satellite telephones) during a prolonged SBO.

-Maintain ERDS capability throughout the accident. ,

UCS's Comment: We agree.

9.4 Task Force's Recommendation.: Order licensees to te the ERDS modernization initiative by

June 2012 to ensure multiunit site monitori* apabihV .

UCS's Comment: We agree about the ne 61aernize the ERDS without undue delay. We lack
information to determine whether thVuRe12•12 deadline is appropriate.
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joe Neto [oen@infocastevents.com]
Friday, September 02, 2011 1:57 PM
Herr, Linda
Nieh, Ho
RE: Contact info

Dear Ms. Herr,

Hope this e-mail finds you well.
Since our conference will be mostly oriented towards the guidelines specified in the United
Commission Near-Term Task Force Report, we would like to kindly ask Commissioner Osten
about the current environment of the nuclear community post-Fukushima Daiichi incident ,
the sector to gather and discuss the next steps that will be taken to enhance safety. This qX
conference's brochure.

it so crucial for
featured on the

I appreciate your attention to this matter.
With my best regards,

Joe Neto

ilte B

2011 3:28 PM

info

Goi Ms. Herr.

for sending me Commissioner Ostendorff's picture and the NRC Logo.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

1
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1 (818) 888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd.. Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

wwINFocAsT
www.infocastinc.com

From: Herr, Unda Fmailto:Linda.Herranrc.aov]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 12:21 PM
To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info 0
Importance: High APB*

Good afternoon Mr. Neto:

Attached are Commissioner Ostendorffs picture and the NR 0 requested from Mr. Nieh. Please

don't hesitate to call or email me if I can assist further.
R•rn~rd.•"• '

Administrative Assistant to
Commissioner William C. Ostendorif
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PH: 301-415-1759
FAX: 301-415-1757

Go~
green ~

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, Au .18, 20113:1
To: Herr, A2nd u ,
Cc: 'joen@in ents.com'

info

please provide Joe with the material he is requesting?

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

2
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(301) 415-1811 (office)
ho0i(6) 1(mobile)
M"31) 415-17ST(fax)
ho.nieh•,~nrc..qov

From: Joe Neto [mailto:joen(infocastevents.com1
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info

Dear Ho,

We are delighted to confirm Commissioner Ostendorff's participation as a Keynote Speaker of
Fukushiima Policy Conference.
To properly feature the Commissioner and the NRC in our conference brochure and websitpM,
to send me his picture, along with the NRC logo (in high-resolution)? '-

I appreciate that.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto

Post-

be kindenough

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday
To: 'joen@infOM
Subject: DU1.(

Dear

Best

talking to you, will get back to you to confirm.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301)415-1811 (office)

. 3
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F(b)(6) _(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh•,nrc.gov

4
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 8:14 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Cc: Franovich, Mike
Subject: FW: Contact info

Ho:
Will you handle this or shall I ask Mike to respond?
Thanks,
Linda

From: Joe Neto [mailto:joen@infocastevents.com]
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Herr, Unda
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info

Dear Ms. Herr,

Hope this e-mail finds you well.
Since our conference will be mostly oriented towards the guideliDes.-S ,n the United States National Regulatory
Commission Near-Term Task Force Report, we would like to ki, N sCo6rnmissioner Ostendlorif to submit a brief quote
about the current environment of the nuclear communityqqst-FukVirma Dalichi incident, that makes it so crucial for
the sector to gather and discuss the next steps that will bEtaken to enhance safety. This quote will be featured on the
conference's brochure.

I appreciate your attention to this matter. .-';k.
With my best regards, •Q3Q

Joe Neto

Event Producer

W 1 (8181 888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 913674< 1rNFOCAST
www infocastinc.com

From: Joe Neto rmailto:joen@lnfocastevents.com1
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:28 PM
To: 'Herr, Unda'
Cc: 'Nieh, Ho'
Subject: RE: Contact info
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Good afternoon Ms. Herr.

Thank you very much for sending me Commissioner Ostendorff's picture and the NRC Logo.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto

Event Producer

W 1 (8li81888-4444
~20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B

Woodland Hills, CA, 91367
N

,ZINF9CASTAWLP
www.infocastinc.comr

From: Herr, Unda rmailto: Linda.Herr~)nrc.gov,
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 12:21 PM
To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info
Importance: High

Good afternoon Mr. Neto:

Attached are Commissioner Ostel •?f's picture and the NRC Logo you requested from Mr. Nieh. Please
don't hesitate to call or emiae f n assist further.

Regards,

Administrative sis t to
Commission il/m . Ostendorif
U.S. Nuc4••eg tory Commission
PH: 301,15-
FAX- 757

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:13 PM
To: Herr, Unda
Cc: joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: FW: Contact info
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Linda - could you please provide Joe with the material he is requesting?

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

r-(301 ) 415-181-./(office)
•(b)(6) [mobile)

(301) 41-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@,nrc..qov

From: Joe Neto rmailto:ioenainfocastevents.comr
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Contact info

Dear Ho,

We are delighted to confirm Commissioner Ostendorff's particil
Fukushiima Policy Conference.
To properly feature the Commissioner and the NRC in ourm pfe
to send me his picture, along with the NRC logo (in high-rsolut

:Fynote Speaker of our Nuclear Safety Post-

iure and website, would you be kind enough

I appreciate that.

Best Regards,

Joe Neto
Event Producer

V 118181 888-4444
20931 Burbank Blvd., Suite B
Woodland Hills, CA, 91367

wINFOCAST
w wifocastinc.com

From: Nieh, Ho rmailto:Ho.Nieh(nrc.aovl
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 11:57 AM
To: 'joen@infocastevents.com'
Subject: Contact info
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Dear Joe - good talking to you, will get back to you to confirm.

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
('301) 415-1811 (office)(b)(6) Jmobile)

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(&nrc.gov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Lochbaum [DLochbaum@ucsusa.org]
Monday, September 19, 2011 9:21 AM
Nieh, Ho
RE: Foot-dragging follow-up

Hello Ho:

Sorry for the delay getting back to you. I took Friday off as a vacation day.

This week, my schedule is open on Monday except for 2-3pm, all day on Tuesday, any
and all day Friday.

If there's a date/time this week that works for you, let me know. If not, let me kn,,dlf
next week and I'll see if that works.

Thanks for following up on my email,
Dave

.Lb)(6) cell
423-468-9272, office

From: Nieh, Ho [Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Subject: RE: Foot-dragging follow-up

Hello Dave.

Thanks for your insights. I would like to und, a er the issue you raise regarding exclusic

Is there a good time for you for us to e call?

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff

times for you

n of severe accident risk.

William C. Ostendorff
Commission

From: Dave Lochbaum rmailto:DLochbaum@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:09 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Foot-dragging follow-up

Hello Ho:

I
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I've seen two recent media reports concerning the same "foot-dragging" statement I provided them. Bloomberg reported that I'd commented
the staffs take on the task force's recommendations looked like foot-dragging, but left off the qualifiier that I'd give the staff benefit of the
doubt. Steve Dolley in today's Nucleonics Week reported the fuller context.

In any case, I am concerned about the NRC's approach to the task force's recommendations.

I caught the last portion of yesterday's Commission briefing via webcast. Ed Lyman filled me in the the earlier portion I'd missed.

I can understand and appreciate that the staffs resources do not allow all recommendations to be undertaken simultaneously. I also recognize
that not all of the recommendations are equal in terms of complexity and their starting points.

Thus, I accept that there will be different timelines for implentation/resolution of the recommendations.

What concerns me is the staffs stated process for prioritizing its efforts. Eric Leeds and Bill Borchardt repeatedly -informed
their regulatory decision-making (perhaps not stated soon enough for Commissioner Apostolakis, but stated an re •netheless).

The problem, to me, is that the integration of design basis and beyond design basis arenas sought by task ' eidation I has been
deferred. Thus, the risk tools available to the staff to risk-inform decisions on the other recommendati ude e severe accident risks,
for the most part. Bill Borchardt touched upon this point with his comments about re-defining adeq pr . But that re-definition
likely won't happen anytime soon.

Bottom line - I am very concerned that the recommendations made by the task force to I \en l ors' vulnerability to the severe
accident that happened at Fukushima will be wrongly delayed/dismissed if the NRC staff in decision-making using tools and
processes that do not consider severe accident risks.

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 5:44 PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Subject: Re: Greetings

You too sir!

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
3 4••5-11 (o ffice)

U (b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh(anrc.gov

From: Ostendorff, William
To: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Fri Sep 23 17:32:04 2011
Subject: Fw: Greetings

Let's discuss Monday. Have a great weekend!

From: Ostendorff, William
To: 'jeff.merrifield@shawgrp.com' <ieffme rp.com>
Sent: Fri Sep 23 17:31:22 2011
Subject: Re: Greetings
TOsbetSn:rmJeff-Thankosenofr eprrfelor 2d/f; .,the note.. Let •cme t1 c .to m>°U with some options for scheduling. Best wishes, Bill

To: Ostendlorff, Willia

Subject: Gree'

Bill,

I hop II with you. I wanted to follow up on a conversation you had with Mike O'Connell regarding our activities
related ukushima. I was looking at the calendar and was wondering if we might find a time on either November 1I
or 2 d that we could make to work. I would also be interested in your suggestions as to how we might schedule this with

the other members of the Commission. My thought was that it would be Mike, Bob Holland (with whom I am told you
also went to school) and me. In the past, some of these meetings have taken place as joint Commissioner meetings
(i.e., 2 x2 X 1 - presumptively Greg) so that wearen't there all day, but-yet stay within the guidelines of closed
meetings. Let me know what you think.

Have a great weekend,
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Jeff

Jeffrey S. Merrifield
Senior Vice President
Shaw Power Group
128 S. Tryon Street, 22nd Floor
Charlotte, NC 28202
704-378.5=' direct

(cell
704.378.51 OT'fax

ShawTm a world of Solutions-
htto:/twww.shawqrp.com

****Intemet Email Confidentiality Footer**** Privileged/Confidential Information may

message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for deli~r
such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In such case, yo 4.Sw
message and notify the sender by reply email. Please advise immediately if youqfyo ei
consent to Intemet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions and otl• in
that do not relate to the official business of The Shaw Group Inc. or its sub rti•s•all I1
neither given nor endorsed by it. A... e Sha
http ://www.shawgrp.com

I
Il

A

Ieco ?•edin this
y F m essage to
z estroy this
loyer do not

mation in this message
e understood as

w Group Ind.

1W
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Herr, Linda
Subject: FW: Greetings

fyi

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

6 (b)(6) (mobile)

01) 415-175(fax)
ho.nieha.nrc.qov

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 5:32 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Fw: Greetings

Let's discuss Monday. Have a great weekend!

From: Ostendorff, William
To: 'jeff.merdfield@shawgrp.com' <sffmerr.

Sent: Fri Sep 23 17:31:22 2011
Subject: Re: Greetings

Jeff-Thanks for the note. Let me get back t me options for scheduling. Best wishes, Bill

From: Merrifield, Jeff <ife9 _ r_.c
To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Fri Sep 23 17:20:59
Subject: Greetings

Bill, Sc::

I hope all is w l.w /ou. I wanted to follow up on a conversation you had with Mike O'Connell regarding our activities
related to ~usI *aTa. I was looking at the calendar and was wondering if we might find a time on either November 1"
or 2 nd th co make to work. I would also be interested in your suggestions as to how we might schedule this with
the t•- ers of the Commission. My thought was that it would be Mike, Bob Holland (with whom I am told you
also we\to school) and me. In the past, some of these meetings have taken place as joint Commissioner meetings
(i.e., 2 x2 1 - presumptively Greg) so that we aren't there all day, but yet stay within the guidelines of closed
meetings. Let me know what you think.

Have a great weekend,

Jeff
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Jeffrey &ý.Merrifield
Senior Vice President
Shaw Power Group
128 S. Tryon Street, 22nd Floor
Charlotte, NC 28202
.Z4. 7 . 2~ direct,

704.78.101fax

Shaw"4 a world of Solutionsrm
http:/twww.shawaqrp.com

****Internet Email Confidentiality Footer**** Privileged/Confidential Information may be cc
message. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery ofI
such person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In such case, you should dq
message and notify the sender by reply email. Please advise immediately if you or your erlo,.
consent to Internet email for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions and other ir•,ANl
that do not relate to the official business of The Shaw Group Inc. or its subsidiaris• ,ekn
neither given nor endorsed by it. ______e___W__G_ _

http://www.shawmrp.com
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Dave Lochbaum [DLochbaum@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:32 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Foot-dragging follow-up

Good Morning Ho:

Thursday at 3pm eastern time works fine for me. I can call you or you can reach me at my cell (b)()
or office (423-468-9272).

Thanks,
Dave

From: Nieh, Ho [Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 6:55 AM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Subject: RE: Foot-dragging follow-up

Good morning Dave.

I lost control of last week, sorry for that.

Would a phone call at 3:00 PM on Thursday, September 2 . ou?

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Common '*

,J301) 415-18A (office)
1(b)(6) 1(mobile)"

(301) 415-1757 (fax) 4
ho.nieh(@nrc.gov

Dave auomnF'Ito:DLochbaumtaucsusa.ora
Sent: Monda er 19, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Nieh,

Subje : ggn follow-up

Hell

Sorry for. the delay getting back to you. I took Friday off as a vacation day.

This week,..my schedule is open on Monday except for 2-3pm, all day on Tuesday, any time Thursday morning, and all day Friday.

If there's a date/time this week that works for you, let me know. If not, let me know of convenient times for you next week and IIl see if that
works.

Thanks for following up on my email,
1
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I(b)(6) Ice
423-468-9272, office

From: Nieh, Ho [Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Subject: RE: Foot-dragging follow-up

Hello Dave.

Thanks for your insights. I would like to understand better the issue you raise regarding exclusion of sevef ddent risk.

Is there a good time for you for us to have a phone call?

Best wishes,

Ho 9;>
Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) mobile)
M 1) 415-175-T(fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Dave Lochbaum [mailto:DLochbaum(ucsusa.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:09 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: Foot-dragging follow-up

Hello Ho:

I'veseen two recent media reports coneeme "foot-dragging" statement I provided them. Bloomberg reported that I'd commented
the staff's take on the task force's rec da s looked like foot-dragging, but left off the qualifiier that I'd give the staff benefit of the
doubt. Steve Diley in today's Nu oni Week reported the fuller context.

In any case, I am concerned ut C's approach to the task force's recommendations.

I caught the last portion y's Commission briefing via webcast. Ed Lyman filled me in the the earlier portion I'd missed.

I can understand ppreciate that the staff's resources do not allow all recommendations to be undertaken simultaneously. I also recognize
that not all. ec nendations are equal in terms of complexity and their starting points.

Thus, I here will be different timelines for implentation/resolution of the recommendations.

What cms me is the staff's stated process for prioritizing its efforts. Eric Leeds and Bill Borchardt repeatedly said they'd risk-informed
their regu atory decision-making (perhaps not stated soon enough for Commissioner Apostolakis, but stated and restated nonetheless).

The problem, to me, is that the integration of design basis and beyond design basis arenas sought by task force recommendation I has been
deferred. Thus, the risk tools available to the staff to risk-inform decisions on the other recommendations exclude the severe accident risks,
for the most part. Bill Borchardt touched upon this point with his comments about re-defining adequate protection. But that re-definition
likely won't happen anytime soon.

2
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Nieh, Ho
Thursday, September 29, 2011 8:07 AM
Herr, Linda
Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike
FW: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated
with the Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196
09-26-11_NRCNuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, Prioritization of, NRC Actions
Associated with the Fukushima Daiichi Accident.pdf; 09-26-11_NRCNuclear l•gustry input
on'the Approach to, Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukus a.aiichi
Accident Attachment 1.pdf; 09-26-11_NRCNuclear Industry Input on the len
Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukushima Daiichi Ac e ment
2.pdf

Linda - pls print copies of attachments for WCO.

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
II S Niucler Reau~latorv Commission

I!(b)(6) R(mobile)

(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: HEYMER, Adrian [mailto:aph@nei 0.•
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 6j n)$
Subject: Nuclear Industry Input on p to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukushima
Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRCL 11-0196

September 26, 2011

Ms. Cindy K. B
Chief, Rule nounc ments and Directives Branch
U.S. Nu~I• latory Commission
Was " C. 20555-0001

S .uib• Vt~uclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the
Fukus~hma Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

Project Number: 689

Dear Ms. Bladey:
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Actions Should Match Information Available

History-especially the NRC and industry experience following the 1979 accident at Three Mile Islai-.
teaches the importance of first understanding what happened, defining the problem to be solv~l~(Fh•
taking an action. This reduces the likelihood of missing what is truly important to safety andcl
discussed at the September 21 meeting, the industry is developing a timeline-in conjunctio the
Tokyo Electric Power Company-of the events at Fukushima Daiichi. This is expected . om)leted by
early November 2011. It is our intent to share the timeline with the NRC. It is impor Aha e NRC, the
industry and the public have a common understanding of the progression of ev ons at
Fukushima Daiichi. A common timeline would be the basis for discussions of le ns I med and needed
actions.

Near-term actions and the setting of priorities should be based on is wn. Where information is
incomplete, additional actions should await a more complete un of the accidents.

The Fukushima spent fuel pools are an example of where f! a invalidated earlier conclusions.
Shortly following the initial events, many believed that wat'e IJs in the pools-the Unit 4 pool, in
particular-had fallen to the point that the spent f ad ove rheated, failed and contributed to the
accident. Now, with the benefit of visual inspect dmpiesfrom the four affected fuel pools, it is

evident that the spent fuel rods did not exp nce ajor and significant failure.

Preparations for Beyond Design n

In addressing the wide range t\li eyond design bases events, such as large fires and explosions,
approaches that encompass e ty and flexibility with redundancy have proven to be the most effective.
Beyond design basis ev are,•bt their very nature, "...sequences that are possible but were not fully
considered in the des because they were judged to be too unlikely." 2 This suggests that we
should be enha n•eans for our operating crews to react to beyond design basis event symptoms
with flexibility i ni ili which requires diverse and redundant equipment, not single, fixed systems that
are design 6 set of circumstances.

An e of this point is the NRC's Near-Term Task Force recommendation that NRC "[o]rder licensees
tA'fan stalled seismically qualified means to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily

I e connection to supply the water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside
?ding."3 A permanent standpipe with a connection at grade outside the building would be effective

.praying water into the pools only under limited circumstances. It would not be effective if the pipe

onnection was, for example, inundated with flood waters that exceeded the flooding design basis; was

blocked by debris deposited by a tornado; the portable pump could not access the connection due to any

number of reasons, Including debris, earthquake damage, etc.; was damaged or destroyed by an explosion

2 NRC Glossary (http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/glossary/beyond-design-basis-acddents.html).
3 USNRC, Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21" Century: The Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from
the Fukushima Da-i-chi Accident (July 21, 2011) at 46.
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or aircraft crash. A question to contemplate is whether such a standpipe would have remained intact and
operable at Fukushima Daiichi given the explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4.

A far better enhancement would be to increase the amount of B.5.b equipment (consistent wi
number of units with operating licenses on a site), place the B.5.b equipment in diverse loca in
operating crews to be flexible and agile in their approach to such events. This requires tthat •.rators
know the water level and temperature in the pools. As discussed in the attachment, IIb s supports
enhancing spent fuel pool monitoring through diverse and redundant means with th o
accommodate varying plant configurations.

"Adequate Protection" for Post-Fukushima Requirements

NRC'S Near-Term Task Force Report concluded that "...continued n d continued licensing
activities [at nudear power plants] do not impose an imminent r e ublic health and safety and are
not inimical to the common defense and security."4 The repo that all the recommendations in
the report should be implemented through an expansion a u protection. 5 Under the Atomic
Energy Act, the Backfit Rule and related court decisions,t has broad authority to determine what is
meant by adequate protection.

Under the NRC's Backfit Rule, there is an epti requirement for cost-benefit analysis and
justification for imposing new requirem 'n e. C determines that the change is needed to provide
adequate protection. 7 As part of its o o the NRC is required to provide a "documented
evaluation" of the backfit stating te of, and reasons for, the modification and the basis for
invoking the exception. 8 The Iil dhere to the long-established regulatory requirements of the
Backfit Rule and prepare the Wed evaluations as it makes those determinations. Further, even
recognizing NRCsb creoit in determining what protection is adequate, the industry nonetheless
suggests that the .e with stakeholders prior to reaching a determination regarding adequate
protection and a .al regulatory actions.

If NRC ulti •eines that a post-Fukushima requirement should be imposed based on what is
necess• for uate protection, the NRC should consider, as is provided for under the Backfit Rule, the
cost-INit among different methodologies for meeting the requirement. 9 This will be particularly
ir flm I it the agency evaluates flexible regulatory approaches to address beyond design basis events.

4 Id. at 18.
3Id.
6For example, the D.C. Circuit has opined that "the determination of what constitutes 'adequate protection' under the Act ... Is just
such a situation where the Commission should be permitted to have discretion to make case-by-case judgments based on its
technical expertise ...."Union of Concerned Senb'ts v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n., 880 F. 2d55Z 558 (D.C Or. 1989).
7 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(a)(5)
8 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(aX6)
9 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(aX7)
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Prioritzation of Post-Fukushima Regulatory Actions

The attachment to this letter discusses the. industry's views on the priorities for action, which remr"
items discussed in our September 2, 2011 letter. 9;

As the NRC considers the priorities of the post-Fukushima recommended regulatory actions,
strongly suggests that potential actions be ranked by contribution to safety. The ind ukL

regulatory actions should also be compared to all the other regulatory actions the N C4 indu,
are pursuing on the same basis such that an overall priority can be developed.

In closing, the industry commits to continuing our efforts to work closely 'ho in devising th
needed response to what is learned from events in Japan. We look fo a d a itional discussions

NRC staff on these and related topics.

Sincerely,

Adrian P. Heymer

Attachments

c: The Honorable Gregorry B az iran, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
The Honorable Kristin . c Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable Willian agwood, IV, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
The Honorable e A tolakis, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable ql . Ostendorff, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mr. R. Wi am ~rardt, EDO, NRC
Mr. lo, EDO, NRC
Mr. . Leeds, NRR, NRC

r. Bria . Sheron, RES, NRC

Michael R. Johnson, NRO, NRC
r. vi L Skeen, NRR/DE, NRC
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NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE

Adrian P. Heymer
SENIOR DIRECrOR

STRATEGIC PROGRAMS

NUCLEAR GENERATIO IS• 1

September 26, 2011 NCE ,E.RA"

Ms. Cindy K. Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritizatooof, Actions Associated withthe Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-019•__,"

Project Number: 689

Dear Ms. Bladey: (U"'

The Nuclear Energy Institute' appreciates t e op l:l to follow-up the September 21, 2011 public
meeting between NRC senior managemg ~ieresentatives of the industry's Fukushima Response
Steering Committee. The purpose of I io provide input on the approach to, and prioritization of,
NRC actions associated with the Fikus iichi accident, especially in light of the industry actions
taken to date following the a t'

The industry agrees tha ere• eimportant lessons to be learned and implemented from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. As d at the September 21 meeting, the industry has developed a strategic plan,
The Way Forwarc ge its response to the Fukushima crisis; a copy is attached. The plan
emphasizes th, iotce of maintaining the high safety performance of the 104 operating reactors and
covers the e and implementation of lessons learned from Fukushima, research and
develo ent, hnical support, international cooperation, communications, emergency planning and
prepa e, training, and regulatory interactions and response.

Hlow. the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, the nuclear industry took immediate actions in the areas
attention based on the earliest lessons learned. These actions were discussed by industry

'•.onsentatives on September 21. As more is learned, the industry will not hesitate to take additional

ictions.

'NE is the organization responsible for establishing unified industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear energy industry. NEI's
members include all entities licensed to operate commercial nudear power plants in the United States, nuclear plant designers,
major architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, nuclear material licensees, and other organizations and entitles involved
in the nudear energy Industry.

1776 1 Street, NW I Suite 400 I Washington, DC I 20006-3708 I P: 202.739.8094 I F: 202.533.0147 I aph@neLorg I www.neLorg
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The Nuclear Energy Institute appreciates the opportunity to follow-up the September 21, 2011 public meeting
between NRC senior management and representatives of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering
Committee. The purpose of this letter is to provide input on the approach to, and prioritization of, NRC actions
associated with the Fukushima Daiichi accident, especially in light of the industry actions taken to date
following the accident.

The industry agrees that there are important lessons to be learned and implemented from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. As described at the September 21 meeting, the industry has developed a strategy plan, The
Way Forward, to manage its response to the Fukushima crisis; a copy is attached. The plan emran es the
importance of maintaining the high safety performance of the 104 operating reactors and co v h
development and implementation of lessons learned from Fukushima, research and deve hnical
support, international cooperation, communications, emergency planning and preparednes - ing, and
regulatory interactions and response.

Following the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, the nuclear industry took immedie i in the areas needing
attention based on the earliest lessons leamed. These actions were discussea' y4iustry representatives on
September 21. As more is learned, the industry will not hesitate to take opn" actions.

Actions Should Match Information Available

History-especially the NRC and industry experience folio accident at Three Mile Island-
teaches the importance of first understanding what happen dfining the problem to be solved, and then
taking an action. This reduces the likelihood of missi hat is. rrly important to safety and rework. As
discussed at the September 21 meeting, the indus1 i debeloping a timeline--in conjunction with the Tokyo
Electric Power Company--of the events at Fu Nushi aiichi. This is expected to be completed by early
November 2011. It is our intent to share the e• ith the NRC. It is important that the NRC, the industry
and the public have a common understa ohe progression of events and actions at Fukushima Daiichi. A
common timeline would be the basis . r di ns of lessons learned and needed actions.

Near-term actions and the setting riorities should be based on what is known. Where information is
incomplete, additional actio• oul wait a more complete understanding of the accidents.

The Fukushima spent el p are an example of where facts have invalidated earlier conclusions. Shortly
following the initia [ny believed that water levels in the pools--the Unit 4 pool, in particular-had
fallen to the po'nt t the spent fuel had overheated, failed and contributed to the accident. Now, with the
benefit of vi~i inspe ions and samples from the four affected fuel pools, it is evident that the spent fuel rods
did not e en major and significant failure.

Pra for Beyond Design Basis Events

In addr ssing the wide range of potential beyond design bases events, such as large fires and explosions,
approaches that encompass diversity and flexibility with redundancy have proven to be the most effective.
Beyond design basis events are, by their very nature, "...sequences that are possible but were not fully
considered in the design process because they were judged to be too unlikely." This suggests that we should
be enhancing the means for our operating crews to react to beyond design basis event symptoms with
flexibility and agility, which requires diverse and redundant equipment, not single, fixed systems that are
designed for a limited set of circumstances.
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An example of this point is the NRC's Near-Term Task Force recommendation that NRC "[o]rder licensees to
have an installed seismically qualified means to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily
accessible connection to supply the water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside the
building." A permanent standpipe with a connection at grade outside the building would be effective for
spraying water into the pools only under limited circumstances. It would not be effective if the pipe connection
was, for example, inundated with flood waters that exceeded the flooding design basis; was blocked by debris
deposited by a tornado; the portable pump could not access the connection due to any number of reasons,
including debris, earthquake damage, etc.; was damaged or destroyed by an explosion or aircra(rs h. A
question to contemplate is whether such a standpipe would have remained intact and opera~t hima
Daiichi given the explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4.

A far better enhancement would be to increase the amount of B.5.b equipment (cor i$ e the number of
units with operating licenses on a site), place the B.5.b equipment in diverse locatik train operating
crews to be flexible and agile in their approach to such events. This requires t• th-' ators know the water
level and temperature in the pools. As discussed in the attachment, the industr liorts enhancing spent fuel
pool monitoring through diverse and redundant means with the flexibilitytQoj-modate varying plant
configurations.,-

"Adequate Protection" for .Post-Fukushima Requirements

NRC's Near-Term Task Force Report concluded that "...c u operation and continued licensing activities
[at nuclear power plants] do not impose an imminent to th ublic health and safety and are not inimical to
the common defense and security." The report als ,esat all the recommendations in the report should be
implemented through an expansion of adequatproti0on. Under the Atomic Energy Act, the Backfit Rule and
related court decisions, the NRC has broad• determine what is meant by adequate protection.

Under the NRC's Backfit Rule, there i , i ion to the requirement for cost-benefit analysis and
justification for imposing new req . . he NRC determines that the change is needed to provide
adequate protection. As part of its. rmination, the NRC is required to provide a "documented evaluation" of
the backfit stating the objec• of,ald reasons for, the modification and the basis for invoking the exception.
The NRC should adhere th.1"-established regulatory requirements of the Backfit Rule and prepare the
required evaluations a it m e those determinations. Further, even recognizing NRC's broad discretion in
determining what te adequate, the industry nonetheless suggests that the agency engage with
stakeholders pror t eaching a determination regarding adequate protection and any additional regulatory
actions.

If NR( im y determines that a post-Fukushima requirement should be imposed based on what is
ne, s dequate protection, the NRC should consider, as is provided for under the Backfit Rule, the

cost- n among different methodologies for meeting the requirement. This will be particularly important as
the age cy evaluates flexible regulatory approaches to address beyond design basis events.

Prioritization of Post-Fukushima Regulatory Actions

The attachment to this letter discusses the industry's views on the priorities for action, which remain the items
discussed in our September 2, 2011 letter.

3
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As the NRC considers the priorities of the post-Fukushima recommended regulatory actions, the industry
strongly suggests that potential actions be ranked by contribution to safety. The individual post-Fukushima
regulatory actions should also be compared to all the other regulatory actions the NRC and the industry are

pursuing on the same basis such that an overall priority can be developed.

In closing, the industry commits to continuing our efforts to work closely with the NRC in devising the needed
response to what is learned from events in Japan. We look forward to additional discussions with NRC staff on
these and related topics.

Sincerely,

Adrian Heymer
Senior Director, Strategic Programs

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202-739-8094
F: 202-533-0147
E: aphp~nei.orp

nuclear, clean air energy.

nuclear •

FOLLOW US ON

jThs eeciron e"nra nission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Ina The information is intended solely for the use of dhe addressee and its use by any
o1her person not au rized. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
content•s. mm cation is strictly prohibited. #fyou have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail d '• iFelete the original message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IMS and other taxing authorities, we
info ytax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i)
avovdli a1tes that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another parry any transaction or mater addressed herein

Sent through mail.rmessaging.microsoflcorm
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Herr, Linda
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 8:13 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated

with the Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

Done ©

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 8:07 AM
To: .Herr, Linda
Cc: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike
Subject: FW: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC ActionG iated with the
Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196 

wih#h

Linda - pls print copies of attachments for WCO. N, *

Thanks.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.(301) 415-1811 (office)

k(b)(6) mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: HEYMER, Adrian [mailNto Vrg]
Sent: Monday, September 26L2 :01 PM
Subject: Nudlear Indus ~n tfe Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukushima
Daiichi Accident; Docket um C-2011-0196

September 26 20

Ms..S K. ladey

C 'lnnouncements and Directives Branch

U S. u ar Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to. and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the

Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

Project Number: 689
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Dear Ms. Bladey:

The Nuclear Energy Institute appreciates the opportunity to follow-up the September 21, 2011 public meeting
between NRC senior management and representatives of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering
Committee. The purpose of this letter is to provide input on the approach to, and prioritization of, NRC actions
associated with the Fukushima Daiichi accident, especially in light of the industry actions taken to date
following the accident.

The industry agrees that there are important lessons to be learned and implemented from the F i/sma
Daiichi accident. As described at the September 21 meeting, the industry has developed a s t• .•afh, The
Way Forward, to manage its response to the Fukushima crisis; a copy is attached. The pl has1zes the
importance of maintaining the high safety performance of the 104 operating reactors a d he
development and implementation of lessons learned from Fukushima, research an dl tQvL ent, technical
support, international cooperation, communications, emergency planning and pre s, training, and
regulatory interactions and response.

Following the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, the nuclear industry tookn" ia. actions in the areas needing
attention based on the earliest lessons learned. These actions were ditcussd y industry representatives on
September 21. As more is learned, the industry will not hesitate t addIitonal actions.

Actions Should Match Information Available

History-especially the NRC and industry experience00owing e 1979 accident at Three Mile Island-
teaches the importance of first understanding what ,ped, defining the problem to be solved, and then
taking an action. This reduces the likelihood of4'missi f•wat is truly important to safety and rework. As
discussed at the September 21 meeting, th _trtis developing a timeline-in conjunction with the Tokyo
Electric Power Company--of the events t ujima Daiichi. This is expected to be completed by early
November 2011. It is our intent to shargth t'mine with the NRC. It is important that the NRC, the industry
and the public have a common un..e La of the progression of events and actions at Fukushima Daiichi. A
common timeline would be the bag or discussions of lessons learned and needed actions.

Near-term actions and t nit f priorities should be based on what is known. Where information is
incomplete, additional Clioto ould await a more complete understanding of the accidents.

The Fukushim~ispe fuel pools are an example of where facts have invalidated earlier conclusions. Shortly
following th tial eve ts, many believed that water levels in the pools-the Unit 4 pool, in particular-had
fallen to in at the spent fuel had overheated, failed and contributed to the accident. Now, with the
benefL visu I inspections and samples from the four affected fuel pools, it is evident that the spent fuel rods
di t nce major and significant failure.

Prepar tions for Beyond Design Basis Events

In addressing the wide range of potential beyond design bases events, such as large fires and explosions,
approaches that encompass diversity and flexibility with redundancy have proven to be the most effective.
Beyond design basis events are, by their very nature, "...sequences that are possible but were not fully
considered in the design process because they were judged to be too unlikely." This suggests that we should
be enhancing the means for our operating crews to react to beyond design basis event symptoms with
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flexibility and agility, which requires diverse and redundant equipment, not single, fixed systems that are
designed for a limited set of circumstances.

An example of this point is the NRC's Near-Term Task Force recommendation that NRC "[o]rder licensees to
have an installed seismically qualified means to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily

accessible connection to supply the water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside the
building." A permanent standpipe with a connection at grade outside the building would be effective for
spraying water into the pools only under limited circumstances. It would not be effective if the pipe- connection
was, for example, inundated with flood waters that exceeded the flooding design basis; was bIon ey debris
deposited by a tornado; the portable pump could not access the connection due to any num' Ans,
including debris, earthquake damage, etc.; was damaged or destroyed by an explosion o ash. A
question to contemplate is whether such a standpipe would have remained intact and @eraIt Fukushima
Daiichi given the explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4.

A far better enhancement would be to increase the amount of B.5.b equipme, rjot, nt with the number of

units with operating licenses on a site), place the B.5.b equipment in diverse =•;ejo s and train operating
crews to be flexible and agile in their approach to such events. This re uiAs tha, the operators know the water
level and temperature in the pools. As discussed in the attachment, te indusfy supports enhancing spent fuel
pool monitoring through diverse and redundant means with the f tojccommodate varying plant
configurations.

"Adequate Protection" for Post-Fukushima Requiremet•

NRC's Near-Term Task Force Report concluded t .. ontinued operation and continued licensing activities
[at nuclear power plants] do not impose an immineni to the public health and safety and are not inimical to
the common defense and security." The re OYrJI o tes that all the recommendations in the report should be

implemented through an expansion of a e rotection. Under the Atomic Energy Act, the Backfit Rule and
related court decisions, the NRC hasroa ority to determine what is meant by adequate protection.

Under the NRC's Backfit Rule, thQes an exception to the requirement for cost-benefit analysis and
justification for imposing ne 07q uirenents if the NRC determines that the change is needed to provide
adequate protection. As 1 etermination, the NRC is required to provide, a "documented evaluation" of
the backfit stating the 'e ~of, and reasons for, the modification and the basis for invoking the exception.
The NRC should V1er e long-established regulatory requirements of the Backfit Rule and prepare the
required evaluation s it makes those determinations. Further, even recognizing NRC's broad discretion in
determinin at pro tion is adequate, the industry nonetheless suggests that the agency engage with
stakeholI&,e•np•to reaching a determination regarding adequate protection and any additional regulatory

If •ately determines that a post-Fukushima requirement should be imposed based on what is
neces ry for adequate protection, the NRC should consider, as is provided for under the Backfit Rule, the
cost-benefit among different methodologies for meeting the requirement. This will be particularly important as
the agency evaluates flexible regulatory approaches to address beyond design basis events.

Prioritization of Post-Fukushima Regulatory Actions
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The attachment to this letter discusses the industry's views on the priorities for action, which remain the items
discussed in our September 2, 2011 letter.

As the NRC considers the priorities of the post-Fukushima recommended regulatory actions, the industry
strongly suggests that potential actions be ranked by contribution to safety. The individual post-Fukushima
regulatory actions should also be compared to all the other regulatory actions the NRC and the industry are
pursuing on the same basis such that an overall priority can be developed.

In closing, the industry commits to continuing our efforts to work closely with the NRC in
response to what is learned from events in Japan. We look forward to additional discussi
these and related topics.

I on

Sincerely,

Adrian Heymer
Senior Director, Strategic Programs

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202-739-8094
F: 202-533-0147
E: aph(Mnei.orq

nuclear, clean air energy.

nuclear

FOLLOW U

This •eNnin•`rejsage transmiss•on contains information frtom the NuAcear Energy Institurte, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of the addremsee and its use by anuy
other pensa is not authorized. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is strictlyprohibited If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail and permanently delete the original messge. IRS Circular 230disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, ue
inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or witten to be used, and cannot be usei, for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (i) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein

Sent through mail.messaging.microsoft.com
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Here ya go.

Nieh, Ho
Friday, September 30, 2011 7:00 AM
Kock, Andrea
FW: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated
with the Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196
09-26-11 NRC Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, Prioritization of, NRC Actions
Associated with-the Fukushima Daiichi Accident.pdf; 09-26-1 1_NRC-Nuclear Industry Input
on the Approach to, Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the FukushirjTIDaiichi
AccidentAttachment 1 .pdf; 09-26-1 lNRCNuclear Industry Input on the ApI a•ft to,
Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukushima Daiichi Accidrq.,Atac ,f.ent
2.pdf

N6."•' -•

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) 1(mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: HEYMER, Adrian [mailto:aph@nei.org]
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 6:01 PM
Subject; Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and.-r.oritiZatbon of, NRC Actions Associated with the Fukushima
Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

September 26, 2011

Ms. Cindy K. Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announceme a d Directives Branch

U.S. Nuclear Regulato - ission

Washington, D.C. 2. 500

Subject: Nuclear Indt~try Input on the Approach to, and Prioritization of, NRC Actions Associated with the

Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

Dear

The Nuclear Energy Institute appreciates the opportunity to follow-up the September 21, 2011 public meeting
between NRC senior management and representatives of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering
Committee. The purpose of this letter is to provide input on the approach to, and prioritization of, NRC actions
associated with the Fukushima Daiichi accident, especially in light of the industry actions taken to date
following the accident.
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ai-,

The industry agrees that there are important lessons to be learned and implemented from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. As described at the September 21 meeting, the industry has developed a strategic plan, The
Way Forward, to manage its response to the Fukushima crisis; a copy is attached. The plan emphasizes the
importance of maintaining the high safety performance of the 104 operating reactors and covers the
development and implementation of lessons learned from Fukushima, research and development, technical

support, international cooperation, communications, emergency planning and preparedness, training, and
regulatory interactions and response.

Following the accident at Fukushima Daiichi, the nuclear industry took immediate actions in t irel.ding

attention based on the earliest lessons leamed. These actions were discussed by industry e,, ves on
September 21. As more is learned, the industry will not hesitate to take additional actior. \\

Actions Should Match Information Available

History-especially the NRC and industry experience following the 1979 a cide hree Mile Island-
teaches the importance of first understanding what happened, definingt 4 blem to be solved, and then
taking an action. This reduces the likelihood of missing what is truly im.ortan4tsafety and rework. As

discussed at the September 21 meeting, the industry is developin eiifain-in conjunction with the Tokyo

Electric Power Company-of the events at Fukushima Daiichi. sR epected to be completed by early
November 2011. It is our intent to share the timeline with thelktC. is important that the NRC, the industry
and the public have a common understanding of the progresn f events and actions at Fukushima Daiichi. A

common timeline would be the basis for discussions essonsearned and needed actions.

Near-term actions and the setting of priorities st.uld ased on what is known. Where information is
incomplete, additional actions should await a r cl plete understanding of the accidents.

The Fukushima spent fuel pools are aex,%' pof where facts have invalidated earlier conclusions. Shortly

following the initial events, many b lie 1 water levels in the pools-the Unit 4 pool, in particular-had
fallen to the point that the spent fue d overheated, failed and contributed to the accident. Now, with the
benefit of visual inspections amp 6s from the four affected fuel pools, it is evident that the spent fuel rods
did not experience major an'fgyff Cant failure.

Preparations for sign Basis Events

In addressineA Wiedange of potential beyond design bases events, such as large fires and explosions,
approach D .tt compass diversity and flexibility with redundancy have proven to be the most effective.
Beyond sig asis events are, by their very nature, "...sequences that are possible but were not fully

co e i IA fe design process because they were judged to be too unlikely." This suggests that we should
be n"te a g the means for our operating crews to react to beyond design basis event symptoms with

flexibklity and agility, which requires diverse and redundant equipment, not single, fixed systems that are
designed for a limited set of circumstances.

An example of this point is the NRC's Near-Term Task Force recommendation that NRC '[o]rder licensees to

have an installed seismically qualified means to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily

accessible connection to supply the water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside the
building." A permanent standpipe with a connection at grade outside the building would be effective for
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spraying water into the pools only under limited circumstances. It would not be effective if the pipe connection
was, for example, inundated with flood waters that exceeded the flooding design basis; was blocked by debris
deposited by a tornado; the portable pump could not access the connection due to any number of reasons,
including debris, earthquake damage, etc.; was damaged or destroyed by an explosion or aircraft crash. A
question to contemplate is whether such a standpipe would have remained intact and operable at Fukushima
Daiichi given the explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4.

A far better enhancement would be to increase the amount of B.5.b equipment (consistent with the number of
units with operating licenses on a site), place the B.5.b equipment in diverse locations and train e1 rting
crews to be flexible and agile in their approach to such events. This requires that the operatolW& thd'water
level and temperature in the pools. As discussed in the attachment, the industry supports d ','ng- pent fuel
pool monitoring through diverse and redundant means with the flexibility to accommodgte v51 plant
configurations. ccmmd)

"Adequate Protection" for Post-Fukushima Requirements

NRC's Near-Term Task Force Report concluded that "...continued opertipi n ontinued licensing activities
[at nuclear power plants] do not impose an imminent risk to the public ealth•I• safety and are not inimical to
the common defense and security." The report also states that all Ir eLonendations in the report should be
implemented through an expansion of adequate protection. UndefttA omic Energy Act, the Backfit Rule and
related court decisions, the NRC has broad authority to detý Wat is meant by adequate protection.

Under the NRC's Backfit Rule, there is an exception t rite reu 4ement for cost-benefit analysis and
justification for imposing new requirements if the N\ lte ines that the change is needed to provide
adequate protection. As part of its determinatio%.the N•-is required to provide a "documented evaluation" of
the backfit stating the objectives of, and reasosr,•s modification and the basis for invoking the exception.
The NRC should adhere to the long-estab iie7gulatory requirements of the Backfit Rule and prepare the
required evaluations as it makes thosesdete '•Ptions. Further, even recognizing NRC's broad discretion in

determining what protection is ad e ie'•ndustry nonetheless suggests that the agency engage with
stakeholders prior to reaching a de eination regarding adequate protection and any additional regulatory
actions.

If NRC ultimately dete rrneha a post-Fukushima requirement should be imposed based on what is
necessary for ade te'g°ion, the NRC should consider, as is provided for under the Backfit Rule, the
cost-benefit am ngberent methodologies for meeting the requirement. This will be particularly important as
the agency ates Axible regulatory approaches to address beyond design basis events.

Prior eIn f Post-Fukushima Regulatory Actions

The a - ent to this letter discusses the industry's views on the priorities for action, which remain the items
discuss d in our September 2, 2011 letter.

As the NRC considers the priorities of the post-Fukushima recommended regulatory actions, the industry

strongly suggests that potential actions be ranked by contribution to safety. The individual post-Fukushima
regulatory actions should also be compared to all the other regulatory actions the NRC and the industry are
pursuing on the same basis such that an overall priority tan be developed.
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In closing, the industry commits to continuing our efforts to work closely with the NRC in devising the needed
response to what is learned from events in Japan. We look forward to additional discussions with NRC staff on
these and related topics.

Sincerely,

Adrian Heymer
Senior Director, Strategic Programs

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202-739-8094
F: 202-533-0147
E: aphanei.orp

nuclear, clean air energy.

\.4;

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

L yIu

This electronic message transmission co rmant4 from the Nuclear Energy fnstituteý Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any
other person is not authorized. fyou e no Tm._ded recipient, you have received this communication in error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the
contents of this communication is ifi prod aed. .fyou have received this electronic transmission in error, please notfy the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic
mail andppermanently delete tA . IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRSand other taxing authorities., we
inform you that any tax advic4"%n d L communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used. and cannot be uses4 for the purpose of(i)
avoiding penallies Xhatmybe d on any taxpayer or (it) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein

Sent I
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NUCLEA R ENERGY INSTITUTE

Adrian P. Heymer

SENIOR DIRECTOR t

STRATEGIC PROGRAMS

NUCLEAR GENERAT O't• s1 J

September 26, 2011

Ms. Cindy K. Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioritizatior'..of, NRC Actions Associated with
the Fukushima Daiichi Accident; Docket Number NRC-2011-0196, .

Project Number: 689

Dear Ms. Bladey:

The Nuclear Energy Institute' appreciates theop to follow-up the September 21, 2011 public
meeting between NRC senior manageme rep eentatives of the industry's Fukushima Response
Steering Committee. The purpose of provide input on the approach to, and prioritization of,
NRC actions associated with the Fukus i iichi accident, especially in light of the industry actions
taken to date following the ac \ ON )

The industry agrees that pre arvmportant lessons to be learned and implemented from the Fukushima
Daiichi accident. As d at the September 21 meeting, the industry has developed a strategic plan,
The Way Forward. oa e its response to the Fukushima crisis; a copy is attached. The plan
emphasizes th ir ortace of maintaining the high safety performance of the 104 operating reactors and
covers the el and implementation of lessons learned from Fukushima, research and
developg nt, nical support, international cooperation, communications, emergency planning and
prepa#0,,,e tra hing, and regulatory interactions and response.

lowin the ,.taccident at Fukushima Daiichi, the nuclear industry took immediate actions in the areas
attention based on the earliest lessons learned. These actions were discussed by industry

ntatives on September 21. As more is learned, the industry will not hesitate to take additional
1 owns..

NEI is the organization responsible for establishing unified Industry policy on matters affecting the nudear energy Industry. NEt's
members Include all entities licensed to operate commercial nuclear power plants in the United States, nudear plant designers,
major architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, nuclear material licensees, and other organizations and entities involved
in the nudear energy industry.

17761 Strfet, NW I Suite 400 I Washington, DC I 20006-3708 I P: 20Z.739.8094 I F; 202.533.0147 I aphfneLorg I www.neLorg
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Ms. Cindy K. Bladey
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Actions Should Match Information Available

History-especially the NRC and industry experience following the 1979 accident at Three Mile Islar/K,
teaches the importance of first understanding what happened, defining the problem to be solv•_I e
taking an action. This reduces the likelihood of missing what is truly important to safety and

discussed at the September 21 meeting, the industry is developing a timeline--in conjunctio ~Tthee
Tokyo Electric Power Company-of the events at Fukushima Daiichi. This is expected m eted by

early November 2011. It is our intent to share the timeline with the NRC. It is impo n ete NRC, the
industry and the public have a common understanding of the progression of ev l ons at
Fukushima Daiichl. A common timeline would be the basis for discussions of lesons rned and needed
actions.

Near-term actions and the setting of priorities should be based on.is k wn. Where information is
incomplete, additional actions should await a more complete un As . of the accidents.

The Fukushima spent fuel pools are an example of where•'• invalidated earlier conclusions.
Shortly following the initial events, many believed that water levIs in the pools-the Unit 4 pool, in

particular-had fallen to the point that the spent fudVid ove ated, failed and contributed to the
I It

accident. Now, with the benefit of visual inspectiT o amples from the four affected fuel pools, it is
evident that the spent fuel rods did not ex e and significant failure.

Preparations for Beyond Design en

In addressing the wide range tia_ eond design bases events, such as large fires and explosions,
approaches that encompass e and flexibility with redundancy have proven to be the most effective.

Beyond design basis ev5 are,' their very nature, "...sequences that are possible but were not fully
considered in the desip,!s because they were judged to be too unlikely." 2 This suggests that we
should be enhanc Means for our operating crews to react to beyond design basis event symptoms
with flexibility, iitJ which requires diverse and redundant equipment, not single, fixed systems that
are design or set of circumstances.

An exa(j of this point is the NRC's Near-Term Task Force recommendation that NRC "[o]rder licensees
tOA~an bstalled seismically qualified means to spray water into the spent fuel pools, including an easily
• • connection to supply the water (e.g., using a portable pump or pumper truck) at grade outside

ing."3 A permanent standpipe with a connection at grade outside the building would be effective
d praying water into the pools only under limited circumstances. It would not be effective if the pipe

onnection was, for example, inundated with flood waters that exceeded the flooding design basis; was
blocked by debris deposited by a tornado; the portable pump could not access the connection due to any
number of reasons, including debris, earthquake damage, etc.; was damaged or destroyed by an explosion

2 NRC Glossary (http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basdc-ref/glossary/beyond-deslgn-basis-acddents.html).
3 USNRC, Recommendations for Enhandng Reactor Safety In the 21,0 Century: The Near-Term Task Force Review of Insights from
the Fukushima DaHchi Acddent (July 21, 2011) at 46.
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or aircraft crash. A question to contemplate is whether such a standpipe would have remained intact and
operable at Fukushima Dalichi given the explosions in Units 1, 3 and 4.

A far better enhancement would be to increase the amount of B.5.b equipment (consistent with

number of units with operating licenses on a site), place the B.5.b equipment in diverse locati s nB1~
operating crews to be flexible and agile in their approach to such events. This requires that txnrs
know the water level and temperature in the pools. As discussed in the attachment, i rupports

enhancing spent fuel pool monitoring through diverse and redundant means with hi
accommodate varying plant configurations.,

"Adequate Protection" for Post-Fukushima Requirements

NRC's Near-Term Task Force Report concluded that "...continued qroon Ad continued licensing
activities [at nudear power plants] do not impose an imminent rid _k_,•tijplblic health and safety and are
not inimical to the common defense and security.' The reporto- that all the recommendations in
the report should be implemented through an expansion Olaleou protection.s Under the Atomic

Energy Act, the Backfit Rule and related court decisions, th&R - has broad authority to determine what is

meant by adequate protection .6

Under the NRC's Backfit Rule, there is an excepiurement for cost-benefit analysis and
justification for imposing new requiremenr e ! determines that the change is needed to provide

adequate protection. 7 As part of its d t nf tthe NRC is required to provide a "documented
evaluation" of the backfit stating te o of, and reasons for, the modification and the basis for
invoking the exception. 8 The 4N ffould dhere to the long-established regulatory requirements of the

Backfit Rule and prepare the uired evaluations as it makes those determinations. Further, even
recognizing NRC'sbroaddiscretii•&)in determining what protection is adequate, the industry nonetheless
suggests that the age with stakeholders prior to reaching a determination regarding adequate
protection and a al regulatory actions.

If NRC ulti e ines that a post-Fukushima requirement should be imposed based on what is-

nece .ssa for uate protection, the NRC should consider, as is provided for under the Backfit Rule, the
cost-b• among different methodologies for meeting the requirement. 9 This will be particularly
i athe agency evaluates flexible regulatory approaches to address beyond design basis events.

41d. at 18.
S1d.
6 For example, the D.C. Circuit has opined that "the determination of what constitutes'adequate protection' under the-Act ... Is just
such a situation where the Commission should be permitted to have discretion-to make casemby-case judgments based on Its
technicaI expertise ....'Union of Concerned den thst v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm h., 880 F. 2d 552, 558 (D. Cr. 1989).
7 10 C.F.P. § 50.109(a)(5)
' 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(a)(6)
9 10 C.F.R. § 50.109(a)(7)
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Prioritization of Post-Fukushima Regulatory Actions

The attachment to this letter discusses the industry's views on the priorities for action, which rema h
items discussed in our September 2, 2011 letter.

As the NRC considers the priorities of the post-Fukushima recommended regulatory actions, ustry
strongly suggests that potential actions be ranked by contribution to safety. The indivi a' uk~ushima
regulatory actions should also be compared to all the other regulatory actions the N F industry
are pursuing on the same basis such that an overall priority can be developed.

In closing, the industry commits to continuing our efforts to work closely v•th thelin devising the
needed response to what is learned from events in Japan. We look fo t kdonal discussions with
NRC staff on these and related topics.

Sincerely,

Adrian P. Heymer

Attachments

c: The Honorable Gregory B. acz t rman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable KristineL. .IgjC.- missioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable William• agwood, IV, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable GC,#Ve Altolakis, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The Honorable Um:C. Ostendorff, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mr. R. Wil rdt, EDO, NRC
Mr. nI V inlio, EDO, NRC

Mr. •Leeds, NRR, NRC
r. avid LSheron, RES, NRC

ichael R, Johnson, NRO, NRCO s. vid L Skeen, NRR/DE, NRC

N
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Attachment

Nuclear Industry Input on the Approach to, and Prioitization of,
NRC Actions Associated with theFukushima Daiichi Accident

Docket Number NRC-2011-0196

Industry Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Accident

In light of the events in Japan and the industry's need to understand and take approprj..N#
actions at U.S. nuclear power plants in response to the accident, the industry leader is
the Fukushima Response Steering Committee-a set of nine chief nuclear officers l nd'ih
executives from the three industry assodations, INPO,1 EPRI2 and NEI 3 -to I
nuclear power industry's response to the events in Japan. The steering group

developed a strategic plan 4 that articulates the strategic goals, struI re process for
defining the industry's overall response to Fukushima;
ensures that identified issues are appropriately coordinateoI ustry organizations

and that lead and supporting roles are dearly established;

" monitors the status of action plans on key iss riorities and schedules are
consistent with the strategic plan and that the .vera iy act on operating plants is
balanced and appropriate to the industry's prim- , excellence in safe operations; andCr "

" works with NRC and other parties to etaLblish'a common understanding of the events that
took place in Japan and a congruent a- &&ibte vision of needed changes going forward.

Immediately following the acciden l•'t• i several actions to ensure that the equipment
each plant must have on-site forq "g to terrorist attacks (pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(hh))
was available and operating Wsr.eiknowledgeable in its use; 5 to require each plant to

1The Institute of Nuclea r ýrations (INPO) promotes the highest levels of safety and reliability - to promote

e i t of commercal nudear power plants by establishing performance objectives, critera and
guidelines for the nucd•r •y ndustry, conducting regular detailed evaluations of nuclear power plants, and
providing assista nuclear power plants continually improve their performance.

S'The El r R rch Institute, Inc. (EPRI) conducts research and development relating to the generation,
delivery a•u city for the benefit of the public. An independent, nonprofit organization, EPRI brings
together its , ntists and engineers as well as experts from academia and industry to help address challenges in

ee ', lncug reliability, efficiency, health, safety and the environment. EPRI's members represent more than
90 of the electricity generated and delivered In the United States, and international participation extends to

NEI the organization responsible for establishing unified industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear energy
NEI's members include all entities licensed to operate commercial nuclear power plants in the United States,

uclear plant designers, major architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, nuclear material licensees, and
other organizations and entities involved in the nuclear energy industry.

"The Way Forward - U.S. Industry Leadership In Response to Events at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant"
(Washington, D.C.) June 8, 2011.

5 The NRC parallel inspections of these items and procedures, and the results have. been well documented and not
described here.

I
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have available in the control room information on how long it would take the spent fuel pools to
reach 200OF given the parameters in the pool at the time and to ensure that the pool would not
reach 200°F for 72 hours following loss of active cooling; and to assess how long station
blackout coping times can be extended. Future actions will be taken based on the information
reported back to INPO combined with additional knowledge about the events that transpired at
Fukushima.

Fukushima Event Timeline

As discussed at the September 21, 2011 meeting between NRC senior man;
representatives of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering Committee,
that there are important lessons to be learned and implemented from the F
accident. Near-term actions and the setting of priorities should be based po
Additional actions should be studied, but held in abeyance until there is arr
understanding of the accidents. . 1,

In this regard, the industry is developing a timeline--in conjuntn wit•hfie Tokyo Electric
Power Company-of the events at Fukushima Daiichi. This fxto be completed by early
November 2011. It is our intent to share the timeline wih P It is important that the
NRC, the industry and the public have a common u i . f the progression of events
and actions at Fukushima Daiichi. A common timelir;,woulfe the basis for discussions of
lessons learned and needed actions.

Beyond Design Basis Events

In dealing with beyond design bases efnts .acdent management, the industry has
recognized that it is not possible t LLispecific accident progression among a very
broad set of potential events. Tl~e )makes little sense to permanently install fixed
equipment and systems that %n, very nature of being fixed, be useful in only a limited
number of beyond design rios. As a result, we have adopted a diverse, redundant,
risk-informed, performani e- proach to severe accident management relying on
dispersed, portable ui t and guidelines rather than fixed equipment and prescriptive
criteria and detail -p ures, so that operating crews can react with flexibility and agility to
the symptoms ye . In other words, multiple different types of equipment (with
appropriate tni ted in different places that allow operating crews to respond to the
symptom ab to use the same equipment for different conditions or different equipment
for the s nons.

proc would also allow for individual plants to take into account the variations In siting,
caI and geological locations, and plant designs for implementing post-Fukushima

aci nt enhancements. It would allow specific plant operators and emergency response
izations to develop successful mitigation measures based on knowing their technical

•knowledge, their specific plant and its systems, and general guidance.

Priority of Post-Fukushima Actions

Nuclear generating plants are complex with a myriad of systems and numerous inter-
dependencies. Thus, many of the 34 recommendations made by the-NRC Near-Term Task Force

2
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have an impact on, or are dependent upon, other recommendations or plant aspects. Such
interdependencies call for an integrated understanding of the plants and the effect expected of
the recommended actions and enhancements.

Based on a coarse, qualitative risk assessment, many of the 34 recommendations have small or
negligible risk significance. However, there are six priority recommendations that we consid 0.
have need for immediate action.

The priority recommendations are:

Recommendation 2.3 - Verification of capability to meet current desig or
external flooding and seismic and verification of monitoring and maint a 7
protective features. u ")

Recommendation 4.1 - Enhanced capability to cope with multi ac power
conditions.

• Recommendation 5.1 - Enhanced capability to ventcW F ~ark-. Containments under
loss of AC conditions. nab t W i

•~' "s " ",.,

S Rcommendation 8.1 - Inte9ration of EDMGC and'S Gs and enhanced training on the
EOP-SAMG/EDMG interface. \X

0 Recommendation 7.1 - Spent fuel &on ring

. Recommendations 9 and 10 - Eixgeny Planning (EP) as they relate to
implementation of the new e.•

Discussion of the High- titP3ecomendations

* Recommendation Verification of capability to meet current design basis for external
flooding ans c anfd verification of monitoring and maintenance of protective
featu

o , o alk-downs to assure that plant conforms to its design. Separate regulatory
r ons on flooding and seismic should take place in advance of the walk-downs
each a common understanding on the approach and acceptance criteria prior to

commencing the activity.

o Specific 10-year updates are unnecessary. Any new and pertinent information is
always assessed as it is identified to determine if there is a potential impact on the
plant and the design bases. A generic process with predetermined criteria for
identifying and assessing new information and a process for updating the design
bases, if required, with a suitable time period for implementation needs to be
developed. However, the industry firmly believes that from a safety perspective, we

6 EDMG = Extensive Damage Mitigation Guideline;. SAMG = Severe Accident Management Guideline; EOP =

Emergency Operating Procedure

3
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should not wait to perform a review and update every 10 years. New information
should be evaluated as it is identified and, if necessary, action--including the update
of the design bases-should be taken.

Recommendation 4: Rulemaking to enhance the capability to cope with an extended
and complete loss of ac power at all units on a site.

c This is a complex and low-probability issue with varying impact and outcorn
dependent on the numerous design configurations and potential site-spec
solutions. With varying grid and plant configurations, geographical, g ogi
transportation infrastructure differences, the potential for a comple f
power at all units varies from site to site, as does the capability to t
power. While the industry supports the need for improving tion for a
complete loss of AC power, there needs to be recognition of sp c differences.
A flexible, diverse, performance-based approach that takk int unt site- and
design-specific nuances would address this issue. 'iii=m

o A performance-based approach would not suppqftt ci , prescribed duration

interval of 72 hours. The duration should be determination of how long it
would take to either restore a reliable AC MeupI'from the grid or from
portable offsite support.

o Importantly, the NRC staff recognij"the va] of the 10 CFR 50.54(hh) equipment.
The industry will assess the adeguý aofhis equipment to deal with a multi-unit
event and will adjust its approad ngly.

o Some new plant desigrfhlveh-apability to cope with a complete loss of AC
power for 72 hours. designs have additional safety systems or enhanced
protection featur that assure safety-related emergency electrical equipment
is adequately p is reinforces the need for a performance-based approach
as opposed t rive set of generic requirements for new or existing plants.
:In addito~the lr-Term Task Force report provides no basis for requiring new
plants the coping duration beyond 72 hours using portable 10 CFR
50. (ent. Well-documented processes for imposing new requirements
0 ns are provided in 10 CFR Part 52: 10 CFR 52.83, 52.98 and 50.109.

not the appropriate vehicle for imposing new regulatory requirements on

0 We agree that new plants should meet 10 CFR 50.54(hh) for each unit, yet suchO equipment should not have to be procured and commissioned before the
authorization to load fuel (10 CFR 52.1.03 finding) has been made.

S Recommendation 5: BWR Mark I hardened venting systems should remain reliable
and functional under a complete loss of AC power.

7 rrAAC = inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance criteria

4
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o Even though there is a lack of understanding of the exact progression of events and
decision-making at Fukushima Daiichi, the industry agrees that there must be
confidence in the reliability of operation of BWR Mark I hardened vent systems.

o The industry will take action to ensure that the hardened vents on BWR Mark I
containments are accessible and functional during a loss of AC power. We strong ,
recommend that this is the definition of "reliable" in the meaning of
Recommendation 5. Regulatory interactions are needed prior to taking this
assure a common understanding of the requirements and acceptance crit e r
reliable hardened vents.

o Any additional changes to BWR Mark I containment vents should rmined
until better information is available about the venting process i a Daiichi.

o As with implementing other recommendations, there is ar l ibility in
implementation to take into account the varying systean~:itfigugations at individual
sites.

Recommendation 8: Integration of SAMGs ancEDGSwh EOPs with additional
training. .e o

o There would be benefit in enhancing ope rareness on the relationships among
EOPs, SAMGs and EDMGs. It is imp int th operating crews and the emergency
response organizations understandow move from EOPs into SAMGs and EDMGs.
This is especially important since are step-wise procedures, while--owing
to the types of events the ter (see discussion above concerning beyond design
basis eventsn-the Gs are guidelines. The industry intends to
provide additional tra iitn'the industrbys accreditation program on SAMGs,
while recognizing t t .ard for operators should be one of familiarization,
not in-depth dektnai owedge. From a safety perspective, it is critical that
operator trair >p sis be on normal, abnormal and EOPs, which are the far
more li everlt

Discussion o e' -Prority Items

* R - n on 7: Spent fuel pools.

o0 ed on the events at Fukushima Daiichi, as they are now understood, there is
clearly a benefit to remote monitoring of the spent fuel pool during the evolution of
a reactor accident to prevent incorrect conclusions and actions. Such action could
result in the diversion of needed resources away from more safety-significant
activities. Remote monitoring would enable operators to know when actions are
needed to provide additional water to the pools. This recommendation is consistent
with the action already taken by the industry on knowing the time until the pool will
reach 200°F.

o The power supplies, however, do not have to be safety-related. Based on the
thermal inertia, the time it takes for the spent fuel pool water level to reach a point
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of concern for public health and safety, and coupled with the experiences at
Fukushima Daiichi where safety-related power supplies would not have changed the
situation, it is difficult to understand why safety-related power supplies for spent fuel
pool monitoring are needed. Diversity and redundancy would appear to be a more
important attributes than the more traditional equipment qualification and special
treatment requirements. ,

o The commission should allow flexibility in implementation based on the vari
spent fuel pool cooling system configurations. I

o Regulatory interactions should take place in advance of plants provlJ
pool monitoring to reach a common understanding on the approaracrd•6
criteria for the monitoring. -. ý

/

'anfuel
)tance

Recommendations 9 and 10: Emergency preparedness.

o The first priority should be to implement the EP imp .eme' prescribed in the
newly-amended EP regulations. As the industry p.e rkve 0ard with implementing
the new requirements, regulatory interactionrLcbtdlf4 po race to assess the need,
benefit and implementation of additional tinage simultaneous multi-unit
events in parallel with implementing the me rule. An action plan for
implementing the other task force recom reiid 1ons will be developed in 2012, with
implementation to follow once lice eshav ' mplemented the amended EP rule
requirements.

Other Recommendations

• Recommendation 1: De•v of a new regulatory framework to better balance
the risk-informed app a i efense-in-depth.

o This is not a hI noft item and is not directly related to the Fukushima accidents.
The indus wil. rovide input to the NRC staff on the additional detailed proposals
for thi e •over~ie next 18 months.

o i encourages the NRC staff to build on the work performed in the 2001
4,to_ •.07. me frame. The purpose of the risk-insight is to focus the NRC and industry

ten n on those items truly important to safety. Risk-insights and defense-in-Slth are not opposites, with risk-insights influencing the need and application of
Nde tense-in-depth attributes.

Recommendation 5.2: Reevaluate the need for hardened vents for other containment
designs (Non-BWR Mark I containments).

o Once more information is known and validated about the events at Fukushima
Daiichi, the NRC and industry will be in a better position to make a determination on
the need for additional evaluations on containment integrity, heat removal,
combustible gas control and pressure control capabilities for all containment designs.
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Attachment

Before agency and industry resources are committed to an extensive reevaluation of
other designs, the basis for requiring such an evaluation should be fully understood.

Recommendation 6: Hydrogen control and mitigation.

o As stated for Recommendation 5.2, once there is a better understanding of the ,
pathway of hydrogen into the reactor buildings at Fukushima Daiichi, the NRCa
industry will be in a better position to determine whether there is a need fo a t
modifications and reassessment of hydrogen control and mitigation capabi i
hope to be in a position to make that determination in the next few m hs.

• Recommendation 7.4: Addition of a seismically-qualified spray line •pe ruel pool
cooling. 00%

o The provision of a permanent, seismically-qualified sprakyine OIktot provide a
significant improvement in safety benefit when consioedn...e ther measures that
are available for supplying make-up water to the spit fuejpaol during a beyond
design basis event. Additional spent fuel make-u'ap;C.QAs better assured through
enhancing the means for operating crews to I oeyond design basis event
symptoms with flexibility and agility, whi Oi~esrlK,, erse and redundant
equipment, not single, fixed systems tha~resigned for a limited set of
circumstances.

o Spent fuel pool cooling events are owl9'•evolving. 10 CFR 50.54(hh) contingency
measures already provide for ad• natpent fuel pool make-up water; such
measures will be enhanced.%L.

Recommendation 11: -action related to EP decision-making, radiation
protection and public •u•ff,

o While this r nda n is more related to the NRC and other government
agendesLe in uitry believes it has an important role in educating and informing
the pu .Ic, iay in areas surrounding the power plants, in regard to radiation

0 is already taking steps to identify nationally-recognized practitioners
d medical experts in the radiological protection and health field. Education and
areness is an area where a combined industry-government approach would be

beneficial.

•P) o The industry outreach and information would recognize the variations in licensee
programs and local circumstances and the guidance should allow for flexibility in
implementation at the site, fleet or regional level.

Recommendation 11.3: Study the efficacy of real-time radiation monitodring onsite
and within the Emergency Planning Zones (induding consideration of AC power
independence and real-time availability on the Internet).
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o Additional discussion among stakeholders is needed to fully understand the intent
and benefit of this recommendation.

Recommendation 11.4: Training, in coordination with the appropriate federal
partners, on radiation, radiation safety and the appropriate use of potassium iodide (KI)
in the local community around each nuclear power plant.

o This should be part of a national campaign for all nuclear incidents (not j•v k #
plants) that involve radioactive products and not limited to communities nea
power plants.

o Training and public information in the vicinity of nuclear power pla te be
coordinated by the licensee in conjunction with state and local Ibl
organizations.

Recommendation 12: The NRC strengthen regulatory 1W ht of licensee safeywith he ' sin• reuaoreo attention on
performance (ie., the Reactor Oversight Program) by fc n a
defense-in-depth requirements consistent with the defense-in-depth
framework.

o This is labeled as a NRC staff action, y wil significant resource and
operational impact on the industry.

o The ROP was established in 20O0 prorde a logical rationale for what the NRC
inspects and how it assesses vio1a5,s new information becomes available
through operating experien and ents such as the accident at Fukushima Daiichi,
inspection modules are . updated as necessary along with the NRC
process for assessin i b he industry has continued to interact with the NRC
staff on updating - ing the ROP process since 2000.

o The events auhi Daiichi need to be understood in greater detail to
determinwhat- nges need to be made to the inspection process, including areas

f d -dep. There needs to be careful consideration of what to change in
he" pection. Risk-informed assessment-not risk-based-of where to

pd i - on emphasis should not be lightly discarded. We recommend that the
wo with its stakeholders to ensure that operating experience is appropriately

u~ in any changes to the ROP (see discussion above concerning
S -mmendation 1).

ss of Ultimate Heat Sink: This is an issue that warrants further review and
discussion in view of the events in Japan. At the moment, there is insufficient
information to warrant a specific recommendation on this topic. Once there is a common
understanding on what happened at the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini stations, a better
determination can be made on whether U.S. plants need to assess and, if necessary,
take steps to enhance prevention or mitigation capabilities associated with such an
event.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011 and subsequent nudear accident at
Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant have resulted in worldwide
attention toward nuclear energy safety. The leadership of the U.S. commercial nudear indusry
is dedicated to gaining a deep understanding of the events at Fukushima Daiichi and to Wng
the necessary actions to improve safety and emergency preparedness at America's ̀n? •
energy facilities.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Institute of Nuclear Power 0 "s NPO),
and Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), in conjunction with senior utility exe created
a joint leadership model to integrate and coordinate the U.S. nudear onsr to
events at the Fukushima Daiichi nudear energy facility. This will ensu that sons learned are-
identified and well understood, and that response actions are efffctiveel rdinated and
implemented throughout the industry. This must be accom sRenlf electric companies
continue to ensure that the safe and reliable operation _of pm4jial reactors is our highest
priority. This effort will not diminish the independent rob,•sof, tlidustry support groups, such
as the role of INPO to promote the highest levels •fetyjp'U.S. commercial reactors, as
actions are taken to fulfill their missions. is
An important and integral aspect of the Autys response is the awareness and involvement
of the industry's many stakeholders, in dustry vendors, architect-engineering
companies, industry owners' grou sAnqaonal consensus nuclear standards organizations.
This will ensure that the inteeft o h stakeholder group are considered, understood and
communicated to the publ* .omakers.

A comprehensive I og of the events at Fukushima Daiichi will take considerable time.
Yet, there is also a 'to act in a deliberate and decisive manner. Recognizing this, America's
nuclear ene s taking action based on a preliminary understanding of the events.
The indus t1 y lse is structured to ensure that emergency response strategies are
updat• tn new information and insights learned during subsequent event reviews.

e U.S. Nudear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is conducting an independent
Sa ent and will consider actions to ensure that its regulations reflect lessons learned from
the Fukushima events. The industry's response will ensure that the NRC and industry remain

'ored of each other's respective activities so that any new regulatory requirements are
Simplemented in the most efficient and effective manner.

This strategic overview describes how the industry will approach this challenge and is intended
to serve as a reference point for the future. It articulates strategic goals and key stakeholders
for the industry's integrated response. In addition, this overview describes the respective roles and
coordination of industry organizations In managing the discrete elements of a comprehensive
U.S. industry response plan.
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2. STRATEGIC GOALS

The primary objective is to improve nuclear safety by learning and applying the lessons from

the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident. In response, the U.S. nuclear industry has established

the following strategic goals to maintain, and where necessary, provide added defense in depth
for critical safety functions, such as reactor core cooling, spent fuel storage pool cooling MUM. A

containment integrity:

1. The nuclear workforce remains focused on safety and operational excellen 1
plants, particularly in light of the increased work that the response LFu hima

event will represent.

2. Timelines for emergency response capability to ensure conti e cooling,
containment integrity and spent fuel storage pool coolin re nized to preclude

fuel damage following station blackout.

3. The U.S. nuclear industry is capable of respon ively to any significant event in

the U.S. with the response being lab l l n international event, as
appropriate.

4. Severe accident management g ines, security response strategies (B.S.b), and

external event response plan Iively integrated to ensure nuclear energy

facilities are capable of a srnpto ,ased response to events that could impact multiple

reactors at a single *4)k~

5. Margins for pro ctio external events are sufficient based on the latest hazards
analyses a d'1hispro'data.

6. Spent~ l jypo ooling and makeup functions are fully protective during periods of high

healfJqljgahe spent fuel pool and during extended station blackout conditions.
rim• containment protective strategies can effectively manage and mitigate

*-accident conditions, including elevated pressure and hydrogen concentrations.
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3. GUIDING PRINCIPLES

To achieve our strategic goals, the industry has established principles to guide the development

of its response actions. These principles will be used to guide the resolution of issues and plant

improvements and will ensure that a consistent expectation is established for incorporating

lessons into the operations at each site. The strategic response actions will be designed

1. Ensure equipment and guidance, enhanced as appropriate, result in imp en it
response effectiveness.

2. Address guidance, equipment and training to ensure long-term vi1' etyimprovements..j 
•

3. Develop response strategies that are performance-base \k.i ed and account
for unique site characteristics.

4. Maintain a strong interface with federal regulatomtomefure regulatory actions are
consistent with safety significance and th t 0001) can be achieved in an efficient

manner. -

5. Coordinate with federal, state arircal go ment and their emergency response

organizations on industry ac. 1 -rove overall emerg ency response
effectiveness.

6. Communicate agg VY- forthright approach the U.S. industry is taking toimplement ••the the Fukushima Daiichi accident.

3 of 8
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4. STAKEHOLDERS AND DESIRED OUTCOMES

The industry's strategic goals will be achieved by proactively engaging a variety of stakeholders.

The industry will ensure that the general public is well-informed of the collective approa InA
response to the Fukushima accidents. Special attention will be paid to engaging stak
(residents, elected officials and other stakeholders) immediately surrounding nudee

facilities to maintain confidence in their plant's continued safe operations and abil o.tet

public health and safety.

Emrlo~vces
The industry will provide information to its employees to understand o Olrating experience
from Fukushima as part of their training to execute their jobs wt• exl and be advocates

for nuclear safety.

The industry will continue to communicate and coo -teVji, federal, state and local
emergency organizations and gveren Ties to ensure that emergency
response plansreflect the lessons learned from tlF ushima Strategic Response Plan. These
organizations include, but are not limited•, state and local police; fire officials; health
officials/paramedics; federal, state ar l g vemments; and transportation companies.
Interactions will be focused on irneasi onfidence in the industry's and local government
emergency preparedness pro

T~ndustry
Utilities, industry V nd wners groups, architect-engineers, manufacturers and
companies and orý to involved in the nuclear fuel cycle, working as a collective
worldwide indty, ,licontinue to strive for operational excellence. These actions and goals
will contin oing contribution to the legacy of safe, reliable, environmentally
respo r 1uction of electricity at nudear energy facilities. The industry will work with all

ities to ensure the benefits of nuclear energy for future generations.

T§e industry will maintain relationships with federal and state regulators to ensure the industry) rtlcipates in the regulatory process and can effectively implement any regulatory changes.

Technical Partners
The industry will continue to collaborate with technical associations and organizations to ensure

information is disseminated and understood by all interested parties so that the benefits and

positions of nuclear energy are appreciated and support the industry's long-term objectives.
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PoIcyrnaiers and Opira);, Lýaderi
The industry will proactively communicate lessons learned and industry actions such that policy
and opinion leaders at the local, state and national level recognize the proactive, unwavering

industry response to the Fukushima accident. The industry will continue to focus on improving
confidence in the safety of U.S. nuclear energy facilities and assuring support for industry
legislative proposals and programs that enhance safety.

rntern.;tioral Comniunity

The U.S. nudear industry will interact with international nudear energy companies

organizations to compile and assess recommendations and actions for apoftb.Iht.S'S.'-
fadlities and to make the international industry aware of U.S. improvemelt•

,Cof
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5. LEADERSHIP MODEL OVERVIEW

The nuclear industry has successfully demonstrated the ability to identify and manage the
response to various issues in a coordinated manner. Under normal circumstances, the

structures are in place to successfully coordinate the response to significant Issues among keV
industry groups. For the response to the Fukushima event, however, there is a need for
greater level of coordination with the number and complexity of potential issues tha e
identified by each of the key industry groups. As a result, we have developed a coli g
framework for the development and execution of actions in response to the lesso~o 0

Fukushima event.

The leadership model is based on the following elements:

Organization - clear division of responsibilities amon e in parties. An
industry steering committee will provide strategic dQ 9io oversight. Ownership
for analysis and execution will be organized aro low d'trnd s seven building blocks
based on the type of issue being addressed.

Event Response Process - each Ind stry -g zation (see chart on page 9) is
responsible for identifying issues, plant .1 c improvements, and regulatory
reviews of the Fukushi ma eventssue de.criptions, including action plans and
recommendations, will be devk4lt)implement improvements. The steering
committee will approve tleactiorakand designate an industry organization and building

block to lead and imp en.Wgaction to resolution.

Issue Action oan. n plans with schedules and resource management tools
will be dev dn ecuted for each issue within its assigned building block.

* Stra$ c Reonse Plan - all issues assigned to the seven building blocks constitute
thel Industry's response. The action plans will be summarized by building block
buildien strategic response plan.

W ution Oversight and Status Tracking - each industry organization and its
build~ing block(s) will regularly report the status of all Issues to the steering committee.

ic'ing Blo'1's)The leadership model is organized around seven areas called building blocks. Building blocks

are temporary organizations created to develop and execute action plans for issues assigned to
them by the steering committee. Building blocks led by an individual assigned by the industry
organization will consist of assigned managers and designated personnel from the industry
organizations, utilities, and suppliers. Building block oversight is provided by the steering
committee, lead industry organization, and the assigned steering committee sponsor.
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The seven building blocks along with the lead organization(s) and focus are identified below:

1. Maintain Focus on Excellence in Existing Plant Performance (INPO): focus on
continued performance improvement of U.S. reactors.

2. Develop and Issue Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Events (IN
focus on comprehensive analysis of the Fukushima event and that lessons l
applied to the U.S. nuclear industry and shared with the World Associati
Operators (WANO). ao

3. Improve the Effectiveness of U.S. Industry Response
Nudear Events (INPO/NEI): focus on identified lessons I
industry response to the Fukush ima event, allowing for more
response to future events. 2ý

po Global
the U.S.

Ve integrated

I
4. Develop and Implement a Strategic

managing the industry's strategic commu
policyrnaker and public support for nucLq

g.os Plan (NEI): focus on
outreach campaigns to recover

5. Develop and Implement the

managing the industry's regulatj
regulatory issues from the inclig

r7**&egulatory Response (N EI): focus on
-actions and resolution of applicable industry

6. Participate and , International Organizations (INPO/EPRI):
focus on ensuring Ne u• from international investigations are captured and
effectively useftanr qctions with the other building blocks.

7. Provide T ical Support and R&D Coordination (EPRI/NSSS Owners'

G oi:ouon existing technical solutions and research and development activities

=rab0les necessary to address recommended actions of this plan.

fibh in lock will be supported by nuclear and, In specific Instances, non-nuclear industry
Lafzations and companies, where specific technical, operational or other expertise is
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6. LEADERSHIP RESPONSE ORGANIZATION AND BUILDING BLOCKS

The leadership model structure involves many industry participants and is outlined below:
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Sexton, Kimberly_

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nieh, Ho
Monday, October 03, 2011 8:32 PM
Ostendorff, William
Fw: Rep. Ed Markey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

Sir, fyi.

Will see what get's picked up in the trade press.

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
f301) 415-18.11 (office)
b(mobile)

(301) 41-175 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc..ov

&
From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) <Annie Caputo(d)epw.senate.qov> XJ
To: Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh, Ho "
Sent: Mon Oct 03 10:42:212011
Subject: FW: Rep. Ed Markey Confirmed For Wednesday'On U.S. Nuclear Policy

*%, N
Well, this looks balanced...

44~

From: Ohly, John [mailto:John.Ohly@-r
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 9:51
To: Alexander, Erin (Fellow); Caputo, A
Subject: FW: Rep. Ed Markey Co rrn iesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

4
Pretty balanced panel forn

"'4

From: National .ourn rsvpanationaljournal.com]
Sent: Monday, ber 2011 9:32 AM
To: Ohly, John
Subject: Re d ey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

f INTERVIEWS WITH:
. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissionEd Markey, Member, House Energy & Commerce Committee (D-MA)

NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE POLICY SUMMIT

LESSONS FROM JAPAN
Global Implications of Nuclear Disaster

I
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As we approach the seven month anniversary of the Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami and the
ensuing nuclear crisis, Americans still question what happened, why, and what an event of this
magnitude means for U.S. nuclear policy and our relative state of preparedness.

National Journal will convene experts to discuss the latest on the current nuclear situation, the U.S.
government's efforts to assist Japan, and the public health and economic lessons learned as a r~oblt
of the disaster.

RSVP: nisummitl00511.eventbrite.com

FEATURE INTERVIEW:
Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rep. Ed Markey, Member, House Energy & Commerce Committee (D-MA \

MODERATED BY: &
James Kitfield, Senior Correspondent, National Journal

PANEL:

" Richard W. Caperton, Senior Policy
ProgressI

* Allison Macfarlane, Associate Pgfe
Mason University

,rtunity, Center for American

Science and Policy, George

Wednesday, October 5, 2011
8:00 AM Registration
8:30 - 10:30 AM ProgrM6 I

National Press
First Amendmi

C(bNCT WITH NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE
On Facebook: Facebook.com/njliveevents
On Twitter: Twitter.com/njliveevents
Thoughts about the event? Tweet #njnuclear

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR UNDERWRITER: FLIR

2
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Note to Government Employees: In deference to the letter and spirit of applicable ethics regulations,
this educational event is not intended for state and local government employees. A description of this
event - written for government ethics office review - may be requested by writing
jhostetter@nationaljoumal.com.

Click here to unsubscribe

600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20037
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caputo, Annie (EPW) [Annie Caputo@epw.senate.gov]
Monday, October 03, 2011 12:05 PM
Nieh, Ho
RE: Rep. Ed Markey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

yup

From: Nieh, Ho rmailto:Ho.Nieh@cnrc.pov1
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: RE: Rep. Ed Markey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

Oh yeah, that looks very balanced! &.*

Looking forward to tomorrow - still good for you?

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(JU-4-1-. 11(OlTice)
- (b)(6) I(mobile)
• (301) 415-17 7(fax) •

ho.nieh(cnrc..pov -"

From: Caputo, Annie (EPW) mailto:Anni Ca -s
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 10:42 AM
To: Bubar, Patrice; Sharkey, Jeffry; Nieh
Subject: FW: Rep. Ed Markey Confi nesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

Well, this looks balanced...

From: Ohly, John mailtJ '-n.Oy mail.house.govl
Sent: Monday, Octo 3 :51 AM
To: Alexander, Erin (Fe ; Caputo, Annie (EPW)
Subject: FW: R . Ed M ey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

Pretty bala e ne or this one...

Fro• •l 3ournal LIVE rmailto:rsvp@)nationaliournal.com1
Sent: frday, October 03, 2011 9:32 AM
To: Ohly, 'ohn
Subject: Rep. Ed Markey Confirmed For Wednesday's Discussion On U.S. Nuclear Policy

FEATURE INTERVIEWS WITH:
Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rep. Ed Markey, Member, House Energy & Commerce Committee (D-MA)

1
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NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE POLICY SUMMIT

LESSONS FROM JAPAN
Global Implications of Nuclear Disaster

As we approach the seven month anniversary of the Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami,
ensuing nuclear crisis, Americans still question what happened, why, and what an event of thju
magnitude means for U.S. nuclear policy and our relative state of preparedness.

the

National Journal will convene experts to discuss the latest on the current nuclear
government's efforts to assist Japan, and the public health and economic lessons
of the disaster.

PU.S.
a result

RSVP: njsummitlO051l.eventbrite.com

FEATURE INTERVIEW:
Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory,
Rep. Ed Markey, Member, House Energy & Commerce

MODERATED BY:
James Kitfield, Senior Correspondent, National )

PANEL:

* Richard W. Caperton, r'. rn y Analyst, Ene
Progress

" Allison Macfarlavel ssoc fte Professor of Envir

rgy Opportunity, Center for American

onmental Science and Policy, George

8:00 AM
Program

Room

RSVP: nisummitI00511 .eventbrite.com

CONNECT WITH NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE
On Facebook: Facebook.com/nj liveevents
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On Twitter: Twitter.com/njliveevents
Thoughts about the event? Tweet #njnuclear

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR UNDERWRITER: FLIR

Note to Government Employees: In deference to the letter and spirit of applicable ethics
this educational event is not intended for state and local government employees. A descr
event - written for government ethics office review - may be requested by writing
jhostetter@(,ationalioumal.com.

Click here to unsubscribe

600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washingto4n,
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2011 5:18 AM
To: Ostendorff, William; Franovich, Mike; Kock, Andrea; Sexton, Kimberly
Subject: Post opinion - Nuclear energy after Fukushima

fyi...

Nuclear energy after Fukushima

By Jim Hoagland, Published: October 6 N
PALO ALTO, Calif. • ''

The environmental disaster at Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plant this sp n0Icr, ng a new global
divide over the safety of nuclear energy. Sharply differing responses to Fukus 'ma rm the world's wealthiest
and poorest nations will bring diminished safety for all.

Countries that should be best equipped to deal with nuclear mishaps e tu-- g away from atomic energy after
the meltdown of three reactors in northern Japan on March 11. Eut~e' 'nost notably in Germany, and
Americans are abandoning or delaying plans to replace or upgrae electricity-producing nuclear plants --
and extending the operational life of existing, less-safe reac eI,¶ond their original 40-year licensing
period.

But developing countries with little nuclear experienctod spo industrial safety records are moving ahead
with ambitious plans to expand generating capacit.ina nd India - after pausing briefly to review safety
arrangements - are adding about 80 new reactors ~t.ie next two decades. (The United States has 104 of
the 436 reactors worldwide.)

India's expanding use of electricity obtaind enriched uranium - an essential ingredient in building
nuclear weapons - is certain to spurakis $trs already well-established atomic ambitions, at a time when
many see Iran's nuclear research r" s a prelude to a triangular nuclear arms race involving Israel and
Arab states that covet nuclear poe(

N

In short, the proliferation o u w,•reactors across Asia is certain to facilitate and encourage nuclear weapons
proliferation as well.

"We are holding ai(,ear tigers by the tail," said George Shultz, secretary of state in the Reagan
administration, at anference on nuclear risk this week at Stanford University's Hoover Institution. The
disaster at F shim• he said, "should prompt a deeper appreciation of... weak links in nuclear weapons ...
and in the m s who are charged with making decisions, not to mention those seeking to cause. mass
m urder .2

It i Oc'of a kind that the nuclear disarmament movement is headed today by such establishment figures
as S1•Henry Kissinger, William Perry and Sam Nunn. This "Gang of Four" elder statesmen have for the
past fie years authored sober op-ed columns calling for the eventual abolition of nuclear weapons and given a
more realistic cast to a cause once dominated by the street theater and emotionalism of pacifist movements of
the Cold War era.

Shultz and his Hoover colleague Sidney Drell, a nuclear-physicist, organized this gathering of physicists,
nuclear engineers, academics and journalists to try to extend the rational, cost-benefit analytical approach to
the less-examined area of civil nuclear power.
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The calamity at Fukushima spread fears of radiation poisoning around the world - even though all but one or
two of the estimated 14,000 deaths were thought to have been caused by the earthquake and tsunami that
triggered the reactor meltdowns.

Germany nonetheless has ordered its 17 nuclear reactors shut down by 2022. Polls in other countries show
that there too anti-nuclear sentiment has regained ground that it had lost in recent years, as concern mounted
in developed countries about atmospheric pollution caused by carbon dioxide and the instability of petroleum
prices and supplies.

This swing is notable even in countries that depend heavily on nuclear power, such as France, w ciiS t
Party leaders say they will raise the issue in next year's presidential elections. In Japan, public 8&poal ofadding more nuclear plants stood at 82 percent six years ago. After Fukushima, that numbe P• ed to 30
percent, according to Japanese newspaper polls.

Industry representatives argued to~the experts here that higher safety standards an er r ulation protect
U.S. reactors from a Fukushima-type disaster. No consensus was reached on the Ii those
assertions. Japan made similar claims before Fukushima revealed the deadly ss in its crisis-
management abilities and in the International Atomic Energy Agency's oversi•,t ties.

Next week marks the 25th anniversary of the Reykjavik summit, where il rbachev proposed that the
United States and the Soviet Union abolish all their nuclear weapons - six. hs after he had seen the
destruction and havoc wrought by a nuclear meltdown at Chemob•yl* ,

The primary threat of irremediable damage to the planet no I ekc s from rocket forces commanded by
the Kremlin and the Pentagon but from nuclear bureaucra * s ITran, Jerusalem, New Delhi, Islamabad
and other capitals in the developing world, as well as from {'or. etworks intent on acquiring fissionable
material. ,

The Obama administration has supported the creah osals put forward by the Gang of Four and the
Global Zero movementand promised disarma rntt ini tives of its own in a comprehensive Nuclear Posture
Review and a Washington summit on proli~aj•N

But the nuclear world has changed dr, ma" n the past six months. The administration needs to recognize
and act on the reality that Fukushi 'k hemobyl in its day - issued a summons to new thinking.

Jim Hoagland, a contributing is currently an Annenberg visiting fellow at the Hoover
Institution.

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Co issio William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301 15-1 office)
(b)(6) bile)

(301)4 -17 (fax)
hoie ov
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 5:07 AM
To: Mizuno, Geary
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Franovich, Mike
Subject: Backfit follow up

Good morning Geary - hope all is well.

Would you be able to meet with me at 9:30 this morning on backfit?

I could use some more knowledge transfer from you!

Should be 30-minutes or less.

Please let me know.

Thanks.

Ho C

Ho NiehN

Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nudear oReflatc
(.301) 415-1811 (office)

I(b)(6) (mobile)
(301) 415-17 (fax)
ho. nieh(~nrc.Q ov

•ry Commission
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Sexton, Kimberly

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ostendorff, William
Wednesday, November 09, 2011 6:04 PM
Nieh, Ho
Re: Speaker Information: The New Nuclear Challenge, Prague - Ostendorff

Looks organized! Concur in doing the phone call.
,J

From: Nieh, Ho
To: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Wed Nov 09 17:04:30 2011
Subject: Fw: Speaker Information: The New Nuclear Challenge, Prague - Ostendorff

Fyi - there is a pre-conference phone call they are suggesting. I think that would be a g

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry
.Y

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301)415-18 (office)

1(b)(6) I(mobile)
o301) 415-175(fax)

ho.nieh@nrc.gov

1%

6.

From: Alexiev, Nicole <Nicole.Al
To: Nieh, Ho; Stahl, Eric
Cc: Carter, Mary; Browne-Phillips
Sent: Wed Nov 09 15:18:44 201
Subject: Speaker Information: T

Dear Commissioner Ostendo .

e>

And'dral .browne-phillips@aspeninst.org>

_e Ne uclear Challenge, Prague - Ostendorff

speaking participant at The New Nuclear Challenge, Nov 30- Dec 2, 2011, Prague,

des information on your session and speaking role.

,spen Institute's copyright license agreement form. Please sign this form asap and

We are honored to
Czech Republic. Th

In addition,
return it %A

Radisso'Blu Alcron: www.radissonblu.com/hotel-prague
Gala Dinner (evening, Dec 1): Troja Castle

SESSION INFORMATION
You are scheduled to participate in the following session:

Session Date and Time:
December 1, 2011

I
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11:15am - 12:45pm

Session Two: International Regulatory Reactions to Fukushima
The 2011 Japanese nuclear accident has had global implications for nuclear operators, countries, and international
regulators. Some scientists and policy makers say that the Fukushima disaster revealed that the nuclear industry lacks
sufficient oversight, leading to renewed calls to redefine national nuclear regulatory mechanisms and the mandate of
the IAEA to better police nuclear power plants worldwide. This panel of national and international representatives will
discuss what effect Fukushima has had on the nuclear regulatory environment specifically and implications for the
industry in general.

Dana DrAbovi, President of the State Office for Nuclear Safety, Czech Republic
Denis Flory, Deputy Director General for Nuclear Safety and Security, International Atomic Energy A n
Lord Peter Mandelson, Politician and Former Member of Government, U.K.
William Ostendorff, Commissioner, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Moderator: TBD
*Please note that this information is subject to change. We will notify you in advance of any major chan s.

SESSION FORMAT

The format for sessions at Aspen Institute Forums is conversational wit by the moderator.
* Each session lasts `90 minutes and includes a moderator an - ' lists."
* The moderator will introduce the session topic and each p irididually. The moderator will then guide the

conversation among all the speakers. )
e The session will conclude with a 15-30 minute questn-an we period with the audience.

The following suggestions are offered to assist in orranN Jest possible Forum:
* Panelists should give no more than a 5-7 minute 6o'ing presentation when they are introduced by the

moderator.
* Panelists are encouraged not to use presentations. However, if you absolutely require slides, we ask

that you limit your slides to no m ~e t you have slides, please send them to
Nicole.alexiev@astenins .orfji t•1 n November 22.

* Note: The most frequent negI iv comment in evaluations of Aspen Institute Forums is when speakers exceed
their time limit, reducin e t available for dialogue.

2
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" You are welcome to bring materials such as reports, brochures, etc. to the Forum. We anticipate around 120
attendees so please plan accordingly.

* Please arrive for you session at least 15 minute before the start time!

SESSION PREPARATION

Pre-Prague Phone Conversation:
We would like to schedule a time to discuss your session and your speaking role, before arriving in Prague. Please let
me know if you are able to have a 30-minute conversation anytime in the following timeframe: Novembej 14 -

November 23. Please contact me directly at Nicole.alexiev@aspeninst.org to coordinate the best time fow,

Pre-Forum Speakers Dinner:
November 3 0th, 18:30pm
Location: V ZMtigi Restaurant *

* Please meet in the lobby of the Radisson at 18:30pm to be transported to the Restaurant

We have arranged a special dinner for all speakers on November 3&t. Speakers will si| er with their fellow
panelists and moderators to prepare for their sessions.

On behalf of all of us at the Aspen Institute, we thank you again for participa ng in New Nuclear Challenge and we
look forward to seeing you in Prague!

Sincerely,

Nicole Alexiev
Deputy Director
Energy and Environment Program
The Aspen Institute
202-736-5815

3
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Sexton, Kimberly

From: Christina Logan [clogan@pacific.net.sg]
Sent: Sunday, November 13,2011 7:30 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ho,

Many thanks for the clarification - I didn't realise there were 5 N.RC Commissioners. I look forward tose
Commissioner Ostendorff at the World Nuclear Briefing 2012 in Hanoi.

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan

Programme Director0
strati mcmcommunications
Mob:j(b)(6) (6
www.stratcoms.com "

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Sunday, 13 November, 2011 2:25 AM
To: 'clogan@pacific.net.sg'
Subject: Re: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Christina, ^h

I hope all is well with you.

I'm not familiar about the UK panel.

There are 5 NRC Commission N
Commissioner Ostendorff -ard to the Hanoi conference in January.

Best wishes,

Ho X N
Sent via &e

Ho Nie

Offi ommissioner William C. Ostendorff
U.S. Nu ear Regulatory Commission
301 ) 415-181_1 (office)

1(6) Mmobile)
(301) 415-175"T(fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov
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From: Christina Logan <clogan@padfic.net.sg>
To: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Fri Nov 11 17:10:28 2011
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ho,

How are you? I trust that all is well. I recently saw a forum in the UK for Feb 21-22 advertising that Commissioner
Kristine Svinicki will be participanting. Has there been a change?

I look forward to hearing from you.

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director

-Strategic Communications(b)(6)
www.stratcoms.com

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, 7 September, 2011 10:46 PM
To: 'dogan@ pacific.net.sg'
Subject: Re: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Thanks Christina. Any thoughts on the panel?

Ho

Sent via BlackBerry

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner WilliaC. stendlorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C ion
4(301)415-1811.(office)(b)(6) /(mobVt

((301) 415-17 (fax ' I
ho.nieh@nrc.go ", N

From: Cl sti!.ogan <clogan@padific.net.sg>
To: NiL•
Se p 07 06:15:112011

Subj: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Many thanks for this Ho. It was good to have a chat with you yesterday.

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director

2
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Strateic Communication&-)
Mob ~~

From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, 7 September, 2011 1:41 AM
To: 'clogan@pacific.net.sg'
Subject: RE: World Nudear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Christina,

Thank you for providing the current programme.

Given that the Commissioner will be spending most of the day at the programme, I
participate in the afternoon panel session if that opportunity was available. We fou
panel at the Hong Kong conference last year was worthwhile.

Please let me know if that is a possibility. C

1%
V to
iq in the

As requested, the title and bullet points for Commissioner Ostendorffs4

Title: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Response to the Nu Itar

* Discuss the USNRC's response to the nuclear accidnt th- F
including the recommendations of the NRC's Near %rn tsk F

* Discuss the USNRC's next steps for enhancinpfhclea ,•fety
cooperation

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh N
Chief of Staff _ n%.
Office of Commissioner Wim Os ndorff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatorym, ls-ibn

resy- on are as follows.

IE dhts in Japan

ukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant,
orce

rnd opportunities for international

-r\
---- Oqgi QIýsage-

From.:" n~ Logan [mailto:clogan@pacific.net.sg]
Sen ay, September 05, 2011 1:13 AM
To: Ni'• Ho
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ho,

I called and missed you again. Perhaps-it is easier for us to do this via email. I am attaching the current
programme for your easy reference. My thoughts was to include Commissioner Ostendorff at 12pm and this
will be directly followed by Jay Gutierrez at 12:30 who will discuss the benefits of an independent regulator with
reference to the U.S's response to the incidents at Fukushima.

3
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Let me know what you think. If this is ok - please send me topic title, bullet points as well as a brief bio and a
photo to update both website and programme.

I look forward to receiving the above soon as I would like to start working on the getting the brochure printed
soon.

Many thanks,
christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director
Strate ic Communications

Mob ()6

---- Original Message---
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, 2 September, 2011 11:06 AM
To: clogan@pacific.net.sg
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Christina - we keep missing each other.

It would be easier to talk over the phone than via email.

I am in the office all day tomorrow, and my calendar iswd~open.

Is there a particularly good time for me to call ybu?

Best wishes,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner =4iufnstendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

amLpgan [clogan@pacific.net.sg]
, September 01, 2011 4:29. PM

": World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

N
Dear Ho,

I just saw your message and tried calling you, will try again in a few minutes time. It is 8:30am now.

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan
4
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Programme Director
Strategic Communications-...
Mob:-(b_)(6_)

--- Original Message-
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, 1 September, 2011 10:40 PM
To: 'clogan@pacific.net.sg'
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Christina,

Hello! Is there a good time for us to talk today?

I am 16-hours behind you.

Perhaps 16:30 my time, which would be about 08:30 your time.

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendi

,(301 ) 415-181_1(office)

I(b)(6) [mobile)
(301) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

-- Original Message-
From: Christina Logan [mailto:cl
Sent: Thursday, September 01,
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: World Nucleaeoj

orff U.S. Nuclear Re~5latory Commission

'.net.sg]
.%AM

2012

could do this via email. I will need Commissioner's Ostendorff's
brief bio so that I can update the website and programme.

Hi Ho,

I am sorry I m
topic title and, as

I look' from you.

Christina Logan
Programme Director
MStrategic Communications

-- Original Message-
5
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From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, 31 August, 2011 12:42 PM
To: clogan@pacific.net.sg
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

It is 8:42 PM.

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

_(0301) 415-181._(office)
IF (6) _Jmobile)

1) 415-1757 (fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Christina Logan [clogan@pacific.net.sg]
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 20118:34 PM C
To: Nieh, Ho
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

That sounds good - what time is it for you now?

christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director
Strate ic Communications...
Mob :(b)(6) l

-- Original Message- 2ovj
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho., nrc.
Sent: Wednesday, 31 A u1 12:21 PM
To: clogan@pacific.ne u .
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: Worl le ower Briefing 2012

Ok, sounds plan!

I am fre from :30 to 2:00 PM. US EDT, and after 2:45 PM US EDT.

Be es,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission(301) 415-181,1 (office)

1(b)(6) Imobile)

(301) 41b-1t75t(fax)
6
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ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Christina Logan [clogan@pacific.net. sg]
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 7:16 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ho,

I will call you tomorrow morning my time which should be late in the afternoon for you - I think.

Speak soon,

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director
Strategic Communications_
Mob (b)(6)

--- Original Message---
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, 30 August, 2011 10:12 AM
To: 'clogan@pacific. net.sg'
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Hi Christina. Yes, I did call you ...and reme tyou are in NZ so I hung up.

Can we arrange for a convenient time or y I to talk about the Commissioner's participation? It would
help me frame out his speech. I

Let me know what a goodtir or y would be.

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staf',

Office of misioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301)41f-181 (office)

I(b)(6) rnobile)
(30"• 757 fax)
ho.niee@nrc.gov

---- Original Message-
From: Christina Logan [mailto:clogan@pacific.net.sg]
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 4:32 PM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ho,
7
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Did you call me last night? I have a missed call on my phone at 2:14am - best way for us to communicate is
via email. Could you send me Commissioner Ostendorff's topic title, bullet points as well as his brief bio and
photo?

Warm regards,
christina

Christina Logan
Programme Director
Strategic Communications. 000

Mob (b)(6) " <(1

--- Original Message--
From: Nieh, Ho [mailto:Ho.Nieh@nrc.gov]
Sent: Sunday, 21 August, 2011 7:36 AM
To: Nieh, Ho; 'clogan@pacific.net.sg' 0
Cc: Herr, Linda
Subject: RE: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Christina - trying this message one more time. Previous attects'Sw e returned with an error message.

Please see below. r \

Best regards,

Ho

Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Osten Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1811 (office)

I(b)(6) |(mobile)
(301) 410-177 5(fax)
ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Nieh, Ho
Sent: Thursday, Au s 8, 11 2:10 PM
To: clogan@paci .sg
Cc: Herr, Lindr
Subject: RE rid Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear Ch stine

I ho nessage finds you doing well.

Commissioner Ostendorff is pleased to accept your invitation to speak at the World Nuclear Power Briefing
2012 in Hanoi, Vietnam.

Please contact me at your convenience to coordinate his participation on the agenda.

Best wishes,

Ho-
8
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Ho Nieh
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William C. Ostendorff U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
+1 301-415-1811 (office)

(b)(6) M(mobile)+.1 301-415-175"P(fax)

ho.nieh@nrc.gov

From: Christina Logan [mailto:clogan@pacific.net.sg]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 7:11 AM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho
Subject: World Nuclear Power Briefing 2012

Dear William,

I am following up on my recent invitation to you to participate at our forthcomin Wo 'clear Power Briefing
2012, taking place in Hanoi on 17th January 2012. l am attaching the latest pr e update for your easy
reference.

I hope that you will be able to join Lady Barbara, the Vietnamese Vice in.sir of Science & Technology and
the rest of the nuclear industry speakers in Hanoi in January.

I look forward to hearing favourably from you soon.

Warm regards,
christina

Programme Director J,• k

Strategic communications
Mob :! (b)(6) II,

From: Christina Logan [mai an pacific.net.sg]
Sent: Friday, 1 July, 201
To: William C Ostendof
Cc: 'Nieh, Ho'
Subject: World Nu Po er Briefing 2012

28th June 2

Mr Wi& ndorff

Co *ler
U.S. t~clear Regulatory Commission

Dear William,

I trust that you are doing well. I am very pleased to invite you to participate at our forthcoming 1 day Exclusive
World Nuclear Power Briefing
2012 that will be held in Hanoi on 17th January 2012.

9
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Lady Judge, Chairman Emeritus, UK Atomic Energy Authority and Chairman, The Energy Institute of UCL will
be leading the briefing for the day and is looking forward to an insightful exchange of ideas and thoughts on the
policies and issues that governments will have to face when determining whether to go nuclear particularly
after Fukushima. We are looking at putting together a panel of key industry speakers who will be able to add
valuable insight to the challenges facing the post-Fukushima world nuclear industry - discussing safety
standards, policies, climate change, financing options and technological advances at an issues driven I day
exclusive briefing.

We have received confirmation from Vietnam that the Ministry of Science and Technology will be endorsing the
briefing and Vice Minister LE Dinh Tien will be delivering the Keynote Address. The Ministry of S".ence &
Technology is responsible for nuclear power development and has 3 nuclear power agencies un-r,,,,
auspices - Vietnam Atomic Energy Authority, Vietnam Atomic Energy Institute and Vietnam
Radiation and Nuclear Safety
- all 3 agencies will be represented at the briefing.

We are also pleased to have the support and participation from the World Nuclear -s

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any enquiries, otherwise f lo ard to hearing
favourably from you soon.

Warm regards,
Christina ,

Christina Logan ,
Programme Director
Strategic Communications._"
Mob (b)(6) ( ")

10
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PREr~ 30-Mr-l30-Mar-ll

DOE Perspective on corrosion issues at Fukushima

Executive summary

(b)(5)

DOE Frame of reference on activity to date:

I (b)(5) I
Comparison with Millstone experience: On Sept- 1, 1972, the Millstone Unit 1 BWR
was undergoing routine startup. Due to a leak in the main condenser tube, high
conductivity sea-water was introduced into full flow demineralizers. The
demineralizers failed very rapidly and led to high conductivity water in the reactor
vessel via the condensate/feedwater system.

As noted in their report, the effects of this event introduced "maximum chloride
content" were reduced somewhat because of the very low oxygen content in the
water. However, some key corrosion effects were observed in a matter of hours.

* 116/120 of the local power range monitors (stainless steel) were damaged
by cracking in a short time period. In part, this extensive damage was due
to the very thin walls of the LPRM's.

* Stress corrosion cracking was observed in other reactor components such as
stainless steel piping [composition assumed from other similar BWRs]. These
cracks were predominantly in crevice areas of threaded components or tight
joints and measured to be 0.75 to 1.25 mm in depth. Notably, these cracks
were considered to be "superficial" and not expected to propagate during
subsequent operation. Later analysis confirmed these results.

1
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_ýR

30-Mar-ll

* Subsequent tests at GE found results more severe than in the actual incident.
Cracks were found in highly stressed stainless steel and age-hardened alloys,
but not in Inconel or carbon-steel.

Several implications are important when considering events in Fukushima.

Corrosion impacts on key components: As noted above for Millstone salt water will
clearly facilitate corrosion processes of reactor components.

(b)(5)

LII

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

2
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PRED AL 30-Mar-ll

(b)(5)

EVidence ofcorrosion in the system:'. (b)(5)

(b)(5)

3
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PR IDNAL30Mrl 30-Mar-ll

(b)(5)

Lonca-term needs: I (b)(5)

(b)(S)

4
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Schaperow, Jason

From: Schaperow, Jason

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 8:13 PM
To: Tinkler, Charles
Subject: FW: AERIAL Dose Rate Estimate from Uncovered Pool
Attachments: ev.owa.jpg

Below is a recent email from Randy. I am forwarding itto you, because I did not see you on cc.

From: Gauntt, Randall 0 [rogaunt@sandia.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:39 PM
To: Schaperow, Jason
Cc: McClellan, Yvonne
Subject: FW: AERIAL Dose Rate Estimate from Uncovered Pool

From: Gauntt, Randall 0
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Cc: charles.tinkler@nrc.gov; Orrell, Stanley A; Pickering, Susan Y; Burns, Shawn
Subject: AERIAL Dose Rate Estimate from Uncovered Pool

Attached is my analysis of dose above uncodered pool.
THe analysis accounts for elevation, and attenuation of the shine in air. Also included are possibilities of
intervening thickness of steel and concrete. Did not include selfshielding of U02 in assemblies (i.e. point
source).

No intervening materials and one might see 30 R/hr tagain neglecting self shielding).

With 1 ft of concrete and perhaps a little steel the aerial dose rate at 1000 f eet-liops to a few hundred mRlhr.

U02 self shielding could drop this as well, perhaps into the 50mR/hr 'ange at 1000 feet.

Note it's also sensitive to elevation, another 100 feet makes a difference.

Randy

From: Kelly, John E (NE) [JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:15 PM
To: Gauntt, Randall 0
Subject: RE: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep

We need your analysis again on dose vs pool height

From: Gauntt, Randall 0 [mailto~rogaunt@sandia.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 1:10 AM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Subject: RE: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep
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--No steam could also mean that the temperature is less than boiling.

Can imagine a reality that concluded "we didn't re-establish electrical power becaues we were afraid someting
bad would happen?"

Try to keep us informed on flyover doses over the SFP - seems a dead giveaway if ground shine gets really. I
calculate. 25 R/hr 'at 1000 feet for exposed SFP, including attenuation of air in atmosphere (not just r-squared
effect).

From: Kelly, John E (NE) [JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:59 PM
To: Gauntt, Randall 0
Subject: FW: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep This is what confuses us all

From: Duncan, Aleshia
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:58 AM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Subject: Fw: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep

Ed asked that I forward to you.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

From: Cherry, Ron
To: JapanEmbassy, TaskForce <JapanEmbassyTaskForce@state.gov>; Whitney, Thomas C
<WhitneyTC@state. gov>
Cc: Kirk Foggie <Kirk.Foggie@nrc.gov>; Duncan, Aleshia; Duncan, Aleshia (State Dept); Peko, Damian
Sent: Sat Mar 19 00:29:37 2011
Subject: FW: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep Please use the text pasted immediately below.
Thanks!

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plants

The NRC team in Tokyo assessed early March 19 that the spent fuel cooling pools in Units 3 and 4 are totally
dry, as no steam is coming off either pool, while the pools in Units 1 and 2 are stable. The operations to fill the
dry pools using fire hoses and helicopter-borne water drops are not having an impact. A hard pipe solution will
be needed to add water to these pools.

The NRC, working with USFJ, USAID/DART and Embassy Tokyo, is pursuing three parallel paths to obtain the
needed equipment to implement the hard pipe solution to ensure that the equipment is in place as soon as
possible and also given the possibility that multiple set-ups will be needed. One path is to have Australian
components delivered (Embassy Canberra has confirmed that this is being worked at the highest levels of the
Australian Government). Another possibility, proposed by TEPCO, is to bring components from China. The
third possibility is to use equipment that was acquired recently by the Tokyo Metropolitan Fire Department.
The Fire Department has made this equipment available.

The NRC team met March 19 with the TEPCO chairman and a senior nuclear officer. TEPCO laid out its top
three priorities for bringing the Fukushima Dai-ichi situation under control. The immediate priority is to utilize
the recently established AC electrical connection in Unit 2 to prevent the hydrogen buildup in the Unit 2
building from causing a hydrogen explosion. The NRC team is concerned that restarting an electrical
connection at the damaged facility is unlikely to be successful and could be dangerous.
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-.TEPCO's other priorities are to work toward an overall reduction of radiation doses at the site and to mitigate
the impacts of seawater on the reactor containment vessels where seawater is being used (Units 1, 2 and 3).

A possible proposal is to mobilize all available remotely controlled assets that could be utilized at the facility,
including a Lockheed Martin unmanned helicopter with heavy lift capability. The team expects that all of this
equipment will eventually be needed at the site.

Responding to a request from Ambassador Fujisaki, USAID/DART has arranged for the delivery of 10,000
personal protection suits. According to USAID/DART, the protective clothing from the U.S. will arrive at Narita
Airport on Monday morning.

Radiation Monitoring Update

Fukushima Area Measurements: Two DOE aerial measurement teams conducted operations March 17-18,
with a C-1 2 aircraft flying serpentine and parallel patterns in the vicinity of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP and the
evacuation radius at 1000 feet and a UH-1 helicopter overflying USG facilities at 500 ft. The measurements
around the NPP showed readings. The teams concluded that measurements have not yet covered a wide
enough geographic area to completely map out area of contamination but found that the greatest concentration
of contaminated material is located to the northwest of the facility with a narrow band to the northwest beyond
the 20-km. evacuation radius where the integrated 4-day doses approach or exceed 1 Rem.

On March 19, the team plans to attempt ground measurements in the regions where the highest radiation
measurements were detected on March 18. This mission will also to validate the previous day's data. The
team will also begin aerial monitoring above Sendai City to establish baseline readings in that area. Wind
forecasts for March 20 and 21 predict any leaked material from the plant will be blown toward Sendai.
Embassy Tokyo is monitoring the situation as there are USG personnel in that area.

Local Embassy Measurements: New readings from March 19 will be provided in the next sitrep.

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Foggie, Kirk [mailto:Kirk.Foggie@nrc.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 1:25 PM
To: Cherry, Ronald C
Subject: UPDATE 2: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep

Update to last paragraph

A possible proposal is to mobilize all available remotely controlled assets that could.be utilized at the facility,
including a Lockheed Martin unmanned helicopter with heavy lift capability. The team expects that all of this
equipment will eventually be needed at the site.

From: Cherry, Ronald C [mailto:CherryRC@state.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:40 PM
To: Foggie, Kirk
Subject: FW: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep
Importance: High

Kirk,

Appreciate your chop on the text highlighted below in red.
3
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Thanks.

Ron

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Whitney, Thomas C
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Cherry, Ronald C
Subject: Please clear for the 1300 sitrep

Ron,

Please let me know if I am missing or mischaracterizing anything or if you'd like this to take a different angle.
The NRC assessment is based on comments on the conference call.

-Thomas

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plants

The NRC team in Tokyo assessed early March 19 that the spent fuel cooling pools in Units 3 and 4 are totally
dry, as no steam is coming off either pool, while the pools in Units 1 and 2 are stable. The operations to fill the
dry pools using fire hoses and helicopter-borne water drops are not having an impact. A hard pipe solution will
be needed to add water to these pools.

The NRC, working with USFJ, USAID/DART and Embassy Tokyo, is pursuing three parallel paths to obtain the
needed equipment to implement the hard pipe solution to ensure that the equipment is in place as soon as
possible and also given the possibility that multiple set-ups will be needed. One path is to have Australian
components delivered (Embassy Canberra has confirmed that this is being worked at the highest levels of the
Australian Government). Another possibility, proposed by TEPCO, is to bring components from China. The
third possibility is to use equipment that was acquired recently by the Tokyo Metropolitan Fire Department.
The Fire Department has made this equipment available.

The NRC team met March 19 with the TEPCO chairman and a senior nuclear officer. TEPCO laid out its top
three priorities for bringing the Fukushima Dai-ichi situation under control. The immediate priority is to utilize
the recently established AC electrical connection in Unit 2 to prevent the hydrogen buildup in the Unit .2
building from causing a hydrogen explosion. The NRC team is concerned that restarting an electrical
connection at the damaged facility is unlikely to be successful and could be dangerous.

TEPCO's other priorities are to work toward an overall reduction of radiation doses at the site and to mitigate
the impacts of seawater on the reactor containment vessels where seawater is being used (Units 1, 2 and 3).

The NRC team seeks assistance in mobilizing all available remotely controlled assets that could be utilized at
the facility, including a Lockheed Martin unmanned helicopter with heavy lift capability. The team expects that
all of this equipment will eventually be needed at the site.

Responding to a request from Ambassador Fujisaki, USAID/DART has arranged for the delivery of 10,000
personal protection suits. According to USAID/DART, the protective clothing from the U.S. will arrive at Narita
Airport on Monday morning.

Radiation Monitoring Update

Fukushima Area Measurements: Two DOE aerial measurement teams conducted operations March 17-18,
with -a C-12 aircraft flying serpentine and parallel patterns in the vicinity of the Fukushima Daiichi NPP and the

4
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-evacuation radius at 1000 feet and a UH-1 helicopter overflying USG facilities at 500 ft. The measurements
around the NPP showed readings. The teams concluded that measurements have not yet covered a wide
enough geographic area to completely-map out area of contamination but found that the greatest concentration
of contaminated material is located to the northwest of the facility with a narrow band to the northwest beyond
the 20-km. evacuation radius where the integrated 4-day doses approach or exceed 1 Rem.

On March 19, the team plans to attempt ground measurements in the regions where the highest radiation
measurements were detected on March 18. This mission will also to validate the previous day's data. The
team will also begin aerial monitoring above Sendai City to establish baseline readings in that area. Wind
forecasts for March 20 and 21 predict any leaked material from the plant will be blown toward Sendai.
Embassy Tokyo is monitoring the situation as there are USG personnel in that area.

Local Embassy Measurements: New readings from March 19 will be provided in the next sitrep.

Thomas Whitney
Political Officer
Embassy of the United States in Tokyo
1-10-5, Akasaka 1-Chome, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 107
Telephone: (81)(03)3224-
•5559<https:l/remote.sandia.gov/owa/, Danal nfo=cas 1 .sandia.gov,SS L+tel: (81 )(03)3224-5467>
fax:(81 )(03)3224-5322
http://japan.usembassy.gov/

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

5
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Bowers, Anithony

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

PMT02 Hoc
Friday, March 25, 2011 5:11 PM
Hoc, PMT12; m.shaffer@state.gov; shaffermr@state.gov; LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc
FW: Updated NARAC-NRC Plausible Realistic Scenario Calculation
Japanlmpact-PRC-V3-NARAC-Consequence Rept.pdf; Japan Plausible Realistic Case V3-
NARAC-1600Z25Mar201 1.pptx; Japan RctrP RC-V3-(U 1 Exp)-NARAC-N RC_2011 Mar25_
1600Z.docx; 3-26-11 onsite exposure rate data.pdf

High

Mark-

Attached is the complete set of products (PDF consequence report, Powerpoint summary, Word document with
assumptions) for the updated NARAC-NRC Plausible Realistic Scenario prediction "PRC-V3". NRC PMT reviewed the
activity release amounts and is in agreement with the values.

Also attached is data -we have compiled for the site from TEPCO data. We have not been sending to NARAC or others, as
they also have this information.

Please call the Ops Center and ask for the PMT Director if you need additional information.

PIs confirm receipt \

Thanks
Cyndi Jones
PMT Director

FURTHER DISTRIBUTION OF THESE PRODUCTS IS CONTROLLED THROUGH THE DOE NIT and NRC
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I A Introductior) I

N uclear Power Plant

BWR (in operation

PWR (in operation

)
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.. WR (under construction)
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Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station
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ATR (Under decommissioning) 0
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15819

8 Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station
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- Sendai Nuclear Power Station

Fig. A-2 Locations of Nuclear Installations
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A Severe Accident involves Core Degradation

Core melting / de .n
have occurred in
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1.\.

At this stage,

Safety Objectives:

Minimize and control

radioactivity release to
the environment, by

-maintaining integrity of
containment boundary

-retaining coolable
configuration of corium
inside the reactor pressure
vessel (lower head)
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From: Harrini ton. Holl
To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: FW: Proposed statement

Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 11:09:18 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Leistikow, Dan [mailto: Dan. Leistikow@higdoe.gov]
Sent ardv March 12. 2011 11 -0 PM
To:t (b)(6)

S(b)(6) I;Harrington, Holly; F _ (b)(6)

'Andy.Adora@epamail.epa.gov'; Smith, Sean; Brenner, Eliot; 'hammerma@state.gov';
'matthew.chandler@dhs.gov'; 'Brent.Colburn@dhs.gov'; 'JEFF.KARONIS@DHS.GOV';

(b)(6) ; Mueller, Stephanie; LaVera,
LDamien; Reynolds, Tom; 'Oster.Sethepamail.epa.gov'; Zichal, Heather
Subject: Proposed statement

Few reporters are actually using our DOE statement, which isn't entirely bad since Japan has the lead.
The background comments in particular seem to have little impact. Of course, reporters would much
rather question our experts/senior officials about what is going on, which I'm not in favor of right now
anyway.

At the same time, the stories don't say much about USG involvement, nor have we broadly knocked
down fears that a giant cloud of deadly radiation could come to the west coast, which is unfounded but
nonetheless is going through people's minds.

We are also likely to see more of the "could it. happen here" meme (especially on the Sunday shows
tomorrow), which is unhelpful given our advocacy of new nuclear generation in the US.

My point is that I think it would be good to have a WH statement (maybe first thing in the AM?) that
would get more attention and would frame our collective efforts. It could cover both .the humanitarian
assistance/search and rescue as well as addressing the nuclear stuff. I defer to others on what to say
on the first part, but the latter part might go like this:

"Officials from the Department of Energy, the NRC, and other agencies have maintained close contact
with Japanese officials and will provide whatever assistance the Japanese government requests as they
work to cool their nuclear reactors.

As tempting as it may be to compare this to the 1986 Chemobyl disaster, Japan's reactors have a
fundamentally different design, which means that even in the worst case scenario, the possible
radioactive release -- while still very serious -- is likely to be much less.

The United States has highly advanced capabilities for monitoring and predicting the path of radioactive
releases anywhere in the world. Fortunately, the most likely path for radioactive releases from the
Fukushima reactors is out to sea where it will ultimately dissipate. There is absolutely no reason to
think that materials from these reactors -- even in a worst case scenario -- would pose health or safety
risks to the United States. Bear in mind that the government of Japan has evacuated those within
about 12 miles of the affected reactors. Hawaii is more than X,000 miles away.

The American people can also have confidence that here in the United States, we have rigorous safety
regulations in place to ensure that our nuclear power plants -- which provide 20 percent of our
electricity -- can withstand tsunamis, earthquakes or any other hazard.

As we saw with recent mining disasters, the California gas pipeline blast, and the Deepwater Horizon
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explosion, there are risks inherent to all of our major energy sources that require rigorous oversight.
Yet in the more than 50 year history of America's civilian nuclear industry, we have not had a single
fatality or serious injury from radioactivity. We must remain vigilant so that safety record continues, and
we should recognize the crucial contribution nuclear energy makes to powering America's economy.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OFENERGY
///A41 TS IA'Iv

Radiological Assessment
- of effects from -

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant

April 7,2011
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

ENERGY l/I VkQi~
Operations Summary

I I I"

Aerial Measuring Systems have totaled more than 262 flight
hours in support of aerial monitoring operations

NNSA's Consequence Management Response Teams have
collected approximately 100,000 total field measurements
taken by DOE, DoD, and Japanese monitoring assets

240 total air samples-taken at US facilities throughoutJapan
undergoing lab analysis in the US
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

ENERG;Y DOE/NNSA Monitoring
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US. DEPARTMENT OF ///A ,Vt VI

VENERGY Assessment

An assessment of measurements gathered through April 6 continues to
show:
* Rapid decay of deposited radiological material indicating

Radioiodine is the most significant component of dose
e Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation

or relocation outside of 25 miles; and levels continue to decrease
* No measurable deposit of radiological material since March 19
* US bases and facilities all measure dose rates below 32 microrem/hr

(32 millionths of a REM) - a level with no known health risks
, Agricultural monitoring and possible intervention will be required

for several hundred square kilometers surrounding the site:
# Soil and water samples are the only definitive method to

determine agricultural countermeasures
s Ground monitoring can give better fidelity to identify areas

that require agricultural sampling

6
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///A I 'YtjlLVVLZA
Context

@ The Nuclear Regulatory Commission estimates that the average
American absorbs 620 mRem a year* (or 0.071 mRem/hour)

e An average transatlantic flight produces an exposure of 2.5

mRem*

e A typical chest x-ray produces 10 mRem per image

EPA guidelines call for public health actions if exposure exceeds
1000 mRem over 4 days

* Source: NRC: http://nrc.gov/images/about-nrc/radiation/factoid2-1rg.gif
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From: ET02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:13 PM
To: ET07 Hoc
Subject- FW: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

----- Original Message -----
From: ET01 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:13 PM
To: ET02 Hoc
Subject: FW: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:12:56 PM
To: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; RST01 Hoc; ET01 Hoc
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Blount, Tom; FOIA Response.hoc Resource; ETOS Hoc;
OST02 HOC; LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT
Auto forwarded by a Rule

Yes, the RST is working on a revision to the strategies/recommendations document to reflect the insights of several
entities-RST, Japan Team, NR, DOE, GEH (and perhaps others). They will expressly indicate the consideration of drywell
flooding in the document.

--- Original Message----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Sheron, Brian; RST01 Hoc; ETO1 Hoc
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Boger, Bruce; Blount, Tom; FOIA Response.hoc Resource; ET05 Hoc; OST02 HOC; LIA06 Hoc; LIA08
Hoc
Subject: Response - Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

I understood that the RST is working to update the consensus recommendations document. Bruce?

---- Original Message ----
From: Sheron, Brian
To: RST01 Hoc; ET01 Hoc

Cc: Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Wed Mar 30 10:22:03 2011
Subject: FW: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

See below. What is our latest recommendation?

--- Original Message---
From: Kelly, John E (NE) [mailto:JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]

1
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Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:20 AM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: Re: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

(b)(5)

John E Kelly

----- Original Message-
From: Sheron, Brian
To: Kelly, John E (NE)

Sent: Wed Mar 30 08:15:38 2011
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

(b)(5)

---- Original Message -----
From: Kelly, John E (NE) [mailto:JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:31 PM

To: Sheron, Brian

Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

Brian

(b)(5)

John

---- Original Message -----
From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

(b)(5)

2
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(b)(5)

--- -- Original Message -----
From: Kelly, John E (NE) [mailto:JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

I'm at Commission briefing and way behind in email. I don't understand the issue.

---- Original Message -----
From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Cc: Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; RST01 Hoc; ET01 Hoc
Subject: FW: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

John, see below.

It was our understanding that all recommendations to the Japanese government were going to be first vetted internallvy
within the U.S.

Last weekend our RST vetted the severe accident management recommendations with NRC, DOE, INPO, EPRI, NR, Bettis,
KAPL, GEH and got alignment before the recommendations were sent to the site team..

It was also my understanding that Secretary Chu agreed to this process with Chairman Jaczko. Is DOE going to
coordinate the vetting process, or do you want to send it over to the NRC's RST and let them vet it?

.-.....Original Message -----
From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 7:44 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

Brian:

Done already. Dana and I were on the phone. Dr. Holdrens is checking on the consensus view reached yesterday on the
* recommendation of not flooding the drywell. Without having any water level measurement in the drywell, concerns
are: (i) condensing the steam which may cause a hydrogen burn; (ii) too much water in the drywell resulting in blocking
the vent path. The blocking of the vent path will be very serious, because at this time, it is now the only path for
relieving pressure in the RCS.

Apparently, Dr. Holdrens spoke to our Chairman and was told by our Chairman that he understood the NRC still favors
flooding the drywell. Dana and I both said the concern of blocking the vent path is a major concern especially we do not
know or able to measure the water level in the drywell. I also mention that in case of molter core material breached the
RPV, ANL (under DOE) is calculating the MCCI; and NRC had also provided a few days ago our estimate of FCI loads do

not pose a treat to the containment. He was happy that we look into FCI already and gave him assurance the

recommendation is the correct one to put forth.
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The rest of the people call in (Bob Budniz?, Dick Garwin ..... ) agreed. Hence, the recommendation not to flood the
drywell will be advanced by U.S. to the Japanese.

Richard

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 7:07 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: Re: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

Great, thx.

From: Lee, Richard
To: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Mon Mar 28 17:11:42 2011
Subject: RE: Quick.science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

Brian:

I will call in to see what it is all about,

Richard

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:35 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: Fw: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

From: Adams, Ian <lan.Adams@Hq.Doe.Gov>
To: DL-NITsolutions <DL-NITsolutions@nnsa.doe.gov>; Owens, Missy <Missy.Owens@hq.doe.gov>
Cc: Smith, Haley <Haley.Smith@Hq.Doe.Gov>; Chambers, Megan (54) <Megan.Chambers@science.doe.gov>; Narendra,
Blake <Blake.Narendra@NNSA.Doe.Gov>; Fitzgerald, Paige <Paige.Fitzgerald@Hq.Doe.Gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 28 16:31:59 2011
Subject: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT Good afternoon,

Dr. Holdren would like to pull everyone who is available together today at 7:00pm EDT for a few minutes. This is to
discuss a technical question before a recommendation is made.

Apologies for the short notice - don't worry if you aren't able to make it, but for those of you who are able, we will have
a brief call today from 7:00-7:15pm EDT.

Tomorrow's call will still take place as scheduled, at 4:45pm EDT. Wednesday's call will take place at 5:00pm EDT

Thanks
Ian

Nuclear science group conference call schedule:

Monday 3/28: 7:00pm-7:25pm EDT

4
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Tuesday 3/29: 4:45pm-5:45pm EDT

Wednesday 3/30: 5:00pm-6:00pm EDT

Conference call information:

Please dial into (202) 586-2535

No PIN is needed.

lan Adams

Office of the Secretary

Department of Energy

(202) 586-9585

ian.adams@hq.doe.gov

5
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From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:37 PM
To: Weber, Michael
Cc: Blount, Tom; RST01 Hoc; UA06 Hoc; UA08 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - Quick science group call today

Thanks.

----- Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Blount, Tom; RSTO1 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RESPONSE - Quick science group call today

(b)(5)

---- Original Message----
From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

(b)(5)

---- Original Message----
From: Kelly, John E (NE) [mailto:JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

I'm at Commission briefing and way behind in email. I don't understand the issue.

--- Original Message----
" From: Sheron, Brian

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Kelly, John E (NE)
Cc: Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; RST01 Hoc; ET01 Hoc
Subject: FW: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT
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John, see below.

It was our understanding that all recommendations to the Japanese government were going to be first vetted internally
within the U.S.

Last weekend our RST vetted the severe accident management recommendations with NRC, DOE, INPO, EPRI, NR, Bettis,
KAPL, GEH and got alignment before the recommendations were sent to the site team..

It was also my understanding that Secretary Chu agreed to this process with Chairman Jaczko. Is DOE going to
coordinate the vetting process, or do you want to send it over to the NRC's RST and let them vet it?

----- Original Message -----
From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 7:44 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

Brian:

Done already. Dana and I were on the phone. Dr. Holdrens is checking on the consensus view reached yesterday on the
recommendation of not flooding the drywell. Without having any water level measurement in the drywell, concerns
are: (i) condensing the steam which may cause a hydrogen burn; (ii) too much water in the drywell resulting in blocking
the vent path. The blocking of the vent path will be very serious, because at this time, it is now the only path for
relieving pressure in the RCS.

Apparently, Dr. Holdrens spoke to our Chairman and was, told by our Chairman that he understood the NRC still favors
flooding the drywell. Dana and I both said the concern of blocking the vent path is a major concern especially we do not
know or able to measure the water level in the drywell. I also mention that in case of molter core material breached the
RPV, ANL (under DOE) is calculating the MCCI; and NRC had also provided a few days ago our estimate of FCI loads do
not pose a treat to the containment. He was happy that we look into FCI already and gave him assurance the
recommendation is the correct one to put forth.

The rest of the people call in (Bob Budniz?, Dick Garwin .... ) agreed. Hence, the recommendation not to flood the
drywell will be advanced by U.S. to the Japanese.

Richard

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 7:07 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: Re: Quick science group call today - 7:00prm EDT

Great, thx.

From: Lee, Richard
To: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Mon Mar 28 17:11:42 2011
Subject: RE: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT
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Brian:

I will call in to see what it is all about,

Richard

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:35 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: Fw: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT

From: Adams, Ian <Ian.Adams@Hq.Doe.Gov>
To: DL-NITsolutions <DL-NITsolutions@nnsa.doe.gov>; Owens, Missy <Missy.Owens@hq.doe.gov>
Cc: Smith, Haley <Haley.Smith@Hq.Doe.Gov>, Chambers, Megan (54) <Megan.Chambers@science.doe.gov>; Narendra,
Blake <Blake. Narendra@ N NSA.Doe.Gov>; Fitzgerald, Paige <Paige.Fitzgerald@ Hq.Doe.Gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 28 16:31:59 2011
Subject: Quick science group call today - 7:00pm EDT Good afternoon,

Dr. Holdren would like to pull everyone who is available together today at 7:00pm EDT for a few minutes. This is to
discuss a technical question before a recommendation is made.

Apologies for the short notice - don't worry if you aren't able to make it, but for those of you who are able, wewill have
a brief call today from 7:00-7:15pm EDT.

Tomorrow's call will still take place as scheduled, at 4:45pm EDT. Wednesday's call will take place at 5:00pm EDT

Thanks
Ian

Nuclear science group conference call schedule:
Monday 3/28: 7:00pm-7:15pm EDT
Tuesday 3/29: 4:45pm-5:45pm EDT
Wednesday 3/30: 5:00pm-6:OOpm EDT

Conference call information:
Please dial into (202) 586-2535
No PIN is needed.

Ian Adams
Office of the Secretary
Department of Energy
(202) 586-9585
ian.adams@hq.doe.gov
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Lee, Richard

From: Bisconti, Giulia [Giulia. Bisconti@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Garwin, Dick (IBM)
Cc: PWG; DL-NITsolutions; Duncan, Aleshia (State Dept); Duncan, Aleshia; Cherry, Ron;

Bisconti, Giulia
Subject: RE: Bisconti TDY-Tokyo

Dear Dick-Thank you for your suggestion to append TEPCO materials in a modifiedformat-let me see if I can help. Let
me also explore further with you off-line to seek your suggestions, as there are also many good materials out there-I
hope the NIT is already receiving them.
My best, Giulia

Possible items of interest:

--The NRC invited me to join their TEPCO-NISA meetings.. It seems like there is a good exchange of technical
questions-these meetings last almost two hours daily. I understand that the information flow has really improved
through this channel. I have nothing new technically to report that is not captured elsewhere.

--Joining those meetings also provided me a good opportunity today to have an impromptu pull-aside meeting with
some TEPCO staffers where I could hear frankly about information sharing issues. One TEPCO staffer noted that salt
would continue to be an area where it would very much seek DOE assistance-how salt accumulations could impact
cooling efforts.

(b)(5)

--Removing fuel rods from the pools is another area where Japan seeks expertise-the NRC would like to have support
from a DOE or DOE lab person in this area-they ask if the PNNL people are the ones who have the technical expertise in

this area. We will find out tomorrow as the PNNL experts have arrived (I know the folks coming have water

decontamination expertise-also an important area for Japan). NRC intends to engage private sector experts as well.

--Aleshia and I and Alan's team met with MEXT officials. MEXT interests with DOE are pretty much exclusively focused

on radiation monitoring for the near-term. MEXT does not have enough equipment or monitors to do all the work that
it anticipates in the coming days, weeks, months, and so forth. They appreciate DOE/NNSA cooperation.

(b)(5)

From: Garwin, Dick (IBM)
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:51 AM
To: Bisconti, Giulia
Cc: DL-NlTsolutions; Bisconti, Giulia; PWG
Subject: Re: Bisconti TDY-Tokyo
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Dear Giulia Bisconti,

Thank you for the very good report.

Could you please append to the twice-daily reports and TEPCO press releases? It could be good to have the actual text
of what TEPCO is saying, and it won't add many bytes to the transmission.

(b)(5)

Thanks very much and have a good time in Tokyo.

I Dick Garwin /

From: "Bisconti, Giulia" <Giulia.Bisconti@nuclear.energy.gov>
To: PWG <PWG@NNSA.Doe.Gov>, DL-NITsolutions <DL-NlTsolutions@NNSA.Doe.Gov>

Cc: "Bisconli, Giulia" <Giulia.Bisconti@nuclear.energy.gov>
Date: 03/29/2011 12:30 PM

Subject: Bisconti TOY-Tokyo

Dear all:

s requested, this is an update of how I am helping in Tokyo for the week. My main duty
s to be embedded with the NRC team at the Embassy. I am also performing other duties
here I can be helpful to Ron and Aleshia. They have both been very welcoming.

Giulia

Here are some items of interest:

-- Two PNNL experts to visit Japan (at the request of Japan)to help on water
decontamination and storage issues.-- Japanese government is seeking private sector experts on fuel rod/pool issues with
hands-on TMI experience (per NRC meetings).
-- Japanese government is thrilled with NNSA's airborne monitoring cooperation (I joined
MOFA/MEXT meeting with Alan).
-- Met with Toshiba and B&W. Toshiba has hundreds of employees at the accident site and
the TEPCO emergency control room. Toshiba is deploying equipment and resources. Toshiba
and Hitachi are both in the emergency control room, and TEPCO is heavily relying on them.
Toshiba offered to be an information resource to our specialists.
-- 6.3 quake in Northeastern Japan today--no damage reported to facilities.
-- Aleshia and I met today with METI Vice Minister Okada (at his invitation). Okada
mentioned that Japan is thinking about a "cover" for the Fukushima plants in the coming

months. He and his colleagues expressed very deep appreciation for assistance from DOE
and its National labs and everyone's hard work and long hours. They appreciated DOE
recommendations on the salt/fresh water issue. Okada offered to personally work with DOE
on any matter related to the Fukushima response and to help overcome any barrier.

Although, he mentioned that information flow is much better now (the government is
better organized to receive and respond to inquiries) and the mechanisms seem to be
working. He noted that Japan will be looking for assistance-including on the issue of
water decontamination (10,000 tons ? of contaminated water). He said that the Japanese
government would seek input from DOE and its labs, including PNNL, Idaho, Livermore,
others...
-- Participated in NRC meeting. Issues: remove heat from the reactor. Structural
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concerns for the pools. Controlling releases. Water management is a big issue. Are the
Japanese workers wearing adequate protective clothing? Flooding--continued leakages?
Need to establish the water level of the pools--want to get water above the rods, maybe

3-4 feet above.
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Lee, Richard

From: Kelly, John E (NE) [JohnE.Kelly@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:32 PM
To: 'Holdren, John P.'; DL-NITsolutions
Cc: Caponiti, Alice; Golub, Sal
Subject: RE: DRAFT Proposal for Rev. 1 of RST Assessment Document

(b)(5)

From: Holdren, John P. rmailto (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:28 PM
To: Kelly, John E (NE); DL-NlTsolutions
Cc: Caponiti, Alice; Golub, Sal
Subject: RE: DRAFT Proposal for Rev. 1 of RST Assessment Document

(b)(5)

JOHN P. HOLDREN
Assistant to the President for Science and Technology
and Director, Office of Science and Technology Policy
Executive Office of the President of the United States
email] (b)(6)

direct phone (b)(6)

assistant Karrie Pitze (b)(6)

From: Kelly, John E (NE) rmailto:JohnE.Kelly(@Nuclear.Energy.Gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:25 PM
To: DL-N]Tsolutions
Cc: Caponiti, Alice; Golub, Sal
Subject: FW: DRAFT Proposal for Rev. 1 of RST Assessment Document

This morning a revised recommendation was put forward by the INPO etc team. New statement is

>' (b)(4),(b)(5)

This recommendation will be discussed at 5pm today by the INPO team and comments are being solicited. If you have
pomments please send them in

If

rom: Versluis, Rob
ant: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:35 PM
X: Kelly, John E (NE); Golub, Sal; Larzelere, Alex; Caponiti, Alice
c: Versluis, Rob
ubject: FW: DRAFT Proposal for Rev. I of RST Assessment Document

atest redlined RST Assessment (3/26) and INPO's Rev 1 proposal

lob Versluis, DOE NE-71, 301-903-1890 (o) (b)(6) (m)

i
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Bowers, Anthony

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

PMT02 Hoc
Saturday, March 19, 2011 6:00 AM
narac@llnl.gov
PMT11 Hoc; nitops@nnsa.doe.gov; cmht@nnsa.doe.gov; PMT02 Hoc
MELCOR Source Term - additional information
MARCH 18-19 MELCOR release inventories (FOR NARAC FOLLOWUP EMAIL).doc

--- THIS IS A MONITORING OPERATION FOR THE FUKUSHIMA REACTOR IN JAPAN ---

NARAC,

As requested in our recent telephone conversation, this email provides additional information
about the technical basis for the recent MELCOR-based source terms.

Please confirm receipt of this e-mail.

PMT Dose Analyst (PMT02)
NRC Operation Center
301-816-5100, ext 5402

This information should not be released at this time.

NO PARTICIPATION OR RESPONSE BY CMHT IS EXPECTED

From: PMT02 Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:28 AM
To: 'narac@llnl.gov'
Cc: PMT11 Hoc; PMT02 Hoc; 'nitops@nnsa.doe.gov'; 'cmht@nnsa.doe.gov'
Subject: MELCOR Source Term

- THIS IS A MONITORING OPERATION FOR THE FUKUSHIMA REACTOR IN JAPAN ---
NARAC,
Attached are the following MELCOR source terms:
- Unit 1 core,
- Unit 2 core,
- Unit 3 core
- Spent Fuel Pool Unit 1
- Spent Fuel Pool Unit 2
- Spent Fuel Pool Unit 3, and
- Spent Fuel Pool Unit 4
Each source term has a separate worksheet in the excel file. Note the spent fuel pool data includes
plume energy (MW)). All worksheets have assigned release date/time and release duration. All
source terms are in units of curies released.
Please confirm receipt of this e-mail.
PMT Dose Analyst (PMT02)
NRC Operation Center
301-816-5100, ext 5402
This information should not be released at this time.

I
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Bowers, Anthony

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

PMT02 Hoc
Sunday, March 20, 2011 8:30 PM
narac@llnl.gov; cmht@nnsa.doe.gov; LIA1I Hoc
Hoc, PMT12; NITOPS; PMT02 Hoc; Brandon, Lou
BWR core inventory (RASCAL)
BWR TOTAL Ci AVAILABLE CORE, SPF.xlsx

High

t

--- THIS IS A MONITORING OPERATION FOR THE FUKUSHIMA REACTOR IN JAPAN ---

NARAC,

As requested in our recent telephone conversation, this email provides a listing of the BWR
core inventory that is used by the RASCAL code. Note additional information at the bottom of
this table.

Plae confirmreceiptof thise-ail..

If you have any questions, please contact Steve LaVie at the NRC Operation Center (301-816-
5100, ext 5419)

This information should not be released at this time.

NO PARTICIPATION OR RESPONSE BY CMHT IS EXPECTED

Tracking:
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ReadRecipient

narac@llnl.gov

cmht@nnsa.doe.gov

LIA11 Hoc

Hoc, PMT12

NITOPS

PMT02 Hoc

Brandon, Lou

Read: 3121/2011 9:28 AM

Read: 3/20/2011 11:21 PM
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BWR Core Inventory per RASCAL (see note 5)

Ba-139 4.74E+04 1.13E+08

Ba-140 4.76E+04 1.13E+08

Ce-141 4.39E+04 1.0SE+08

Ce-143 4.00E+04 9.52E+07

Ce-144' 3.54E+04 8.43E+07

Cm-242 1.12E+03 2.67E+06

Cs-134 4.70E+03 1.12E+07

Cs-136 1.49E+03 3.55E+06

Cs-137* 3.25E+03 7.74E+06

1-131 2.67E+04 6.36E+07

1-132 3.88E+04 9.24E+07

1-133 5.42E+04 1.29E+08

1-134 5.98E+04 1.42E+08

1-135 5.18E+04 1.23E+08

Kr-83m 3.05E+03 7.26E+06

Kr-85 2.78E+02 6.62E+05

Kr-85m 6.17E+03 1,47E+07

Kr-87 1.23E+04 2.93E+07

Kr-88 1.70E+04 4.05E+07

La-140 4.91E+04 1.17E+08

La-141 4.33E+04 1.03E+08

La-142 4.21E+04 1.00E+08

Mo-99 5.30E204 1.26E+08

Nb-95 4.50E+04 1.07E+08

Nd-147 1.75E+04 4.17E207

Np-239 5.69E+05 1.35E+09

Pr-143 3.96E+04 9.43E+07

Pu-241 4.26E+03 1.01E+07

Rb-86 5.29E÷01 1.26E+05

Rh-lO5 2.81E+04 6.69E+07

Ru-103 4.34E+04 1.03E+08

Ru-lOS 3.06E+04 7.29E+07

Ru-106* 1.55E+04 3.69E+07

Sb-127 239E+03 5.69E+06

Sb-129 8.68E+03 2.07E+07

Sr-89 2.41E+04 5.74E+07

Sr-90 2.39E+03 5.69E+06

Sr-91 3.01E*04 7.17E+07

Sr-92 3.24E+04 7.71E+07

Tc-99m 4.37E+04 1.04E+08

Te-127 4.36E403 1.04E+07
Te-127m 3.97E+02 9.45E+05

Te-129 8.26E+03 1.97E+07

Te-129m 1.68E+03 4.00E+06

Te-131m 5.41E203 1.29E+07

Te-132 3.81E+04 9.07E+07

Xe-131m 3.65E+02 8.69E+05

Xe-133 5.43E+04 1.29E+08

Xe-1.33m 1.72E203 4.10E+06

Xe-135 1.42E+04 3.38E+07

Xe-135m 1.15E+04 2.74E+07

Xe-138 4.56E+04 1.09E+08

Y-90 2.45E+03 5.83E+06

Y-91 3.17E+04 7.SSE+07

Y-92 3.26E+04 7.76E+07

Y-93 2.52E+04 6.00E+07

Zr-95 4.44E+04 1.06E+08

Zr-97* 4.23E+04 1.01E+08

TOTAL Cl 1.98E+06 4.72E+09

1. Assumed core inventory at time of shutdown

2. SFP 4 assumes 105 days decay not accounted for in this table

3. Core inventory does not account for burnup

4. MWt = 2381 for each unit (2,3 4)

S. Data from RASCAL manual table 1.1 (pg 14) June 2, 2010

6. 'Assumed to be in secular equilibrium with short-lived daughters

7. Radionuclides with half-lives of 10 minutes or less are not included

CADocuments and Settings\axbl3\Local Settings\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\NJF8MBKM\BWR TOTAL Ci AVAILABLE CORE SPF.xIsx
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AMS Summary

o Ops Summary
- Aerial Measurement Systems totaled more than 40 hours of

flying
, Plot interpretation

- AMS data is presented as exposure rate 1 meter from the ground
at the time the measurements occurred.

2
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ///A 1,

ENERGY Guide to Interpretation

US radiological assessments are composed of aerial and ground
measurements and indicate the amounts of radiological material that has
settled on the ground.

Each measurement corresponds to the radiation a person receives in one
hour at that location,

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is
most intense in the first days following its release. Therefore, dose
reduction may be achieved by evacuating early in the response.

All measurements in this plot are below 0.03 Rem per hour - a low level.
And nearly all elevated readings are within 25 miles of Fukushima Daiichi.

Measurements also show an area of greater radiation extending northwest
from the accident. This area may be of interest to public safety officials and
responders.

3
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Context

s The Nuclear Regulatory Commission estimates that the average
American absorbs 620 mRem a year* (or 0.071 mRem/hour)

# An average transatlantic flight produces an exposure of 2.5 mRem*

# A typical chest x-ray produces 10 mRem per image

@ EPA guidelines call for public health actions if exposure exceed
1000 mRem over 4 days

* Source: NRC: http://nrc.gov/images/about-nrc/radiation/factoid2-Irg.gif
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Radiation Doses Explained (in millirems)
5,000

4,500 j
4,000
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500

0

Il
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I

1,000 over 4 days 1,000
620

450

u~ 140 10 5

NRC's Limit for Recommended Whole Body CT
Annual Exposure Level to

by a Nuclear Implement EPA's
Power Plant Protective

Worker Action
Guidelines

Avg. U.S. Annual Avg. Natural Avg. U.S. Natural From the Body Chest X-Ray Roundtrip Trans-
Dose (natural Background Background Atlantic Flight

and manmade Dose in Denver Dose (natural
sources) (naturalsources sourcesonly)

withhigher
elevation)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Mr. Mueller:

Hoc, PMT12
Saturday, Ap ril 09, 2011 7:16 PM

S(b)(6) I

ZRS¶O1 Hoc; RST03 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy; Milligan, Patricia;

EOCQScience-TigerTeam@epamail.epa.gov; Hoc, PMT12; PMT10 Hoc

RE: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for
Japan (FUOb)-
PMT comments on Naval Reactors recommendations on the acceptability of U.DOC

Attached please find the NRC's comments on NR assessment and path forward for making recommendations on the
acceptability of U.S. citizens returning to Japan and associated limitations. These are in addition to the comments
provided by the NRC PMT last night.

I . (b)(5)

(b)(5) I-.We are developing some specific discussion that will be part of the documents that
we hope to circulate within the interagency for review and discussion by early in the week.

If you have any questions, please give us a call.

----- Original Message-----
From: RST01 Hoc

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 1:21 PM
To: Hoc, PMT12; RST08 Hoc; RST07 Hoc; RST09 Hoc; RST03 Hoc
Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO)
Importance: High

----- Original Message -----
From: Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR Emailto (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Mittelman, Michael H RADM PACOM, J07; Edwards.Jonathan@epamail.epa.gov; Anastas.Paul@epamail.epa.gov;
EOCScienceTigerTeam@epamail.epa.gov; Dietrich.Debbie@epamail.epa.gov; Wilber, Deborah; Bowman, David;
Garino, Gerard; NITOPS; Hoc, PMT12; Hoc, PMT12; RST01 Hoc; (b)(6) I
Cc: Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08
NR; Vavoso, Thomas G CIV.NAVSEA, 08; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAV/SEA 08 NR;

tdyknollws@state.gov; Dehaven, Darrel S CIV PSNS/IMF, Code NRRO;. (b)(6) Lentz, Frederick

L CIV SEA 08 NR; Krol, Joseph; Warner, David S NRR Pearl Harbor; Putzu, Frank A CIV SEA 00 (b)(6)

Nickel, Lee A CIV SEA 08 NR; Roros, John CIV NAVSEA, 08; Zerr, Thomas J.; Smith, Jerry L I

Subject: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO)

Importance: High

DRAFT NOT RELEASABLE FOR PEER REVIEW ONLY FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (FOUG)

1.

f
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All - below you will find draft Naval Reactors assessment and views on the path forward for making recommendations

on the acceptability of U.S. citizens returning to Japan and associated limitations. The attached assessment, performed
by the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, provides the basis for the Naval Reactors recommendations. We would

appreciate your technical review of the attached assessment and the recommendations provided below before we

finalize our thoughts on this issue. As this assessment is needed in the near future, I would appreciate comments by the

end of the day if possible.

Thanks and Very Respectfully,

Troy

T. J. Mueller

Director, Nuclear Technology Division
Naval Reactors
(202) 781-6144

ECC (202) 781-6387

(b)(5)

2
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NRC comments on Naval Reactors recommendations on the acceptability of U.S citizens
returning to Japan and associated limitations. (See Mueller, Troy J email of April 08, 2011
12:00 PM)

(b)(5)
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From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:29 PM
To: PMT02 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc
Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations

for Japan (FOtfO)
Attachments: Long Term Habitability Assessment.docx

Importance: High

ACTION FOR PMT/DOSE ASSESSORS.

----- Original Message -----
From: Wiggins, Jim
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:00 PM
To: Holahan, Patricia; Hoc, PMT12; ETOS Hoc

Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (-FOUEQ
Importance: High

Action: Review and comment to NR.

----- Original Message -----

From: ET07 Hoc
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 1:36 PM

To: Wiggins, Jim
Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (F-QUO)
Importance: High

FYI

----- Original Message----
From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08 [mailto; (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011.1:16 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael

Cc: ET07 Hoc; Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR
Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO)
Importance: High

This pre-decisional draft assessment (see below and attached) was sent in to the NRC EOC PMT for review and
comment. I am sending it to you directly to ensure it receives attention at your level. I told Mr. Mueller I would try to

arrange whatever senior level discussions you would like to have on this subject to achieve a mutual understanding of
what NR and NRC are thinking on this and related subjects. If you would like to have that discussion, please let me know
and feel free to contact Mr. Mueller directly at the numbers below.

I will be in the NRC EOC from "1400-2100 today. There will be some other items I will be prepared to discuss today to
get alignment on, including NR work on "stability assessment" and NR comments on NRC spent fuel assessments. I
would also like to understand NRC plans for your "comprehensive assessment".

Tom Vavoso

/
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----- Original Message -----
From: Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 12:00 PM
To: Mittelman, Michael H RADM PACOM, J07; Edwards.Jonathan@epamail.epa.gov; AnastasýPaul@epamail.epa.gov;

EOCScience TigerTeam@epamail.epa.gov; Dietrich.Debbie@epamail.epa.gov; Wilber, Deborah; Bowman, David;

Garino, Gerard; NITOPS; pmtl2.hoc@nrc.gov; pmtl2@nrc.gov; rstO0.hoc@nrc.gový (b)(6)

Cc: Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08

NR; Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; McKenzie. John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR;

'tdyknollws@state.gov'; Dehaven, Darrel S CIV PSNS/IMF, Code NRRO; Will Knoll (F (b)(6)

Lentz, Frederick L CIV SEA 08 NR; Krol, Joseph; Warner, David S NRR Pearl Harbor; Putzu, Frank A CIV SEA 00; Chavez,

Rodrigo LTC PACOM, J07; Nickel, Lee A CIV SEA 08 NR; Roros, John CIV NAVSEA, 08; Zerr, Thomas J.; Smith, Jerry L

Subject: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO)
Importance: High

n r- - NAfT iRELEASABLEr - IFeR PEER RF'JIFw e1PtY - FORP fFFICIAt US ONLY (fliI',UmiII

All - below you will find draft Naval Reactors assessment and views on the path forward for making recommendations

on the acceptability of U.S. citizens returning to Japan and associated limitations. The attached assessment, performed

by the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, provides the basis for the Naval Reactors recommendations. We would

appreciate your technical review of the attached assessment and the recommendations provided below before we

finalize our thoughts on this issue. As this assessment is needed in the near future, I would appreciate comments by the

end of the day if possible.

Thanks and Very Respectfully,

Troy

T. J. Mueller
Director, Nuclear Technology Division

Naval Reactors
(202) 781-6144.
ECC (202) 781-6387

2
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DRAFT

Conclusion of Long Term Habitability Assessment

Prepared for Naval Reactors by the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

(b)(5)

Rev 4/8/11 DRAFT
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DRAFT

Executive Summary

Long Term Habitability Assessment

(b)(5)

Rev 4/8/11 DRAFT
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DRAFT

(b)(5)

Rev 4/8/11 DRAFT
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DRAFT
April 8, 2011

Page 1

(b)(5)

DRAFT
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DRAFT
April 8, 2011
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(b)(5)

DRAFT
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April 8, 2011
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DRAFT
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DRAFT
April 8, 2011
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DRAFT
April 8, 2011

Pane S
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DRAFT
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
Page 6

(b)(5)

DRAFT
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
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(b)(5)

DRAFT
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
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DRAFT April 8, 2011
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DRAFT April 8,2011
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DRAFT
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DRAFT
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From: Hoc, PMT12

Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 1:16 AM

To: PMT09 Hoc; PMT03 Hoc; PMT02 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc

Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations

for Japan (POtUO)

----- Original Message -----

From: RST01 Hoc

Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 1:08 AM

To: Hoc, PMT12

Cc: FOIA Response.hoc Resource

Subject: FW: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FEfe)-

FYI

----- Original Message -----

From: Boyd.Mike@epamail.epa.gov [mnailto:Boyd.Mike@epamail.epa.gov} On Behalf Of

EOCScienceTigerTeam@epamail.epa.gov

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 6:13 PM

To: Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR

Cc: Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Dehaven, Darrel S CIV PSNS/IMF, Code NRRO; Bowman, David; Warner,

David S NRR Pearl Harbor; Dietrich.Debbie@epamail.epa.gov; Wilber, Deborah;

EOCScience TigerTeam@epamail.epa.gov; Putzu, Frank A CIV SEA 00; Lentz, Frederick I CIV SEA 08 NR; Garino,
Gerard; Smith, Jerry L; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Roros, John CIV NAVSEA, 08;
Edwards.Jonathan@epamail.epa.gov; Krol, Joseph; Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08; Nickel, Lee A CIV SEA 08 NR;
Mittelman, Michael H RADM PACOM, J07; NITOPS; Anastas.Paul@epamail.epa.gov; Hoc, PMT12; Hoc, PMT12;

(b)(6) ý RST01 Hoc; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR;[ (b)(6)

tdyknollws@state.gov; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08; Zerr, Thomas J.;
(b)(6)

Subject: Re: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (F-49-)-

Dear Mr. Mueller:

Your email and attached report have, been reviewed by technical specialists within EPA's Emergency Operations Center.
Although we have not had time to confirm the calculations in the report in much detail, our initial impression is that the
approach you are taking is reasonable. We are in contact with our colleagues at the US NRC's Protective Measures Team
and would like to consult with them further over the next few days before giving you detailed comments. I would note
that we have already been discussing with NRC appropriate guidance for permanent return as part of the overall
response effort here. We will follow up with you more in the next few days.

Mike Boyd
Health Physicist
EPA EOC
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From: "Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR" (b)(6)

To: "Mittelman, Michael H RADM PACOM, J07" (b)(6) >Jonathan

Edwards/DC/USEPA/US@ EPA, Paul Anastas/DC/USEPA/US@ EPA, EOC Science Tiger Team@EPA, Debbie

Dietrich/DC/USEPA/US@ EPA, "Wilber, Deborah" <Deborah.Wilber@nnsa.doe.gov>, "Bowman, David"
<David.Bowman@nnsa.doe.gov>, "Garino, Gerard" <Gerard.Garino@nnsa.doe.gov>, "NITOPS"

<NITOPS@nnsa.doe.gov>, <pmtl2.hoc@nrc.gov>, <pmtl2@nrc.gov>, <rstOl.hoc@nrc.gov>,
(b)(6)

Cc:

(b)(6)

Date: 04/08/2011 12:00 PM

Subject: Draft Long Term Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO)

DRAFT - NOT RELEASABLE - FOR PEER REVIEW ONLY - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

All - below you will find draft Naval Reactors assessment and views on the path forward for making recommendations

on the acceptability of U.S.

citizens returning to Japan and associated limitations. The attached assessment, performed by the Knolls Atomic Power

Laboratory, providesthe basis for the Naval Reactors recommendations. We would appreciate your technical review of
the attached assessment and the recommendations provided below before we finalize our thoughts on this issue. As

this assessment is needed in the near future, I would appreciate comments by the end of the day if possible.

Thanks and Very Respectfully,

Troy

T. J. Mueller
Director, Nuclear Technology Division

Naval Reactors
(202) 781-6144

ECC (202) 781-6387

I

(b)(5)
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From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 3:21 PM
To: ET01 Hoc; ETOS Hoc
Cc: OST02 HOC; Virgilio, Martin; PMTO1 Hoc
Subject: Action - NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Attachments: NRCComments.20110408-2036.Long Term Habitability Assessment (Sun
Comment).docx

Looks like a good topic for the ET to address. Please eaise to the Director's attention.

(b)(5)

From: Borchardt, Bill
To: Virgillio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Sent: Sat Apr 09 12:55:53 2011
Subject: Fw: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Bill Borchardt
Via blackberry

From: Trautman, Stephen 3 SES CIV NAVSEA 08 N11 (b)(6)

To: Borchardt, Bill; joseph.krol@nnsa.doe.gov <josepn.krol@nnsa.doe.gov>; steven.aoki@nnsa.doe.gov
<steven.aoki@nnsa.doe.gov>
Cc: Mueller, Tro I SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR (b)(6) Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08

(b)(6) >; Naples, Elmer M SES SEA 08 NR { (b)(6) >; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV
NAVSEA 08 NR (b)(6) >; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR I (b)(6) J
Sent: Sat Apr 09 10:43:03 2011
Subject: Fw: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Bill, Steve, Joe,

A few days ago, NR sent your organization a habitability assessment for review and comment. We have received what I
would characterize as technical comments from the working level and those are appreciated.F

(b)(5) I
I

(b)(5)

There is much more to discuss here.

The email below captures comments received from NRC up to this point.

We stand ready to discuss/meet and have those policy discussions to help inform the interagency as we come through
when (and where) to allow US citizens back into regions of Japan.

Thank you and we look forward to engaging with you when you are ready.

Steve
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From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08
To: Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR
Sent: Sat Apr 09 08:31:33 2011
Subject: FW: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

As discussed. Note comments below as well as in the attached.

From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08
Sent: Fri 4/8/2011 11:19 PM
To: Conran, Thomas C SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Naples, Elmer M SES SEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA
08 NR; Hale, Andrew M SES NAVSEA, 08; Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08
NR; Roros, John CIV NAVSEA, 08
Cc: Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; Bingman, Bruce M CIV SEA 08 NR; Steele, Jeffrey M CIV SEA 08 NR; Herman,
David R CIV NAVSEA, 08; Bell, Stephen T CIV SEA 08 NR; Szeto, Gordon CIV SEA 08 NR; Steinhurst, Laurel A CIV SEA 08
NR; Kepple, Alan C CIV NAVSEA, 08
Subject: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

See NRC comments on paper below I sent paper separately, but forgot to include email text.

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:36 PM
To: RST03 Hoc
Cc: PMT02 Hoc; PMT09 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc
Subject: NRC Comments on "Conclusions of Long Term Habitability Assessment"

Tom

Here are our comments on the Long Term Habitability Assessment document. Overall the NRC has four
general comments:

1.

2.

3.

4.

(b)(5)

The attachment provides some additional specific comments.

2
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From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:22 AM

To: Hoc, PMT12; RST01 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc;
LIA07 Hoc

Subject: FW: Fax from unknown sender.

Attachments: Filel.PDF

This looks like a fax from Naval Reactors?

----- Original Message -----
From: HOO Hoc

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:10 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Subject: FW: Fax from unknown sender.

FYI

-----Original Message----
From: hool [mailto:hool.hoc@nrc.gov]

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:07 AM
To: HOO Hoc

Subject: Fax from unknown sender.

RECEIVE NOTIFICATION FOR JOB 00017750

Notice for: HOOl

Remote ID: Received at: 03/18/2011 10:05

Pages: 14

Routed by:

Routed at: 03/18/2011 10:05
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TO:991:3019165 15 1
JIAN-1.5r2001 0.3:07 FROM:

Update: 17 March 2011 15:00:00 EDST

Goals-of the Actions

Potential actions related to the spent fuel water pit in Reactor 4 were considered with the following
goals in mind with the relative order of

P

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prevent Criticality
Control Fires
Shield the fuel
Prevent air borne releases of Activity
Cool the bundles

Sackaround information

Based on briefings on 3/16 it is assumed that there are currently no active zirconium fires in the spent
fuel pit, that the pit is structurally damaged and that the pit is drained of water. It is assumed that the
fuel pit contains -2 Y2 cores worth of fuel bundles nominally still in their original configuration. One
core is understood have been out-of-reactor for only a period of -105 days. It is assumed that there
is also no capability to cool the water pit water in the event that it were possible to partially or
completely refill the pit. Rough thermal calculations were done considering characteristics of BWR
fuel and expected residual decay heats to ballpark that with no cooling of the water pit water to
remove heat, approximately 30,000 gallons of water would be needed per day to keep up with boiling
due to the heat load just from the one core's worth of fuel bundles with -100 days of decay time.
Assuming the water pit water began draining from the water pit at the point of the last near by
hydrogen explosion, the water pit is leaking at an average rate of on the order of - 80 gpm (slower
when first being filled, faster when nearer to capacity). Support calculations are shown in Attachment

:2/1'q1 f

4I
1.

Recommended Action

Recommended actions developed from a multidiscipline team including physics, shielding, thermal
and materials engineers and scientists based on the assumptions above are listed below. The
rationale for these actions and alternatives considered are discussed in the next section.

1. Cover the spent fuel bundles with an inert substance. The material of choice is commercial
grade Zirconia., The advantages of this material is that it is inert with respect to the zirconium
and U02 fuel making up the bundles, it will have residual hafnia in 11 to the level of a few
percent providing a nuclear poison, and it will provide more gamma shielding capability than
typically provided by water alone. While commercial Zirconia is believed to be available, it
may not be available in the quantities needed in the required time frame.

I

S1O2 is judged an acceptable second choice although zircon sand (ZrSiO.) would be

somewhat better if easily available. SiO 2 has a few disadvantages in relation to Zirconia, in

P9
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that it will not provide as an effective a nuclear poison unless mixed with additional poison
prior to application, the gamma shielding capability will not be as good, although more can be
added since it has a lower density, and it will be more reactive with the Zirconium metal at very
high temperatures. Reaction energy liberated from SiO 2-Zr reactions is much less than that
liberated from water and Is believed to be acceptable.

2. Deliver the inert substance described above with a nuclear poison to prevent criticality.
Zirconia identified above has the advantage that it will provide several percent hafnia with it'

however we would recommend mixing an additional substance with the material above. The
material of choice is a mixture of the rare earth oxides (gadolinia, erbia. and samaria). These
have the advantage that they are again very stable materials to high temperatures. Rare earth
oxides are judged fairly available as they are used extensively in the electronics industry, and

relatively small quantities would be needed (Kilograms as opposed to metric tons).

B4C was previously judged to be another viable choice for a poison material. There are
questions at this point as to its stability in steam and water that need to be resolved prior to

recommendation (8 4C is predicted from thermodynamics to react exothermically with steam
and air to create boric acid). It might be more available than the rare earth oxides. Like the

rare earth oxides it will be quite stable to high temperatures, however near the melting
temperatures of zirconium B4C will be more likely to volatilize and thereby leave the vicinity of
the bundles.

If a continuous flow of water is provided, it should be borated.

3. Provide cooling water to the bundles. A great deal of debate occurred regarding whether to
supply cooling water or not with the understanding that the spent fuel pool is damaged. The
primary advantage is that if the water can be contained in the pit it will provide cooling to the

bundles. Depending upon the geometry of the bundles, even a good supply of steam up the
bundles will be very effective in cooling. Without some sources of cooling it is likely that at
least some fraction of the zirconium cladding will melt leading to release of fission products
and a change in geometry. (If a zirconium fire was actually going in the bundtes earlier, some

melting may however already have happened.) An additional advantage is that the water itself

might provide a delivery method for the inert materials and poison materials described above

through water jets or water cannons.

Several disadvantages do exist. The initial quenching of the rods may cause further

mechanical damage to them leading to further release of fission products. The initial

quenching will also be a source of steam which may reignite a zirconium fire, (This is more

likely with the combination of fracturing of the rods as identified above exposing fresh

unoxidized zirconium.) An insufficient supply may act to add chemical reactivity rather than

quench the temperature. The high temperature water reaction on quenching will be a source of

hydrogen. Finally, if the water leaks from the pool it will provide a pathway to further spread of

fission products, assuming at least some fraction of the fuel rods are not intact. Despite these

disadvantages, the consensus view is that all efforts should be made to cool the bundles.

3/14
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Attack Sequences:

1. The preferred attack sequence is to add some sand to the pool first. This primarily provides
shielding, but also displaces unused volume of the pool. may slow pool leakage, and may
provide some filtering of fission product gases and particulate. This should be quickly followed
by a fully committed flooding campaign - all possible volume of water should be applied
simultaneously until the fuel is covered. As noted earlier in point #3, too little volume may
simply fuel further zirconium-water reactions without carrying away sufficient heat.

2. If sand addition is not feasible or for other reasons we have not yet analyzed is determined to
not be the desired course of action (weight to the structure or difficulty in delivery), the addition
of water should still be pursued. Difficulties include the following.

a. Of the pumps supplied, only two have the capacity to deliver water up the -50m into
the spent fuel pit area. With pumping and head loss a maximum delivery rate of
between 500 and 800gpm could be provided. These pumps are not sufficient to deliver
slurries of water and sand.

b. As discussed in the Background section above, water loss rates of - 30gpm from
evaporation and -80 gpm from water pit leakage are estimated. Depending upon the
efficiency of the delivery system, significantly less than 500 to 800 gpm may actually
get into the water pit. Assuming an efficiency of 50 percent, a fill time of on the order of
half a day will likely be required. This is however judged to be sufficiently fast to be
successful.

c. Since it is reported that the fuel is currently dry, it is expected that there is fuel damage
and that the fuel and zirconium will be very hot when the initial water is introduced.
This will likely thermally shock the fuel resulting in additional failures of any non-failed
rods, entrainment of volatile and particulate fission products, and potentially some
period of accelerated zirconium-water interaction. This will likely lead to a burst
release that will decrease as the fuel cools and is more covered (see following Figure).
Assuming the fuel bundles sitting in the dry water pit are currently at a high

temperature of -2200 F (used because there is reportedly no active zirconium fires)
approximately 17000 gal of water will be required to cool a 2.5 core's worth of rods to
212,F. A preliminary analysis of the data from yesterday's water addition are shown

below in Attachment 2.

pg. 3
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These are data taken from the front gate detector immediately before and after the
helicopter water drops of 16 March 201 1. There was also a wind shift at the time of the
change in readings and a separate effort is underway to determine if this is directly
correlated with the helicopter drops or if the wind shift can account for the change in
detector readings. If it is determined that this is not due to the wind shift, it would indicate
that this level of water introduction (misting or perhaps a smoll fraction of one or two of the
drops) is not worth conducting. This will be a focus of continued analysis.

d. Radioactive water will leak via the path that drained the pool in the first place and any
cessation of filling will drain the pool again in a few days time. As discussed above,
loss rates are estimated at -110 gpm, thus less source is needed than for the initial fill.
Since high flow pumps capable of delivering water to the water pit area appear to be
limited in supply, possibilities for maintaining water pit levels (once filled) with existing
plant pumping and piping capabilities should be considered.

e. If possible the water should be borated. That could be facilitated by a two stage
pumping process of water, first into a holding tank where the boration can be added
and then into the water pit area.

Lpg .4
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Alternatives Considered

A number of alternatives were considered. Both the recommended actions with their pro's and con's
as well as the alternatives considered are summarized in Table 1.

pg.s
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Poisons
- Substance Pro's Con's

B4C H.Nigh melting point -- Will become volatile at
Can be put into a slurry temperatures near the
form melting point of
Readily Available zirconium.
Strong neutron poison May react with steam

and oxygen to yield heat
and boric acid.
The resulting boric acid
will vaporize at 572F.

Rare earth oxides - Very stable to high More dense than B4C
(gadolinia, erbia, and samaria) temperatures (especially (although only relatively

erbia) small amounts will be
- Strong neutronic poison needed)

(Sm and Gd) Gadolinia and samaria
- Non volatile may become reactive

with zirconium near the
melting point of
zirconium.
May be less available

_ _ _ _than 64C

Hafnia - Very stable ' Likely more limited in
Non volatile availability than B4C
Non reactive with
zirconium

'Ii

I'

ii

'Ii

Boric Acid Likely readily available at
the plant
Readily put into solution
with water and should be
used if continuous feed
of water is feasible.

More chemically reactive
than the other
suggestions, but doesn't
appear to pose a
chemical reactivity
concern with the fuel
More volatile than the
other suggestions
Will react eventually with
carbon and low alloy
steel structural
components of the pit.

Cadmium, Indium, Silver Very chemically reactive, would
not use.

LY
pg. 6
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Fillers
Substance

i Commercial grade Zirconia
Sand or pieces

Pro's Con's
L -s

Not reactive with either
the zirconium or the fuel
and its fission products
Very Stable
Will provide better
gamma shielding than
water
Will contain several
percent hafnia which is a
nuclear poison

- Very high melting. point
- Larger pieces may

facilitate cooling

- More dense than water
- May not be readily

available near the plant
- Will provide no cooling
- May inhibit convective

cooling

Silicon Sand (SiO 2) - High melting point - No cooling capability
- Better gamma shielding - May inhibit convective

than water cooling
Likely readily available - About 2 1½ times heavier
near plant (construction than water, but lighter
grade would be than Zirconia sand
preferred, however - Will become reactive
beach sand could be with zirconium near the
used) melting temperature of

zirconia, but less so than
water.

Zircon Sand (ZrSiO4) - High Melting Points No cooling capability
- Better gamma shields May inhibit convective

than water and Silicon cooling
Sand Less available than

silicon sand.
More dense than silicon
sand

Salt - road salt (NaCI+CCaCl-)or - Melts at -1340F (727 C) - Corrosiveness to Zr
evaporated sea salt to remove heat and limit alloys and U0 2 needs to

temperatures while be evaluated
melting is occurring - May not be readily

- May be self seating if it available
melts and re-freezes in - Very different strategy
cracks that may exist in than has been employed
the spent fuel pool in the past.

- May be readily available
- Molten salt has

reasonable heat transfer
(convection) properties
as compared to

Ii.

ii.

n

pg.
--GFý[USýOýNLV
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insulating sands
- Post-event recovery

should be easier
compared to a molten
sand situation

Alumina Sand - Better gamma shielding No cooling capability
capability than water May inhibit convective

cooling

Less gamma shielding
capability than previous
sands
May react with zirconium
near melting point of
zirconium, but less so
than water

Concrete Exothermic as it
solidifies
Likely will not set at high
temperatures breaking
down into components
Heavy

Substance Pros Cons
Water or seawater Could provide a delivery

method for other
substances identified
above
Provided cooling. (the
more intact the original
bundle geometry the
more effective the
cooling

- Salt water readily
available

- Provides shielding
approximately equivalent
to original pit design

- Can tie-up some of the
fission products (I and
Cs)
Seawater provides some
criticality control due to
salt

- Quenching could cause
further mechanical
damage to fuel rods and
fuel bundles exposing
more fission products
and more fresh
zirconium metal
Will cause large steam
releases on initial
quenches which could
increase airborne activity
Could re-ignite a
zirconium fire, especially
if reacting with freshly
damaged fuel rods due
to the quenching.

- Invigorated oxidation
reactions will provide a
source of hydrogen
Could leach away fission
products from damaged

,. rods as it leaks from the
w

. IAL SE ONLY
Pg. 8
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pool.
Steam will react with
UO2 fuel pellets to form
an expansive and friable
phase. This expansion
could result in
"unzipping" of fuel rods;
the friable nature of the
resulting fuel could
increase the particulate
source term.
Seawater contains
organics and salt that
represent longer-term
system concerns but this
should not rule out its
use.

Possible cracking and
mechanical damage to
core materials due to
contraction on freezing.
Complicates ultimate
cleanup of area.

Borated and Leaded Glass - Low Melting point; aids
cooling and seals leaks,
distributing poison

pg. 9
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Attachment 1
Leak and Fill rate calculations
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Attachment 2
Calculation to cool Fuel
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

OST01 HOC
Monday, March 21, 2011 4:49 AM
PMT02 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
FW: Fax from 202 781 5686
Filel.PDF

High

----- Original Message -----

From: HOO Hoc

Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:49 AM
To: PMT01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Subject: FW: Fax from 202 781 5686

----- Original Message- ....
From: hool [mailto:hool.hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:47 AM

To: HOO Hoc
Subject: Fax from 202 781 5686

RECEIVE NOTIFICATION FOR JOB 00017783

Notice for: HOO1

Remote ID: 202 781 5686

Received at: 03/21/2011 04:46

Pages: 5

Routed by:

Routed at: 03/21/2011 04:46
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To: Protective Measures Team Fax: 301-816-5151

Attns. Greg Casto 301-816-5195

Prom Charles Surrows, Naval Reactors 202-781-6397/s/9

Attached is the field survey data from, the Yokosuka Survey teams

(173 miles south of Fukushima) which was previously discussed.

Please do not hesitate to call with any questions.

v/r C W Burrows

H
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I
USS George Washington (CVN 73) Survey Data
Yokosuka Japan (35.26667 North, 139.6667 East)

- _ _ _ i

Date Time Airborne Results Radioiodine Gamma nrem/hr Surface pCi/probe

19-Mar 1330 <5.00E-10 0.01 <450

19-Mar 1400 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

19-Mar 1430 495

19-Mar 1445 <5.OOE-10
19-Mar 1500 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

19-Mar 1530 <5.OOE-10 0.01 900

19-Mar 1600 <5.OOE-10 0.01 675

19-Mar 1630 <5.OOE-10 0.01 1125
19-Mar 1700 <5.OOE-1.0 0.01 :<450
19-Mar 1730 <5.OOE-10 0.01 675

19-Mar 1800 5.00E-10 0.01 1800
19-Mar 1830 <5.OOE-10 0.01 1800

19-Mar 1900 <5.OOE-10 0.01 1350

19-Mar 1930 <5.OOE-10 0.01 3375
1ig-Mar 2000 <5.OOE-10 0.01 945

19-Mar 2030 <5.OOE-10 0.01 900
119-Mar 2100 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450
19-Mar 2130 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

lMar 2200 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

19-Mar 2230 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450
19-Mar 2300 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

19-Mar 2330 <5.OOE-10 0.01 495
20-Mar 0000 <5.OOE-10 0.01 495

20-Mar 0030 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0100 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0130 <5,O0E-10 0.01 <450
20-Mar 0200 <5.O0E-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0230 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0300 <5.OOE- 10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0330 <5.00&10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0400 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0430 <5.OOE-1.0 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0500 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

20-Mar 0530 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

2/85
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USS George Washington (CVN 73) Survey Data
Yokosuka Japan (35.26667 North, 139.6667 East)

Date Time Airborne Results Radioiodine Gamma mrem/hr Surface pCi/probe
20-Mar 0600 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450

720-Mar 0630 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450
20-Mar 0700 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450
20-Mar 0900 <5.OOE-10- 0.01 <450
20-Mar 1000 <5.OOE-10 0.01 <450
20-Mar 1200 <5.00E- 10 0.01
20-Mar 1500 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1709 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1803 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 2000 <5.OOE- 10 0.01
20-Mar 2118 <5.OOE-10 0.0_
20-Mar 2300 <l.OOE-09 0.01
21-Mar 0130 1.OOE-09 0.01
21-Mar 0145 5.50E-10 0,01
21-Mar 0200 7.OOE-10 0,01
21-Mar 0215 8.50E-10 0.01
21-Mar 0225 <0.01
21-Mar 0330 <5.OOE-10 0.01
21-Mar 0400 <5.OOE-10 0.01

I?
U
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Nanaban Tower Survey Data
__i____ Yokosuka Japan (35.26667 North, 139.6667 East)

t Y.

Date Time Airbome Results Radioiodine Gamma mrem/hr I Surface pCi/probe
19-Mar 1330 <5.OOE-10 0.01
19-Mar 14301 <5.00&-10 0.01
19-Mar 1630 <5.OOE-10 0.01
19-Mar 1730 <5.OOE-10 0.01
19-Mar 1831 .00E-10 0.01
19-M_ 1932 5.50E-10 0.01

[19-Mar 2031 5.50E-10 0.01
19-Mar 2128 6.50E-10 0.01
19-Mar 2228 5.50E-10 0.01
19-Mar 2328 5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0027 5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0130 5.50E-10 0.01
20-Mar 0230 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0325 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0520 5.50E-10 0.01
20-Mar 0630 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0730 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0830 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 0930 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1030 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1130 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1230 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1330 <5.OOE-lO 0.01
20-Mar 1430 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1530 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1630 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1730 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1830 <5.OOE-10 0.01
20-Mar 1928 <5.00E-10 0.01
20-Mar 2035 1.60E-09 0.01
20-Mar 2058 1.50E-09 0.01
20-Mar 2115 2.60E-09 0.01
20-Mar 2140 3.10E-09 0.01
20-Mar 2200 3.20E-09 0.01.

495
495
<450
<450
<450
540
450
495
450
540
495
450
<450
450
450

3150
2475
2475
2025
2700
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
7200
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Nanaban Tower Survey Data
Yokosuka Japan (35.26667 North, 139.6667 East)

Date Time Airborne Results Radioiodine Gamma mrem/hr Surface pCiprobe
20-Mar 2218 3.20E-09 0.01 7200
20-Mar 2235 4.80E-09 0.01 7200
20-Mar 2257 6.OOE-09 _ 0.01 7200
20-Mar 2318 <l.OOE-07 0.01
20-Mar 2346 6.OOE-10 0.01 7200
21-Mar 0012 5.OOE- 10 0.01 7200
21-Mar 0033 7.50E-10 0.01 6750
21-Mar 0057 1.OOE-09 0.01 1800
21-Mar 0120 7.50E-10 0.01 1350
21-Mar 0139 7.50E-10 0.01 '1800
21-Mar 0157 8.OOE-10 0.01 1800
21-Mar 0214 1.OOE-09 0.01 2250
21-Mar 0245 1.30E-09 0.01 1800
21-Mar 0303 7.50E-10 0.01
21-Mar 0325 8.00E-10 0.01 1800
21-Mar 0345 7.OOE-10 0.01 1350
21-Max 0402 5.00E-10 0.01 900
21-Marl 418 7.OOE-10 0.01 1800

5/0
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From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 5:24 PM
To: PMT02 Hoc; PMT09 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc

Subject: FW: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc

Attachments: Comments on Recommended Reduction of Protective Action recommendations..doc

---- Original Message----

From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08 [mailto (b)(6)

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 5:16 PM

To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: Fw: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc

-Original Message -----

From: McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR

To: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08; Kepple, Alan C CIV NAVSEA, 08; Bingman, Bruce M CIV SEA 08 NR; Herman, David
R CIV NAVSEA, 08; Dei, Donald E CIV SEA 08 NR; Szeto, Gordon CIV SEA 08 NR; Steele, Jeffrey M CIV SEA 08 NR;

Steinhurst, Laurel A CIV SEA 08 NR; Bell, Stephen T CIV SEA 08 NR; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR

Cc: Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; 'rorosj@bettis.gov' <rorosj@bettis.gov>; Smith, Jerry L; Mueller, Troy J
SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Nickel, Lee A CIV SEA 08 NR; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR

Sent: Fri Apr 08 17:07:02 2011
Subject: RE: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc

Comments attached.

John McKenzie

----- Original Message -----
From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:27 AM

To: McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; 'rorosj@bettis.gov'; Smith,

Jerry L
Subject: Fw: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc
Importance: High

From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08

To: Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08
NR
Sent: Fri Apr 08 06:09:52 2011

Subject: Fw: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc
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Troy.

See below email forwarded by Kepple last night while at NRC. NRC is requesting NR comments and opportunity to
review anything similar NR is working on.E (b)(5)

TGV

From: RST03 Hoc <RST03.Hoc@nrc.gov>
To: Kepple, Alan C CIV NAVSEA, 08; Bingman, Bruce M CIV SEA 08 NR; Herman, David R CIV NAVSEA, 08; Dei, Donald E

CIV SEA 08 NR; Szeto, Gordon CIV SEA 08 NR;I (b)(6) ý; Steinhurst,

Laurel A CIV SEA 08 NR; Bell, Stephen T CIV SEA 08 NR; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; Vavoso, Thomas G CIV

NAVSEA, 08
Sent: Thu Apr 07 21:55:02 2011

Subject: FW: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc

Documents from the NRC PMT for NR review/info.

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 9:47 PM

To: RST03 Hoc
Cc: PMT03 Hoc
Subject: FW: Recommended Reduction of Protective Action Recommendations.doc
Importance: High

Can you please coordinate with Naval Reactors for comment? We would also appreciate the opportunity to review

similar NR products, as appropriate.

Tim Harris

PMT- PAAD
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U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

REGULATORY GUIDE
DIRECTORATE OF REGULATORY STANDARDS

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.86

TERMINATION OF OPERATING LICENSES
FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS

A. INTRODUCTION

Section 50.51, "Duration of license, renewal," of J0
CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities," requires that each license to operate a
production and utilization facility be issued for a
specified duration. Upon expiration of the specified
period, the license may be either renewed or terminated
by the Commission. Section 50.82, "Applications for
termination of licenses," specifies the requirements that
must be satisfied to terminate an operating license,
including the requirement that the dismantlement of the
facility and disposal- of the component parts not be
inimical to the common defense and security or to the
health and safety of the public. This guide describes
methods and procedures considered acceptable by the
Regulatory staff for the termination of operating
licenses for nuclear reactors. The Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards has been consulted concerning
this guide and has concurred in the regulatory position.

B. DISCUSSION

When a licensee decides to terminate his nuclear
reactor operating license, he may, as a first step in the
process, request .that his operating license be amended to
restrict him to possess but not operate the facility. The
advantage to the licensee of converting to such a
possession-only license is reduced surveillance require-
ments in that periodic surveillance of'equipment im-
portant to the safety of reactor operation is no longer
required. Once this possession-only license is issued,
reactor operation is not permitted. Other activities
related to cessation of operations such as unloading fuel
from the reactor and placing it in storage (either onsite
of offsite) may be continued.

A licensee having a possession-only license must
retain, with the Part 50 license, authorization for special
nuclear material (10 CFR Part 70, "Special Nuclear
Material"), byproduct material (10 CFR Part 30, "Rules
of General Applicability to Licensing of Byproduct
Material"), and source material (10 CFR Part 40,
"Licensing of Source Material"), until the fuel, radio-
active components, and sources are removed from the
facility. Appropriate administrative controls and facility
requirements are imposed by the Part SO license and the
technical specifications to assure that proper surveillance
is performed and that the reactor facility is maintained
in a safe condition and not operated.

A possession-only license permits various options and
procedures for decommissioning, such as mothballing,
entombment, or dismantling. The requirements imposed
depend on the option selected.

Section 50.82 provides that the licensee may dis-
mantle and dispose of the component parts of a nuclear
reactor in accordance with existing regulations. For
research reactors and critical facilities, this has usually
meant the disassembly of a reactor and its shipment
offsite, sometimes to another appropriately licensed
organization for further use. The site from which a
reactor has been removed must be decontaminated, as
necessary, and inspected by the Commission to deter-
mine whether unrestricted access can be approved. In
the case of nuclear power reactors, dismantling has
usually been accomplished by shipping fuel offsite,
making the reactor inoperable, and disposing of some of
the radioactive components.

Radioactive components may be either shipped, off-
site for burial at an authorized burial ground or secured
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on the site. Those radioactive materials remaining on the
site must be isolated from the public by physical barriers
or other means to prevent public access to hazardous
levels of radiation. Surveillance is necessary to assure the
long term integrity of the barriers. The amount of
surveillance required depends upon (1) the potential
hazard to the health and safety of the public from
radioactive material remaining on the site and (2) the
integrity of the physical barriers. Before areas may be
released for unrestricted use, they must have been
decontaminated or the radioactivity must have decayed
to less than prescribed limits (Table 1).

The hazard associated with the retired facility is
evaluated by considering the amount and type of
remaining contamination, the degree of confinement of
the remaining radioactive materials, the physical security
provided by the confinement, the susceptibility to
release of radiation as a result of natural phenomena,
and the duration of required surveillance.

C. REGULATORY POSITION

1. APPLICATION FOR A LICENSE TO POSSESS BUT
NOT OPERATE (POSSESSION-ONLY LICENSE)

A request to amend an operating license to a
possession-only license should be made to the Director
of Licensing, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20545. The request should include the
following information:

a. A description of the current status of the facility.

b. A description of measures that. will be taken to
prevent criticality or reactivity changes and to minimize
releases of radtoactivityfrom the facility.

... c. Any proposed changes to the technical specifica-
tions that reflect the possession-only facility status and
the necessary disassembly/retirement activities to be
performed.

d. A safety analysis of both the activities to be
accomplished and the proposed changes to the technical
specifications.

e. An inventory of activated materials and their

location in the facility.

2. ALTERNATIVES FOR REACTOR RETIREMENT

Four alternatives for retirement of nuclear reactor
facilities are considered acceptable by the Regulatory
staff. These are:

a. Mothballing. Mothballing of a nuclear reactor
facility consists of putting the facility in a state of
protective storage. in general, the facility may be left
intact except that all fuel assemblies and the radioactive

fluids and waste should be removed from the site.
Adequate radiation monitoring, environmental surveil.
lance, and appropriate security procedures should be
established under a possession-only license to ensure that
the health and safety of the public is not endangered.

b. In-Place Entombment. In-place entombment con-
sists of sealing all the remaining highly radioactive or
contaminated components (e.g., the pressure vessel and
reactor internals) within a structure integral with the
biological shield after having all fuel assemblies, radio-
active fluids and wastes, and certain selected com-
ponents shipped offsite. The structure should provide
integrity over the period of time in which significant
quantities (greater than Table I levels) of radioactivity
remain with the material in the entombment. An
appropriate and continuing surveillance program should
be established under a possession-only license.

c. Removal of Radioactive Components and Dis-
mantling. All fuel assemblies, radioactive fluids and
waste, and other materials having activities above ac-
cepted unrestricted activity levels (Table I) should be
removed from the site. The facility owner may then have
unrestricted use of the site with no requirement for a
license. If the facility owner so desires, the remainder of
the reactor facility may be dismantled and all vestiges
removed and disposed of.

d. Conversion to a New Nuclear System or a Fossil
Fuel System. This alternative, which applies only to
nuclear power plants, utilizes the existing turbine system
with a new steam supply system. The original nuclear
steam supply system should be separated from the
electric generating system and disposed of in accordance
with one of the previous three retirement alternatives.

3. SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY FOR THE RE
TIREMENT ALTERNATIVES WHOSE FINAL
STATUS REQUIRES A POSSESSION-ONLY
LICENSE

A facility which has been licensed under a posses-
sion-only license may contain a significant amount of
radioactivity in the form of activated and contaminated
hardware and structural materials. Surveillance and
commensurate security should be provided to assure that
the public health and safety are not endangered.

a. Physical security to prevent inadvertent exposure
of personnel should be provided by multiple locked
barriers. The presence of these barriers should make it
extremely difficult for an unauthorized person to gain
access to areas where radiation or contamination levels
exceed those specified in Regulatory Position C.4. To
prevent inadvertent exposure, radiation areas above 5
mR/hr, such as near the activated primary system of a
power plant, should be appropriately marked and should
not be accessible except by cutting of welded closures or
the disassembly and removal of substantial structures

II
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and/or shielding material. Means such as a remote-
readout intrusion alarm system should be provided to
indicate to designated personnel when a physical barrier
is penetrated. Security personnel that provide access
control to the facility may be used instead of the
physical barriers and the intrusion alarm systems.

b. The physical barriers to unauthorized entrance
into the facility, e.g., fences, buildings, welded doors,
and access openings, should be inspected at least
quarterly to assure that these barriers have not deterior-
ated and that locks and locking apparatus are intact.

c. A facility radiation survey should be performed at
least quarterly to verify that no radioactive material is
escaping or being transported through the containment
barriers in the facility. Sampling should be done along
the most probable path by which radioactive material
such as that stored in the inner containment regions
could be transported to the outer regions of the facility
and ultimately to the environs.

d. An environmental radiation survey should be
performed at least semiannually to verify that no
signficant amounts of radiation have been released to the
environment from the facility. Samples such as soUl,
vegetation, and water should be taken at locations for
which statistical data has been established during reactor
operations.

e. A site representative should be designated to be
responsible for controlling authorized access into and
movement within the facility.

f. Administrative procedures should be established
for the notification and reporting of abnormal occur.
rences such. as (I) the entrance of an unauthorized
person or persons into the facility and (2) a significant
change in the radiation or contamination levels in the
facility or the offsite environment.

g. The following reports should be made:

(1) An annual report to the Director of Licensing,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Washington, D.C.
20545, describing the results of the environmental and
facility radiation surveys, the status of the facility, and
an evaluation of the performance of security and
surveillance measures.

(2) An abnormal occurrence report to the Regula.
tory Operations Regional Office by telephone within 24
hours of discovery of an abnormal occurrence. The
abnormal occurrence will also be reported in the annual
report described in the preceding item.

h. Records or logs relative to the following items
should be kept and retained until the license is termi-
nated, after which they may be stored with other plant
-records:

(I) Environmental surveys;

(2) Facility radiation surveys,

(3) Inspections of the physical barriers, and

(4) Abnormal occurrences.

4. DECONTAMINATION FOR RELEASE FOR UN-
RESTRICTED USE

If it is desired to terminate a license and to eliminate
any further surveillance requirements, the facility should
be sufficiently decontaminated to prevent risk to the
public health and safety. After the decontamination is
satisfactorily accomplished and the site inspected by
the Commission, the Commission may authorize the
license to be. terminated and the facility abandoned or
released for unrestricted use. The licensee should per-
form the decontamination using the following guide-
lines:

a. The licensee should make a reasonable effort to
eliminate residual contamination.

b. No covering should be applied to radioactive
surfaces of cquipment or structures by paint, plating,.or
other covering material until it is known that contamina-
tion levels (determined by a survey and documented) are
below the limits specified in Table I. lil addition, a
reasonable. effort should be made (and documented) to
further minimize contamination prior to any such
covering.

c. The radioactivity of the interior surfaces of pipes,
drain lines, or ductwork should be determined by
making measurements at all traps and other appropriate
access points, provided contamination at these locations
is likely to be representative of contamination on the
interior of the pipes, drain lines, or ductwork. Surfaces
of premises, equipment, or scrap which are likely to be
contaminated but are of such size, construction, or
location as to make the surface inaccessible for purposes
of measurement should be assumed to be contaminated
in excess of the permissable radiation limits.

d. Upon request, the Commission may authorize a
licensee to relinquish possession or control of premises,
equipment, or scrap having surfaces contaminated in
excess of the limits specified. This may include, but is
not limited to, special circumstances such as the transfer
of premises, to another licensed organization that will
continue to work with radioactive materials. Requests
for such authorization should provide:

(1) Detailed, specific information describing the
premises, equipment, scrap, and radioactive contami-
nants and the nature, extent, and degree of residual
surface contamination.
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(2) A detailed health and safety analysis indi-
cating that the residual amounts of materials on surface
areas, together with other considerations such as the
prospective use of the premises, equipment, or scrap, are
unlikely to result in an unreasonable risk to the health
and safety of the public.

e. Prior to release of the premises for unrestricted
use, the licensee should make a comprehensive radiation
survey establishing that contamination is within the
limits specified in Table I. A survey report should be
filed with the Director of Licensing, U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545, with a copy to
the Director of the Regulatory Operations Regional
Office having jurisdiction. The report should be filed at
least 30 days prior to the planned date of abandonment.
The survey report should:

(1) Identify the premises;

(2) Show that reasonable effort has been tmade to
reduce residual contamination to as low as practicable
levels;

(3) Describe the scope of the survey and the
general procedures followed;and

(4) State the finding of the survey in units
specified in Table 1.

After review of the report, the Commission may
inspect the facilities to confirm the survey prior to
granting approval for abandonment.

S. REACTOR RETIREMENT PROCEDURES

As indicated in Regulatory Position C.2, several
alternatives are acceptable for reactor facility retirement.
If minor disassembly or "mothballing" is planned, this
could be done by the existing operating and mainte-
nance procedures under the license in effect. Any
planned actions involving an unreviewed safety question

1 .86-,

or a change in the technical specifications should be
reviewed and approved in accordance with the require-
ments of 10 CFR § 50.59.

If major structural changes to radioactive components
of the facility are planned, such as removal of the
pressure vessel or major components of the primary
system, a dismantlement plan including the information
required by §50.82 should be submitted to the Commis-
sion. A dismantlement plan should be submitted for all
the alternatives of Regulatory Position'C. except
mothballing. However, minor disassembly activities may
still be performed in the absence of such a plan,
provided they are permitted by existing operating and
maintenance procedures. A dismantlement plan should
include the following:

a. A description of the ultimate status of the facility

b. A description of the dismantling activities and the
precautions to be taken.

c. A safety analysis of the dismantling activities
including any effluents which may be released.

d. A safety analysis of the facility in its ultimate
status.

Upon satisfactory review and approval of the dis.
mantling plan, a dismantling order is issued by the
Commission in accordance with §50,82. When dis-
mantling is completed and the Commission has been
notified by letter, the appropriate Regulatory Opera-
tions Regional Office inspects the facility and verifies
completion in accordance with the dismantlement plan.
If residual radiation levels do not exceed the values in
Table I, the Commission may terminate the license. If
these levels are exceeded, the licensee retains the
poesesslon-only license under which the disinantling
activities have been conducted or, as an alternative, may
make application to the State (if an. Agreement State)
for a byproduct materials license.

Di
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TABLE I

ACCEPTABLE SURFACE CONTAMINATION LEVELS

NUCLIDEa AVERAGEb C MAXIMUMb d I REMOVABLEb e

U-nat, U-235, U-238, and
associated decay products

Transuranics, Ra-226, Ra-228,
Th-230, Th-228, Pa-23 1,
Ac-227, 1-125,1-129

Th-nat, Th-232, Sr-90,
Ra-223, Ra-224, U-232,
1-126,1.131,1-133

Beta-gamma emitters (nuclides
with decay modes other than alpha
emission or spontaneous fission)
except Sr-90 and others noted above.

5,000 dpm a/100 cm2

100 dpm/lO0 cm2

1000 dpm/lO0 cm2

5000 dpm P-y/1 00 cm2

15,000 dpm a/ 100 cm2

300 dpm/lO0 cm2

3000 dpm/IO0 cm2

15,000 dpm 0-y/l 00 cm2

1Q000 dpm a/100 cme

20 dpm/lOO cm 2

200 dpm/l00 cm 2

1000 dpm 0-'/100 cm 2

& b .1.-

*Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting nuclides exists, the limits established for alpha- and
beta-gamma-emitting nuclides should apply independently.

bAs used in this table, dpm (disintegrations per minute) means the rate of emission by radioactive material as determined by correcting

the counts per minute observed by an appropriate detector for background, efficiency, and geometric factors associated with the
instrumentation.

CMeasurements of average contaminant should not be averaged over more'than I square meter. For objects of less surface area, the

average should be derived for each such object.

dThe maximum contamination level applies to an area of not more than 100 cm 2 .

The amount of removable radioactive material per 100 cm2 of surface area should be determined by wiping that area with dry filter or
soft absorbent paper, applying moderate pressure. and assessing the amount of radioactive material on the wipe with an appropriate
instrument of known efficiency. When removable contamination on objects of less surface area is determined, the pertinent levels
should be reduced proportionally and the entire surface should be wiped.

1.86-5
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From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 9:45 PM
To: Zimmerman, Roy
Cc: ET01 Hoc; ET05 Hoc; OST02 HOC; PMT01 Hoc
Subject: FYI - NNSA Comments on Habitability Assessment

From: Borchardt, Bill
To: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael
Sent: Sat Apr 09 18:40:13 2011
Subject: Fw: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Bill Borchardt
Via blackberry

From: Krol, Joseph <Joseph.Krol@nnsa.doe.gov>
To:l (b)(6) ; Borchardt, Bill; Aoki, Steven
<Steven.Aoki@nnsa.doe.gov>; Wilber, Deborah <Deborah.Wilber@nnsa.doe.gov>
ccl (b)(6)

I (b)(6)

Sent: Sat Apr 09 17:15:03 2011
Subject: Re: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Steve, we have been in discussion with Troy and would very much like to have an LNO come over Monday so we can go
over the state of play. We expect to have close to a final product from our analysis of 120 airborne samples that came to
us from various sources over the past 2weeks. This will include a Strontium analysis to see what contribution if any may
be present from beta. The preliminary analysis indicates that the dose we are dealing with is very small.1 (b)(5)

(b)(5)

( So we need to combine our views along with the NRC to provide the best unified view. JK

From: Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR (b)(6)
To: bill.borchardt@nrc.gov <bill.borchardt@hrc.gov>;. Krol, Joseph; Aoki, Steven
Cc: Mdeller, Troy I SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR < (b)(6) ý ; 'Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08
S (b)(6) 1>; Naples, Elmer M SES SEA 08 NR I (b)(6) ; Burrows, Charles W SES CaV

NAVSEA 08 NR <1 (b)(6) ý>; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR I (b)(6)
Sent: Sat.Apr 09 10:43:03 2011
Subject: Fw: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

Bill, Steve, Joe,

A few days ago, NR sent your organization a habitability assessment for review and comment WP havP. received what Iwould characterize as technical comments from the working level and those are appreciated.i

(b)(5)

1
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(b)(5)
IThere is much more to discuss nere.

The email below captures comments received from NRC up to this point.

We stand ready to discuss/meet and have those policy discussions to help inform the interagency as we come through
when (and where) to allow US citizens back into regions of Japan.

Thank you and we look forward to engaging with you when you are ready.

Steve

From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08
To: Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR
Sent: Sat Apr 09 08:31:33 2011
Subject: FW: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

As discussed. Note comments below as well as in the attached.

From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08
Sent: Fri 4/8/2011 11:19 PM
To: Conran, Thomas C SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Naples, Elmer M SES SEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA
08 NR; Hale, Andrew M SES NAVSEA, 08; Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08
NR; Roros, John CIV NAVSEA, 08
Cc: Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; Bingman, Bruce M CIV SEA 08 NR; Steele, Jeffrey M CIV SEA 08 NR; Herman,
David R CIV NAVSEA, 08; Bell, Stephen T CIV SEA 08 NR; Szeto, Gordon CIV SEA 08 NR; Steinhurst, Laurel A CIV SEA 08
NR; Kepple, Alan C CIV NAVSEA, 08
Subject: NRC Comments on Habitability Assessment

See NRC comments on paper below I sent paper separately, but forgot to include email text.

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 8:36 PM
To: RST03 Hoc
Cc: PMT02 Hoc; PMT09 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc
Subject: NRC Comments on "Conclusions of Long Term Habitability Assessment"

Tom

Here are our comments on the Long Term Habitability Assessment document. Overall the NRC. has four
general comments:

(b)(5)

'K

I'

K
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1.
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4.

(b)(5)

The attachment provides some additional specific comments.

Sandi

PMT-PAAD
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From: Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08 (b)(6) >
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:13 PM
To: ET02 Hoc
Cc: sal.golub@nuclear.energy.gov
Subject Fw: Draft NR Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan

(FEUO) - Rev.1
Attachments: NR Habitability Assessment rev2 (draft for distribution).docx

Sent separately to PMT

-Original Message -----
From: Mueller, Troy J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR

To: 'EdwardsJonathan@epamail.epa.gov' <Edwards.Jonathan@epamail.epa.gov>; 'Anastas.Paul@epamail.epa.gov'

<Anastas.Paul@epamail.epa.gov>; 'EOCScience Tiger Team@epamail.epa.gov'
<EOCScience.Tiger Team@epamail.epa.gov>; 'Dietrich.Debbie@epamail.epa.gov'
<Dietrich.Debbie@epamail.epa.gov>; 'Wilber, Deborah' <De borah.Wilber@ nhsa.doe.gov>; 'Bowman, David'

<David.Bowman@nnsa.doe.gov>; 'Garino, Gerard' <Gerard.Garino@nnsa.doe.gov>; 'NITOPS' <NITOPS@nnsa.doe.gov>;
'pmtl2.hoc@nrc.gov' <pmtl2.hoc@nrc.gov>; 'pmt12@nrc.gov' <pmtl2@nrc.gov>; 'rstOl.hoc@nrc.gov'
<rstOl.hoc@nrc.gov>;l (b)(6) ; Mittelman, Michael H

RADM PACOM, J07
Cc: Donald, Kirkland H ADM SEA 08; Trautman, Stephen J SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR; Burrows, Charles W SES CIV NAVSEA 08
NR; Vavoso, Thomas G CIV NAVSEA, 08; Roberts, Thomas E CIV SEA 08 NR; McKenzie, John M SES CIV NAVSEA 08 NR;
'tdyknollws@state.gov' <tdyknollws@state.gov>; Dehaven, Darrel S CIV PSNS/IMF, Code NRRO; 'Will Knoll

(b)(6) ; Lentz, Frederick L CIV SEA 08 NR; 'Krol,

Joseph' <Joseph.Krol@nnsa.doe.gov>; Warner, David S NRR Pearl Harbor; Putzu, Frank A CIV SEA 00; Chavez, Rodrigo

LTC PACOM, J07; Nickel, Lee A CIV SEA 08 NR; 'Zerr, Thomas J.' <1 (b)(6) ; Smith, Jerry L
Sent: Fri Apr 15 14:59:37 2011
Subject: Draft NR Habitability Assessment and Associated NR Recommendations for Japan (FOUO) - Rev.1

DRAFT NOT RELEASABLE FOR PEER REVIEW ONLY FOR OFFICIAL USE OILY (1OUI)

All - attached you will find a revised draft Naval Reactors assessment and views on the path forward for making
recommendations on the acceptability of U.S. citizens returning to Japan and associated limitations. This revision is
intended to incorporate comments and other recommendations received to date on the assessment sent out by NR a
week ago. The attached assessment includes detailed analyses performed by Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory that form

the basis for the recommendations. We would appreciate your review of the attached assessment and
recommendations before we finalize.

I appreciate all of the previous feedback in making the final product much better.

Thanks and Very Respectfully,

Troy

T. J. Mueller
Director, Nuclear Technology Division

Naval Reactors

(202) 781-6144
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Draft
Department of Energy

WashIngton, DC 20585

DISTRIBUTION

ACCEPTABILITY OF U.S. CITIZENS RETURNING TO JAPAN; NAVAL
REACTORS ASSESSMENT, VIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Reference: (a.) Environmental Protection Agency Manual EPA 400
R-92-001, Manual of Protective Actions for
Nuclear Incidents (May 1992), Table 7-2

Background: The 11 March 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan
resulted in core damage to multiple reactors at the Fukushima
Daiichi Reactor Site (FDRS), release of fission products to the
environment, evacuation of U.S. citizens within 50-miles of
FDRS, and voluntary departure of many U.S. citizens from Honshu
Island. This letter communicates the Naval Reactors assessment
and views on the path forward for making recommendations on the
acceptability of U.S. citizens returning to Japan and associated
limitations. The attached assessment, performed by the Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL), provides the basis for the Naval
Reactors recommendations. A draft of the enclosed "Habitability
Assessment" was commented on by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the Department of Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy. This letter incorporates the Naval Reactors
response to those comments.

Naval Reactors Discussion: One method for determining the
associated radiation doses and thus acceptability of U.S.
citizens returning to Japan is to calculate the doses these
individuals would receive at various locations in the first year
following the event. One such model is the Department of Energy
(DOE) Residual Radioactivity (RESRAD) environmental assessment
program from Argonne National Laboratory. Because the
radiological assessment for the Japanese reactor accidents in
the first year also involves shorter-lived radionuclides than
those utilized in RESRAD, this model must be combined with
modeling contained in reference (a) to evaluate the dose
contribution for some short-lived radionuclides.

Draft
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Draft

2

Radiological field data collected following the Japanese reactor U
accidents by the U.S. Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program at
several locations surrounding the FDRS allows for a detailed
analysis using the RESRAD and EPA modeling discussed above. The
purpose of such analyses and modeling is to determine
approximate distances where various exposure thresholds from all
pathways could be examined for acceptability for the return of
U.S. citizens to Japan.

The modeling performed in this assessment assumes no further
deposition of radioactivity from a continuing release at the
FDRS. However, decision makers can use the assessment and add
reasonable distances for conservatism to account for small
continuous releases. In addition, the attached assessment would
not be valid for a more severe release at FDRS. However,
decision makers could use the attached assessment as a basis for
determining acceptable locations for U.S. citizens, and rely on
the EPA Early Protective Action Guidelines for the further
protection of U.S. citizens for any significant future release
from FDRS.

Results: KAPL provides in the attached enclosure a detailed
analysis and assessment of many sets of radiological data
collected at four different locations in Japan using DOE RESRAD
and EPA methodologies. The analyses were performed using
multiple scenarios including: suburban resident and subsistence
farmer scenarios, and multiple meteorological conditions,
including an estimation of actual conditions. Results included
radiation doses from all pathways according to the specific
model. This analysis is conservative and limiting; however, it
is intended to provide insight for decision makers related to
returning family members of U.S. personnel to Japan. This
analysis allows for the inherent uncertainties in calculating
internal exposures due to the nature of having to use
mathematical models to determine dose (i.e., RESRAD, PAG
methods). The following table shows the results of the analysis
of a suburban resident and subsistence farmer using a time
weighted average of estimated meteorological conditions at FDRS.
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Estimated Distance from Estimated Ground
Fukushima. Daiichi Site Contamination Level

First Year Dose (miles)* (ccpm)**
(TEDE)

Suburban Subsistence Suburban Subsistence
Resident Farmer Resident Farmer

2,000 mrem 2.2 2.4 105,483 97,198

1,000 mrem 3.5 3.7 52,870 48,470

500 mrem 5.7 6.0 26,392 24,225

100 mrem 19.5 21.1 5,407 4,847
*Distances decrease by approximately 10% if family members return after 15

**Extrapolated reading by direct survey
Geiger-Mueller probe with a 20Ocm 2 probe
to approximately 30% of these values in

with a beta-gamma pancake frisker
face. Contamination levels will decay
6 months.

Recommendations:

(b)(5)
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CONCLUSION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE HABITABILITY ASSESSMENT

Conclusion of Habitability Assessment

Prepared for Naval Reactors by the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory

A habitability assessment has been performed based on actual
radiological conditions associated with the radionuclide
releases from the Fukushima Daiichi Reactor Site, Fukushima,
Japan. KAPL performed a detailed analysis and assessment of
many sets of radiological data collected at four different
locations in Japan (Yokosuka, Atsugi, Mito, and Tsukuba) using
DOE RESRAD and EPA methodologies. The analyses were performed
using multiple scenarios including: suburban resident and
subsistence farmer scenarios, and multiple meteorological
conditions, including an estimation of actual conditions. V
Results included radiation doses from all pathways according to
the specific model. This analysis estimated the distances from
FDRS that Total Effective Dose Equivalents (TEDE) of 2,000 mrem,
1,000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem would occur in the first
year. This analysis is conservative and limiting; however, it
is intended to provide insight for decision makers related to
returning family members of U.S. personnel to Japan. This
analysis allows for the inherent uncertainties in calculating
internal exposures due to the nature of having to use
mathematical models to determine dose (i.e., RESRAD, PAG
methods). The following table shows the results of the analysis
of a suburban resident and subsistence farmer using a time

weighted average of estimated meteorological conditions at FDRS.

I?
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Estimated Distance from Estimated Ground
Fukushima Daiichi Site Contamination Level

First Year Dose (miles)* (ccpm)**
(TEDE)

Suburban Subsistence Suburban Subsistence
Resident Farmer Resident Farmer

2,000 mrem 2.2 2.4 105,483 97,198

1,000 mrem 3.5 3.7 52,870 48,470

500 mrem 5.7 6.0 26,392 24,225

100 mrem 19.5 21.1 5,407 4,847
*Distances decrease by approximately 10% if family members return after 15

April 2011.
**Extrapolated reading by direct survey with a beta-gamma pancake frisker
Geiger-Mueller probe with a 20cm2 probe face. Contamination levels will decay
to approximately 30% of these values in 6 months.

An evaluation for comparison purposes was performed using soil
samples taken from J-Village, which is 12.3 miles south of FDRS.
The first year dose was estimated using the RESRAD suburban
resident scenario. The distance calculated using the dispersion
calculation from the Yokosuka location and using time weighted
average of the estimated Pasquill Categories during the plumes
is about a factor of 1.5 larger (conservative) than the actual
distance of J-Village from FDRS.
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Executive Summary

Habitability Assessment

A habitability assessment was performed based on actual
radiological conditions associated with the radiological
releases from the Fukushima Daiichi Reactor Site (FDRS) that
have occurred through March 28, 2011. The basis for this
habitability assessment is the gamma spectroscopy results for
soil samples collected from four locations in Japan (Yokosuka,
Atsugi, Mito, and Tsukuba). The assessment estimated distances
from FDRS that Total Effective Dose Equivalents (TEDE) of 2,000
mrem, 1,000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem would occur in the K
first year of habitability. TEDE includes radiation
contributions from external exposure and all intakes of
internally deposited radionuclides.

The U.S. DOE computer code RESRAD and the EPA method provided in
Chapter 7 of Reference (a) were used to determine the first
year doses at the Xokosuka location. Two methods were necessary
because RESRAD does not allow analysis of short-lived
radionuclides (e.g., 1-131, Te-132), but the EPA method does.
Short-lived radionuclides represent a significant portion of
deposited contamination. Two RESRAD calculations were
performed. The first RESRAD calculation assumes a subsistence
farmer scenario and provides the maximum limiting exposure for
an adult from all exposure pathways; a) direct radiation from
radionuclides in the soil, b) inhalation of re-suspended
contaminated soil, c) ingestion of food from crops grown in the
contaminated soil, d) ingestion of milk from livestock raised in
the contaminated area, e) ingestion of meat from livestock
raised in the contaminated area, f) ingestion of contaminated
soil, and g) ingestion of drinking water from an on-site well. V
The second RESRAD calculation assumes a suburban resident
scenario where milk, meat, aquatic food, and drinking water
pathways are not considered and the percent intake of homegrown
plant foods is assumed to be the default value of 10% of all
plant foods.

The assessment does not take into account the higher
contamination levels seen northwest of the Fukushima Daiichi
site out to 25 miles. because no soil sample data were available.

The Pasquill Categories used for this analysis were estimated by
taking a time weighted average of the NARAC forecasted Pasquill
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Categories during three periods between 3/15/11 and 3/23/11. In
the absence of actual meteorological data, this is considered
the best representation of conditions during the majority of the
event. These periods were chosen to coincide with three plumes
that were present over Yokosuka. The specific periods that were
selected were based On air sampling in Yokosuka and are listed
below:

9 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27
hours)

* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
0 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16

hours)

The specific and averaged distance values for the four
locations, including.direct probe measurements taken at each
sampled location were also extrapolated to each distance and are
summarized in Table 1. Variation in the direct probe readings
for each soil sample location is likely due to the difference in
weathering of the radioactivity in the soil and/or the
difference in the surface texture at the location of the direct
probe measurement.

An evaluation for comparison purposes was performed using data
from J-Village, which is located 12.3 miles (19.8 km) south of
the Fukushima Daiichi Plant. Two soil samples were taken at J-
Village and gamma spectroscopy analysis of the samples was
utilized to calculate the first year dose at the J-Village using
the RESRAD suburban resident scenario. The distance calculated
using the dispersion calculation from the Yokosuka location and
using estimated Pasquill Categories is about a factor of 1.5
larger (conservative) than the actual distance of J-Village from
the Fukushima site.

Reference: (a) EPA 400 R-92-001, Manual of Protective
Action Guides and Protective Actions for
Nuclear Incidents, May 1992

It:
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Table 1 - Estimated First Year Dose Distances' from FDRS for Various Annual Dose Rates/Calculated Direct Probe Readings

Location of Soil Distance to 100 mrem Distance to 500 mrem Distance to 1000 mrem Distance to 2000 mrem
Sample Pasquill First Year Dose (miles) First Year Dose (miles) First Year Dose (miles) First Year Dose (miles)

& actual direct Category Subsistence Suburban Subsistence Suburban Subsistence Suburban Subsistence Suburban
probe ccpm Farmer Resident Farmer Resident Farmer Resident Farmer Resident

B 32.2 30.6 11.9 11.4 7.9 7.6 5.4 5.1
Yokosuka

C 16.3 15.4 4.9 4.7 3.1 3.0 2.1 2.0
located 167 miles D 15.4 14.4 4.3 4.0 2.6 2.4 1.6 1.5south

E 4.7 4.4 1.4 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6680 cope
TWA- 15.9 14.9 4.8 4.6 3.0 2.9 2.0 1.9

Direct Probe (ccpm)" 8,636 9,384 43,180 46,784 86,360 93,840 173,000 187,000

B 39.7 37.5 14.6 13.8 9.6 9.1 6.4 6.1
Kito

C 29.7 27.4 8.1 7.5 4.9 4.6 3.1 2.9
located 79 milessote D 29.0 26.6 7.3 6.8 4.3 4.0 2.6 2.4south - _

E 15.1 13.4 3.0 2.8 1.8 1,7 1.1 1.1580 cope

TWA' 28.5 26.2 7.7 7.2 4.7 4.4 2.9 2.7

Direct Probe (ccpm)" 1,682 1,844 8,410 9,222 16,820 18,444 33,640 36,540

B 28.3 26.8 10.6 10.0 7.0 6.7 4.7 4.5
Tsukuba

C 16.4 15.3 4.9 4.6 3.1 3.0 2.0 1.9
located 110 milessote D 15.5 14.4 4.3 4.0 2.6 2.4 1.6 1.5south

E 5.7 5.3 1.6 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.6
750 ccpm

TWA' 15.7 14.7 4.7 4.4 3.0 2.8 1.9 1.8

Direct Probe(ccpm)" 6,150 6,750 30,750 33,600 6i,500 67,275 123,750 134,550

B 43.4 40.9 15.9 15.0 10.4 9.9 7.0 6.6
Atsugi

C 25.0 23.1 7.0 6.5 4.3 4.1 2.8 2.6
located 158 miles D 24.0 22.2 6.2 5.8 3.7 3.4 2.2 2.1

south

E 7.9 7.2 2.0 1.8 1.2 1.2 0.8 0.8
400 ccpm ..

TWA* 24.1 22.3 6.8 6.4 4.2 3.9 2.7 2.5

Direct Probe (ccpm)" 2,920 3,200 14,560 15,960 29,200 31,920 58,400 63,840~t -

Avg. Direct Probe 4,847 5,407 24,225 26,392 48,470 52,870 97,198 105,483
(ccpM) I I

Average of TW2.2Distane (l T 21.1 19.5 6.0 5.7 3.7 3.5 2.4 2.2Distances (miles)IIII

'Distance decreases by approximately 10% if family members return after 15 April 2011. "Contamination levels decrease to 30% of these levels in 6
months. *TWA = time weighted average of NARAC forecasted Pasquill Categories (from 3/15/11 0600 JST to 3/23/11 0500 JST) at Fukushima
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1. SUBURBAN RESIDENT SCENARIO: Evaluation of YOKOSUKA Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Yokosuka on 3/26/2011. Throughout
this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Yokosuka area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database.
Other gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry
results in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6 rh edition
of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive Decay Data Tables from David
C. Kocher.

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 27.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

1-132 2.33 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 2.75 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
__ _Library - See Below

Cs-134. 4.04 2.065 years
Cs-136 0.54 13.16 days Not i~n RESRAD

Library
Cs-137 4.56 30.07 years
Sr-90 0.0456 28.78 years Assumed in 1:100

ratio to Cs-137
Mo-99 0.096 2.74 days Not in RESRAD

Library

Tc-99 0.107 2.13E05
years

Te-129m 3.31 33.6 days Not in RESRAD
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Library

La-140 0.031 1.678 days Not in RESRAD
Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 680
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 680 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within 'W" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and the EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Suburban Resident Scenario was-assumed.
o Milk, meat, aquatic, and drinking water pathways are not

considered
o Intake of home grown plant foods is assumed to be 10%

" Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

* Indoor time was assumed to be 75%; Outdoor time was assumed to be 25%
(default)

" All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.
Cs-134: 4.230 mrem
Cs-137: 2.021 mrem
Sr-90: 0.00036 mrem
Tc-99: 3.35E-06 mrem
Total Dose= 6.252 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear j
Incidents was used to estimate the first year doses from these
radionuclides. (Note: The dose for 1-132 is already included in the dose t
for Te-132 per the EPA manual.)
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Radionuclide pCi/20 cm2  pCi/m 2  mrem./pCi/m 2  Dose (mrem)
1-131 1246 6.23E+05 1.30E-06 0.8099

Te-132 126.4 6.32E+04 3.30E-06 0.2086
Note: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they are
calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 6.252 mrem + 0.8099 mrem +0.2086 mrem = 7.27 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 and Tc-99 are not
shown due to their low first year contribution.)
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The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times

that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the

plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

, 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)

* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)

* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill

Categories were:

ii
I.

Ii

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 4.4.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

A Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill Categories at the
Fukushima Plant is provided below:

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 680
Year Yokosuka Soil Sample ccpm at Yokosuka

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 14.9 24.0 9,384

500 mrem 4.6 7.3 46,784

1000 mrem 2.9 4.6 93,840

2000 mrem 1.9 3.0 187,000

4
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Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 7.27 mrem is 275 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 275 x 680 ccpm = 187,000 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oyoa =2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(275) = 9.56E05 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
5.1 statute miles.

This is equal to 8.2 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are.
listed below:

Pasquill ay a. (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/275 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 2.19E+06 5.1
B 2.63E+08 9.56E+05 5.1
C 1.63E+07 5.93E+04 2.0
D 3.27E+06 1.19E+04 1.5
E 3.02E+05 1.1OE+03 0.6
F 1.07E+05 3.89E+02 0.6

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 7.2.7 mrem is 138 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 138 x 680 ccpm = 93,840 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Enclosure (2)
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Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oyoy =2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(138) = 1.91E06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
7.6 statute miles.

This is equal to 12.2 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy oa (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/138 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 4.36E+06 7.6
B 2.63E+08 1.91E+06 7.6

C 1.63E+07 1.18E+05 3.0
D 3.27E+06 2.37E+04 2.4
E 3.02E+05 2.19E+03 0.8

F 1.07E+05 7.75E+02 0.8

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 7.27 mrem is 68.8 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 68.8 x 680 ccpm = 46,784 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: Oya, = 2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(68.8) = 3.82E06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
11.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 18.3 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 500 mrem are
listed below:
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Pasquill oy Oz (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance1
Category statute mile 1/68.8 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 8.75E+06 11.4
B 2.63E+08 3.82E+06 11.4
C 1.63E+07 2.37E+05 4.7
D 3.27E+06 4.75E+04 4.0.
E 3.02E+05 4.39E+03 1.3
F 1.07E+05 1.56E+03 1.3

Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 7.27 mrem is 13.8 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 13.8 x 680 ccpm = 9384 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles oyaO =

2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08.)/(13.8) = 1.91E07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
30.6 statute miles.

This is equal to 49.2 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy Oa (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/13.8 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 4.36E+07 30.6
B 2.63E+08 1.91E+07 30.6
C 1.63E+07 1.18E+06 15.4
D 3.27E+06 2.37E+05 14.4
E 3.02E+05 2.19E+04 4.4
F 1.07E+05 7.75E+03 4.4

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During Plume
B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)

The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:
First Year Dose Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi Plant

Miles Kilometers
100 mrem 14.9 24.0
500 mrem 4.6 7.3
1000 mrem 2.9 4.6
2000 mrem 1.9 3.0

I;
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2. SUBSISTENCE FARMER SCENARIO: Evaluation of YOKOSUKA Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Yokosuka on 3/26/2011. Throughout
this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Yokosuka area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database. Other
gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry results
in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6th edition
of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive.Decay Data Tables from David
C. Kocher.

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 27.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

1-132 2.33 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 2.75 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Cs-134 4.04 2.065 yrs

Cs-136 0.54 13.16 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Cs-137 4.56 30.07 yrs
Sr-90 0.0456 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100

ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 0.096 2.74 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Tc-99 0.107 2.13E05
years

Te-129m 3.31 33.6 days Not in RESRAD
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Library

La-140 0.031 1.678 days Not in RESRAD
Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 680
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 680 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within '" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and the EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

* Subsistence Farmer Scenario was assumed. All pathways except radon
were assumed active.

* For ingestion pathway, dietary data, aquatic food, plant food, meat,
and milk contaminated fractions are 1.0

* Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

* Outdoors on-site time was changed from 25% to 50% and off-site time
was set to zero because RESRAD assumes zero exposure for time spent
off-site and some exposure would still occur if a person were to
leave the residence due to ground contamination elsewhere. The
default of 50% time spent indoors was not changed.

* All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.

Cs-134: 4.628 mrem
Cs-137: 2.235 mrem
Sr-90: 0.00333 mrem
Tc-99: 3.47E-05 mrem
Total Dose= 6.866 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear
Incidents was used to estimate the first year doses from these
radionuclides. (Note: The dose for 1-132 is already included in the dose
for Te-132 per the EPA manual.)
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Radionuclide pCi/20 cm2  pCi/m 2  mrem/pCi/m2  Dose (mrem)
1-131 1246 6.23E+05 1.30E-06 0.8099

Te-132 126.4 6.32E+04 3.30E-06 0.2086
)te: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they areNc

calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 6.866 mrem + 0.8099 mrem +0.2086 mrem = 7.88 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 and Tc-99 are not
shown due to their low first year contribution.)
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Note that only the orange line corresponds
to the y-axis on the right side for cumulative
dose. All other lines correspond to the left y-axis.

The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

0 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)
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* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During Plume
B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

A Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill Categories at the
Fukushima Plant is provided below:

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 680
Year Yokosuka Soil Sample ccpm at Yokosuka

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 15.9 25.5 8,636

500 mrem 4.8 7.8 43,180

1000 mrem 3.0 4.9 86,360

2000 mrem 2.0 3.2 173,000

Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 7.88 mrem is 254 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 254 x 680 ccpm = 173,000 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:
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Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oyoz =2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(254) = 1.04E06 m'

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
5.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 8.7 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy oa (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/254 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 2.37E+06 5.4
B. 2.63E+08 1.04E+06 5.4
C 1.63E+07 6.42E+04 2.1
D 3.27E+06 1 .29E+04 1.6
E 3.02E+05 1.19E+03 0.6
F 1.07E+0.5 4.21E+02 0.6

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 7.88 mrem is 127 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 127 x 680 ccpm = 86,360 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The

dispersion factor for this distance: oyoy =2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(127) 2.07E06 mi2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
7.9 statute miles.

This is equal to 12.7 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:
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Pasquill oy a. (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance

Category statute miles 1/127 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 4.74E+06 7.9
B 2.63E+08 2.07E+06 7.9
C 1.63E+07 1.28E+05 3.1
D 3.27E+06 2.57E+04 2.6
E 3.02E+05 2.38E+03 0.9
F 1.07E+05 8.43E+02 0.9

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 7.88 mrem is 63.5 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 63.5 x 680 ccpm = 43,180 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from'Fukushima Reactors is 167 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oyoz = 2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(63.5) = 4.14.E06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
11.9 statute miles.

This is equal to 1.9.1 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill
listed below:

Categories for 500 mrem are

Pasquill Oy oz (m2 ) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/63.5 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 9.48E+06 11.9
B 2.63E+08 4.14E+06 11.9
C 1.63E+07 2.57E+05 4.9
D 3.27E+06 5.15E+04 4.3
E 3..02E+05 4.76E+03 1.4
F 1.07E+05 1.69E+03 1.4
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Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 7.88 mrem is 12.7 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 12.7 x 680 ccpm = 8636 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersi~on factors:

Distance of Yokosuka from Fukushima Reactors is. 167 statute miles Oyu, =

2.63E08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.63E08)/(12.7) = 2.07E07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
32.2 statute miles.

This is equal to 51.8 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy Oa (m2) at 167 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/12.7 (statute miles)

A 6.02E+08 4.70E+07 32.2
B 2.63E+08 2.07E+07 32.2
C 1.63E+07 1.28E+06 16.3
D 3.27E+06 2.57E+05 15.4
E 3.02E+05 2.38E+04 4.7
F 1.07E+05 8.43E+03 4.7

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%
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The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)

The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi
First Year Dose Plant

Miles Kilometers

100 mrem 15.9 25.5
500 mrem 4.8 7.8
1000 mrem 3.0 4.9
2000 mrem 2.0 3.2
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3. SUBURBAN RESIDENT SCENARIO: Evaluation of MITO Habitability for 2000
mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Mito on 3/27/2011. Throughout this
event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in the
Mito area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample is
representative of the broader contamination measurement database. Other
gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry results
in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2..1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6 th edition
of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive Decay Data Tables from David
C. Kocher.

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 109.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

1-132 5.848 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 6.919 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Cs-134 20.01 2.065 yrs
Cs-136 2.069 13.16 days Not in RESRAD

Library

Cs-137 21.89 30.07 yrs.
Sr-90 0.2189 2,8.78 yrs Assumed in 1:1.00

ratio to Cs-137
Mo-99 0.737 2.74 days Not in RESRAD

Library
Tc-99m 0.644 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD

Library
Te-129 6.976 1.16 hour Not in RESRAD

Library
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Te.-129m 11.66 33.6 days Not in RESRAD

Library
La-140 0.341 1.678 days Not in RESRAD

Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 580
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 580 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or ji

equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within i" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Suburban Resident Scenario was assumed.
o Milk, meat, aquatic, and drinking water pathways are not

considered
o Intake of home grown plant foods is assumed to be 10%

* Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

* Indoor time was assumed to be 75%; Outdoor time was assumed to be 25% K
(default)

* All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.
Cs-134: 20.95 mrem
Cs-137: 9.70 mrem
Sr-90: 0.00174 mrem
Total Dose= 30.65 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Protective Action Guide (PAG) Manual was used to estimate the first year
doses from these radionuclides. (Note: the dose for 1-132 is already
included in the dose for Te-132 per the PAG manual.)
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Radionuclide pCi/20cm2  pCi/m2  mrem/pCi/m 2  Dose (mrem)
1-131 1014 5.07E+05 1.30E-06 0.6591

Te-132 64.2 3.21E+04 3.30E-06 0.1059
ote: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they areNc

calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 30.65 mrem + 0.6591 mrem +0.1059 mrem = 31.42 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown due to
the low first year contribution.)
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Note that only the orange line corresponds
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dose. All other lines correspond to the left y-axis.

The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:
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0 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)

• 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)

* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill
Fukushima Plant

Categories at the

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 580
Year Mito Soil Sample ccpm at Mito

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 26.2 42.1 1,844

500 mrem 7.2 11.5 9,222

1000 mrem 4.4 7.0 18,444

2000 mrem 2.7 4.4 36,540

Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 31.42 mrem is 63.6 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 58 x 580 ccpm = 36,540 ccpm
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The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: ay oa =8.38E07 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E07)/(63.6) = 1.32E06 m 2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
6.1 statute miles.

This is equal to 9.8 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy o0 (M22 ). at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/63.6 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 3.01E+06 6.1
B 8.38E+07 1.32E+06 6.1
C 7.47E+06 1.17E+05 2.9
D 1.51E+06 2.37E+04 2.4
E 2.01E+05 3.16E+03 1.1
F 7.14E+04 1.12E+03 1.1

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 31.42 mrem is 31.8 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 29 x 580 ccpm = 18,444 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy oa =8.38E07 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E07)/(31.8) = 2.64E06 mi2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
9.1 statute miles.

This is equal to 14.6 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oY oa (m2) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/31.8 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 6.04E+06 9.1
B 8.38E+07 2.64E+06 9.1
C 7.47E+06 2.35E+05 4.6
D 1.51E+06 4.75E+04 4.0
E 2.01E+05 6.32E+03 1.7
F 7. 14E+04 2.25E+03 1.7

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 31.42 mrem is 15.9 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 15.9 x 580 ccpm = 9222 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors;

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy oa = 8.38E07 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E07)/(15.9) = 5.27E06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
13.8 statute miles

This is equal to 22.2 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories
listed below:

for 500 mrem are

Pasquill ay oa (m2) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/15.9 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 1.21E+07 13.8
B 8.38E+07 5.27E+06 13.8
C 7.47E+06 4.70E+05 7.5
D 1.51E+06 9.50E+04 6.8
E 2.01E+05 1.26E+04 2.8
F 7.1.4E+04 4_.49E+03 2.8
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Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 31.42 mrem is 3.18 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 2.90 x 580 ccpm = 1844 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:
Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The

dispersion factor for this distance: oy oz = 8.38E07 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E07)/(3.18) = 2.64E07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
37.5 statute miles.

This is equal to 60.3 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oaY o' (M2 ) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/3.18 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 6.04E+07 37.5
B 8.38E+07 2.64E+07 37.5
C 7.47E+06 2.35E+06 27.4
D 1.51E+06 4.75E+05 26.6
E 2.01E+05 6.32E+04 13.4
F 7.14E+04 2.25E+04 13.4

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquil.l Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During Plume
B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%
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The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)

The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi Plant
First Year Dose

Miles Kilometers
100 mrem 26.2 42.1
500 mrem 7.2 11.5

1000 mrem 4.4 7.0
2000 mrem 2.7 4.4
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4. SUBSISTENCE FARMER SCENARIO: Evaluation of MITO Habitability for 2000
mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Mito on 3/27/2011. Throughout this
event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in the
Mito area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample is
representative of the broader contamination measurement database. Other
gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry results
in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6 th edition

I..

It

II

of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive
C. Kocher.

Decay Data Tables from David

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 109.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD

Library - See Below
1-132 5.848 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD

Library - See Below
Te-132 6.919 3.2 days Not in RESRAD

Library - See Below

Cs-134 20.01 2.065 yrs Library_-_SeeBelow

Cs-136 2..069 .13.16 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Cs-137 21.89 30.07 yrs
Sr-90 0.2189 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100

ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 0.737 2.74 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Tc-99m 0.644 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD
Library

Te-129 6.976 1.16 hour Not in RESRAD
Library
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Te-129m 11.66 33.6 days Not in RESRAD

Library
La-140 0.341 1.678 days Not in RESRAD

Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 580
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 580 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within Y" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Subsistence Farmer Scenario was assumed. All pathways except radon
were assumed active.

" For ingestion pathway, dietary data, aquatic food, plant food, meat,
and milk contaminated fractions are 1.0

" Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

" Outdoors on-site time was changed from 25% to 50% and off-site time
was set to zero because RESRAD assumes zero exposure for time spent
off-site and some exposure would still occur if a person were to
leave the residence due to ground contamination elsewhere. The
default of 50% time spent indoors was not changed.

" All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.
Cs-134: 22.93 mrem
Cs-137: 10.73 mrem
Sr-90: 0.016 mrem
Total Dose= 33.68 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Protective Action Guide (PAG) Manual was used to estimate the first year
doses from these radionuclides. (Note: the dose for 1-132 is already
included in the dose for Te-132 per the PAG manual.)

IRadionuclidel pCi/20cmz j pCi/m2 I mrem/pCi/m2 I Dose (mrem) I
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1-131 I 1014 5 .07E+05 I1.30E-06 0.6591
Te-132 64.2 3.21E+04 3.30E-06 0.1059

Note: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they are
calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 33.68 mrem + 0.6591 mrem +0.1059 mrem = 34.44 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown due to
the low first year contribution.)
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Note that only the orange line corresponds

to the y-axis on the right side for cumulative
dose. All other lines correspond to the left y-axis.

The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were

* 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)

* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)
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For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

Pasquil-l Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

A Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill
Fukushima Plant is provided below:

Categories at the

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant Based on on Soil Based on

First Year a Representative Mito Soil Direct Frisk of 580
Dose Sample ccpm at Mito

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 28.5 45.8 1,682

500 mrem 7.7 12.4 8,410

1000 mrem 4.7 7.5 16,820

2000 mrem 2.9 4.7 [ 33, 640

44Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 34.44 mrem is 58 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 58 x 580 ccpm = 33,640 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy Oa =8.38E+07 m2
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Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E+07)/(58) = 1.44E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
6.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 10.4 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy o0 (mi2 ) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/58 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 3.31E+06 6.4
B 8.38E+07 1.44E+06 6.4
C 7.47E+06 1.29E+05 3.1
D 1.51E+06 2.61E+04 2.6
E 2.01E+05 3.46E+03 1.1
F 7.14E+04 1.23E+03 1.1

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 34.44 mrem is 29 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 29 x 580 ccpm = 16,820 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: Oy az =8.38E+07 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E+07)/(29) = 2.89E+06 M2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
9.6 statute miles.

This is equal to 15.5 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Cy Oz (M2 ) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/29 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 6.62E+06 9.6
B 8.38E+07 2.89E+06 9.6
C 7.47E+06 2.58E+05 4.9
D 1.51E+06 5.22E+04 4.3
E 2.01E+05 6.92E+03 1.8
F 7.14E+04 2.46E+03 1.8

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 34.44 mrem is 14.5 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 14.5 x 580 ccpm = 8410 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: ay Oa = 8.38E+07 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E+07)/(14.5) = 5.78E+06 M2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
14.6 statute miles

This is equal to 23.4 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories
listed below:

for 500 mrem are

Pasquill ay o, (W2 ) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/14.5 (statute miles)

A 1.92E+08 1.32E+07 14.6
B 8.38E+07 5.78E+06 14.6
C 7.47E+06 5.15E+05 8.1
D 1.51E+06 1.04E+05 7.3
E 2.01E+05 1.38E+04 3.0
F 7.14E+04 4.92E+03 3.0

4.
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Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 34.44 mrem is 2.90 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 2.90 x 580 ccpm = 1682 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquiil Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Mito from Fukushima Reactors is 79 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: o, oa = 8.38E+07 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (8.38E+07)/(2.90) = 2..89E+07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
39.7 statute miles.

This is equal to 63.9 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill ao Oa (M2 ) at 79 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/2.9 (statute. miles)

A 1.92E+08 6.62E+07 39.7
B 8.38E+07 2.89E+07 39.7
C 7.47E+06 2.58E+06 29.7
D 1.51E+06 5.22E+05 29.0
E 2.01E+05 6.92E+04 15.1
F 7.14E+04 2.46E+04 15.1

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill

For the time periods that plumes existed
average Pasquill Categories were:

Categories:

the estimated time weighted

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%
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The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)

The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi
First Year Dose Plant

Miles Kilometers
100 mrem 28.5 45.8
500 mrem 7.7 12.4

1000 mrem 4.7 7.5
2000 mrem 2.9 4.7
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5. SUBURBAN RESIDENT SCENARIO: Evaluation of TSUKUBA Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Tsukuba on .3/27/2011. Throughout
this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Tsukuba area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database. Other
gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry results
in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6 th edition
of the Chart of the
C. Kocher.

Nuclides, and Radioactive Decay Data Tables from David

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 53.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

1-132 1.64 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 2.00 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Cs-134 6.53 2.065 yrs
Cs-136 0.707 13.16 days Not in RESRAD

Library
.Cs-.137 7.31 30.07 yrs
Sr-90 0.0731 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100

ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 0.203 2.74 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Tc-99m 0.215 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD
Library

Te-129 2.83 1.16 hour Not in RESRAD
Library
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Te-129m 4.31 33.6 days Not in RESRAD

Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 750
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 750 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within •" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Suburban Resident Scenario was assumed-
o Milk, meat, aquatic, and drinking water pathways are not

considered
o Intake of home grown plant foods is assumed to be 10%

* Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

* Indoor time was assumed to be 75%; Outdoor time was assumed to be 25%
(default)

" All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.

Cs-134:
Cs-137:
Sr-90:
Total Dose=

6.84 mrem
3.24 mrem
0.00058 mrem
10.08 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear
Incidents was used to estimate the first year doses from these
radionuclides. (Note: The dose for 1-132 is already included in the dose
for Te-132 per the EPA manual.)
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Radionuclide pCi/20cm . pCi/m. mrem/pCi/m Dose (mrem)
1-131 1502 7.51E+05 1.30E-06 0.9763

Te-132 56.6 2.83E+04 3.30E-06 0.0934
Note: Cs-134 and
calculated using

Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they are
RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 10.08 mrem + 0.9763 mrem +0.0934 mrem = 11.15 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown due to the
low first year contribution.)
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The time weighted average forecasted Pasquill Categories were used for the
dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima Plant
for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses. The
time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times that
the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the plumes
prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

9 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)
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* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%

C 33.9%
D { 44.6%
E I 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill
Fukushima Plant

Categories at the

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on K

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 750
Year Tsukuba Soil Sample ccpm at Tsukuba

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 14.7 23.7 6,750

500 mrem 4.4 7.1 33, 600

1000 mrem 2.8 4.5 67,275

2000 mrem 1.8 2.9 134,550

'U'
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Example Calculation using Pasguill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 11.15 mrem is 179.4 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 179.4 x 750 ccpm = 134,550 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oa Oa =1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E08)/(179.4) = 7.75E+05 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
4.5 statute miles.

This is equal to 7.3 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy o, (m ) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/179.4 (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 1.78E+06 4.5
B 1.39E+08 7.75E+05 4.5
C 1.06E+07 5.89E+04 1.9
D 2.13E+06 1.19E+04 1.5
E 2.41E+05 1.34E+03 0.6

F 8 .57E+04 4.78E+02 0.6

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 11.15 mrem is 89.7 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 89.7 x 750 ccpm = 67,275 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:
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Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy a, =1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(89.7) = 1.55E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
7.1 statute miles.

This is equal to 11.4 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Ty oz (i 2) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/89.7 (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 3.55E+06 6.7
B 1.39E+08 1.55E+06 6.7
C 1.06E+07 1.18E+05 3.0
D 2.13E+06 2.37E+04 2.4
E 2.41E+05 2.69E+-403 1.0
F 8.57E+04 9.55E+02 1.0

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 11.15 mrem is 44.8 times les.s than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 44.8 x 750 ccpm = 33,600 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: OY oa = 1.39E+08 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(44.8) = 3.38E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
10.0 statute miles

This is equal to 16.2 kilometers.
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The, estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 500 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy o' (mi) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/44.8 (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 7.11E+06 10.0
B 1.39E+08 3.10E+06 10.0
C 1.06E+07 2.36E+05 4.6
D 2.13E+06 4.75E+04 4.0
E 2.41E+05 5.38E+03 1.5
F 8.57E+04 1.91E+03 1.5

Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 11.15 mrem is 9 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 9 x 750 ccpm = 6750 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy, o, = 1.39E408 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(9) = 1.55E+07 mi2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
28.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 43.2 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oy oa (m2) at 110 Factor of 1/9 Estimated Distance
Category statute mile (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 3.54E+07 26.8
B 1.39E+08 1.55E+07 26.8
C 1.06E+07 1.17E+06 15.3
D 2.13E+06 2..37E+05 14.4
E 2.41E+05 2.68E+04 5.3
F 8.57E+04 9.02E+03 5.3

I,

I,
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Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation*

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)

The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi
First Year Dose Plant

Miles Kilometers
100 mrem 14.7 23.7
500 mrem 4.4 7.1

1000 mrem 2.8 4.5
2000 mrem 1.8 2.9

I..
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6. SUBSISTENCE FARMER SCENARIO: Evaluation of TSUKUBA Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of

a representative soil sample taken at Tsukuba on 3/27/2011. Throughout

this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Tsukuba area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database.

Other gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry
results in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.

The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a

Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),

and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the

calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 1 6 th edition

of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive Decay Data Tables from David

C. Kocher.

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life lComment
(pCi/g)

1-131 53.1 8.02 days Not in RESRAD

ILibrary - See Below
1-132 1.64 2.28 hours [Not in RESRAD

Library - See Below
Te-132 2.00 3.2 days Not in RESRAD

Library - See Below

Cs-134 6.53 2.065 yrs

Cs-136 0.707 13.16 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Cs-137 7.31 30.07 yrs

Sr-90 0.0731 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100
ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 0.203 2.74 days Not in RESRAD

Library

Tc-99m 0.215 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD

Library

Te-129 2.83 1.16 hour Not in RESRAD
Library

If

It
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Te-129m 14.31 33.6 days Not in RESRAD

I I ýLibrary

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 750
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 750 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within •" of the surface).

Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Subsistence Farmer Scenario was assumed. All pathways except radon
were assumed active.

" For ingestion pathway, dietary data, aquatic food, plant food, meat,
and milk contaminated fractions are 1.0

" Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

" Outdoors on-site time was changed from 25% to 50% and off-site time
was set to zero because RESRAD assumes zero exposure for time spent
off-site and some exposure would still occur if a person were to
leave the residence due to ground contamination elsewhere. The
default of 50% time spent indoors was not changed.

* All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.

Cs-134: 7.48 mrem
Cs-137: 3.58 mrem
Sr-90: 0.0053 mrem
Total Dose= 11.07 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear
Incidents was used to estimate the first year doses from these
radionuclides. (Note: The dose for 1-132 is already included in the dose
for Te-132 per the EPA manual.)

lRadionuclide I pCi/20cm pCi/n I mrem/pCi/m Dose. (mrem)
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S I-131 1502 7.51E+05 l1.30E-06 I 0.9763
1 Te-132 56.6 2.83E+04 3.30E-06 0.0934

Note: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they are
calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 11.07 mrem + 0.9763 mrem +0.0934 mrem = 12.14 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown due to
the low first year contribution.)
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to the y-axis on the right side for cumulative
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The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

* 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)
* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)
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For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During
Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill
Fukushima Plant

Categories at the

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 750
Year Tsukuba Soil Sample ccpm at Tsukuba

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 15.7 25.3 6,150

500 mrem 4.7 7.6 30,750

1000 mrem 3.0 4.8 61,500

2000 mrem 1.9 3.1 123,750
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Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 12.14 mrem is 165 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 165 x 750 ccpm = 123,750 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: ay Oa =1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(165) = 8.42E+05 m'

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
4.7 statute miles.

This is equal to 7.6 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy a, (m2 ) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/165 (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 1.93E+06 4.7
B 1.39E+08 8.43E+05 4.7
C 1.06E+07 6.40E+04 2.0
D 2.13E+06 1.29E+0.4 1.6
E 2.41E+05 1.46E+03 0.7
F 8.57E+04 5.19E+02 0.7

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 12.14 mrem is 82 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 82 x 750 ccpm = 61,500 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:
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Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy 0o =1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(82) = 1.70E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately

7.0 statute miles.

This is equal to 11.3 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill I oy oz (M
2 ) at 110 Factor of iEstimated Distance

Category I statute miles 1/82.4 (statute miles)
A 3.19E+08 3.87E+06 ?.0
B 1.39E+08 1.69E+06 ?.0

C 1.06E+07 1.28E+05 3.1
D 2.13E+06 2.59E+04 2.6
E 2.41E+05 2.93E+03 1.0
F 8.57E+04 1.04E+03 1.0

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 12.14 mrem is 41 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 41 x 750 ccpm = 30,750 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy oa = 1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(41) = 3.39E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
10.6 statute miles

This is equal to 17 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 500 mrem are
listed below:
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Pasquill oy o, (M

2 ) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/41.2 (statute miles)

A 3.19E+08 7.74E+06 10.6
B 1.39E+08 3.38E+06 10.6
C 1.06E+07 2.56E+05 4.9
D 2.13E+06 5.17E+04 4.3
E 2.41E+05 5.85E+03 1.6
F 8.57E+04 2.08E+03 1.6

Evaluation for the i00 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 12.14 mrem is 8.2 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 8.2 x 750 ccpm = 6150 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Tsukuba from Fukushima Reactors is 110 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: ay oa = 1.39E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (1.39E+08)/(8.2) = 1.70E+07 m 2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
28.3 statute miles.

This is equal to. 45.5 kilometers. t

ii

I.'
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy C, (M2) at 110 Factor of Estimated Distance

Category statute mile 1/8.2 (nautical miles)
A 3.19E+08 3.89E+07 28.3
B 1.39E+08 1.70E+07 28.3
C 1.06E+07 1.29E+06 16.4
D 2.13E+06 2.60E+05 15.5
E 2.41E+05 2.94E+04 5.7
F 8.57E+04 1.05E+04 5.7

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

i!f

!'

ii
The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 .x Pasquill F distance)
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The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi
First Year Dose Plant

Miles Kilometers

100 mrem 15.7 25.3
500 mrem 4..7 7.6

1000 mrem 3.0 4.8
2000 mrem 1.9 3.1
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7. SUBURBAN RESIDENT SCENARIO: Evaluation of ATSUGI Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Atsugi on 3/28/2011. Throughout
this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Atsugi area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database.
Other gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry
results in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9 th edition of The Table o.f Isotopes, the 1 6 th edition
of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive Decay Dat.a Tables from David
C. Kocher.

IRadionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 30.96 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

1-132 3.012 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 3.939 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Cs-134 7.668 2.065 yrs
Cs-136 0.9030 13.16 days Not in RESRAD

Library
Cs-137 9.175 30.07 yrs

Sr-90 0.09175 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100
ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 3.513 2.74 days Not in RESRAD
Library

Tc-99m 3.513 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD
Library

Te-129 4.00 1.16. hour Not in RESRAD
_Library
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Te-129m 8.12 33.6 days Not in RESRAD

I I I Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 400
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 400 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within I" of the surface).

A. Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Suburban Resident Scenario was assumed..
o Milk, meat, aquatic, and drinking water pathways are not

considered
o Intake of home grown plant foods is assumed to be 10%

* Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

* Indoor time was assumed to be 75%; Outdoor time was assumed to be 25%
(default)

" All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.

I,.

Cs-134:
Cs-137:
Sr-90:
Total Dose=

8.03 mrem
4.07 mrem
0.00073 mrem
12.10 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Protective Action Guide (PAG) Manual was used to estimate the first year
doses from these radionuclides. (Note: the dose for 1-132 is already
included in the dose for Te-132 per the PAG manual.)
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Radionuclide pCi/20cm2  pCi/m2  mrem/pCi/m2  Dose (mrem)
1-131 506 2.53E+05 1.30E-06 0.3289

Te-132 64.2 3.21E+04 3.30E-06 0.1059
ote: Cs-134 and Cs-137 are not included in the above table as they areNc

calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 12.10 mrem + 0.3289 mrem + 0.1059 mrem = 12.53 mrem. The
dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown due to
the low first year contribution.)
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Note that only the orange line corresponds
to the y-axis on the right side for cumulative
dose. All other lines correspond to the left y-axis.

The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:
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* 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)
* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill Categories at the
Fukushima Plant

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 400
Year Atsugi Soil Sample ccpm at Atsugi

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 22.3 35.9 3,200

500 mrem 6.4 10.2 15,960

1000 mrem 3.9 6.3 31,920

2000 mrem 2.5 4.0 63,840
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Example Calculation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 12.53 mrem is 159.6 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 159.6 x 400 ccpm = 63,840 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: Oy Oz =2.41E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(159.6) = 1.51E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
6.6 statute miles.

This is equal to 10.6 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill 1Oy O, ( m2 ) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/159.6 (statute miles)

A 5.5.3E+08 3.47E+06 6.6

B 2.41E+08 1.51E+06 6.6

C 1.47E+07 9.63E+04 2.6
D 3.09E+06 1.93E+04 2.1

E 2.93E+05 1.84E+03 0.8

F 1.04E+05 6.52E+.02 0.8

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 12.53 mrem is 79.8 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first

year will be exceeded is 79.8 x 400 ccpm = 31,920 ccpm
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The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles. The
dispersion factor at this distance: oy a, =2.41E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(79.8) = 3.03E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
9.9 statute miles.

This is equal to 15.9 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill UY 0, (M2 ) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/79.8 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 6.93E+06 9.9
B 2.41E+08 3.03E+06 9.9
C 1.47E+07 1.93E+05 4.1
D 3.09E+06 3.87E+04 3.4
E 2.93E+05 3.67E+03 1.2
F 1.04E+05 1.31E+03 1.2

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 12.53 mrem is 39.9 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 39.9 x 400 ccpm = 15,960 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles yy Oz =

2.41E+08 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(39.9) = 6.05E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
15.0 statute miles

This is equal to 24.1 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 500 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill oay Oz (M2 ) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/39.9 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 1.39E+07 15.0
B 2.41E+08 6.05E+06 15.0
C 1.47E+07 3.85E+05 6.5
D 3.09E+06 7.74E+04 5.8
E 2.93E+05 7.34E+03 1.8
F 1.04E+05 2.61E+03 1.8

Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 12.53 mrem is 8 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 8 x 400 ccpm = 3200 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 1.58 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: oy Oa = 2.41E+08 M2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(8) = 3.02E+07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is. located is approximately
40.9 statute miles.

This is equal to 65.9 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill Oy o0 (M2 ) at 158 Factor of 1/8 1 Estimated Distance
Category statute mile (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 6.92E+07 40.9
B 2.41E+08 3.02E+07 40.9
C 1.47E+07 1.92E+06 23.1
D 3.09E+06 3.86E+05 22.2
E 2.93E+05 3.66E+04 7.2
F 1 . 04E+05 1 . 30E+04 7.2

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill

For the time periods that plumes existed
average Pasquill Categories were:

Categories:

the estimated time weighted

Pasquill Category Percent of Time During I

Plume

B 8.9%
C 33.9%
D 44.6%
E 8.9%
F 3.6%

The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)
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The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

Distance from Fukushima Daiichi Plant
First Year Dose T

Miles1 Kilometers
100 mrem 22.3 35.9
500 mrem 6.4 1.0.2

1000 mrem 3.9 6.3
2000 mrem 2.5 4.0

if

I'

I,
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8. SUBSISTENCE FARMER SCENARIO: Evaluation of ATSUGI Habitability for
2000 mrem, 1000 mrem, 500 mrem, and 100 mrem doses in the First Year

Source of Radiological Data:

The following radionuclide distribution is based on gamma spectrometry of
a representative soil sample taken at Atsugi on 3/28/2011. Throughout
this event, numerous surface contamination measurements were obtained in
the Atsugi area. The contamination level identified on this soil sample
is representative of the broader contamination measurement database. Other
gamma spectrometry results are similar to the gamma spectrometry results
in this sample.

The soil sample was counted at the U.S. Naval Base in Yokosuka, Japan.
The counting lab was set up on Barge 95, in a room that had been
decontaminated after the initial event. The counting system consisted of
a Canberra 35% High Purity Germanium Detector (Model GC3519, s/n 7252), a
Canberra Inspector 2000 portable digital signal processor (s/n 09042699),
and an HP Compaq 6710b running Canberra Genie 2000 version 3.2.1 Gamma
Acquisition and Analysis software. The radionuclide library used in the
calculations extracts isotopic half-lives from the standard KAPL library,
which references the 9th edition of The Table of Isotopes, the 16th edition
of the Chart of the Nuclides, and Radioactive
C. Kocher.

Decay Data Tables from David

Radionuclide Concentration Half-Life Comment
(pCi/g)

1-131 30.96 8.02 days Not in RESRAD
_Library - See Below

1-132 3.012 2.28 hours Not in RESRAD
Library - See Below

Te-132 3.939 3.2 days Not in RESRAD
_Library - See Below

Cs-134 7.668 2.065 yrs
Cs-136 0.9030 13.16 days Not in RESRAD

Library
Cs-137 9.175 30.07

years

Sr-90 0.09175 28.78 yrs Assumed in 1:100I ratio to Cs-137

Mo-99 3.513 2.74 days Not in RESRAD
Library

T-99m 3.513 6.01 hour Not in RESRAD
_Library

[Te-129 4.00 1.16 hour [Not in RESRAD
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I Library

Te-129m 8.12 33.6 days Not in RESRAD
Library

The contamination level on the soil before the sample was taken was 400
corrected counts per minute (ccpm), that is 400 counts above background as
measured with a beta-gamma pancake frisker (DT-304 Geiger-Mueller probe or
equivalent with a 20 cm2 probe face calibrated to read 100 ccpm with a 450
pCi Tc-99 source measured within W" of the surface).

B. Using RESRAD and EPA PAG Manual Method for Radionuclides not in RESRAD

Inputs to RESRAD Calculation

" Subsistence Farmer Scenario was assumed. All pathways except radon
were assumed active.

* For ingestion pathway, dietary data, aquatic food, plant food, meat,
and milk contaminated fractions are 1.0

* Depth of contamination in soil is assumed to be in the top 1
centimeter

" Outdoors on-site time was changed from 25% to 50% and off-site time
was set to zero because RESRAD assumes zero exposure for time spent
off-site and some exposure would still occur if a person were to
leave the residence due to ground contamination elsewhere. The
default of 50% time spent indoors was not changed.

" All other parameters were RESRAD defaults

Output of RESRAD Calculation

Using the above inputs and soil radioactivity concentrations for the
radionuclides available in RESRAD, the doses at time T=0 years are listed
below for each radionuclide and summed.

Cs-l-34: 8.79 mrem
Cs-137: 4.50 mrem
Sr-90: 0.0067 mrem
Total Dose= 13.297 mrem

To account for 1-131, 1-132, and Te-132, Table 7-2 from the 1992 EPA
Protective Action Guide (PAG) Manual was used to estimate the first year
doses from these radionuclides. (Note: the dose for 1-132 is already
included in the dose for Te-132 per the PAG manual.)

IRadionuclidel pCi/20cm. pCi/n I mrem/pCi/m2 Dose (mrem)

I.

4)
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I 1-131 506 I 2.53E+05 I1.30E-06 I 0.38

Te-132 64.2 3.21E+04 3.30E-06 0.1059
Note: Cs-134 and Cs-137are not included in the above table as they are
calculated using RESRAD.

First Year Dose = 13.297 mrem + 0.3289 mrem + 0.1059 mrem = 13.73 mrem.
The dose progression per month is shown below. (Sr-90 is not shown
due to the low first year contribution.)
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The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time weighted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

* 0600 JST March 15, 2011 to 0900 JST March 16, 2011 (27 hours)
* 0935 to 2200 JST March 21, 2011 (12.4 hours)
* 1300 JST March 22, 2011 to 0500 JST March 23, 2011 (16 hours)
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For these time periods the estimated time weighted average Pasquill
Categories were:

In the absence of actual meteorological data this data is considered the
best representation of the conditions during the event.

Summary of Evaluation using Forecasted Pasquill
Fukushima Plant

Categories at the

Estimated Distance from Estimated Direct Frisk
Fukushima Daiichi Plant on Soil Based on

Dose in First Based on a Representative Direct Frisk of 400
Year Atsugi Soil Sample ccpm at Atsugi

Statute Miles Kilometers ccpm

100 mrem 24.1 38.7 2,920

500 mrem 6.8 11.0 14, 560

1000 mrem 4.2 6.7 29,200

2000 mrem 2.7 4.3 58,400

if

II
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Example Calcuation using Pasquill Category B

Evaluation for 2000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 13.73 mrem is 146 times less than 2000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 2000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 146 x 400 ccpm = 58,400 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Pasquill Category B
dispersion factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: ay Oz =2.41E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(146) = 1.65E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
7.0 statute miles.

This is equal to 11.2 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 2000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill 1, O. Oz (M2) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/146 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 3.79E+06 7.0
B 2.41E+08 1.65E+06 7.0
C 1.47E+07 1.05E+05 2.8
D 3.09E+06 2.11E+04 2.2
E 2.93E+05 2.01E+03 0.8
F 1.04E+05 7.13E+02 0.8

Evaluation for 1000 mrem Distance

First year dose of 13.73 mrem is 73 times less than 1000 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 1000 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 73 x 400 ccpm = 29,200 ccpm
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The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles. The
dispersion factor at this distance: oy c,, =2.41E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(73) = 3.32E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
10.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 16.8 kilometers.

The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 1000 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill 0Oy oa (m) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute miles 1/72.8 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 7.60E+06 10.4
B 2.41E+08 3.32E+06 10.4
C 1.47E+07 2.11E+05 4.3
D. 3.09E+06 4.24E+04 3.7
E 2.93E+05 4.02E+03 1.2
F 1.04E+05 1.43E+03 1.2

Evaluation for 500 mrem Distance

The first year dose of 13.73 mrem is 36.4 times less than 500 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 500 mrem dose for the first
year will be exceeded is 36.4 x 400 ccpm = 14,560 ccpm

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles ay Oz =

2.41E+08 m 2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(36.4) = 6.63E+06 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
15.9 sta.tute miles

This is equal to 25.5 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories
listed below:

for 500 mrem are

Pasquill Oy oa Wm2 ) at 158 Factor of Estimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/36.4 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 1.52E+07 15.9
B 2.41E+08 6.63E+06 15.9
C 1.47E+07 4.22E+05 7
D 3.09E+06 8.48E+04 6.2
E 2.93E+05 8.05E+03 2
F 1 . 04E+005 2. 86E+03 2

Evaluation for the 100 mrem Distance

The. first year dose of 13.73 mrem is 7.3 times less than 100 mrem.

Thus, the contamination level at which the 100 mrem
year will be exceeded is 7.3 x 400. ccpm = 2920 ccpm

dose for the first

The distance where this will be exceeded based on Category B dispersion
factors:

Distance of Atsugi from Fukushima Reactors is 158 statute miles. The
dispersion factor for this distance: Oa a, = 2.41E+08 m2

Dispersion factor at new distance is (2.41E+08)/(7.3) = 3.31E+07 m2

Distance at which this new dispersion factor is located is approximately
43.4 statute miles.

This is equal to 69.8 kilometers.
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The estimated distances for all Pasquill Categories for 100 mrem are
listed below:

Pasquill 1 aO (m) at 158 Factor of iEstimated Distance
Category statute mile 1/7.3 (statute miles)

A 5.53E+08 7.58E+07 43.4
B 2.41E+08 3.31E+07 43.4
C 1.47E+07 2.10E+06 25
D 3.09E+06 4.23E+05 24
E 2.93E+05 4.01E+04 7.9
F 1.04E+05 1. 43E+04 7.9

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

For the time periods that plumes existed the estimated time weighted
average Pasquill Categories were:

The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation-

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance)
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The above calculation was performed for the 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem,
and 2000 mrem dose distance.

The results are as follows:

I Estimated Distance from Fukushima Daiichi
First Year Dose Plant

Miles Kilometers
100 mrem 24.1 38.7
500 mrem 6.8 11.0

1000 mrem 4.2 6.7
2000 mrem 2.7 4.3

I,

Ii
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9. SUBURBAN RESIDENT SCENARIO: Evaluation of J-VILLAGE distance and dose
rate using methods herein

A. Summary of Evaluation:

Two soil samples were taken at J-Village which is located 12.3 miles (19.8
km) south of the Fukushima Daiichi Plant. The radioactivity analysis of
soil samples was utilized to calculate the first year dose at the J-
Village using the RESRAD suburban resident scenario. For the purposes of
the evaluation Cs-134, Cs-137, and Sr-90 concentrations (Cs:Sr is used in
a ratio of 1:100 based on Air Force data) were used as input to the RESRAD j
program. The first year dose calculated using RESRAD based on the average
of the two soil sample results was approximately 66 mrem. (This ignores
any dose from 1-131 and T-132.) A calculation was performed extrapolating
the RESRAD calculated dose at Yokosuka (6.252 mrem) (this also ignores the i
1-131 and Te-132 dose) to determine at what distance from the Fukushima
Plant would result in a dose of 66 mrem. Using NARAC forecasted Pasquill
Categories for time periods the plumes existed in Yokosuka from 3/15
through 3/23, the calculated distance was 18.5 miles which is about a
factor of 1.5 larger.

B. Evaluation:

The first year dose calculated at Yokosuka (excluding 1-131 and Te-132)
using the RESRAD suburban resident scenario was 6.252 mrem. Cs-137 and
Cs-134 account for 99.98% of the total RESRAD dose with Sr-90, and to an
even lesser extent Tc-99, making up the difference.

Two soil samples were taken at J-Village (12.3 miles or 1.9.8 km from the
Fukushima Plant). Using these soil samples to calculate a RESRAD dose at
J-Village this result can be compared to a predicted result based on the
Yokosuka assessment.
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The Cs-134 and Cs-137 concentrations for the two soil samples were as
follows:

Soil Sample #1 taken on 3/27/11 I;

i

Cs-134:
Cs-137:
Sr-90

47.5 pCi/gm
61.1 pCi/gm
0.611 pCi/gm (in the ratio of 1:100 with Cs-137)

Soil Sample #2 taken on 3/27/11

Cs-134:
Cs-137:
Sr-90

34.6 pCi/gm
40.8 pCi/gm
0.408 pCi/gm (in the ratio of 1:100 with Cs-137)

Using the suburban resident scenario in RESRAD and using the above soil
concentrations results in first year doses of 77 mrem for location #1 and
54 mrem for location #2. (1-131 and Te-132 doses are ignored since
comparisons are just made to the Cs-134, Cs-137, and Sr-90 doses.) The
average first year dose is about 66 mr.em.

Calculation of Expected Distance from the Fukushima Plant for First Year
Dose of 66 mrem using Yokosuka Data and NARAC Forecasted Pasquill
Categories (Assuming no Plume Depletion due to Ground Deposition):

The first year dose of 66 mrem is 10.56 times larger than 6.252 mrem, the
dose in Yokosuka from Cs-134 and Cs-137.

The distance of Yokosuka from the Fukushima Plant is 167 miles. The
Pasquill Category B, C, D, E and F dispersion factors for this distance
and dispersion factors at 66 mrem distance are:

.1

Pasquill B at 167 mi: 2.63E08 m2

is 2.63E08/10.56 = 2.49E07

Pasquill C at 167 mi: 1.63E07 m2

is 1.63E07/10.56 = 1.54E06

Pasquill D at 167 mi: 3.27E06 m2

is 3.27E06/10.56 = 3.10E05

Pasquill E at 167 mi: 3.02E05 m2

is 3.02E05/10.56 = 2.86E04

Dispersion factor for 66 mrem distance

Dispersion factor for 66 mrem distance

Dispersion factor for 66 mrem distance

Dispersion factor for 66 mrem distance
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Pasquill F at 167 mi: 1.07E05 m2

is 1.07E05/10.56 = 1.01E04
Dispersion factor for 66 mrem distance

The distances for 66 mrem at each of the above dispersion factors are:

Pasquill B: 36.2 miles
Pasquill C: 19.1 miles
Pasquill D: 18.2 miles
Pasquill E: 5.6 miles
Pasquill F: 5.6 miles

Calculation based on Forecasted Pasquill Categories:

The time weighted average NARAC Forecasted Pasquill Categories were used
for the dispersion calculation to derive the distances from the Fukushima
Plant for 100 mrem, 500 mrem, 1000 mrem, and 2000 mrem first year doses.
The time wei.ghted average Pasquill Category was derived from the times
that the plumes were present over Yokosuka. Based on air sampling the
plumes prior to the above soil sample being taken were:

0

0

0600
0935
1300

JST March 15, 2011 to 0900
to 2200 JST March 21, 2011
JST March 22, 2011 to 0500

JST March 16,
(12.4 hours)
JST March 23,

2011 (27 hours)

2011 (16 hours)

For these time periods the estimated
Categories were:

time weighted average Pasquill

R:
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The calculation for each distance is performed using the following
equation:

Distance for Time Weighted Average Pasquill Category = (0.089 x Pasquill B
distance) + (0.339 x Pasquill C Distance) + (0.446 x Pasquill D Distance)
+ (0.089 x Pasquill E Distance) + (0.036 x Pasquill F distance) =

(0.089 x 36.2) + (0.339 x 19.1) + (0.446 x 18.2) + (0.089 x 5.6) + (0.036
x 5.6) = 18.5 miles

The calculated distance (18.5 miles) is within a factor of 1.5 of the
actual distance (12.3 miles).

Overall Conclusion:

The distance calculated using dispersion calculation from the Yokosuka
location and the time weighted average forecasted Pasquill categories is
about a factor of 1.5 larger (conservative) than the actual distance of J-
Village from the Fukushima Plant.
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